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Abstract

 
Cartoon Networks: Animation and Conglomeration from Turner to AT&T

Jacqueline Ristola, PhD 
Concordia University, 2022

This dissertation examines how the aesthetics of popular American television animation 

transformed as its distribution shifted from cable to digital platforms across eras of media 

conglomeration from the 1990s to the present. I argue that the understudied object of television 

animation offers new perspectives on the history of the American television industry. To 

accomplish this task, I use the methodology of “looking for loops” to trace the media logic of 

media conglomerates as they manifest in cultural production. This dissertation focuses 

specifically on animation made for television, typically called limited animation, as the 

production of this specific form of animation is indelibly entwined with its distribution on the 

medium of television. Logics of conglomeration here refer to specific assumptions that shape 

media production within conglomerate structures.

Chapter 1 analyzes American trade press archives to illustrate how animation’s transition 

from film to television in the 1950s radically altered animation aesthetics. It demonstrate how 

television animation’s “limited animation” techniques—responsible for television animation’s 

signature look—created archives of footage that content-hungry cable networks could remix in 

the 1990s. Chapter 2 discusses the popular animation cable channel Cartoon Network over its 

history from the 1990s to the mid-2000s in order to analyze how content curators develop 

animated worlds to facilitate intellectual property cross-overs in the U.S. and Mexico. Chapter 3 

analyzes press reports and platform interfaces to demonstrate how corporate strategy in the 
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streaming era of the 2010s restructures the production and distribution of animated programs. 

Chapter 4 symptomatically reads cultural production under conglomerate ownership of AT&T, 

tracing how these productions reflect corporate ambitions and anxieties around digital media 

distribution. The conclusion ends the dissertation by situating animation’s role in what tech and 

media giants project as the future of media: the “metaverse.” It demonstrates how animation 

helps realize these ideas of virtual space, using platform studies and queer phenomenology to 

argue that the metaverse expands animation into a framework for building media platforms.
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Introduction

! 


As an elementary school student, I was fascinated by the poster in my father’s workplace. He 

worked at a wholesale auto parts store, and pasted on the wall in a stock room filled with auto 

parts was a poster comprised of two images: the Cartoon Network logo, and a NASCAR race car 

adorned with the logo on its hood. While the imagery of a cable brand within an auto parts 

wholesale warehouse may sound esoteric, Cartoon Network brand logo seemed quite 

appropriate, given its checkerboard imagery parallels the winning flag in NASCAR races. I was 

fascinated. The poster illustrated the penetration of cable branding outside of television, and 

became one of the main points of contact with Cartoon Network, a network that memorably 

shaped my media landscape growing up. Watching Cartoon Network as a kid presented 

animation as a unique and engaging art form; now as an adult, I continue to watch Cartoon 

Network, albeit with an analytical lens. 

This thesis is about television animation, what it can tell us about media conglomeration, and 

how media conglomeration shapes media production. As such, is examines how the aesthetics of 

popular American television animation transformed as its distribution shifted from cable to 

digital platforms across eras of media conglomeration from the 1990s to the present. I argue that 

the understudied object of television animation offers new perspectives on the history of the 

American television industry. In Chapter 1, I analyze American trade press archives to illustrate 

how animation’s transition from film to television in the 1950s radically altered animation 

aesthetics. Further, I demonstrate how television animation’s “limited animation” techniques—

responsible for television animation’s signature look—created archives of footage that content-
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hungry cable networks could remix in the early 1990s. Chapter 2 examines Cartoon Network 

from the late 1990s to the mid-2000s in bumpers (interstitial materials) as a product of branding 

and programmatic production in the wake of the Turner-Time Warner merger of 1996 and the 

AOL Time Warner merger of 2001. In Chapter 3, I analyze press reports and platform interfaces 

to demonstrate how corporate strategy in the streaming era of the 2010s restructures the 

production and distribution of animated programs. Chapter 4 examines Space Jam: A New 

Legacy for how it symptomatically reflects ongoing strategies of media conglomeration. The 

conclusion ends by situating animation’s role in what tech and media giants project as the future 

of media: the “metaverse.” I demonstrate how animation subtends these ideas of virtual space, 

using platform studies and queer phenomenology to argue that the metaverse expands animation 

into a framework for building media platforms.

Animation indexes media conglomeration because it is freighted with corporate labour and 

logics within its own images. I focus specifically on animation made for television, typically 

called limited animation, as the production of this specific form of animation is indelibly 

entwined with its distribution on the medium of television. Logics of conglomeration here refer 

to specific assumptions that shape media production within conglomerate structures. In this case, 

the central assumption that unites these case studies is the reuse and recycling—in other words, 

the reanimation—of an archive of animation, both material (produced media) and immaterial 

(copyright IP).

Archives are not (just) spaces of preservation, but spaces of production. While Catherine 

Russell observes archival recycling practices in experimental and avant-garde filmmaking,  this 1

research tracks these production practices from what would appear to be the avant-garde’s 

 Catherine Russell, Archiveology: Walter Benjamin and Archival Film Practices (Durham: Duke 1

University Press, 2018), 1.
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opposite: corporate media produced and owned by massive, media conglomerates. Such 

corporate archives continue onto streaming media platforms today; as Amanda Lotz observes, 

streaming platforms aren’t building programming schedules, but content libraries.  I observe 2

similar processes indexed in television animation production practices that occur through the 

transition from cable to streaming platforms as the primary distribution force of television. In 

particular, animation’s ability to function as branding proves crucial to such activation of 

conglomerate archives, discussed below.

I use limited animation in part because the animation object provides a trackable lineage 

throughout major mergers in Hollywood history, from television programming to production. I 

begin with Hanna-Barbera studios, which got its start in 1957 as its founders William Hanna and 

Joseph Barbera transitioned from working on Tom & Jerry theatrical animated shorts at MGM in 

the 40s and 50s to producing television animation. By 1991, the studio cemented its legacy in 

television animation, but recent failures to maintain viewers forced the studio to sell itself and its 

properties. Media mogul Ted Turner, ever the opportunist, bought the company, using its archive 

of contents and other animation the acquired from his brief ownership of MGM Studios to start a 

new cable network devoted to airing 24 hours of animation every day: Cartoon Network. The 

channel succeeded and endured throughout a succession of mergers to come: Turner’s merger 

with Time Warner in 1996; Time Warner’s merger with AOL in 2001; AT&T’s merger with 

WarnerMedia; and WarnerMedia’s merger with Discovery in 2022. Not only does this history 

demonstrate corporations’ insatiable appetite for conglomeration, it allows researchers to track 

how such animation transformed as media mergers punctuated and ushered in new eras of media 

production. 

 Amanda D. Lotz, We Now Disrupt This Broadcast: How Cable Transformed Television and the 2

Internet Revolutionized It All (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2018), 123.
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Animation is also useful because its production is tied up in its distribution. By examining 

television animation, I not only look at television programs, but also their distribution on cable 

networks and streaming platforms. As Derek Johnson argues, “channels matter because they are 

sites at which media industries provide contexts and conjunctures for television to be produced 

and consumed.”  By focusing on Cartoon Network, this thesis explores how, over 30 years, the 3

channel shed its reputation as just another “Hanna-Barbera rerun channel” and refashioned itself 

as a valuable media brand. This value derived from its attractiveness to the coveted young kids 

and families demographics, which streaming platforms identify as vital for sustained streaming 

platform growth. Such attention to shifting distribution answers calls within media industries 

studies to focus on distribution, including distribution’s impact on “industry economics, 

institutional relationships, cultural assumptions, and access to content.”  As Alisa Perren 4

suggests, in response to addressing how changing distribution conditions relate to media content, 

we can “assess both the representational and formal-aesthetic dimensions of content in relation to 

changes in distribution.”  Similarly, Thomas Lamarre argues that distribution is not a neutral 5

process; rather, we should “consider both what produces distribution, and what distribution 

produces, as two sides of the same coin. … distribution produces a complex set of social 

functions. These functions are not simply added to the product, tacked onto television contents or 

 Derek Johnson, “Pop: Television Guides and Recommendations in a Changing Channel Landscape,” 3

in From Networks to Netflix: A Guide to Changing Channels, ed. Derek Johnson, eBook (New York: 
Routledge, 2018), 30.

 Alisa Perren, “Reassessing the ‘Space in Between’: Distribution Studies in Transition,” in Digital 4

Media Distribution: Portals, Platforms, Pipelines, ed. Paul McDonald, Courtney Brannon Donoghue, and 
Timothy Havens (New York University Press, 2021), 68.

 Perren, “Reassessing the ‘Space in Between,’” 76.5
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programmes; they are meaningful and valuable in themselves.”  This thesis follows Perren and 6

Lamarre’s invitation to examine what exactly distribution entails, examining the formal/

aesthetics of limited animation, and how these aesthetics are intimate tied to their distribution on 

television and streaming platforms.7

Moreover, in examining television animation, this thesis addresses gaps within both 

animation studies and television studies by examining how television animation’s formal 

features inform us about an ever growing industry transformed by shifts in distribution from 

cable television to streaming. By examining television animation in particular, this thesis also 

contributes scholarship on bumpers as well, interstitial elements that typically promote channel 

content or its brand that air on television in-between programs and commercials. Bumpers are an 

often overlooked but vital televisual form crucial to enabling television channels’ flow and 

branding. 

In order to fill the aforementioned gaps in the scholarship, this thesis looks at different kinds 

of televisual objects, from individual programs such as Space Ghost: Coast to Coast, to bumpers 

that manage televisual flow, to streaming platform interfaces. Examining a range of televisual 

objects allows us to see the tensions between boardroom mandates and on the ground production 

practices. As this thesis examines different televisual objects, it also moves across levels of 

media conglomeration and management, from channel programs in chapter 1 & 2, to middle 

management and executives in chapter 3 & 4. 

As research primarily focused on tracing animation and its production across various levels 

of media production, I engage with the fields of media industry studies productions studies, 

 Thomas Lamarre, “Regional Tv: Affective Media Geographies,” Asiascape: Digital Asia 2, no. 1–2 6

(2015): 94, emphasis in original.

 Lamarre, “Regional Tv: Affective Media Geographies,” 94.7
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television studies, and animation studies, with queer theory serving as an interlocutor to these 

strands.

Queer Formations
It was queer studies that brought me to thinking about the body in animation. In other 

publications, I have researched, either alone or in collaboration, how animation embodies queer 

representation.  I have often thought of this as my “other” work in contrast to this thesis, which 8

instead discusses media organization, corporate conglomeration, and other topics relation to 

television’s transition from cable to streaming platforms. But I came to realize that the two are 

interrelated, as both concern the materiality and social impact of animation. Like my other work, 

this thesis revolves around the animation’s material stake. Whereas recent research into the 

animation’s materiality examines animation’s ability to express LGBTQ+ identities,   this 9

research works out the ways animation and corporate conglomeration relies on the reactivation—

or reanimation—of the archive.

It was also queer theory that got me to think about the logics of television, first encountering 

the idea in Lynne Joyrich’s essay “Epistemology of the Console” from 2001. Joyrich sets forth a 

means to think through how television queer representation is affected by industrial contexts and 

 Jacqueline Ristola, “Globalizing Fandoms: Envisioning Queer Futures from Kunihiko Ikuhara to 8

Rebecca Sugar,” in Representation in Steven Universe, ed. John R. Ziegler and Leah Richards (Cham: 
Springer International Publishing, 2020), 89–112, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-31881-9_5; Kevin 
Cooley, Edmond “Edo” Ernest Dit Alban, and Jacqueline Ristola, “Queer Animation, The Motion of 
Illusion: A Primer for the Study of Queer Animated Images,” Synoptique: An Online Journal of Film and 
Moving Image Studies 9, no. 1 (2020): 1–7.

 Jack Halberstam, “Animating Revolt and Revolting Animation,” in The Queer Art of Failure 9

(Durham: Duke University Press, 2011), 27–53; Eli Boonin-Vail, “Queer Proteus: Towards A Theory Of 
The Animated Child,” Animation Studies 14 (2019); Kevin Cooley, “Drawing Queerness Forward: 
Fusion, Futurity, and Steven Universe,” in Representation in Steven Universe, ed. John R. Ziegler and 
Leah Richards (Cham: Springer International Publishing, 2020), 45–67; Cooley, Ernest Dit Alban, and 
Ristola, “Queer Animation, The Motion of Illusion: A Primer for the Study of Queer Animated Images,”; 
Kevin Cooley, “Queer Beyond Here: Animated Sex And How To Get Used To It” (PhD diss., University 
of Florida, 2021).

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-31881-9_5
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paratexts. She builds upon Eve Sedgwick’s landmark Epistemology of the Closet (1990), where 

Sedgwick argues the binary between heterosexual and homosexual is inextricable from other 

foundational epistemological binaries. Sedgwick argues that “an understanding of virtually any 

aspect of modern Western culture must be, not merely incomplete, but damaged in its central 

substance to the degree that it does not incorporate a critical analysis of modern homo/

heterosexual definition.”   Joyrich builds upon Sedgwick’s work to examine “how television is 10

both caught up in and helps to create the contradictions of knowledge and sexuality by which we 

—gay and straight; on the screen, behind it, or in front of it —are simultaneously placed and 

displaced.”  11

Joyrich’s examination is primarily focused on narrative and representation, and scholars such 

as Alfred Martin Jr. have taken up Joyrich’s provocations to study the logics of the closet as they 

relate to race.  Signification and representation continue to be vital topics in television studies, 12

and this extends into animation as well. Hanna-Barbera productions, for example, are certainly 

queer-coded; as Kevin Cooley observes, “homosexually charged antics of a double act duo” 

pervade their work.  But rather than take a representational approach, I realized my concern was 13

not narrative but rather material. Through a strange (or rather, queer) route, I began thinking 

about a binary that shapes animation production discourses in both the industry and academia: 

full versus limited animation.

Limited animation refers to production practices where the amount of unique drawings 

 Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Epistemology of the Closet (Berkeley: Univ of California Press, 1990), 1.10

 Lynne Joyrich, “Epistemology of the Console,” in Queer TV: Theories, Histories, Politics, ed. Glynn 11

Davis and Gary Needham (New York: Routledge, 2009), 16.

 Alfred L. Martin Jr., The Generic Closet: Black Gayness and the Black-Cast Sitcom (Bloomington: 12

Indiana University Press, 2021), 13-17.

 Cooley, “Queer Beyond Here,” 227-233.13
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per frame is reduced. In contrast to full animation, where there is a unique drawing for every 

projected frame (or every second frame), limited animation creates unique drawings in intervals 

of every three frames. Full animation tends to be thus characterized by movement into depth, 

which creates both an illusion of cinematic space within the animated image and fluid character 

movement that trends toward realism. Such affinities for realism, perhaps best embodied by the 

American animation studio Disney, have also tended to dominate theatrical animation, 

particularly American. Limited animation, by contrast, often finds itself in full animation’s 

shadow. Limited animation is typically found on television, its movements are less realistic and 

more repetitive, and its camera usually creates sliding movement from side to side instead of 

imitating cinematic depth. The term limited animation emerged with the rise of television in the 

1950s, as new modes of production arose amidst other social, industrial, and cultural shifts. 

These changes are examined in more detail at the end of this introduction and throughout chapter 

1. 

As the term limited animation emerged alongside television, a number of conceptions 

embedded themselves in industrial and academic discourses around animation. As Lamarre 

notes, “Historically, there has been a tendency to think of full animation as the art of animation, 

and to depict limited animation as an artistically limited and even failed version of full 

animation.”  I first encountered this tendency at the Society for Animation Studies 2016 14

conference, a gathering dedicated to the study of animation. As I talked to an older colleague 

about the television show Steven Universe (2013-2020), he exclaimed “why would you watch 

something so cheap?!” This encounter echoes the kind of dismissal that has characterized 

animation itself; as Lev Manovich writes, “The opposition between the styles of animation and 

 Thomas Lamarre, The Anime Machine: A Media Theory of Animation (Minneapolis: University of 14

Minnesota Press, 2009), 184.
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cinema defined the culture of the moving image in the twentieth century.”  Whereas Manovich 15

observes the historical tendency to valorize cinema over animation for its indexical ability to 

capture reality, full animation has historically tended to be valorized for its aesthetic realism at 

limited animation’s expense.

It was through these encounters wth queer studies and animation studies that I began 

thinking about this binary between full and limited animation. I propose to add full and limited 

animation as another conceptual binary that has historically shaped both film and media 

industries and their study, one particularly embedded in and emerging from televisual logic. This 

identification of such a conceptual binary emerges from encounters with queer theory, one that 

seeks to go beyond binaries and instead commit to a material investigation of the thesis’ subject. 

While initial encounters with Sedgwick and Joyrich promoted this investigation, Robyn 

Wiegman and Elizabeth A. Wilson helpfully point out that while queer theory interrogates 

binaries that shape everyday life, such investigations should not be constrained within binary 

logic itself. They argue, queer theory has often assumed “a position of antinormativity from the 

outset.”  This impulse forms another simplistic “bifurcation of the workings of a norm into 16

center and periphery,” ignoring how “norms are more dynamic and more politically engaging 

than queer critique has usually allowed.”  Wiegman proposes moving beyond dyadic 17

frameworks within queer theory that use antinormativity as its only position.  These 18

 Lev Manovich, The Language of New Media (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2001), 252, emphasis 15

added.

 Robyn Wiegman and Elizabeth A. Wilson, “Introduction: Antinormativity’s Queer Conventions,” 16

Differences 26, no. 1 (May 1, 2015): 2.

 Wiegman and Wilson, “Antinormativity’s Queer Conventions,” 17; 2.17

 Robyn Wiegman, “Eve’s Triangles, or Queer Studies Beside Itself,” Differences 26, no. 1 (May 1, 18

2015): 48–73, https://doi.org/10.1215/10407391-2880600.
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perspectives shape my approach to my media object of animation and loosely guide my thinking 

as I examined the logics at play.

Media Logics
In reading “Epistemology of the Console,” I fixated on one word: logic. What is the logic of 

television that Joyrich refers to? The logic of television has come up before in television studies 

in the title of editor Patricia Mellencamp’s Logics of Television: Essays in Cultural Criticism 

(1990). In this work, Mellencamp suggests that “contradiction is TV's overt, defining logic,”  as 19

she points to the elements of contradiction that permeate a number of essays in the collection 

demonstrating how televisual forces often oppose one another. As Sarah Benet-Weisre, Cynthia 

Chris, and Anthony Freitas argue, television’s contradictions extend into the cable era as well.  20

If logic is a set of principles or a framework by which something operates, what is the specific 

logic of television?

Such a question lead me to the David Altheide and Robert Snow’s Media Logic (1979), 

which proposes that “both communicator and audience member employ a particular logic—a 

media logic—that is used to present and interpret various phenomena.”  The concept of media 21

logic works “as a set of principles or common sense rationality cultivated in and by media 

institutions that penetrates every public domain and dominates its organizing structures.”  As 22

Ulrike Klinger and Jakob Svensson describe, “the theory of media logics is based on the 

observation and empirical evidence that there are some inherent rules of the game in how media 

 Patricia Mellencamp, “Prologue” (Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1990), 8.19

 Sarah Banet-Weiser, Cynthia Chris, and Anthony Freitas, “Introduction,” in Cable Visions: 20

Television Beyond Broadcasting (New York and London: NYU Press, 2007), 12-13.

 David L. Altheide and Robert P. Snow, Media Logic, vol. 89, Sage Library of Social Research 21

(Beverly Hills and London: Sage Publications, 1979), 10.

 José van Dijck and Thomas Poell, “Understanding Social Media Logic,” Media and Communication 22

1, no. 1 (August 12, 2013), 3.
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works.”   As a concept, “media logic has remained under-theorized in communication and 23

media studies,”  and but has recently received a critical update as scholars apply the concept to 24

social media platforms.  25

While Altheide and Snow’s concept of media logic is relatively obscure in television studies, 

television itself has influenced theories of media logic. Jean Burgess and Nancy K. Baym point 

out Snow and Altheide’s concept of media logic is deeply indebted to Raymond Williams’ work 

on television’s flow,  one of the foundation television studies texts.  As José van Dijck and 26 27

Thomas Poell point out, much discussion has been focused on public reception of media,  and 28

the concept is frequently applied to television as a form of mass media. Work that takes up media 

logic often examines television news and its representation of public politics, including topics 

such as election cycles, candidates, and other political discourses. Altheide uses television as an 

example of how mass media structures everyday life, as in the case where the end of an evening 

 Ulrike Klinger and Jakob Svensson, “The End of Media Logics? On Algorithms and Agency,” New 23

Media & Society 20, no. 12 (December 1, 2018): 4654.

 van Dijck and Poell, “Understanding Social Media Logic,” 5.24

 van Dijck and Poell, “Understanding Social Media Logic,”; Klinger and Svensson, “The End of 25

Media Logics? On Algorithms and Agency.”

 Jean (Jean Elizabeth) Burgess and Nancy K. Baym, Twitter  : A Biography (New York: New York 26

University Press, 2020), 20.

 Amanda Lotz’s analysis of streaming platforms as portals also draws from the concept of logics as 27

founding analyses of publishing industries, albeit from two other sociologists of cultural production: 
Bernard Miège and John B. Thompson. Both argue that logics guide media production and reception, 
what Thomson calls a “logic of the field” or a “shared grammar” between the media industries and 
audiences. See Amanda D. Lotz, Portals: A Treatise on Internet-Distributed Television, eBook (Michigan 
Publishing, University of Michigan Library, 2017), https://quod.lib.umich.edu/m/maize/
mpub9699689/1:3/--portals-a-treatise-on-internet-distributed-television?rgn=div1;view=fulltext; John B. 
Thompson, Merchants of Culture: The Publishing Business in the Twenty-First Century, Second edition, 
eBook (New York, New York: Plume, 2012), 47-48; Bernard Miége, The Capitalization of Cultural 
Production (New York: International General, 1989), 144-147.

 van Dijck and Poell, “Understanding Social Media Logic,” 5.28
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television program marked bedtime for young children.  For Altheide and Snow, television’s 29

constant flow of information and new events was a prime example of how media logic functions 

as a set of principles that frame the world in a particular way. These principles thus “give 

meaning to events and people and, hence, socially construct reality.”30

Media logic as a concept argues a shared logic between institutions and audiences around 

media; however, in practice, scholarship tends to focus on the audience side of the equation. My 

interest is in examining the other side of media logic’s principles, seeking to identify some of the 

“goals, traditions, and routines of a given media organization” that shape cultural production.  31

Such a concept, however, is not without its criticism; Kees Brants and Philip van Praag argue 

that media logic is conceptually fuzzy, and that such a model leans towards technological 

determinism.  The phrase and concept itself performs a kind of totalizing gesture, with 32

institutions and audiences always on the same page. But as studies of film and media production 

indicate, such assumed synchronicity is rather contingent, being reliant on its vigorous 

reproduction through the work of industry. As Todd Gitlin described, while media executives 

wield a lot of power, “networks generate ideology mostly indirectly and unintentionally.”  As 33

screenwriter William Goldman infamously observed, in Hollywood, “Nobody knows 

 David L. Altheide, “Media Logic and Social Interaction,” Symbolic Interaction 10, no. 1 (1987): 29

129–38, https://doi.org/10.1525/si.1987.10.1.129.

 Kees Brants and Philip van Praag, “Beyond Media Logic,” Journalism Studies 18, no. 4 (April 3, 30

2017): 398.

 Gianpietro Mazzoleni, “Media Logic,” in The International Encyclopedia of Communication (John 31

Wiley & Sons, Ltd, 2008), https://doi.org/10.1002/9781405186407.wbiecm040, 1.

 Brants and van Praag, “Beyond Media Logic,” 398.32

 Todd Gitlin, Inside Prime Time, [Rev. ed.].,  Communication and Society (London: Routledge, 33

2005), 177.
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anything.”  Media logics work well to track the chaotic forces of conglomeration. 34

With the ascendance of media conglomeration throughout the 1980s and 1990s, such forces 

have fashioned a new media logic, providing foundational assumptions that guide media 

production today. As Ben Fritz observes in 2018, “finally, people in Hollywood do know 

something. What they know is that branded franchises work.”  The rise of branding has shifted 35

conglomerate focus to animated IP as secure caches of cultural value. As Paul Grainge points 

out, “the status of any brand is secured by its legal recognition as intellectual property.”  Celia 36

Lury suggests that the rise in branding corresponds to changes in legal infrastructures (such as 

the continued expansion of copyright protections), as well as the expansion of technological 

reproducibility.  Such reproducibility is not only a means of production, but often a legal 37

requirement as well. As Lury observes, for example, a trademark must be in regular use to secure 

its legal status; in the U.S. and the U.K., failure to use a trademark brand within 5 years results in 

its dissolution as a registered trademark.  These twin forces of copyright and technology affect 38

the production of cultural works, increasing “titles and characters designed to be licensed across 

other products, but also shapes rights of ownership in other areas, such as the legal protections 

given to star image.”  Public personalities becomes brands in of themselves, while “animated 39

 Peter Debruge, “With One Line, William Goldman Taught Hollywood Everything It Needed to 34

Know,” Variety, November 16, 2018, https://variety.com/2018/film/opinion/william-goldman-dies-
appreciation-1203030781/.

 Ben Fritz, The Big Picture: The Fight for the Future of Movies, eBook (New York: Houghton 35

Mifflin Harcourt, 2018), 12.

 Grainge, Brand Hollywood, 11.36

 Celia Lury, Cultural Rights: Technology, Legality and Personality (New York: Routledge, 1993); 37

Celia Lury, Brands: The Logos of the Global Economy (London: Routledge, 2004), https://doi.org/
10.4324/9780203495025.

 Celia Lury, Brands: The Logos of the Global Economy (London: Routledge, 2004), 84-85.38

 Grainge, Brand Hollywood, 11.39
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characters such as Mickey Mouse and Bugs Bunny represent more secure forms of image 

property for studios who no longer ‘own’ stars in a contractual sense.”  As Teri Silvio points 40

out, “Branding makes the value of nonmaterial labor legible, turning qualities - goodwill, 

recognition, affect—into products that can be sold.”  Animated characters are, broadly, central 41

to branding, frequently used as brand logos, mascots, or other personifications of corporations.  42

Animation, as a production of media conglomeration’s reliance on brands, thus works to 

reflexively index these forces that produce the media logic of the archive, i.e. the reliance on 

reuse of materials.

With the ascendance and importance of brands, beginning with the rise of brand management 

in the late 1970s and the development of newly empowered marketing departments, we see a 

corresponding intensification of franchising.  Media conglomeration produce and manage 43

massive portfolios of media brands, from individual IP to distribution brands of cable networks 

and streaming platforms. As such, I argue media conglomeration clings to archives, whether they 

are literal materials or immaterial such as IP. I use the term archive as an encompassing word as 

much of the actual production I examine relies of the material archives of animated media to 

reproduce recognizable IP.

As so much of media production is contingent on a variety of factors, I use media logics 

loosely as a framework to think through the fundamental assumptions that guide media 

production under corporate conglomeration. What animation indexes in my analysis are rather 

 Grainge, Brand Hollywood, 11.40

 Teri Silvio, “Animation: The New Performance?,” Journal of Linguistic Anthropology 20, no. 2 41

(2010): 431.

 Lury, Brands, 71-81; Silvio, “The New Performance?,” 430-432.42

 Grainge, Brand Hollywood, 9.43
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patterns of production, tendencies that emerge in limited animation as a specifically televisual 

mode of production.

As Klinger and Svensson describe, the “conception of media logic is concerned with the 

meso level of organizations,”  something I investigate in examining the various organizational 44

layers of the media conglomerate now known as Warner Bros. Discovery, from individual studio 

productions to broad corporate strategy. In using media logic, this dissertation sets out to identity 

a few of the “inherent rules of the game in how media works.”  If middle managers such as 45

television programmers and producers are creatives, as Amanda Lotz, John Caldwell, and other 

argue, what are the preconceptions they bring into said creative work? I’ve sought to trace one 

thread of media logics, that of corporate conglomeration. In this case, the media logic at play is 

the framework that creative industries executives operate by, a framework that privilege certain 

production forms of media over others. Archives operate as a production space for reuse for 

middle managers, producers, programmers, and executives. As media workers not only produce 

media, but also “simultaneously construct identities while reproducing various forms of 

economic, cultural, and symbolic capital in societies,”  the loose framework of media logics 46

attunes this research into tracing specific assumptions around production, which are refracted 

within animation itself.

Media Work, Conglomeration, and Reflexivity
This research is concerned with the impacts of conglomeration on media production and 

distribution, with an eye to the creativity of programmers, executives, and others who do the 

 Klinger and Svensson, “The End of Media Logics?,” 4657.44

 Klinger and Svensson, “The End of Media Logics?,” 4654.45

 Vicki Mayer, Below the Line: Producers and Production Studies in the New Television Economy 46

(Durham: Duke University Press, 2011), 21.
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work of distribution. In oscillating across levels of media organization, much of this thesis 

examines distinct tiers of media management as well. This includes the work of network 

programmers, division heads, and conglomerate chief executives. Media workers, including 

middle managers and above, critically reflect and theorize though self-ethnographic work,  and 47

such discussions manifest “through the tools, machines, artifacts, iconographies, working 

methods, professional rituals and narratives that film practitioners circulate and enact in film/

video trade subcultures.”  As Lotz points out, managers often have a hand in creative goods, and 48

thus should not be overlooked in investigations of media production.  Management is a 49

fluctuating and unevenly dispersed layer of work in media industries, but it nevertheless shapes 

discourses and practices that generate meaning.  50

Caldwell warns against casting “corporate practice” as “the antithesis of creative, textual 

practice“ because doing so “obscures the fundamental ways that the new conglomerates also 

function as corporate auteurs. In other words, this easy caricaturing also glosses over the fairly 

sophisticated ways that corporate stylistic and on-screen textual practices help sanction and 

legitimize conglomeration.”  Such attention to management work is a means of examining the 51

 John Thornton Caldwell, Production Culture: Industrial Reflexivity and Critical Practice in Film 47

and Television, (Durham: Duke University Press, 2008), 5.

 Caldwell, Production Culture, 345.48

 Amanda D. Lotz, “Building Theories of Creative Industry Managers,” in Making Media Work: 49
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Santo (New York: NYU Press, 2014), 27.
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media industries through individual decision-makers within media organizations, which, as Lotz 

argues, helps push media industry studies beyond the macro level of political economy.52

By drawing attention to media management and conglomeration, this thesis also examines how 

such labour can be found within the animated image itself. Caldwell argues that media 

conglomeration, particularly in a post-Fordist assemblage of flexibilized labour, produces self-

reflexive texts that discursively shape these same conglomerates. He points to media such as 

VH1’s Pop Up Video, television series that offer behind-the-scenes production drama such as 

Project Greenlight, promos, press kits, cross-promotion, and other media that narrates production 

processes to audiences. Caldwell refers to these media as paratexts; as Jonathan Gray explains, 

paratexts are secondary texts that shape our consumption of another text.  Caldwell observes 53

that such ancillary content, rather than serving as ephemeral paratexts, often instead become “the 

main event.”  For the purposes of clarity, when discussing bumpers, I’ll be using the phrase 54

paratext, following Gray, while also acknowledging that the text/paratext divide is particularly 

blurry when it comes to television’s flow.  As Nick Browne observes, television’s text isn’t a 55

single television series, but is instead a “super text” comprised of television episodes, 

commercials, and bumpers within one programmed flow.56

This thesis also draws from Caldwell’s argument that there is an intrinsic relationship 

between conglomeration and reflexivity. Such reflexivity works in part to create cross-media 

 Lotz, “Building Theories of Creative Industry Managers,” 32.52

 Jonathan Gray, Show Sold Separately: Promos, Spoilers, and Other Media Paratexts (New York: 53

New York University Press, 2010).
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synergy within tightly diversified media conglomerate.  Tightly diversified here refers to 57

conglomerate portfolios that are all within of one industry, in this case, media. Examples of 

loosely diversified portfolios include manufacturing and resource extraction company 

Gulf+Western’s purchase of Paramount in 1966, or, arguably, telecom AT&T’s ownership of 

WarnerMedia from 2018-2022. Within tightly diversified media conglomerates “reflexivity and 

on-screen metatexts now serve as user guides that enable viewers to navigate the conglomerates' 

extensive and complicated multimedia platforms.”  This thesis extends Caldwell’s observations 58

on conglomeration’s relationship to reflexivity, examining this reflexivity within the 

understudied media of television animation, as well as Jonathan Gray’s analysis of paratexts in 

how they shape our consumption of media.  Television animation’s production processes make 59

plain media conglomeration’s commitment to reanimating the corporate archive. Chapter 2 in 

particular examines Cartoon Network bumpers and how they discursively frame the channel’s 

characters as workers, similarly blur the boundary between text and paratext.

Television and New Media: Continuities and Ruptures
Amanda Lotz identifies three periods to television’s history: the network era (1952-mid-80s), 

multi-channel transition (mid-80s-mid-2000s), and the post-network era (mid-2000s to 

present).  While the network era is characterized by the dominance of the “big three” of NBC, 60

ABC, and CBS, the multi-channel transition is characterized by the expansion of choice in two 

ways. First, audiences gain in channel selection with the expansion of cable and satellite 

services. Second, they gain in terms of technologies of control, including VRCs and remote 

 Caldwell, “Screen Practice and Conglomeration,” 330-331.57

 Caldwell, “Screen Practice and Conglomeration,” 332.58

 Gray, Show Sold Separately.59
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controls.  Another key shift between the network and multi-channel transition eras is the 61

dissolution of Fin Syn. The Financial Interest and Syndication Rules, or Fin Syn, established in 

1970 prevented television networks from having a stake in their programming. As Kompare 

argues, the elimination in Fin Syn in 1996 alongside rising corporate conglomeration of the 

decade produced “tangled bundles of corporate ownership…With the boundaries between 

producers, networks, studios, and even stations now almost completely blurred, successful series 

are treated as long-term projects, ripe for continuous recirculation and repackaging.”  I examine 62

this very dynamic in chapter 1, where I argue that repackaging is essential for television 

animation, and endemic to its very production and distribution processes.

Whereas the multi-channel transition saw the television industry gradually but reluctantly, 

change over time while preserving much of the older forms of operation, the post-network era 

has prompted the industry to shift to meet the demands of non-linear television consumption. 

Cable, as Lotz observes, may have shifted the kinds of stories that could be told on television 

(think “The Golden Age of Television” with such hit shows such as The Sopranos [David Chase, 

1999-2007]), but streaming platforms such as Netflix “challenged both broadcasting and cable by 

enabling completely new viewing practices.”  With streaming platform distribution, audiences 63

had more choice in watching what they wanted, when they wanted, on the digital devices of their 

choosing.

While I discuss this transition as one from cable to streaming, it’s important to acknowledge 

continuities that exists across this transition. Network and cable broadcasting continue to be 

 Lotz, The Television Will Be Revolutionized, 26.61
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viable industries that, while in consistent decline, still generate revenue. Turner cable channels 

also produce content and brand recognition that support the launch of the new streaming 

platform HBO Max. Close Enough (J.G. Quintel, 2020-present), for example, was originally 

planned to air on TBS before being repurposed as a “Max Original,” HBO Max’s brand of 

platform original content; the show later began airing on TBS in late 2021. Produced at Cartoon 

Network Studios, Close Enough illustrates the co-constitutive relationship between television 

and streaming platforms within the same media conglomerate. Rather than competing with 

streaming services, television networks can serve both as content pipelines and promotional 

platforms for those same services.

While television and streaming platforms continue to co-exist, television itself is embedded 

within new media as “a kind of liminal technology.”  New media is generally characterized by 64

is digital and computational ability; new media objects such as streaming platforms and 

smartphones are characterized by their interactivity and connectivity. There are important 

arguments against the term “new media” for valorizing the new and ignoring persistent 

continuities; television itself is one major form of media continuity. Sheila C. Murphy’s book 

How Television Invented New Media (2011) examines how television’s form and content shapes 

much of what we consider new media today. As Murphy argues, “television is new media: a 

deeply digital, interactive device mediated by the manipulation of both hardware (the remote) 

and software (the onscreen guide to the TV’s settings and the program guide for navigating 

content).”  Similarly, Lamarre examines Japanese accounts of television and new media in the 65

 E. Ann Kaplan, “The State of the Field: Notes Toward an Article,” Cinema Journal 43, no. 3 (2004): 64

85.

 Sheila C. Murphy, How Television Invented New Media (New Brunswick, New Jersey, and London: 65
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late 1980s and early 1990s, finding a lack of rupture between the two. Bringing attention to 

television in Japan is not meant to isolate Japan as separate and unique; rather, as Lamarre points 

out, “it is that specificity that should allow for the production of general concepts instead of 

isolating Japan in its uniqueness.”  Both scholars point to television as a site of convergence, 66

examining technologies such as game consoles, VCRs, and other technologies that connect to 

television sets. Instead of replicating narratives of “linear historical overcoming”  or new media 67

revolutions, these scholars instead point towards the enduring role of television in helping shape 

what we consider new media today.

Streaming media has not killed linear television overnight; rather, it continues to take 

inspiration from television as a technological and cultural form. Many television and media 

critics have compared the current glut of paid, free, and/or ad supported streaming platforms as a 

reinvention of cable, and even companies like VRV bundle streaming services together like 

classic cable packages. In examining the transition from cable to streaming, this research 

examines both the continuities and ruptures developing throughout the post-network era, 

identifying key assumptions that structure media production throughout the transition. My focus 

here draws out key continuities while also acknowledging shifting within conglomeration.

Moving across different levels of media production and distribution also required using 

different methods; as Lotz observes, for media industry studies to be effective, different levels of 

media production and organization require different methodologies.  This thesis takes an 68

 Thomas Lamarre, The Anime Ecology: A Genealogy of Television, Animation, and Game Media, 66

eBook (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2018), 400.
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interdisciplinary approach in terms of methodology: combining the close textual analysis of film 

studies, industry interviews of production studies, archival research, and reports and data 

analysis of media industries studies. This is due in large part to the interdisciplinary aspect of 

animation studies itself; as an object animation proves a vital if wily object for film and media 

studies, and extends into other fields such as performance studies and science and technology 

studies.  This section discusses these methodologies in more detail to explain each approach, the 69

tasks and labour associated, and the theoretical motivations guiding them.

Looking for Loops in Formal Analysis
One method I use in examining these materials is formal analysis, similar to Hannah Frank’s 

method of “very close analysis,” where she looks for histories of labour within the material 

aesthetics of animation.  Frank argues that in animation, “nearly every frame stands as the sole 70

record of an ephemeral document” of its own production processes.  Such a material approach 71

to animation is inspired by the work of Walter Benjamin, who, as Frank reminds us, not only 

read “documents as art, but art as documents.”  Frank analyzed animation, as the title of her 72

book denotes, frame by frame, tracing histories of labour through the materiality of animation. 

In a similar manner, this thesis also traces the labour of animation, with a keen eye to how 

larger corporate forces of media conglomeration shape animation production. While Frank’s 

methodology uncovered what can be gleaned from examining animation frame by frame, I 

examine sequence by sequence. My analysis is particularly attuned to the loops of animation: the 
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numerous moments of reuse, recycling, and reappropriation of both individual movement cycles 

of animated characters and larger corporate methods of reuse through IP management. Limited 

animation has historically been disregarded for its lack of fluid character animation; a more 

attentive watching method reveals that the repetitions that make up television animation are a 

feature, not a bug, of the production process. Looking at animation closely reveals its production 

processes, and helps me see this material, in part, how an animator or a producer might see. I 

also spent hours closely watching and rewatching fan archives of Cartoon Network materials on 

sites like YouTube and the Internet Archive. Looking out for the loops of limited animation in 

turn became a method of watching in of itself; as I watched and rewatched sequences, I found 

recycling of images and movements, discovering them as they cropped up again and again. Such 

loops are entwined with a kind of temporality, one that stretches time as images and movements 

repeat, while also extending backwards into legacies of corporate animated content.

Looking for loops is shaped by both practical and theoretical knowledge. For instance, my 

method of watching is in part inspired by my pedagogy. In the classroom, I frequently use GIFs 

of animated movement to demonstrate key principles of animation and characteristics of limited 

animation. The repetition of movement in GIFs not only simplifies rewatching the moving image 

(no need to hit the rewind or play button), but also clarifies the repetition already at play in 

limited animation itself. GIFs of movement cycles, if formatted correctly, repeat in perfect, 

unbroken loops, illustrating limited animation’s embedded preference for looping repetition.

“Looking for loops” is also inspired by Lev Manovich’s arguments on digital cinema, which 

posits moving image history itself as a kind of loop. Moving images began, Manovich observes, 

with proto-cinematic devices such as the Phenakistiscope and the Zootrope that served as 

precursors to cinema. Moreover, these devices relied on animation techniques. Manovich argues 
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that cinema abandoned these techniques, relegating them to animation:  

Everything which characterized moving pictures before the twentieth century — the 
manual construction of images, loop actions, the discrete nature of space and movement 
— all of this was delegated to cinema's bastard relative, its supplement, its shadow — 
animation… The opposition between the styles of animation and cinema defined the 
culture of the moving image in the twentieth century.73

 Whereas animation always already foregrounds its artificial construction, “cinema works 

hard to erase any traces of its own production process.”  But such a cultural division becomes 74

blurred with the emergence of digital cinema, which, Manovich argues, destabilizes the 

assumptions around cinema’s indexicality, as digital cinema is a composite of a number of 

elements, including live action material (which, when digitized, loses is indexicality), painting, 

image processing, compositing, and 2D & 3D computer animation.  Thus, Manovich asserts, 75

Digital cinema is a particular case of animation which uses live action footage as one 
of its many elements. This can be re-read in view of the history of the moving image 
sketched earlier. Manual construction and animation of images gave birth to cinema and 
slipped into the margins...only to re-appear as the foundation of digital cinema. The 
history of the moving image thus makes a full circle. Born from animation, cinema 
pushed animation to its boundary, only to become one particular case of animation in the 
end.76

Manovich’s account of cinema history, animation, and its relation to digital cinema and new 

media is provocative in repositioning animation techniques as a key lineage within the history of 

moving images. Loops are not only a technique of animation that endures in digital cinema and 

its related VFX production processes, it is characteristic of something cyclical in media 

production itself; the animated techniques that are predicated on reuse are themselves reused 

throughout moving image history. While Manovich is by now dated in some respects, and while 

 Manovich, The Language of New Media, 252, emphasis added.73

 Manovich, The Language of New Media, 253.74

 Manovich, The Language of New Media, 254-255.75

 Manovich, The Language of New Media, 255, emphasis added.76
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the emphasis on the newness of new media has itself been critiqued in many quarters, his 

primary insight that animation is a central medium to the digital present and his secondary 

insight that animation is primarily a medium of loops and reuse remains relevant to this day. All 

the moreso in this dissertation which examines how the centrality of animation and its reliance 

on loops intersects with a logic of media conglomeration (the latter wholly absent from 

Manovich’s account). As Manovich’s account has been critiqued for a lack of attention to power, 

capital, and, most recently, individual and collective agency,  this dissertation attends to this 77

lacuna, bringing analysis of media conglomeration to bear on animation.

Similar to Manovich’s provocations, other scholars positions animation as emblematic to our 

contemporary digital media moment, with new groundbreaking scholarship reflecting the 

centrality of animation to all digital moving image forms.  As Deborah Levitt argues, animation 78

is not only the dominant medium of popular culture, but the means through which we understand 

the world as we know it.  Tyler Williams points out the animation inherent in non-photographic 79

media, including the various digital media devices that surround us, gesturing to the influence 

television animation may have had in contemporary digital media design.  Thinking about loops 80

 Robert Hassan, “The Culture of Digitality,” in The Condition of Digitality, A Post-Modern Marxism 77

for the Practice of Digital Life (University of Westminster Press, 2020), 132.
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(2010): 422; Kenny K. N. Chow, Animation, Embodiment, and Digital Media  : Human Experience of 
Technological Liveliness (Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire  ; Palgrave Macmillan, 2013), https://
doi.org/10.1007/978-1-137-28308-5; Deborah Levitt, The Animatic Apparatus: Animation, Vitality, and 
the Futures of the Image (Winchester, UK: Zero Books, 2018); Luke Stark, “Facial Recognition, Emotion 
and Race in Animated Social Media,” First Monday, September 1, 2018, https://doi.org/10.5210/
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Inflexions 7 (March 2014): 118.
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2020), 419-426.
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as a means of doing textual analysis of digital media, including streaming platform interfaces, is 

a means of thinking through how these principles of animation are indexed not only through 

content forms, but distribution forms as well. It’s also a methodology that uses the very tools (the 

animated loop, such as GIFs) it produces to analyze itself.

Loops occur in animation, but they also permeate television broadcasting, which features the 

repetition of sequences endemic to its flow.  As Derek Kompare argues, “repetition is actually 81

the primary structuring factor of commercial television in the United States.”  Lury argues 82

television programs themselves are formed through creative repetition, a “dialectic between 

predictability and novelty.”  Drawing from Todd Gitlin’s account of television’s recombinatory 83

nature, Paul Wells argues limited animation is structured by recombinancy, that limited 

animation as a televisual form is predicated on repetition both on a material level (the looping 

cycles of animation) and on a programming level as well (repackaging or rebooting animated 

properties). This emphasis on repetition in television and its animation runs counter to the notion 

of television’s perceived unique ability to broadcast live, despite the fact that the majority of 

television broadcasts are prerecorded. This emphasis on liveness is what Jane Feuer describes as 

television’s ideological liveness, the perception that television has the ability to connect people 

together across the nation through live television programming.  84

Finally, looking for loops is also attuned to how brand images themselves functions through 

 William Uricchio, “The Recurrent, the Recombinatory and the Ephemeral,” in Ephemeral Media: 81

Transitory Screen Culture from Television to YouTube, ed. Paul Grainge (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2011), 28.

 Kompare, Rerun Nation, xi.82
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loops. In Celia Lury and Adam Arvidsson’s analyses of how brands work, both draw from 

Manovich’s The Language of New Media, and in particular, his analysis of loops, to explain how 

feedback loops of information from consumers fundamentally structure branding.  Central to 85

Lury’s analysis as well is Raymond Williams’ analysis of the television’s flow and segmentation, 

drawing from Williams’s analysis of the interval in televisual flow to describe the intervals of 

time require in branding’s feedback loops.  For Arvidsson, such loops are essential to to how 86

brands function as “an institutional embodiment of the logic of a new form of informational 

capital,”  what Italian Autonomist Marxism calls the social factory.  I don’t think it’s a 87 88

coincidence that brand scholars draw upon Williams’ analysis of television and Manovich’s 

analysis of animation and new media when they analyze branding. What they are hinting at here 

is animation’s centrality to branding (such as the reliance of drawn figures in logos and mascots); 

indeed, Lury relies on animation scholarship to describe how brand logos work through animated 

movement.  As my conclusion discusses, their analysis arguably point to how animation indexes 89

such shifts to the social factory model of capitalism as well.

Formal analysis attuned to such loops in television, animation, and branding is a means of 

tracing the way limited animation materially works; it is also a methodology that enables tracing 

 Lury, Brands, 72; Adam Arvidsson, Brands: Meaning and Value in Media Culture (New York: 85

Routledge, 2006), 127.
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larger corporate forces of conglomeration. This kind of formal analysis illustrates how animation 

moves both on and off screen, demonstrating how the formal production processes of limited 

animation are intrinsically connected to the ways in which animation circulates in television 

broadcasting industries, and more broadly as in media conglomeration. 

Industry analysis
While formal analysis remains a key methodology throughout this thesis, as my analysis 

shifting into higher levels of media organization and management, the methodologies of 

production studies and media industry studies also come into play. Media industry studies 

frequently examines the larger structural forces at play in media, including institutions, 

conglomeration, and policies. Such attention, however, attracts criticism for being overwhelming 

focused on political economy.  Production studies examines the cultural practices of film and 90

media production, bringing together fields like communications, cultural studies, film and media 

studies, anthropology and ethnographic studies, geography, and more to do so.  As Miranda 91

Banks observes, while the two terms are often used interchangeably, production studies is 

attuned to the marginal.  Production studies thus tends to focus on “bottom up” approaches, 92

examining the lived experiences of media workers and how they understand the industries they 

labour within. Meanwhile, media industry studies tends to focus on “top down” approaches, 

concerned with examining larger structural forces at play that shape the material conditions of 

media production, including institutions, policies, and other empirically shaped forces. It is 

 Thomas Schatz, “Film Studies, Cultural Studies, and Media Industries Studies,” Media Industries 90

Journal 1, no. 1 (January 1, 2014), 40.
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particularly useful in its attention to “cultural attitudes within larger institutional structures.”  I 93

shift between these two approaches as my analysis moves between small to large scale media 

production and distribution. 

Chapters 1 & 2 are more aligned with the bottom up approaches that production studies tends 

to favor, relying on interviews—published or conducted directly—on the production processes in 

question. Chapter 1 draws from published interviews that describe Space Ghost: Coast To 

Coast’s production process, which was extensively documented at the time for its perceived 

novelty. For chapter 2, which examines the production and distribution of bumpers on Cartoon 

Network form the late 1990s to the mid 2000s, I interviewed a handful of people involved in 

their production. In these first two chapters, specific details around the production processes 

reveal how ideas around archive and IP significantly enable and guide media production within 

larger forces of conglomeration.

Chapter 3 shifts towards more media industry studies approaches, examining industry 

reports, trade press coverage, and other institutional forms of data. I spent much of 2020 reading 

Variety, The Hollywood Reporter, Deadline, AT&T investor relations, reports, press releases, 

social media posts, and HBO Max promotional emails to get a handle on corporate strategies at 

play. In examining corporate documents, such as annual reports, press releases, and other official 

papers, I used the “readthrough” method as developed by my colleagues at the Global Emergent 

Media Lab and The Platform Lab, lead by Joshua Neves and Marc Steinberg, respectively. This 

method of reading synthesizes prior scholarship on corporate reports to focus on how companies 

 Jennifer Holt and Alisa Perren, “Introduction: Does the World Really Need One More Field of 93

Study?,” in Media Industries: History, Theory, and Method, ed. Jennifer Holt and Alisa Perren (West 
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create circuits of value and coyly allude to their business strategies.  Using the readthrough 94

method means not only looking out not only for what reports say, but also what they do not say. 

Such a methodology was especially essential in tracking the brand erasure of Turner 

Broadcasting System after the 2018 AT&T-WarnerMedia merger.

Archives
I also use archival research of trade press to examine the emergence of limited animation in 

the 1950s as a discursive industrial formation to account for production shifts as animation 

moves from theatrical distribution to television broadcasting. Examining industry trades from the 

1950s such as Sponsor and Broadcasting Telecasting, I traced how discourses around animation 

production practice shifted as animation became a viable medium for television commercials and 

programming.

Analyzing various television animation objects revealed to me the importance of the archive 

as a site of production practices. Examining limited animations origins in the 1950s and 1960s, 

as well as its remix in the 1990s with Space Ghost: Coast to Coast, indicated how the 

maintenance and reliance on an image archive to facilitate production. Such an “image bank” 

enables the practice of remixing, recycling, and re-configuring of these images for making new 

media out of the old.  In tracking limited animation’s reliance on the archive for repetition with 95

difference, such repetitive practices can also be found in television’s dialectic of flow and 
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segmentation.  Indeed, I found a parallelism between the material (such as cels) and immaterial 96

(such as IP rights) archives of limited animation, and media conglomeration itself, which also 

relies on ownership of materials for circulation and as a base for new productions of branded 

materials.

 While archives proved essential, the ephemeral nature of television meant that research 

archives often did not exist; instead fan archives proved essential to make these material 

accessible. In researching for chapter 2, in place of formal archives, I used extensive fan archives 

of Cartoon Network content on YouTube, Vimeo, and the Internet Archive. Digital fan archives 

were not only preferable given the lack of ability to travel during the COVID-19 pandemic, but 

were essential to accessing these materials at all. Fan archives proved useful in other contexts as 

well; as I researched for chapter 3, fan Twitter accounts collecting and disseminating 

WarnerMedia and HBO Max press releases became a complimentary tool to examine HBO Max, 

its marketing, and its international rollout. Fan archives were a sometimes necessary and often 

useful tool for tracking media conglomerates and their vast, diversified portfolios.

Chapter Outlines
Chapter 1 examines the production of Cartoon Network’s first fully original program, Space 

Ghost: Coast to Coast. The chapter examines how channel programmers at Cartoon Network got 

involved in producing the series, relying on the Turner animation archive and digital editing 

technologies to put together a scrappy animated talk show that parodies its own format. Using 

detailed interviews about the series’ production process and close formal analysis, this chapter 

looks at the repeating frames and sequences of the series animation to show how television 

distribution involves production itself. 

Chapter 2 examines the bumpers (interstitials and channel-specific promotional content) used 

 Feuer, “The Concept of Live Television,” 15.96
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by Cartoon Network from the late 1990s to the mid 2000s. By examining a range of bumpers and 

how these sequences shape and managed the channel’s flow of programming, this chapter 

demonstrates how bumpers function to shape our engagement with television programs, the 

channel brand itself, and how they ultimately blur the distinction between text and paratext 

within television’s flow. As paratexts, bumpers are reflexive extensions that remediate the labour 

of television distribution, discursively framed the channel’s contents as valuable.

Chapter 3 examines corporation’s documentation and cultural production, arguing that that 

animation transforms into a new era of television and media conglomeration. The chapter 

captures a specific moment in time, the 4 year window from 2018 to 2022 when 

telecommunications giant AT&T owned WarnerMedia (formerly known as Time Warner). In 

examining corporate annual reports, press releases, and other documents, as well as platform 

interface analysis, this chapter shifting corporate strategy within a new era of media 

conglomeration ownership. Animation is again reconfigured and revalued in the streaming era, 

with animated IP revitalized for new platforms and audiences. Animation also becomes a 

streaming organizing category, with Cartoon Network functioning as a hub of content curation 

on HBO Max. In short, this chapter examines how animation both serves as content and helps 

platforms curate content.

Chapter 4 examines cultural production during AT&T’s ownership of WarnerMedia. IN 

particularly, it does a close reading of the recent Warner Bros. film Space Jam: A New Legacy 

(Malcom D. Lee, 2021) for how it reflects corporate strategy of conglomeration and anxiety 

around contemporary digital media industry transformations. Space Jam: A New Legacy 

functions as an extension of HBO Max, using virtual space to symbolize the streaming platform 

and lure audiences with WarnerMedia’s IP affordances. Space Jam: A New Legacy combines the 
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strategies of a number of recent IP crossover Warner Bros. films to produce a kind of Ur-text, 

crystallizing massive media conglomeration and emerges strategies in cultural production in 

response. Reading the film symptomatically reveals Hollywood’s ambivalence around digital 

disruptions to distribution, while both properties demonstrate animation being remixed and 

upgraded to suit a new era of television distribution in streaming and a new era of 

conglomeration. The repeating loops of animation shift from a temporal dimension to a spatial 

formation as world building because crucial to reviving brand IP.

The dissertation concludes by briefly examining what tech and media giants are investing as 

the future of entertainment itself, the metaverse, as well as how a queer phenomenological 

approach offers us a means to think through how to analyze the metvaerse’s virtual spaces and 

bodies through animation. It ends by reflecting on how the animated worlds of Space Jam: A 

New Legacy and the metaverse embody recent arguments by Maurizio Lazzarato that capital no 

longer produces products, but produces worlds.

In sum, this dissertation offers an animation analysis of television. Building on crucial work 

done in animation studies, media industry studies, television studies, and queer theory, this 

dissertation opens new views onto the place of animation amidst a changing, media 

conglomerate landscape. In examining media production and distribution from a variety of 

industry angles, it remains “attentive to the relationships between macroindustrial corporate 

structures, mid-level creative practices, and textual meaning-making.”  As media becomes 97

increasingly animation dependent, this analysis is ever more important. 

 Colleen Montgomery, “Cartoon Wasteland: Remediating and Recommodifying Archival Media in 97
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Chapter 1. “Every time I move my arm, it costs the Cartoon 
Network 42 bucks”: Television Animation from Hanna-Barbera to 
Turner

"

Introduction

Space Ghost: Coast to Coast (1994-2008) was Cartoon Network’s first fully produced 

original program. With its surreal humor and eccentric style, the animated series laid the 

groundwork for the channel’s identity, particularly its incredibly successful programming block 

and brand aimed at adults, [adult swim]. Of course, Cartoon Network’s first fully original 

program wasn’t original at all. Stitched together from old footage from the 1960s series Space 

Ghost and Dino Boy (CBS, 1966), Space Ghost: Coast to Coast reflects its televisual origins in 

limited animation, an animation production practice that emerged alongside and was influenced 

by television.

This chapter examines how television distribution impacts limited animation production. 

It focuses on limited animation as a set of production practices that emerged alongside the rise of 

television, and traces its transformation and revaluation from television’s network era to the 

cable era. Through a detailed investigation of the production practices of animation studio 

Hanna-Barbera, the television series Space Ghost: Coast to Coast, and the cable channel Cartoon 

Network, this chapter demonstrates how limited animation transformed in the cable era due to 

shifts in distribution and editing technologies, as well as its revaluation through corporate 

conglomeration. As animation, particularly limited animation, indexes the media logic of 

conglomeration. This analysis of limited animation (what Hanna-Barbera termed planned 

animation) enables this chapter to examine production, distribution, and conglomeration as 
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interrelated forces shaping cultural production. Space Ghost: Coast to Coast serves as a case 

study for these interrelated forces, and enables us to unpack conglomeration aesthetics in 

animation. By examining how the material production practices of limited animation are shaped 

by the industrial conditions of television across eras of distribution, this chapter bring attention to 

the meshing of distribution and production in animated television. 

The Emergence of Limited Animation in the 1950s
To begin, this chapter examines how the term limited animation emerged alongside the 

rise of television and was shaped by shifting industry practices and discourses beginning in the 

early 1950s. Limited animation describes production practices where the number of unique 

drawings per second of footage is reduced. In contrast to full animation, where there is a unique 

drawing for every projected frame (or every second frame), limited animation creates unique 

drawings in intervals of every three (or more) frames. As this chapter discusses in more depth 

below, limited animation emerges with the advent of television. Generally speaking, American 

limited animation is made for television, with cheaper budgets and less realist character 

movement. Meanwhile full animation is made for theatrical distribution, with more robust 

budgets and a more realistic style of fluid character animation. As a result of these structuring 

binaries (full/limited, expensive/cheap, realist/formalist), limited animation was generally less 

respected, with animation historian Leonard Maltin going so far as to say that “Television 

cartoon series are the Muzak of animation.”  Hanna-Barbera Productions, an animation 98

television studio founded by former MGM animation directors William Hanna and Joseph 

 Leonard Maltin, “TV ANIMATION: The Decline and Pratfall of a Popular Art,” Film Comment 11, 98

no. 1 (1975): 76–81.
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Barbera, became the most prolific limited animation studio for television while also enduring 

harsh criticism for their cheaper productions.99

The binary between full and limited animation is endemic to animation studies. As 

Lamarre notes, “historically, there has been a tendency to think of full animation as the art of 

animation, and to depict limited animation as an artistically limited and even failed version of 

full animation.”  Such conceptions have traditionally elevated full animation, criticizing limited 100

animation through an economically determinist lens and by stigmatizing its perceived lack of 

movement. As Lamarre remarks, instead of scholars viewing limited animation as a different 

form of movement, they defined it “as an absence of movement, a lack of animation, as a series 

of static images.”  101

This chapter examines industry trade journals and magazines to situate animation’s 

arrival on television after an established presence in theatrical exhibition, particularly in the form 

of theatrical animated shorts. Reading these trade accounts symptomatically helps us understand 

how production and distribution professionals repositioned animation as a cost-effective method 

of cultural production. By focusing on limited animation and its relationship to the emergence of 

television, this section demonstrates how television as a medium shapes the production of limited 

animation itself.

Animation in the Network Era
Investigating industry trade journals and magazines of the 1950s reveals that the phrase 

limited animation came into being as an industry term in this time to primarily refer to television 

 For an example of how limited animation is considered “schlock”, see Mike Lazzo, “The Cartoon 99

Network’s Mike Lazzo,” interview, Fresh Air, NPR, November 11, 2003, https://www.npr.org/templates/
story/story.php?storyId=1501750. William Hanna discusses the criticism television animation frequently 
received. See William Hanna and Tom Ito, A Cast of Friends, (Dallas: Taylor Publishing, 1996), 138.
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animation, often animated television commercials. This evolution in limited animation emerged 

alongside what television scholar Amanda Lotz terms the “network era” of American 

television.  While U.S. TV broadcasting began in the early 1940s, evolving directly out of the 102

network organization of radio, the network era began in 1952, when a number of institutional 

changes organizing television came into effect, including regulation from the FCC to better 

standardize television broadcasting.  This television era is characterized by midcentury 103

monoliths: the television networks of NBC, CBS, and (to a lesser extent at the time) ABC, along 

with smaller regional markets.

The network era coincided with the shift of animation production from theatrical releases 

to television markets. This was motivated in part by the dissolution of the monopolistic practice 

of block-booking, which involved movie studios selling films as a package unit to theaters. 

Animated shorts, while often not profitable for studios in of themselves, helped fill out an entire 

studio’s lineup for block distribution.  The end of block-booking in 1948 and the rise of 104

television unsettled previously established studio distribution models and put pressure on studio 

budgets to become more cost-effective.  Theatrical distribution changes and budget constraints 105

made cheaper animation the preferred option, as it kept costs down for both producers and 
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exhibitors; as a result, theatrical animated shorts all but disappeared.  The choice was simple: 106

either close down studio animation units, or convert them to a more cost effective form of 

production, that of television animation.

This choice played out differently across studios. Disney embraced television rather 

quickly, repackaging previously released materials beginning with the series Disneyland in 

October 1954.  Other studios closed down their animation units entirely. Warner Bros’ 107

animation unit almost shuttered for good in 1953, but instead reduced animation budgets 

significantly, shifting productions towards more dialogue-heavy shorts. MGM also significantly 

reduced animation budgets for shorts in the early 1950s. They eventually closed their animation 

unit in 1957, deciding that, much like Warner Bros., that they had enough material to rerelease 

for television instead.  Warner Bros. and MGM soon re-released their shorts originally made 108

for movie theaters for television, re-packaging their cartoon shorts with new ‘bridging’ animation 

to reframe them for television.  The Bugs Bunny Show (ABC, 1960-1962), for example, 109

envisioned a variety show hosted by Bugs Bunny and others curating the cartoons for the 

television audience; the series ran for decades in syndication after its initial release. Like many 

other Hollywood products, animated shorts were re-packaged for a new medium, and we can see 

the process of recombinancy already at work in the process of adapting these theatrical shorts for 

television.

 Michael Barrier, Hollywood Cartoons: American Animation in Its Golden Age (Oxford University 106
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As animation production shifted from theatres to television, limited animation as a 

distinct production method began to develop. Limited animation eventually became the dominant 

term used to refer to television animation productions through industry practices and 

productions. The term became cemented through early 1950s industry discourses such as awards 

categories and advertisements for specialized production services.110

While the animation industry shifted from theatres to television through the 1950s, 

animation was already thriving in one area of television: commercials. In fact, the high demand 

for animated commercials throughout the 1950s helped structure limited animation’s growth. 

While advertising and animation have entwining histories, the many intersections between 

animation and advertising have long gone understudied.  Examining the emergence of limited 111

animation in commercials in the 1950s illustrates that the production process came into being as 

a uniquely televisual production method. This is especially true because of the economic and 

aesthetic demands of commercials. In other words, advertising was a key force in shaping what 

became limited animation on television.

An examination of 1950s industry magazines and production guides available through the 

Media History Digital Library reveals that television animation first emerges as a popular form 

for commercials. As American television shifted away from sponsored programming to selling 

airtime for commercial spots, industry outlets report statistics of the booming market for 

animated commercials. These reports frequently mention the economic advantages of the 

 “N.Y. Ad Awards: Art Directors Club Opens Exhibition,” Broadcasting Telecasting, May 19, 1952, 110
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animated form.  American Cinematographer reported on the explosion of television animation 112

in the 1950s:

One thing television has done for motion pictures is to accelerate and widen the 
production of animated films, especially for commercials and “spot” announcements. 
Today there are hundreds of animation studios throughout the United States, where only 
a few years ago one could count the number of active studios on the fingers of one hand. 
And these were devoted mainly to theatrical film production.113

Industry reporters, production houses, and ad men wrote articles celebrating the unique 

advantages animated commercials offered over live action. Industry talk enthused how they 

grabbed consumer attention immediately and found their place in agency production houses.  114

Their production process, including sketches and storyboarding, enabled greater client-agency 

control and collaboration in the creative process.  Their animation could also advertise certain 115

items that were deemed too risqué for live action broadcast directly into homes, such as 

girdles.  Further, they offered tight schedules and quick turnarounds on production, particularly 116

limited animated commercials, which were able to better accommodate a client rushing to grab a 

recently opened commercial spot.  Audiences reportedly considered animated commercials 117
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charming to watch, entertaining for children, and even easily mistaken for programming itself.  118

By 1956, industry writers argued that audiences and ad agencies preferred animated commercials 

over their live action counterparts.119

By as early as 1953, limited animation reportedly “cut the cost of TV-film commercial 

techniques to a level competitive with live-action filming [and] have sparked the use of animated 

commercials to a new high in television.”  Advertising and production studios began opening 120

animation units to meet advertising demand for limited animation, with studios beginning to 

advertise limited animation as a valuable specialty services for clients’ advertising needs.  121

Demand for animated commercials only increased in early 1953 when union negotiations 

increased live-action commercial production costs.

With the Screen Actors Guild (SAG) strike over filmed television commercials in the 

early 1950s, animated commercial output significantly increased as a result. SAG’s first strike 

over filmed television commercials lasted from December 1952 to February 1953.  The 122

settlement was “designed to compensate actors, via re-use payments, for loss of work on other 

commercials incurred through their being identified with one product over the period of time 

during which a film commercial is used.”  The settlement reached outlined the use and reuse 123

 “The Inside Story of an Animated Commercial”; “Today’s Top Commercials: Spot TV,” Sponsor, 118

April 23, 1951, 38-39; 66-67; “Now: X Ray Of The TV Audience,” Broadcasting Telecasting, May 1, 
1961, 31-41; “Animation Tells and Sells!,” Business Screen Magazine 14, no. 4, 1953, 22.

 “Sponsor Asks...What Are the Do’s and Don’ts in Using Cartoon Commercials?” Sponsor, April 2, 119

1956, 72-73; 102-103.

 “New Low-Cost Techniques,” 24.120

 “Buyer’s Guide To Film Laboratory Services,” Business Screen Magazine 14, no. 4, 1953, 53-62; 121

79-81; 83-84.

 “1950s | SAG-AFTRA,” SAG-AFTRA, accessed September 23, 2020, https://www.sagaftra.org/122

about/our-history/1950s.

 “Highlights of SAG Agreement with N. Y. Film Producers.” Sponsor, March 23, 1953, 26.123
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payments to be given to on screen actors in commercials, depending on how often the 

commercial aired during specific time windows. In particular, the language used emphasizes use 

payments to actors "on camera,” leaving open a loophole to exclude voice actors.  As Sponsor 124

reported in 1954, “The SAG contract provided the anticipated shot in the arm to animation. 

More, better and increasingly original animation has been taking the place of the dramatic skit 

type of live-action commercials.”125

In 1953, Sponsor reported that “Ever since the SAG settlement brought sharp hikes in the 

cost of talent for film commercials, advertisers have been looking for ways to economize. One 

solution is the use of animated cartoons.”  Animation, particularly limited animation, offered 126

another benefit; not only cheaper animation labour, but cheaper voice acting labour that cost less 

money in residual payments. Variety explained that 

“Perfection of the [limited animation] technique has cut cost of animation down to the 
point where it’s just as cheap to produce as live-action blurbs. This, added to the reuse 
factor, has also pulled advertisers into the animated fold, since no reuse payment is made 
to animation producers. Only reuse payments in animated blurbs are to the narrator, and 
both initial and reuse payment are lower due to the fact that the narrator is off-camera.”127

One ad exec told Sponsor in 1958 that his production house reopened its animation unit to keep 

up with demand for animated commercials, noting that “SAG rates and reuse fees on live [action 

commercials] are making it a vital issue.”  Overall, the SAG settlement significantly fueled a 128

turn towards animation as a creative way to reduce residual payments to actors. By 1960, 

 “Three-Month SAG Strike Settlement,” Broadcasting Telecasting, February 23, 1953, 74.124

 “Special Fall Facts Report: Spot TV.” Sponsor, July 12, 1954, 93.125

 George C. Waiss, “8 Tips On Making Top-Notch Animated Commercials,” Sponsor, April 6, 1953, 126

30.

 “Animation Gets a Big Tv-Film Sendoff; New Low-Cost Techniques,” 24.127

 “Animation @ $15 A Foot?,” 35-37.128
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animated commercials were estimated to be a fourth of all commercials produced for American 

television.129

Enter Hanna-Barbera
So far this chapter has described the conditions of early television shaping the emergence 

of limited animation, and how animation was put to use in early television history in the U.S.; it 

will now pivot to an analysis of Hanna-Barbera production practices to look at limited animation 

in detail, examining how its segmented production methods emerge from and are shaped by 

television. Hanna-Barbera was one of the most prolific television animation studios in the United 

States. Before shifting to television, studio heads William Hanna and Joseph Barbera worked at 

MGM making Tom & Jerry animated shorts, winning seven Oscars in the process. Their status as 

iconic figures in both theatrical and television animation give unique and valuable insight in the 

limited animation production processes. Focusing on the beginnings of Hanna-Barbera enables 

us to examine limited animation production methods in detail. In particular, Hanna-Barbera 

character design illustrate how television in the network era impacts the production of animation.

To discuss television’s impact on limited animation production methods, we must first 

establish said production methods and their aesthetics. Paul Wells describes that Hanna-Barbera 

animations “were predicated on the idea of ‘limited animation’ – essentially the reduction of 

animation to its most essentialist form: little animation, no complex choreography, repeated 

cycles of movement, a small repertoire of expressions and gestures, stress on dialogue, basic 

design, and simple graphic forms.”  In first pitching their system of limited animation, Hanna 130

 “Here’s What the New SAG Agreement Will Cost You.” Sponsor, March 23, 1953, 25-27, 92-96; 129

“Highlights of SAG Agreement with N. Y. Film Producers,” 26; “Animation Scores A Breakthrough,” 
43-45.

 Paul Wells, “‘Smarter than the average art form’: Animation in the television era,” in Prime Time 130

Animation: Television Animation and American Culture, eds. Carol A. Stabile and Mark Harrison (New 
York: Routledge, 2003), 17.
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mentioned that the system “used fewer drawings and required less inking and painting, less 

camera work—in fact, less of everything except background art.”  Barbera likened limited 131

animation to a “secret weapon,” a set of production techniques refined and perfected for 

television.132

In examining Hanna-Barbera’s limited animation, it’s clear that so much of what defined 

their cartoons, both aesthetically and economically, were their character designs. As Amid Amidi 

writes, Hanna-Barbera character designs were “both simple—they needed to be to accommodate 

the strenuous demands of limited TV animation—and highly sophisticated.”  What 133

distinguished Hanna-Barbera’s productions was their logic of segmentation to character designs, 

where body parts have a certain interchangeability to them. Male Hanna-Barbera characters 

usually had a collar and tie, even on animal characters who lack clothing (Figure 1). As Hanna-

Barbera character designer Iwao Takamoto explained, such character designs allowed the talking 

head to be “easily separated onto its own cel without a seam line.”  Such character designs 134

enabled constant reuse of cels, with moving elements such as mouths or heads being easily 

swapped in and out of the character model. This ability for reuse imbricated within limited 

animation’s production enables further reuse, both on a production level and programming level, 

as demonstrated with the case study of Cartoon Network and Space Ghost: Coast to Coast, to be 

discussed below.

 Hanna and Ito, A Cast of Friends, 81.131

 Joseph Barbera, My Life in ‘Toons: From Flatbush to Bedrock In Under A Century (Atlanta: Turner 132

Publishing, 1994), 115.

 Amid Amidi, Cartoon Modern: Style and Design in Fifties Animation (San Francisco: Chronicle 133

Books, 2006), 40.

 Iwao Takamoto and Micheal Mallory, Iwao Takamoto: My Life with a Thousand Characters, 134

(Jackson: University of Mississippi Press, 2009), 90.
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Looney Tunes animator Chuck Jones adeptly identified such a process of animation. 

Despite his disdain for television animation (often deriding it as “illustrated radio”), Jones 

worked throughout the 1960s in television animation, and his comments can be read 

symptomatically of how the animation industry conceived of and produced limited animation. In 

an article for the American Film Institute, Jones illustrated the differences between “animation” 

and “modern animation” (what would be termed full and limited animation now; Figures 2 & 

3).  Note in Figure 3 how the body and limbs of the coyote are separate, seemingly movable 135

pieces from the torso of the figure. Movement is created through the segmentation of character 

design and movement of particular pieces instead of unique drawings for every movement and 

 Chuck Jones, “Animation Is A Gift Word,” AFI Report, Summer 1974, https://135

animationresources.org/theory-chuck-jones-animation-is-a-gift-word/. I am indebted to Tyler Williams for 
initially pointing out this resource in his dissertation. See Tyler Williams, “The Early Television Cartoon: 
A Principled Model” (PhD diss., University of Iowa, 2020).

Figure 1. Yogi’s collar hides the seam between his head and the rest 
of his body. Cel from Yogi’s Gang (ABC, 1973). From Norman 
Rockwell Museum archives.

https://animationresources.org/theory-chuck-jones-animation-is-a-gift-word/
https://animationresources.org/theory-chuck-jones-animation-is-a-gift-word/
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frame of animation. The segments of the character design (the limbs, the jaw, etc.) are pieces that 

can be rearranged to produce movement.

Segmentation is crucial to understanding limited animation, and, as Hannah Frank argues, 

is a part of animation itself:

animated cartoons are inherently fragmented. This fragmentation is built into the cel 
animation technique in both its production and its form. It is manifested in the bodies of 
the workers in the animation studio, their hands separated from their minds, and in the 
bodies of the cartoon characters, their limbs painted on one cel, their torsos on another.136

While animation production features segmentation, with the separate elements of foregrounds, 

backgrounds, and characters requiring composition into a single image, television animation 

amplifies this fragmentation through its reduced budgets and distribution formats. Characters 

themselves become fragmented as the logic of segmentation becomes central to limited 

animation’s organizing process; such fragmentation extends to the outsourcing of transnational 

animation labour as well. In this way, television animation and its production through 

segmentation parallels television’s flow through the programming of various segments. The 

 Hannah Frank, Frame by Frame: A Materialist Aesthetics of Animated Cartoons (Berkeley: 136

University of California Press, 2019), 81.

Figure 2. Chuck Jones’ impression of full animation, 
with unique drawings for every moment of character 
movement. From AFI Report, 1974.

Figure 3. Chuck Jones’ parody of limited animation, 
which reuses segments of characters to produce 
movement in a cost-effective manner. From AFI 
Report, 1974.
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creation of an archive of materials in the production process anticipates not just initial 

production, but creative and cost-effective reuse as well. 

As a detailed history of Hanna-Barbara’s production illustrates, segmentation becomes 

the central logic shaping character design going forward with television animation, both in 

design and movement, motivated by television’s economic constraints.  As Amidi argues, the 137

work of Hanna-Barbera character designers “serves as an example of how intelligent design can 

elevate the quality of a cartoon, even when the animation leaves much to be desired.”   While 138

this chapter so far has detailed the economic motivations of limited animation quite extensively, 

another aspect of television, that of its distribution models, also impacts limited animation. To 

further explicate the connections between limited animation and its distribution format of 

television during the network era, this chapter now turns to previous research by Paul Wells and 

Todd Gitlin to discuss this connection. Their use of the concept of recombinancy can help us 

better understand the segmentation of limited animation and its relationship to television as a 

distribution format.

Animation scholar Paul Wells’ concept of recombinancy aptly describes how limited 

animation on American television pioneered in this time has the ability to be reissued and 

repackaged (in short, recombined), both on a material level, such as reusing walk cycles or 

backgrounds, and at a programming level, in terms of repackaging animation, including 

theatrical shorts, into variety television formats. Crucially, recombinancy is a doubled form, 

involving both micro-segmentation (reuse of animation materials to produce new sequences) and 

 Additionally, Tyler Williams points out that early television picture quality was rather poor; as a 137

result, television animation emphasizes simple designs and quality voice acting in its productions. See 
Tyler Solon Williams, “Understanding the Early Television Cartoon,” (PhD diss., University of Iowa, 
2021), 290. 

 Amidi, Cartoon Modern, 43.138
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macro-segmentation (reuse of animated sequences to produce ‘new’ programs) within television. 

Wells views recombinancy “beyond the obvious tenets of the recirculation of generic staples, but 

as a way in which the language of animation is used to reconfigure genre, draw cost effectively 

upon cultural resources, and progress its own definition and agenda.”  Wells pays particular 139

attention to animated spinoffs of popular properties, and how animation is localized and 

reconfigured in North America. While Wells examines recombinancy here in terms of macro 

level of programming, this chapter focuses on the micro levels of materiality at play in the 

production process, discussed in further detail below.

Wells draws the concept of recombinancy from television scholar Todd Gitlin’s book 

Inside Prime Time (1983), where Gitlin argues that programming that combines various popular 

characters, much like spinoffs or clones, are safe forms of television content that producers 

actively invest in.  Gitlin argues (or rather, laments) that “Much of what passes for creativity in 140

Hollywood is additive,”  pointing to television’s proclivity to recombine and/or repackage 141

popular programs and characters into “new” content.  Terming these “recombinants,” he argues 142

that this form of television material relies on the recontexualizing or repackaging of old material. 

Gitlin terms television as “the ultimate recombinatory form,” not only for its reliance on 

recombinations, but for the ways television also levels all content through its programming of 

 Wells, “‘Smarter than the average art form,’” 25.139

 Todd Gitlin, Inside Prime Time, Rev. ed., (London: Routledge, 2005), 74.140

 Gitlin, Inside Prime Time, 66.141

 Gitlin uses the work of producer Fred Silverman as key examples of recombinant television 142

programming. While Gitlin does not mention animation, notably, Silverman frequently worked with 
Hanna-Barbera Productions, green-lighting such landmark series as Scooby-Doo, Where Are You! (CBS, 
1969–1970) and The Smurfs (NBC, 1981-1989). See Gitlin, Inside Prime Time, 59.
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sequences, what Raymond Williams would term flow.  Recombinant talk also permeates 143

television production, “providing signposts for rapid recognition, speeding up meetings, 

streamlining discussion about cultural goods that might otherwise seem elusive, unwieldy, hard 

to peg.”  Wells takes Gitlin’s concept of recombinants and applies it to limited animation on 144

television, drawing attention not just to the reuse of programming, but the material reuse of 

animation in limited animation production practices.

In addition to analyzing the cost-effective production processes, Wells extends the term 

recombinancy to include to the plethora of spinoffs and adaptations of popular television 

properties reimagined for television animation; in short, television animation is able to 

reconfigure itself materially through limited animation production processes, as well as 

narratively through creative reuse of plots, characters, and settings. Indeed, from the beginning, 

Hanna-Barbera’s productions were recombinations. For their first television production, Hanna-

Barbera first envisioned “new animation as ‘bookends’ to the re-packaging of old cartoons,”   145

eventually beginning production on animated shorts for the variety series The Ruff and Reddy 

Show, debuting in December 1957.

Wells argues that animation survived through its shift towards recombinancy production 

methods.  Characters in particular function as a lynchpin for Hanna-Barbera’s success.  With 146 147

the case-study of Hanna-Barbera comes the discussion of not only iconic characters, but iconic 

 Gitlin, Inside Prime Time, 70.143

 Gitlin, Inside Prime Time, 67.144

 Paul Wells, Animation and America, (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2002), 78.145

 Wells, “‘Smarter than the average art form,’” 27.146

 Indeed, Gitlin notes that in his interviews with multiple television producers, good (live action) 147

characters were described as the key to a successful show over everything else. See Gitlin, Inside Prime 
Time, 56. 
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character designs as well. Both Takamoto and Hanna write about the importance, for example, of 

character key poses in the studio’s limited animation.148

As Amidi writes, “The limited budgets of early TV animation had the unintended 

consequence of amplifying the role of design in cartoons.”  Hanna-Barbera and its segmented 149

character design exemplifies this, as well as the recombinant principles such a shift in design 

represented. As Wells argues, this segmented, minimalist approach towards character design was 

a "practical approach which recognized the intrinsic versatility of the animation medium in 

accommodating change, while remaining aesthetically engaging, and cost effective.”  In short, 150

segmented character designs became central to limited animation, particularly Hanna-Barbera’s, 

primarily due to economic pressures and television’s demand for recombinatory forms. Drawing 

from Gitlin, Wells illustrates that television’s impact in shaping limited animation is not just 

economical, but programmatic as well. Television’s distribution during the network era, 

including syndication, its penchant for reboots, sequels, and spinoffs, further shape limited 

animation’s segmented production processes.

Hanna and Barbera were keenly aware of how television shaped their production 

practices. Hanna, for instance, detailed how appropriate their limited animation production 

process—what they called planned animation—was to television as a domestic medium, and the 

differences of production between theatres and television:

We felt [planned animation] was eminently right for the television medium. The creative 
nature of television programming during those early days quite naturally stressed 
intimacy rather than spectacle. The perspective of an audience sitting in their living 

 Takamoto and Mallory, Iwao Takamoto, 92; Hanna and Ito, A Cast of Friends, 84. See also Wells, 148

‘“Smarter than the average art form,’” 23.

 Amidi, Cartoon Modern, 40.149

 Wells, “‘Smarter than the average art form.’” 18.150
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rooms watch a TV program on a (standard-dimension) screen was entirely different from 
that of an audience sitting before a vast wide-angled screen in a theatre.151

Barbera notes that during the network era, “The economics of creating cartoons in high volume 

for television meant that I was always on the lookout for formulas and shortcuts,”  echoing 152

Gitlin’s observation that television is in constant search for successful templates. Hanna 

concluded that the studio’s customizations of production for television were a success, reflecting 

that “limited animation came off better on the dimly lit television screen than the old fully 

animated things.”  The emergence of television and the network era, while ending their work at 153

MGM, offered Hanna and Barbera a new distribution format, and they adjusted their production 

processes as a result.

In sum, Wells, drawing from Gitlin, points to how television as a distribution format is 

deeply entwined with the material production practices. The segmentation and reuse of limited 

animation occurs both on a material level (such as reusing walk cycles in or across episodes), 

and on a programming level (repackaging animation in to new programs, among other 

recombinatory programming such as spinoffs, sequels, and reboots). Limited animation’s 

production practices depend not just on initial production, but also on the reuse of an archive of 

materials. Such limited animation, emerging alongside television in the network era is also 

perhaps reflective of television own dialectic of segmentation and flow. The segmented 

production reflects the segmented nature of television as a medium, one that reruns, reboots, 

syndicates, and otherwise continuously reconfigures culture.

 Hanna and Ito, A Cast of Friends, 84.151

 Barbera, My Life in ‘Toons, 153.152

 Hanna and Ito, A Cast of Friends, 87.153
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With such a creatively planned and economically constrained production process, the 

term limited animation seems unable to fully capture its generative capabilities. In fact, Hanna-

Barbera did not call their animation limited animation; rather, they used the term planned 

animation to conceptualize their new production process.  In reading Barbera’s descriptions of 154

the working process, it’s quite clear that planned animation (as they preferred to call it, at least in 

public discourse)  is a complex process. Limited animation production practices were not 155

merely limited to the reduction of cel use; rather, it encompassed a wide array of practices 

emerging from the television apparatus and responding to its budgetary limitations. The character 

designs endemic to limited animation, particularly those of Hanna-Barbera, rely on a logic of 

segmentation that requires careful planning. Another production aspect requiring planning was 

the colour palette; as Takamoto explains, “in planned animation, because you are stacking up 

two, three, four, maybe more layers of cels, each containing a limb or part of the figure that you 

want to move, you have to compensate for the colour because each sheet of acetate reacts to the 

light and affect the colour intensity.”  Furthermore, artists also had to be creative in hiding the 156

seams of their productions; layout artists on Jonny Quest (1964-1965), for example, devised 

clever layout and camera framing to obscure the frequent reuse of drawings.  While limited 157

animation reduces the amount of unique drawings, the logistical planning involved in production 

is remarkably complex. Takamoto argues planned animation is a more useful term overall to 

 Takamoto and Mallory, Iwao Takamoto, 90.154

 Kevin Sadler argues that “planned animation” was a public facing term for Hanna-Barbera’s work, 155
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describe the work of Hanna-Barbera, as it better highlights the actual labour processes involved 

in the animation’s production.  This dissertation will use the term planned animation for the 158

remainder of its pages, as the term works as a wedge against the full/limited animation binary 

that constricts much of the academic discourse around television animation, while also offering a 

more generative approach to thinking about television animation.

Syndication and reruns, key methods of programming distribution in television, are 

predicated on the recombinancy of television; as such, these distribution forms have exceptional 

synergy with animation. In 1959, industry journal Broadcasting Telecasting described how 

cartoon syndication packages continued to sell well, with one syndication package manager 

commenting that the cartoons never depreciate, never age—arguing for the permanent elasticity 

of the animated cartoon image.  The cartoon image is malleable and adaptable, giving it great 159

rerun performance with little depreciation in terms of rating compared to live action 

programming.  Likewise, planned animation’s logic of segmentation was already embedded 160

into its production. These traits of animation are exactly what drew Ted Turner to found Cartoon 

Network, and enabled the reuse of animation in Space Ghost: Coast to Coast some 30-odd years 

later. This chapter’s case study of Space Ghost: Coast to Coast enables us to examine how 

planned animation production practices—particularly the (re)use of animation archives—are 

remixed for both new eras of media conglomeration and cable television.

 Takamoto and Mallory, Iwao Takamoto, 90.158

 “Cartoons Endure For UAA: Stations Rush to Renew at Same Rates,” Broadcasting Telecasting, 159

August 10, 1959, 74-75.

 “Animation Scores A Breakthrough,” 43-45; “Cartoons—Take ’Em Seriously,” Weekly Television 160

Digest, June 27, 1960, 6-7.
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Recombinancy Becomes Remix with Space Ghost: Coast to Coast
This chapter now turns to a case study of Cartoon Network and its first original television 

series, Space Ghost: Coast to Coast (hereafter abbreviated to SG:C2C) to demonstrate planned 

animation’s transformation during the cable era and its revaluation under conglomeration. In its 

initial conception, Cartoon Network launched as a channel to host the catalogues of animation 

Ted Turner owned: MGM, Fleischer Studios, Ruby-Spears, and Hanna-Barbera. The latter two 

were Turner’s more recent acquisitions, as he brokered the deal in October 1991, only a year 

before Cartoon Network launched on October 1st, 1992. Turner’s investment in Hanna-Barbera 

was a similar play as his other networks like TCM and TNT, which capitalized on lucrative 

archives of content for redistribution. Buying archives of content for cable distribution was a 

tried-and-true corporate strategy for Turner in the multi-channel television era, and Cartoon 

Network was no different. With the cable era, demand from niche cable channels for older 

content “increased the value of studio libraries,”  a trend the Turner Broadcasting System was 161

deeply embedded in. Such an investment in media archives and their legacy corresponds with 

John Caldwell’s observation that media companies began referring to their archives as “legacy” 

holdings in the 1990s, with increased investment in archival practices alongside such 

revaluation.  Such investments in media catalogues function both as lucrative assets and risk 162

mitigation.163

 Elizabeth Kolbert, “Cable Channels Providing New Life for Network Flops: Television Network 161

Flops Are Finding Their Afterlife on New, Program-Hungry Cable Channels,” New York Times, December 
20 1993, D6.

 John T. Caldwell, “Convergence Television: Aggregating Form and Repurposing Content in the 162

Culture of Conglomeration,” in Television after TV: Essays on a Medium in Transition, ed. Jan Olsson and 
Lynn Spigel (Durham: Duke University Press, 2004), 48.

 Andrew deWaard, “Financialized Hollywood: Institutional Investment, Venture Capital, and Private 163
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Additionally, the older dominant form of children’s television, namely the Saturday 

morning cartoon programming blocks that shifted public perception of television animation as 

children’s content,  was on the way out with the rise of cable and the decline of the dominance 164

of the three major networks, leaving the children’s demographic up for grabs. Cartoon Network 

was, in part, an attempt to capture that demographic.  Turner called the creation of the channel 165

“opportunistic” and said that “while the timing [to launch Cartoon Network] might not be good 

from a channel capacity or legislative point of view, we don’t play for the short term. There’s no 

question this is a long-term play.’”  Turner, working from his earlier stations’ rating success 166

with animation, recognized the value of such a catalogue for its strong reuse ability.  By 1994, 167

the malleability of the planned animation image became all the more clear with the debut of 

SG:C2C.

While the production of SG:C2C is usually framed by academics and the industry as 

solely the result of budgetary restrictions,  by examining the emergence of planned animation 168

on television in the 1950s, we see that while restricted budgets and movement has long existed 

on television animation, this doesn’t quite capture the full extent of what planned animation 

production processes encompass. Instead, examining the material production of SG:C2C enables 

 Mittel, “The Great Saturday Morning Exile.”164
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us to see how the recombinant production methods expand and transform into the multi-channel 

era of television. Furthermore, the series helps us examine the parallels between programming 

and production of planned animation. Much as Hanna-Barbera relied on the reuse of images in 

their animation (such as character poses and run cycles), likewise television channels such as 

Cartoon Network rely on the reuse and recombining of programs. With the series creation, 

Hanna-Barbera is remixed into a new television era, that of the multi-channel period of the 

1990s.

Mike Lazzo, previously employed first in the Turner shipping department and then as a 

programmer for TBS's animation block, became the first programmer for Cartoon Network in 

1993. One might say Lazzo has had a career in distribution at Turner. Cartoon Network is one 

among a plethora of new cable channels launched during the multi-channel transition era of 

television, which features a proliferation of cable channels available to consumers, many centred 

around niche interests.  Whereas the previous network era of television (early 1950s to 169

mid-1980s) were largely dominated by a few key networks; as the 1980s progressed, the 

dominance of the three major networks eroded, and the gradual rise of new networks and niche 

television channels accelerated alongside the diffusion of cable TV. Derek Kompare notes how 

cable channels went beyond simple reruns to produce complex curation strategies that relied on 

“distinctive repetition” to build brand identity and attract audiences.  Cartoon Network, 170

particularly SG:C2C, expanded distinctive repetition to incorporate not just programming, but 

production as well.

 Lotz, The Television Will Be Revolutionized, 8.169

 Derek Kompare, Rerun Nation: How Repeats Invented American Television (New York: Routledge, 170

2005), 171.
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In 1993, one year after Cartoon Network debuted, Lazzo and other programmers went to 

Ted Turner to ask for money to produce new programming, stating they were “tired of being 

labeled as a Hanna-Barbera rerun channel”; Turner sent them away stating they had all they 

needed and that they should work with what they have.  As Lazzo recounts, “Ted has said, ‘I 171

bought you a library, now utilize it.’”  With no money to hire new artists to generate new 172

concept art, the small number of Cartoon Network programmers turned to what resources they 

did have in the Turner network to make what became an animated mock talk show: Space Ghost: 

Coast to Coast.  173

The idea for SG:C2C emerged from the programming department. Cartoon Network 

programmers Mike Lazzo, Khaki Jones, and Andy Merrill were brainstorming a marathon of the 

1968 animated series Wacky Races: “They were pondering a new way to make the Wacky Races 

cartoon fresh and interesting, and thought of taking the episodes and piecing them together so it 

was like they were driving across the country. ‘Coast to Coast,’ said Merrill.”  As they 174

brainstormed, episodes of Space Ghost and Dino Boy played in the background, and the context 

of the late night talk show wars gave the programmers and idea: what if Space Ghost had a talk 

show? SG:C2C was a satirical talk show starring Space Ghost and other assorted Hanna-Barbera 

characters from Space Ghost & Dino Boy and other properties. Space Ghost was chosen in part 
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because he was a forgotten, B-list character.  In short, there wasn’t a reputation to ruin. 175

Additionally, because the show had little to no budget and was animated, there was little risk 

involved and virtually no rules restricting what could be done in the series.  The series was 176

self-effacing about its own budgetary limitations, and often derived humor from its restricted 

animation. For example, Zorak, Space Ghost’s band leader, quips that “Every time I move my 

arm, it costs the Cartoon Network 42 bucks.”177

With episodes only 11 minutes long, the show frequently featured behind-the-scenes 

shenanigans as the characters try (and fail) to pull together a coherent television talk show. 

SG:C2C’s production and airing schedules were somewhat erratic and unpredictable, 

sporadically airing between evening and late night time slots throughout its run. Season lengths 

varied wildly, from 8 to 24 episodes, and production gaps of up to two years between seasons 

frequently occurred. Various specials and other ephemeral television content, such as promos and 

bumpers advertising the show or Cartoon Network, aired throughout the series run. The series 

attracted older audiences, particularly the coveted 18-34 year old demographic, and served as a 

precursor for Cartoon Network’s [adult swim] programming block with its surreal humor and 

demographic reach.178
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As a mock talk show, the show was structured around Space Ghost interviewing various 

celebrities, who would appear on television in Space Ghost’s studio located somewhere in outer 

space. While the series is ostensibly a talk show with celebrity interviews, more often that not, 

the series shifts into non-sequiturs, surreal segments, and other antics unrelated to the actual talk 

show format. SG:C2C writer Dave Willis remarked that when celebrities went in to pitch-mode 

in their interviews, this footage was typically unusable by the staff, as it went against the satirical 

edge of the show; instead, the show “preferred to reveal the plasticity of the standard talk-show 

transaction.”  Debuting after the height of the late night talk show wars of the early 1990s, the 179

series skewered backstage drama and the idea of celebrities extending their fame by becoming 

talk show hosts. This is made especially clear in SG:C2C’s first four episodes, which are 

primarily concerned with the talk show element, with the fourth episode even interviewing talk 

show host Joe Franklin, prolific talk show host, and Bill Carter, chronicler of the late night talk 

show wars of the 1990s.

The series’ production, particularly its early years, highlights again the prominence 

resource logistics and limitations play in to the creation of the series. The series was written in a 

Turner conference room after everyone had gone home. Interviews with celebrities were filmed 

in CNN studios right down the road, as Turner headquarters and stations (including CNN and 

Cartoon Network) were located in Atlanta.  And with Turner's acquisition of the Hanna-180

Barbera catalogue, Lazzo noted that they “were sitting on an enormous library [of animation] … 

[with] a lot of potential.”  With such resources in the Turner media empire also came 181
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limitations. The original Space Ghost and Dino Boy from which SG:C2C draws from only lasted 

20 episodes for a total of 90 minutes of content for reuse. Lazzo noted that the production team 

was “constantly fighting with the employees of Cartoon Network Latin America because their 

copier was right next to where [editor Michael Cahill] was editing – which was deafening.”  In 182

short, the show was born out of careful use of limited resources, a reality made all the more clear 

in examining the series’ production process. An examination of the production methods of the 

series step by step, from rotoscope, to editing, to movement cycles, to voice acting, will enable a 

better understanding of how the series reworks animated materials and how this reflects 

underlying televisual and distributive logics of animation that inform conglomeration practice.

Whereas previous Hanna-Barbera cartoons relied on the recombinancy of character 

designs (the heads and bodies of characters, and being able to swap out certain pieces of them for 

movement), the production of SG:C2C took it one step further, where the characters—

particularly close ups with lip movement—were rotoscoped from the original backgrounds and 

placed into new backgrounds. As creator and producer of the series, Lazzo describes how the 

tiny production team  “rotoscoped out from the original cartoons—the ‘60s cartoons, not the 183

‘80s version—quite a few key shots where we had lip movement. We could then remove that 

image form the original cartoon and place it into any background we wanted.”  Through 184

rotoscoping, “the figures of Space Ghost, Zorak and Moltar [were] ‘lifted' out of their old series 

and plunked down in their new background.”  All close-ups of characters speaking were taken 185

 “An Interview with Mike Lazzo.”182
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from the original series, rotoscoped through Quantel effects compositing system/non-linear 

editor.  186

Editing was another crucial aspect of the production process. To create the show’s 

distinctive recycled animation, editors 

block out a rough version of ‘Space Ghost’ using still images and the soundtrack. Then 
they hand off the show to another set of animators who use Adobe After Effects to add 
motion, from facial expressions to explosions. From there, the QuickTime files are 
handed back to [editor/producers Jay Edwards and Ned Hastings], who import the files to 
create digital Beta tapes, ready for broadcast.  187

Because the production method of the show involved constant re-use of various animation 

cycles, editing (a task usually less intensive in typical animation production) became the most 

time-consuming aspect of production. Editor Tom Roche notes that each 11-minute episode 

contained over 1,000 edits, many of which matched dialogue to character lip flaps.  At its start 188

in 1994, the series was edited on Avid nonlinear editing machines, which made editing not only 

the most time-consuming aspect of production, but also the most expensive.  Production later 189

moved to using Final Cut Pro on Apple computers, “a move that saved the production 75 percent 

of its budget and two weeks of production time.”  Both Lazzo and producer Mike Crofford 190
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noted that this production method predicated on editing was only possible due to advancements 

in digital technology.  191

Clever editing was used to manipulate lip flaps to match new recorded dialogue. Lazzo 

notes that “because we are able to edit digitally, we can actually synch up the dialogue. We 

simply freeze it, hold it, start it and stop it to form the mouth around the words.”  Editors were 192

also responsible for managing “a library of images from the show.”  In short, editing, the 193

specific combination and piecing together of segments, was the most time consuming and 

arguably central aspect of production.

In addition to editing, planned reuse of movement cycles was a central facet of 

production. While the series is certainly animation, the is relatively little movement to the actual 

series.  Instead, SG:C2C relies on the iconic character designs and poses from the original 194

Hanna-Barbera production to carry much of the show along. Much as Takamoto and Hanna 

stress the importance of well-designed characters and poses to successful planned animation, 

SG:C2C recirculates these poses. A very limited amount of new animation was commissioned to 

fit the talk show theme, such as a shot of Space Ghost tapping his cue cards, which, once created, 

were reused continuously throughout the show’s run.195

With strategic use of still images, SG:C2C production staff also generated a number of 

movement cycles they reused throughout the series. Such loops of were made re-usable through 

 Kenyon, “Late Night With Space Ghost,” 10.191
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various sound effects and contextualization. The Space Ghost stretch, for example, is a the 

movement cycle where Space Ghost stands up and stretches his arms as if about to fly away. This 

movement cycle has been used continuously throughout the series to represent a number of 

actions. In the Season 2 episode “Sleeper,” Space Ghost stretches his arms wide both to cry in 

pain over his lost sea monkey Banjo, and also participate in a flexing competition with Hulk 

Hogan (Figure 4). Such reuse of movement cycles and poses indicates that once the staff had 

enough of an archive movement cycles and poses to re-use, the production staff continued to use 

these established movement cycles instead of generating new ones. In short, an archive of 

movement cycles and poses curated by the editors became the central facet to the series’ 

animation. 

If editing draws from the archive of images and assembles the animation, then audio, in 

particular voice acting, helps stitch the episodes together. Heather Kenyon observes that with 

such a production method, “all these shows start as radio plays.”  Lazzo notes that “we don’t 196

 Kenyon, “Late Night With Space Ghost,” 10.196

Figure 4. On the left, Space Ghost crying out in pain over his lost pet; on the right, Space Ghost is in a 
flexing competition with Hulk Hogan. Both use the same cycle of movement. From S2E16, !Sleeper,” 
(Cartoon Network, 1995).
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have a show until we are satisfied with how it sounds.”  Much like the emergence of planned 197

animation in the 1950 on television (a technology supplanting radio), aurality becomes a central 

component to ensuring the success of planned animation in creating continuity across disparate 

images and choppy animation.

With the aural dimension of the series saving as a means of helping stitch the assembled 

animation pieces together, syncing sounding, particularly voice actors’ dialogue, took precedence 

over other forms of continuity. As one reporter observes, “The editors made characters' lips move 

when they spoke, but they ignored other continuity problems, like when characters' colouring 

changed between shots.”  Such colour is most apparent with the character Zorak, whose mantis 198

body and clothing often switches colour (Figure 5). As Willis describes, Lazzo wanted the show 

to stop channel surfers and their televisual flow and make them say “What the hell is this?”  199

Such numerous visual discontinuities were easily spotted by viewers, with some fans even trying 

 Kenyon, “Late Night With Space Ghost,” 10.197
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Figure 5.  The colours of Zorak’s body and outfit frequently shift throughout each episode. Such 
inconsistency, rather than a detriment, is instead a part of the series’ surreal humor. From Season 2 
Episode 16, “Sleeper,” (Cartoon Network, 1995).
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to track which pieces of animation were taken from which Hanna-Barbera property.  As such, 200

visual discontinuities were endemic to watching the show, and were a feature of the series’ 

production, not a bug. To wit: the ‘goofs; section of Imdb for the SG:C2C is completely blank—

why go through the trouble of logging visual inconsistencies for a surreal show predicated on 

stitching together disparate images? It is aural information, rather than visual, that primarily 

creates consistency throughout the series. Such an emphasis on vocal continuity of the image 

over other indicates the continued emphasis on aurality in planned animation, an aurality 

conditioned and shaped by television as a cultural and technological medium.201

In this detailed examination of the production history of SG:C2C, there are a number of 

ways in which the legacy of planned animation as a television-shaped production process 

becomes clear. Iconic character designs and poses remains a central facet to production, as well 

as aurality. There is a temporal quality to the production of SG:C2C’s reuse of animation loops, 

loops that not only altering perception of time through repetition of imagery, but also tap into the 

historical legacy of Hanna-Barbera which the animated images derive.

The SG:C2C production process also reveal the importance of the archive, and how 

Turner’s entire media operation relied on reactivating valuable archives. We see this in play on a 

macro (the channel operations as a whole) and micro (the production of SG:C2C) scale. From 

Turner’s catalogue of Hanna-Barbera productions, the SG:C2C’s internal archive of images, 

movement cycles, and poses, the archive of images from which to take and rework is a central 
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component to the animation process. While early planned animation relied on an archive of 

movement cycles from which to draw from, such as characters’ walk and run cycles, SG:C2C’s 

adds another layer, creating an internal production archive from a corporate catalogue of 

previous Hanna-Barbera productions, while also playfully extending Hanna-Barbera’s legacy. 

Through this materialist examination of SG:C2C’s production, we can see Frank’s historical 

methodology in practice, that “By straining our eyes, we can understand animated cartoons 

dialectically, as historical documents and aesthetic objects, not just one or the other.”   Under 202

this new production regime, “curation” takes on a different meaning, to which we turn now.

Ironically, it was through the remixing of original Hanna-Barbera animated properties 

that Lazzo and others demonstrated that Cartoon Network wasn’t just a Hanna-Barbera rerun 

channel. The creation of SG:C2C by the programming department of Cartoon Network, however, 

illustrates connections between programming and production of planned animation, and how 

programming is a form of production. 

As Kompare notes, cable channels like Cartoon Network function as “boutique” channel 

that constructs a unique identity through its complex process of curation and redistribution.  203

John Ellis, arguing for programming as a creative act that imbues meaning, describes 

programming as “editing on an Olympian scale.”  Working as a programmer for Cartoon 204

Network, Lazzo notes that he thought often on how to recontextualize, curate, and frame the 

cartoon catalogues. For Lazzo, the guiding question was “How could you go in and 

recontextualize these cartoons and make them interesting to a modern audience? That exact same 
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thing happened when it came to Space Ghost.”  He notes that “The earliest episodes [of 205

SG:C2C] were, in essence, the Programming Department.”  There was no divide between the 206

production and distribution of the series, as network programmers both produced the show on a 

shoestring budget and distributed it as Cartoon Network programming. Here Lazzo draws 

attention to how cable programming is a form of production itself , and how SG:C2C’s form of 

animation production is a form of programming. Much as a programmer edits together a number 

of segments (programs, bumpers, etc.) to form a flow of television content, so too does a 

producer edits together a number of animated segments, from the segmented construction of 

character designs in planned animation production methods, to the segments of movement cycles 

already sitting in a production archive. From the beginning, the tasks of programming were 

inextricably linked to the production practices of SG:C2C. 

Indeed, this curatorial mindset of the network programmers is embedded into the premise 

of SG:C2C. The series starts the titular Hanna-Barbera superhero character Space Ghost as a talk 

show host, with his villains Moltar and Zorak serving as his production director and house band 

leader, respectively. The series derives humour by embracing an aesthetics of failure, both of the 

perceived failures of limited animation, and Space Ghost’s failure in his duties as a talk show 

host. These aesthetics of failure are ultimately a failure of television curation itself, with much of 

the series’ humour emerging from surreal interactions. The programmatic mindset of the show 

producers also emerged in the aesthetics of the show. The series frequently cuts to Moltar 

watching the monitor as he directs the talk show, or watches television himself. The series also 

uses test cards in many episode indicating the status of the series’s transmission and other faux-

 “An Interview with Mike Lazzo.”205

 “An Interview with Mike Lazzo.”206
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technical information, as well as intentional static or other televisual errors (Figure 6).  Test 207

cards are usually invisible to consumers, but are made visible due to this series’s behind-the-

scenes scenario. In short, the series is about the failure of television curation, both broadly in 

terms of both the traditional form of a television talk show and broadly in the form of network 

broadcasting. To tease out this relationship between programming and production, and 

programming as production, its necessary to examine some key metaphors used in early Cartoon 

Network production practices and programming, that of recycling and repackaging, respectively.

Recycling was a popular means of characterizing SG:C2C’s production process. In the 

year of its debut, The New York Times characterized the production and its team as “young 

comedy recyclers at the Cartoon Network took some typically herky-jerky animated television 

from the 1960's, drew a new background behind the main character and put strange new words in 

his mouth.”  SG:C2C’s production has been called “recycling archive footage”  and 208 209

 Pescatore, “Space Ghost Tackles Talk.”207
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Figure 6. Test cards indicating the status of the transmission feed. From S1E1, “Spanish Translation” 
(Cartoon Network, 1994).
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“recycling animation” , while the series staff called the series “recycling entertainment.”  210 211

While recycling was a common trope to discuss SG:C2C, repackaging became a common phrase 

to discuss early programming at Cartoon Network. Lazzo noted in 1994 that “It's our job at the 

Cartoon Network to repackage and re-spin the cartoon characters.”  Repackaging, then, 212

involves creative curation, such as grouping episodes and specials for holidays or creating 

themed programming blocks.

While the terms recycling and repackaging might imply a static or simplistic reuse of 

content, the production of SG:C2C—and the programming of the channel itself—illustrates 

Cartoon Network was always more than a mere Hanna-Barbera rerun channel. Cartoon Network 

relied on complex curation strategies of their content, and as demonstrated earlier, their 

production practices were anything but simple. Programming is also a complex and creative 

method of distribution;  as John Caldwell notes, television often engages in an “additive, 213

hybridizing process” when rebroadcasting previously released materials.  In both Cartoon 214

Network programming, and SG:C2C production, planned recirculation of materials is done 

creatively, both relying on an archive of planned animation.

Cartoon Network and SG:C2C attune us to the ways in which television involved 

complex processes of distribution, in what Thomas Lamarre identifies as “the production of 
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distribution.”  As Lamarre describes, this term ‘invites us to consider both what produces 215

distribution, and what distribution produces, as two sides of the same coin.”  By examining 216

both programming and production, we begin to see how planned animation begins to collapse 

these categories due to the specificities of its production. This is due to planned animation’s 

embedded logics of segmentation and reuse, creating a malleability within planned animation 

that enables it to be reused across different programs networks in unique ways. That is to say, we 

find the logics of television’s segmentation embedded in the images of planned animation, and 

extended and amplified by Tuner Broadcasting System’s distribution strategies. With Hanna-

Barbera character designs and their use on Cartoon Network, we see forms of segmentation and 

reuse that mirror the segmentation and reuse of television itself.

If recombinancy describes television animation in the 1960s, then remix describes 

television animation in the 1990s, particularly SG:C2C. It is digital non-linear editing systems 

such as AVID and Final Cut Pro that make such a series possible. As Lazzo argues, such a series 

could not be made only a few years prior due to advancements in digital technology. Through 

remix, a value transformation of the archives is made. Digital technology opens up another 

avenue for exploiting the archive to make new material. While much scholarship on remix 

cultures examine copyright and cultural production issues,  SG:C2C avoids this kind of remix 217

limitation due to corporate ownership. SG:C2C took bits and pieces of an old Hanna-Barbera 

show to make a new program that was irreverent and parodic of television itself.
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Kompare argues that “repetition is actually the primary structuring factor of commercial 

television in the United States.”  This aspect of television is made quite clear through the lens 218

of planned animation, which survives in its recycling and repackaging of images. Following 

Kompare and Lamarre, I would also emphasize the Deleuzian aspect in noting that television is 

structured by repetition with difference.  In the case of SG:C2C and its location in the cable era, 219

remix is the model through which Cartoon Network programmers created such repetition with 

difference.

Like many of Hanna-Barbera’s productions, the success of SG:C2C led to the creation of 

numerous affiliated properties, each following Space Ghosts unique formulation of intellectual 

property management and production aesthetics. Cartoon Planet (1995–1998; revived 

2012-2014), Harvey Birdman: Attorney at Law (2000-2007; with a special in 2018), The Brak 

Show (2000-2003), Sealab 2021 (2000-2005), and Aqua Teen Hunger Force (2000-2015; with a 

film in 2007) were all spinoffs or inspired by SG:C2C, and illustrate a variety of production 

practices and IP usages. Cartoon Planet, Sealab 2021 and The Brak Show modelled their 

production methods from SG:C2C, reusing animation assets from previous Turner media. While 

not every series relies on the literal reuse of animation, all rely on the generative approach of 

recycling of previous IP in the Turner media empire. Cartoon Planet, a variety show that 

repackaged older animation IP with sketches by the SG:C2C characters that aired across multiple 

Turner networks (TBS and Cartoon Network), further demonstrating how television thrives on 

recombining familiar characters into new programs.220
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Through remix practices both on a programming and production level, Cartoon Network 

experienced substantial growth, and soon became one of the main allures for TimeWarner in 

buying Turner Broadcasting. The channel was one of Turner’s fastest growing businesses in the 

1990s, and offered a space for Warner Bros animated content in an increasingly competitive 

cable space.  In fact, TimeWarner had considered buying Hanna-Barbera when it went on sale 221

in 1991, but due to their debt from their own merger in 1989, they ultimately passed on the offer, 

much to their chagrin.  Disney, too, regretting missing out on the sale; former CEO Michael 222

Eisner once admitted to Turner that not buying Hanna-Barbera when he had the chance was the 

biggest mistake he’d ever made.  Turner, who built much of his media empire on acquiring 223

archives and reactivating them in the cable era, continued this practice as Turner’s corporate 

reach expanded internationally into the global marketplace. By 1995, Cartoon Network reached 

34.5 million viewers across Europe, Asia, and Latin America.  Today, the channel is available 224

in over 185 countries, and is the central Kids & Family brand to its parent conglomerate, 

WarnerMedia.  225

Though an extensive analysis of SG:C2C’s production, this chapter demonstrates the 

value transformation of planned animation in the cable era. Television animation is re-used once 

 Geraldine Fabrikant, “The Looney Tunes Factor: Why Time Warner and Turner Are Crazy About 221

Cartoons Why Time Warner and Turner Love Cartoons,” New York Times, September 12, 1995, D1.

 Fabrikant, “The Looney Tunes Factor,” D1.222

 Turner and Burke, Call Me Ted, 294.223

 Lawrie Mifflin, “Can the Flintstones Fly in Fiji?: Children’s Programming as a Major U.S. Export 224

Can the Flintstones Fly In Fiji, or Even France?” New York Times, November 27, 1995, D1.

 “HBO Max and Cartoon Network Take Flight with Series Commitment For My Adventures with 225

Superman | Pressroom,” WarnerMedia, accessed July 2, 2021, https://pressroom.warnermedia.com/us/
media-release/cartoon-network-9/hbo-max-and-cartoon-network-take-flight-series-commitment-my-
adventures-superman.
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again, this time in line with 90s remix culture. Production and programming blend together as 

planned animation archives are mobilized across Turner Broadcasting corporate strategy. 

Planned animation is an animation production process entwined with television as its format of 

distribution. The detailed and selective history presented here challenges traditional assumptions 

around planned animation, and examines its shifting production practices and corporate 

revaluation into television’s multi-channel era. Too often overlooked, planned animation 

provides a fascinating window into television and its operations, and is an essential site for future 

analysis for the fields of animation and television studies. The next chapter examines another 

animated television object likewise overlooked in television studies: bumpers.
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Chapter 2. Bite-sized TV: Branding Cartoon Network

# 


Introduction
Whereas the first chapter examined corporate conglomeration at the location of one program, 

this chapter broadens to the entire network, its programming practices, and the various 

intermediaries the channel works with as its scale extends internationally in the late 1990s into 

the 2000s. It takes up the bumper as its object of analysis, the ephemeral bits of media that air in 

between commercials and television programs that inform viewers of the channel’s contents. 

This chapter begins by examining the corporate conglomeration contexts—the Turner 

Broadcasting System-Time Warner merger of 1996, and the AOL-Time Warner merger of 2000

— to give historical context for Cartoon Network’s production at the time. It then examines the 

literature on television materials as ephemeral paratexts and as brand extensions to give us the 

conceptual tools to analyze this media. Once these contexts are established, this chapter then 

pivots to an analysis of a handful of bumpers—short interstitials airing between programs and 

commercials—from each collection from the late 1990s to mid 2000s to analyze both how they 

function as paratexts, as branding for the channel and its contents, how they manage flow, how 

they aesthetically reflect corporate conglomeration, and how Cartoon Network programmers 

reflect their own labour through animated characters, and how they blur the boundary between 

text and paratexts. 

This chapter investigates two different brand eras of Cartoon Network as termed by the 

network: the Powerhouse era (1997-2004) associated with Cartoon Network’s rectangular 

checkerboard logo, and the CN City era (2004-2006), launched alongside a redesigned channel 
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logo. Alongside these two distinct brand eras, the chapter also looks at two different sub-sets of 

bumpers: 1) bumpers that aired during Cartoon Cartoon Fridays (1999-2003) a Friday night 

programming block, and 2) a series of music videos called Cartoon Network Groovies that aired 

throughout 1999-2005 unattached from any specific programming block. Examining Cartoon 

Network’s bumpers from different programming angles (overarching brand eras, specific 

programming blocks, occasional music videos) reveals the diverse discursive productivity of 

programming itself.

Following Jonathan Gray’s call for more production studies of paratexts,  this chapter in 226

part discusses the production conditions of these bumpers, most of which are animated. Most 

specific details of production conditions are difficult, if not impossible to retrieve. Throughout 

Cartoon Network’s existence, bumpers have been produced ad hoc, both within the studio and by 

multiple outside partners. Fundamental to all of these bumpers is animation’s inherent plasticity, 

which enables the compositing and interactivity between various animated characters and the 

spaces they are made to inhabit. Another difficulty in researching these materials is their sheer 

number. Discussing each piece of bumper media that I encountered would take up far too much 

time here. Instead, I’ll focus my analysis on a few discrete bumper campaigns, with each one tied 

to specific branding initiatives, programming blocks, or other distinctive programming aspects. 

This enables me to analyze how different bumpers operate in different ways, whether it be 

supporting a channel brand campaign or existing to fill air time. Before turning to Cartoon 

Network’s bumper materials, however, some historical context regarding media conglomeration 

is necessary.

Merger Mania

 Gray, Show Sold Separately, 214.226
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Two mergers contextualize the era of Cartoon Network under discussion in this chapter: first, 

the 1996 merger between Time Warner and Turner Broadcasting System, and second, the 

disastrous merger between AOL and Time Warner in 2001. If Turner’s acquisition of Hanna-

Barbera set the stage for Cartoon Network and the production of Space Ghost: Coast to Coast, 

then Turner’s merger with Time Warner in particular sets the stage for Cartoon Network’s 

programming in the 2000s. This section outlines the two mergers, their motivations, and their 

effects on Cartoon Network (or lack thereof).

The Turner-Time Warner merger of 1996 was, in some ways, an obvious deal for both sides. 

Time Warner already had 20% ownership of Turner stock before the merger, and both companies 

were already heavily invested in cable operations. A key motivation of the merger is one of 

general efficiency and cost reduction.  Time Warner and Turner were already in negotiations as 227

cable distributor and channel owner, respectively. The merger would thus not only be horizontal 

integration of media properties, but also vertical integration of channels and cable distributors,  228

a fact that generated antitrust concerns at the time.  This newly formed media conglomerate 229

now had a substantial film and television library to feed into “cable’s existing reliance on 

recycled programming material,”  a trait of cable television discussed in chapter 1.230

Another major motivator of the Turner-Time Warner deal was the allure of Cartoon Network, 

 Ayako Suzuki, “Market Foreclosure and Vertical Merger: A Case Study of the Vertical Merger 227

between Turner Broadcasting and Time Warner,” International Journal of Industrial Organization 27, no. 
4 (July 2009): 532–43, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijindorg.2008.12.003.

 Tasneem Chipty, “Vertical Integration, Market Foreclosure, and Consumer Welfare in the Cable 228

Television Industry,” American Economic Review 91, no. 3 (June 1, 2001): 432.

 David Waterman and Andrew Weiss, Vertical Integration in Cable Television, AEI Studies in 229

Telecommunications Deregulation (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press  , 1997), 197.

 Megan Mullen, The Rise of Cable Programming in the United States: Revolution or Evolution? 230

(Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 2003), 133.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijindorg.2008.12.003
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with its respectable global growth and its potential as a television space for Warner Bros.’s 

animated offerings.  In fact, Time Warner had considered buying Hanna-Barbera when it went 231

on sale in 1991, but due to debt from their prior merger in 1989, the company passed on the 

offer, with Turner securing Hanna-Barbera and using its catalogue to launch Cartoon Network. 

The 1996 Time Warner merger added more animated IP to Cartoon Network’s portfolio. Recent 

research finds that the merger did increase the number of subscribers to Cartoon Network higher 

than what they would have been without the merger, suggesting Time Warner’s effectiveness in 

promoting the relatively new channel.232

While the Time Warner merger directly impacted Cartoon Network in terms of subscription 

rates and access to more animation content, it’s more difficult to ascertain what if any impact the 

AOL-Time Warner merger had on Cartoon Network, aside from the addition of AOL’s name in 

the end credits of Cartoon Network originals and perhaps the channel’s expanded web offerings. 

Nevertheless, it’s worth examining the merger, as it is a precursor to the AT&T WarnerMedia 

merger of 2018 studied in chapter 3.

The disastrous AOL Time Warner merger of 2001 makes the Turner-Time Warner merger 

appear humdrum by comparison. There are multiple books dissecting the massive hype and 

 For contemporary coverage of Cartoon Network’s growth, see Geraldine Fabrikant, “The Looney 231

Tunes Factor: Why Time Warner and Turner Are Crazy About Cartoons Why Time Warner and Turner 
Love Cartoons,” New York Times, 1995, sec. Business Day, http://search.proquest.com/hnpnewyorktimes/
docview/109452676/abstract/E5BDD9981E274D1CPQ/3; Lawrie Mifflin, “Can the Flintstones Fly in 
Fiji?: Children’s Programming as a Major U.S. Export,” New York Times, 1995, sec. Business Day, http://
search.proquest.com/hnpnewyorktimes/docview/109503965/abstract/E5BDD9981E274D1CPQ/4.

 Suzuki, “Market Foreclosure and Vertical Merger,” 541.232
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failure of the AOL Time Warner merger,  making an extensive recap of it unnecessary here. 233

Instead, I will briefly cover the major contours of the deal. Most accounts of the deal’s intended 

synergy focus on the vertical integration of content and distribution, including Time Warner’s 

desire to move into digital distribution, and the ability to cross-promote Time Warner content 

within AOL’s “walled garden” of services.  Michael Szalay offers an additional factor, arguing 234

“The logic behind the merger of the two companies went something like this: heavily reliant on 

the low-bandwidth twisted copper wires that make up telephone lines, AOL needed a network of 

coaxial cables, the better to deliver internet access to its customers.”  In other words, Szalay 235

argues that AOL’s desire to merge was not just a desire for premium content, but also additional 

distribution infrastructure to support its internet service, as Time Warner then had “the nation’s 

second largest network of cable lines.”  Such an account complicates the AOL Time Warner 236

merger beyond content and platform, but also one of infrastructure as well.

The merger was either flawed from the start, or a good idea badly executed, depending on 

which former AOL Time Warner executive you ask.  As tech reporter Kara Swisher described 237

 See Nina Munk, Fools Rush in: Steve Case, Jerry Levin, and the Unmaking of AOL Time Warner 233

(New York: HarperBusiness, 2004); Kara Swisher, There Must Be a Pony in Here Somewhere: The AOL 
Time Warner Debacle and the Quest for a Digital Future, eBook (New York: Crown Business, 2003); 
Alec Klein, Stealing Time: Steve Case, Jerry Levin, and the Collapse of AOL Time Warner (New York: 
Simon & Schuster, 2004).

 Caldwell, “Screen Practice and Conglomeration,” 330; Lotz, The Television Will Be Revolutionized, 234

122; Arvidsson, Brands: Meaning and Value in Media Culture, 104-105.

 Michael Szalay, “‘The Real Home of Capitalism’: The AOL Time Warner Merger and Capital 235

Flight,” in The Routledge Companion to Literature and Economics (Routledge, 2018), 359.

 Szalay, “‘The Real Home of Capitalism,’” 359. While Time Warner was the 2nd largest cable 236

operator, that still only amounted to 20% of the nation; cable operators also presented a barrier to such 
synergy as well. See James A Miller, Tinderbox: HBO’s Ruthless Pursuit of New Frontiers, eBook (New 
York: Henry Holt and Company, 2021), 359-360.

 Tim Arango, “How the AOL-Time Warner Merger Went So Wrong,” The New York Times, January 237

11, 2010, sec. Business, https://www.nytimes.com/2010/01/11/business/media/11merger.html.
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in her book-length treatise on the topic, instead of “dreams of perfect synergy, AOL Time Warner 

has become a place of vicious boardroom infighting, management coups, shaky morale, and a 

general feeling that the whole effort to merge the old and new economies has been a farce.”  238

Soon after the merger announcement in January 2000, AOL was hit with a $3.5 million 

regulatory fine from the SEC for falsely reporting costs;  in the lead up between the 239

announcement and finalization of the merger, AOL’s stock price lost nearly half its value.  240

Despite AOL’s setbacks in 2000, the deal achieved regulatory approval; the hype around AOL 

and the developing merger crowded out dissenting opinions. So high and boisterous was the 

hype for the merger—still the largest in history with a cost of $182 billion and seen as the “deal 

of the century” —that the parties involved overpromised what synergies could be had. AOL 241

executives Steve Case and Bob Pittman focused on the “hastily invented synergies and a 

futuristic vision of the combined companies,” distracting executives and shareholders from what 

ultimately sealed the fate of the merger, “the value of AOL” itself.  AOL’s dial-up service could 242

not carry Time Warner into the digital future, as broadband internet access soon superseded dial-

up services nationwide. Much like the AT&T-WarnerMedia merger examined in chapter 3, this 

one was build largely on the spectacle of corporate conglomeration and the vaporous promise of 

hype.

 Kara Swisher, There Must Be a Pony in Here Somewhere: The AOL Time Warner Debacle and the 238

Quest for a Digital Future, eBook (New York: Crown Business, 2003), 27.
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AOL was envisioned as the principle driver of growth for the newly merged organization, but 

with an overvalued stock and the dot com bubble bursting, the dreams of synergy quickly 

dissipated. Synergies were possible, but were bungled or failed to materialize; for example, 

merging Time Warner’s broadband service Road Runner with AOL’s portfolio was a obvious site 

of potential synergy that went overlooked.  When the company failed to generate its lofty 243

projections, Wall Street reacted harshly with stock selloffs, reducing AOL Time Warner worth by 

a value of $125 billion.244

Famously, of course, the biggest loser of the deal was Ted Turner, who was then the largest 

shareholder of the company. With the value of AOL Time Warner stock rapidly evaporating, 

Turner lost around $8 billion dollars worth of value. With the drastic loss of stock value also 

came a loss in leadership positions. Time Warner CEO Jerry Levin took the opportunity in the 

company restructuring to oust Turner from direct supervision of his networks, giving him the 

largely superficial role of senior advisor and vice chairman of the company. By 2003, Turner 

resigned from his chairman position, and later from the company’s board in 2006. Turner’s 

decreased stature is ultimately one of his own doing; initially, Turner was the rare dissenting 

voice around the merger, but ultimately capitulated and gave Levin the necessary support to let 

the merger pass, thus sealing his fate.245

While the impact of the AOL Time Warner merger on Cartoon Network appears to be 

minimal, as synergies failed to materialize, it serves as an important precursor to the AT&T 

 Knee et. al., The Curse Of The Mogul , 315,243

 Ken Auletta, “The Raid,” The New Yorker, March 12, 2006, https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/244
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warner-295773/.
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WarnerMedia merger of 2018. Contemporary press around the 2018 merger frequently compares 

it to its AOL predecessor, as both were envisioned as vertical integration of platform and content. 

AOL’s envisioned synergy was one of advertising and media distribution, particularly music, the 

former of which AT&T also envisioned in WarnerMedia. That both mergers failed to generate 

impressive revenues through promised synergies and ultimately disintegrated indicate the 

difficulty in making synergies work, particularly those between different types of industry; 

assuming that they will easily materialize once all the pieces are aligned would seem foolhardy.

While both the Turner-Time Warner and AOl-Time Warner mergers were large scale 

acquisitions that shook up the corporate echelons of the newly formed conglomerates, their 

effects on Cartoon Network are drastically different. The Turner-Time Warner merger, with 

obvious content and cable distribution synergies with Cartoon Network, proved to be much more 

impactful than the AOL Time Warner merger in terms of programming and production, discussed 

in more detail later in this chapter. By contrast, it’s difficult to identify any meaningful impact on 

Cartoon Network’s cultural production from AOL. Additionally, given the removal of AOL’s 

name from the company title in 2003, the spinoff of AOL entirely in 2009, and the overall 

significant failure of the merger to produce planned synergies, any intended effects the merger 

would have had may have dissipated before they could trickle down into the channel. In other 

words, while we can see the impact of the Turner-Time Warner merger directly through Cartoon 

Network’s cultural production, we see the failure of AOL-Time Warner merger through its lack 

of impact on Cartoon Network’s cultural production. While Cartoon Network did have a web 

presence beginning in the mid 1990s, including presence on AOL as early as 1995,  this web 246

content exceeds the scope of this chapter, and remains difficult to research due to a lack of 

 CN Archive, Cartoon Network on AOL Promo (1995), 2012, https://www.youtube.com/watch?246

v=u9YRKF1CXCI.
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archived materials, and is instead an area for future study.

This chapter focuses instead on Cartoon Network’s television programming extending into 

the late 1990s and the 2000s, investigating the impact of the Time Warner merger of 1996, which 

granted Cartoon Network additional animated materials to air and IP to develop alongside its 

sister animation studio at Warner Bros. The Time Warner merger enabled production of more 

animation, whether it be reused or new projects springing from existing IP. Anthology series of 

classic MGM and Warner Bros. animated shorts were quickly produced such as The Tex Avery 

Show (1996-2003) and The Bob Clampett Show (2000-2001), which repackaged shorts while 

giving historical context. As Kevin Sandler argues, much like Space Ghost: Coast to Coast, 

recontextualizing classic animation “is the method by which Cartoon Network repackages its 

vast cartoon library to fall in line with the network’s brand identity and to appeal to adult 

viewers.”  While series such as The Tex Avery Show demonstrate the repackaging and remixing 247

animation at the level of a television series, bumpers serve as another space where a larger 

library of animation is available to remix and rework in another era of media conglomeration.

Throughout this analysis corporate conglomeration manifests in a multiple, distinct ways. In 

terms of intellectual property, corporate conglomeration is always already prefiguring production 

in terms of IP portfolio, whether it be imagery or sound. Through the production and distribution 

of bumpers, television animation’s logics of reuse and media conglomeration IP archive are 

essential, either in the material production of these bumpers, or in their circulation as IP 

management. But as analyses of the Powerhouse era demonstrate, corporate conglomeration also 

shapes the brand image of Cartoon Network as the Turner-Time Warner merger opens up the 

 Kevin Sandler, “Synergy Nirvana: Brand Equity, Television Animation, and Cartoon Network,” in 247

Prime Time Animation: Television Animation and American Culture, ed. Carol A. Stabile and Mark 
Harrison (London and New York: Routledge, 2003), 99.
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aesthetic legacy of theatrical animation for Cartoon Network bumpers and their branding. Media 

conglomeration’s impact may not always be direct, but it is a fundamental condition shaping the 

production of distribution.

Part 1. From Tv Theory to Bumper Theory
To begin, we must define what exactly is meant by bumper. Simply put, a bumper is the stuff 

that aires in between television programs and commercials. One popular phrase to call this 

material is “interstitial.” John Ellis defines interstitials as “anything from broadcaster 

identifications (idents) to spot adverts, programme trailers, announcements, sponsorship 

‘bumpers’, theme-night packaging: anything, in fact, that cannot be classified as a 

‘programme’.”  Scholars point out the plethora of these channel brand options (from network 248

slogans to idents) also corresponds to the increased need to stand out in a television market 

flooded with options.249

With such diverse means of channel differentiation available, the names to describe such 

differentiation occasionally overlap. The oldest form of channel brand remains the most clear 

definitionally: idents, short for station or channel identifiers, are a remnant of television’s 

broadcasting roots, and describe very short promotional videos primarily highlighting the 

channel logo. While the definition of an ident is clear, what differentiates a bumper from a promo 

from an interstitial? In an interview with Benoit Fortier, a designer at Gimmick Studios, Fortier 

indicated that while ident has an agreed upon meaning in the industry (any animation of a brand 

 John Ellis, “Interstitials: How the ‘Bits in Between’ Define the Programmes,” in Ephemeral Media: 248

Transitory Screen Culture from Television to YouTube, ed. Paul Grainge (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2011), 60.

 Mullen, The Rise of Cable Programming, 164; Paul Grainge, Brand Hollywood: Selling 249

Entertainment in a Global Media Age (New York: Routledge, 2008), 69; Johnson, Branding Television, 
169.
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logo only), the terms used to describe other materials can vary depending on the studio.  250

Instead of interstitial, I use the term bumpers to refer to Cartoon Network’s in between 

televisual material, not only because it is the term used by Cartoon Network staff, its associated 

producers,  and fan archivists, but also because this is what the Cartoon Network bumpers call 251

themselves. In a Cartoon Network bumper that aired from 2004-2006, one Cartoon Network 

character hides away from her daily chores to read TVBite magazine, which has a cover featuring 

the Cartoon Network logo and the cover story “Celebrity Bumper Issues: Candid Shots of Your 

Favourite Stars” (Figure 7). The bumper thus orients us to what we should call it, a small piece 

of televisual world building, or to follow the magazine title, a small “bite” of TV itself. 

For this chapter, I define a bumper as any kind of promotional material of the network or its 

series that airs in between programs and commercials. This material typically aims to inform 

and/or entertain the viewing audience. It can be informative in explaining upcoming 

programming within the next or throughout the week (epitomizes by the “coming up next” voice 

over), and they can also work as infotainment, blending entertaining content with information to 

hype up an audience for the channel’s programming.

As Paul Grainge and other media scholars point out, bumpers are uniquely televisual. They 

exist to maintain a channel’s flow, easing the viewer between program and commercial, while 

also differentiating them. As Raymond Williams describes, these intervals of time within 

television’s flow grab viewer attention, giving “the reiterated promise of exciting things to come, 

if we stay.”  In some cases, bumpers emerge from government broadcast regulations. To 252

 Benoit Fortier (Gimmick Studios), Interview with author, April 14, 2022.250

 Doug Grimmett (President of Primal Screen), Interview via Zoom, May 10, 2022.251

 Williams, Television: Technology and Cultural Form, 95.252
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comply with FCC mandates, bumpers were necessary beginning in the 1980s for network 

Saturday morning cartoon blocks to distinguish between commercials and programs for children. 

Bumper is also a useful term in serving as a bit of catchall to the different types of paratextual 

and promotional content on Cartoon Network, from idents to interstitials. With the Cartoon 

Network bumpers of the 2000s such as CN City, the ident and the interstitial merge; the Cartoon 

Network logo is not by itself in an ident, but rather, is always accompanied by other paratextual 

elements such as characters and buildings from other Cartoon Network series. In cases like these, 

referring to the material solely as an ident doesn’t quite make sense; instead, bumper serves as a 

Figure 7. Frankie from Foster’s Home for Imaginary Friends (Craig McCracken, 2004-2009) reads TVBite 
magazine with a cover comprising of the Cartoon Network logo, possibly made out of frames from other Cartoon 
Network bumpers. Source: Soreuma, Cartoon Network City - Bumpers Compilation (HQ), 2018, https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=pbbYs-Ki1x8. 
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useful term to encompass a wide variety of television’s paratextual materials.

Bumpers are televisual objects that are finally receiving overdue attention from television 

scholars within the past decade or so, and their existence indicates the evolving methodologies  

within television studies itself. Writing in 2005, television scholar Michele Hilmes notes that 

television as an object has, in the past, vexed scholars on what precisely we are meant to analyze: 

“the episode, the season, the series?”  Five years later, Jonathan Gray expands television’s 253

objects, arguing for the importance of studying paratexts, such as bumpers, and acknowledges 

the methodological difficulty in analyzing them. Both Gray and Matt Hills point out while DVDs 

enable textual analysis of television series, they excise the other elements of televisual flow, such 

as commercials and bumpers.  These scholars point to the erasure of ephemeral content outside 254

the TV show itself; a tendency reinforced by film scholars who approach television series as if 

they were standalone film “texts.” Hilmes and Gray instead remind us of Williams’ concept of 

flow, which notes that television is less focused on the individual, discrete objects that make up 

programs, and centre more on the overall flow of broadcast to keep audiences engaged with a 

particular channel.

So far, there has been relatively little research on bumpers, idents, and interstitials because of 

the difficulties to doing such research; namely, the lack of an archive.  Television as flow is 255
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marked by its ephemerality;  though as JP Kelly points out, this doesn’t mean bumpers aren’t 256

archivable, just that most aren’t actually preserved.  Bumpers are also somewhat difficult to 257

research because they are not presented to us as discrete texts; while they may have internal 

production names or codes, these names are typically not presented to the television audience, 

making them more difficult to track. Likewise, dating a bumper is a bit tricky as well; do you list 

when it first debuted on the network, or how long it aired on the network over time? In my 

analysis of bumpers for this chapter, I give the names of bumpers are given when known (this 

usually extends to 30 to 60-second bumpers), and describe each bumper with screen caps shared 

if necessary. In terms of time, I will generally refer to the span of time they aired on the channel, 

as well as any discrete programming use (such as Friday night programming blocks.) Different 

sets of bumpers illustrate different facets of Cartoon Network’s programming, from how these 

bumpers function as branding, to maintaining the programmatic flow of the channel. As channel 

branding, its contents, and its production of distribution are all drastically shaped by the 

conditions of media conglomeration, bumpers are an undervalued site of analysis that reflect 

corporate conglomeration in its aesthetics and branding strategies.

Cartoon Network bumpers continued similar production practices established with Space 

Ghost: Coast to Coast, while also hiring freelance and contract work by other design studios into 

the mix. Whereas television creatives may be interviewed on their programs they produce, the 

creatives behind bumpers are typically not, both because the work they produce are not usually 

considered texts themselves (instead enveloped in television’s flow), and because these workers 
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are often uncredited in the work as well. As such, this chapter examines the production of these 

bumpers from what information is publicly available, typically through portfolios of studios and 

individual artists, as well as interviews both published in the press and conducted myself. This 

chapter will now discuss two facets of bumpers as televisual media: bumpers as paratexts and 

bumpers as branding. This chapter will then discuss the use of fan archive in researching this 

topic, before diving into an analysis of Cartoon Network’s bumpers.

Bumpers as Paratexts
In examining bumpers, I turn to Jonathan Gray’s work arguing for the importance of studying 

paratexts in film and media industries. Gray’s book Show Sold Separately: Promos, Spoilers, and 

Other Media Paratexts (2010) supports Charles Acland’s call for an “off-screen studies” to train 

attention on media paratexts such as trailers, toys, video games, and other ephemeral media.  258

As Gray argues, “paratexts are not simply add-ons, spinoffs, and also-rans: they create texts, they 

manage them, and they fill them with many of the meanings that we associate with them.”  259

Trailers, toys, comics, games, posters, and more all function as paratexts to main textual objects 

and thus shape our consumption of media. While the “para” of paratext helps distinguish this 

media from the main text they accompany, Gray argues that such paratexts are still intrinsically 

part of the text itself.  Paratexts not only start texts (for instance trailers that appear before the 260

main film does), but create and continue them as well.  Rather than ephemeral or meaningless 261

media, they are a central part of the media process.  Key to the working of paratexts is their 262

 Charles R. Acland, Screen Traffic: Movies, Multiplexes, and Global Culture (Duke University 258
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intertextuality, building off another work or relying on the audience’s knowledge of particular 

texts to support its own meaning. Gray notes that often “paratextuality and intertextuality 

combine.”  This is especially apparent in Cartoon Network bumpers; in interviews, animators 263

often refer to longer bumpers as “shorts” and describe the narrative storytelling within them.264

Paratexts are an important, though understudied, part of film and media history, pointing to 

the complex relationship consumers have with media texts worth studying.  They also, as 265

Philipp Keidl has recently argued, make history.  Television in particularly abounds with 266

paratextuality, be it through channels, programming blocks, or bumpers, making it a vital space 

through which to examine the issue. Channels themselves can serve as paratexts; for example, 

Gray, drawing from the work of Derek Kompare and Lynn Spigel, argues that “to understand a 

show textually, we may be required to study a channel textually.”  Bumpers, as John Ellis 267

describes, function as “internal metacommentary on ordinary TV…[and] little instruction 

manuals for how to read TV.”  Channel branding, programming blocks, and bumpers all work 268

to instruct viewers on how to watch and understand televisual flow, orienting viewers to watch 

specific programs (or the channel itself) in a particular way.269
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While channels, programming blocks, and bumpers are typically framed as paratexts to 

television program texts, Catherine Johnson blurs this conceptual distinction, arguing that 

television programs themselves can be seen as pieces of a larger paratextual network, asserting 

that “television programmes have always been paratextual.”  What, then, is the main “text” of 270

television? To recall Hilmes’ earlier question, is it the episode, the season, or a series? Or is it the 

programming block, or the channel itself? Johnson posits that the paratextuality of television 

programs emerges into focus particularly as media industries orient themselves to branding and 

media franchising. Such paratextuality only increased in the 2010s. As tech giants encroached 

further into the media space, media industries responded by making their core strategy the 

“continued investment in their most valuable asset: the media franchise.”  Paratextual blending 271

may be a fact of the televisual flow itself. As John Caldwell observes, “‘secondary’ and ‘tertiary’ 

television texts persistently migrate or travel toward “primary” textual status in the current 

American multichannel flow.”  Caldwell and Johnson’s comments points to oscillating status 272

between text and paratext when it comes to television. What may be produced and circulated as 

paratextual by media industries may be received and interpreted as textual by audiences.

Paratexts are understudied, yet essential objects of inquiry for media industry studies, and 

especially production studies. As Gray notes, “Promos are intrinsically industrial entities, yet … 

they are intrinsically textual … to study the promo is to study the logic by which the industry 

monetizes and publicizes its content and to study how texts work and to study how audiences 
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work.”  Yet despite the monetary attention, not to mention cultural importance, given to 273

paratexts by the media industries, the production processes of paratexts is relatively 

understudied.  As Gray argues, “synergy is seen in terms of profits, but too rarely in terms of 274

textuality, as something that creates sense and meaning, that is engaged with and interpreted as is 

the filmic or televisual referent, and that can ultimately create meaning for and on behalf of this 

referent.”  If media industries invest so much in paratexts, academics should as well.275

Bumpers as Branding
Bumpers function not just as ephemeral paratexts, but as extension of brands as well. Celia 

Lury argues that brands are new media objects that work to make comprehensible the vast, 

seemingly incomprehensible flows of a globalized economy.  Brands are complex objects that 276

work to organize and function as a “dynamic set of relations between products.”  Building from 277

Lury’s analysis, Adam Arvidsson argues that “brands should be understood as an institutional 

embodiment of the logic of a new form of informational capital.”  Arvidsson proposes that 278

brands have a managerial function in our everyday life, and that “brands do not so much stand 

for products, as much as they provide a part of the context in which products are used.”  These 279

provide consumers with frames of action, an “enabling logic” that predisposes consumers to 

particular uses and meanings.  As this chapter discusses, Cartoon Network’s different branding 280
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eras use an enabling logic that frames the channel and its contents as desirable, and empowers 

consumers to watch and understand its programming in particular ways.

Catherine Johnson argues that television branding—the branding of channels through 

promotional material such as idents and interstitials—came about response to emerging 

technologies and increased network competition beginning in the 1980s. Johnson argues that 

satellite, cable, and digital television, as well as so-called new media such as the internet and cell 

phones, all significantly transformed media industries and threatened to disrupt “the very nature 

of television as a broadcast medium.”  As such, branding became increasingly important in 281

distinguishing television channel’s identity and shaping engagement, seeking attention from 

audiences to watch them, advertisers to work with, and sometimes even cable operators to offer 

their channels.282

Johnson, Lury, and Arvidsson all borrow the term “frame of action” from sociologist 

Erving Goffman to describe how brands manage the intended consumer function and activities of 

their products. For Goffman, a “frame is a way of organizing experiences: it is one of the means 

whereby people identify the kind of activity that is taking place.”  Brands are frames that 283

organize our experiences with commodities. In the case of television, brands are “frames of 

action that attempt to manage communication and activity around branded products and 

services.”  Bumpers work as frames of action to keep audiences tuned into the channel through 284

a variety of methods, including aural invitations and commands (“Don’t Touch That Dial!”) to 
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reminding audiences of their fan-favourite characters.  Like Williams’ analysis of the interval, 285

audiences are invited to stay tuned, lest this miss out on the ephemeral bumpers. Bumpers also 

frame series and encourage audiences to engage in a particular form of viewer attention and 

consumption. For example, bumpers from Cartoon Cartoon Fridays discursively frame the 

programming block as a slate of original network programming, encouraging viewers to value 

these original series as highly desirable programming, and its original characters as star personas.

Rebranding, sometimes termed brand regeneration or brand rejuvenation, is a form of 

brand management done to refresh the brand or launch a new brand.  This is typically either 286

done to refresh a brand with a new “face” or integrate after a round of mergers and acquisitions. 

In the bumpers analyzed for this chapter, two distinct bumper eras, Powerhouse and CN City, 

served as a “re-face,” a refresh to the channel brands to stay competitive in a saturated 

marketplace.287

In out contemporary media landscape, brands are visually inescapable, a result of a 

massive investment and shift towards branding and brand management beginning in the late 

1970s with the intensification of marketing practices organized around brands. Lury, Arvidsson, 

and Johnson all point to an increased investment in branding in the 1980s, in line with a shift 

towards neoliberal economic policies. In terms of the media industries, the combination of 
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expanding market research in the late 1970s and increased media conglomeration “increased 

power of marketing departments within film companies and the precipitous increase in marketing 

budgets in the last few decades, [giving] marketing acute industrial as well as critical 

significance.”  Branding is ubiquitous in the media industries, and television is no exception.288

In terms of television, channel branding became a necessity in the era of multi-channel 

transition. As Johnson writes, “the cable/satellite era ushered in a vast increase in the number of 

channels, creating more competition for audiences and a greater need to construct and 

communicate a clear channel identity with which the viewer could identify in order to attempt to 

create views loyalty.”  Johnson delineates three kinds of television brands: “corporate, channel/289

service, and programme.”  To this I would also add programming blocks, a segment of 290

television programming that fit in this televisual hierarchy, mediating between channel and 

individual program. As this chapter demonstrates, programming blocks are in part a form of 

branding, profiling specific programs to discursively create value and appeal. While Johnson 

examines network branding (NBC, CBS, and ABC in the US, and BBC and Channel 4 in the 

UK) in response to the influx of channels available via cable and satellite, this chapter examines 

the cable channel (and thus brand of) Cartoon Network, one of the many upstarts that unsettled 

the network oligopolies.

Fan archives
 As Gray, Kelly, Ellis, and Johnson observe, the archives of bumpers—and often televisual 

flow itself— are few to non-existent. However, while official corporate archives were not 

available to me, I found that in the process of researching this topic I did not face a lack of 
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materials. In examining Cartoon Network bumpers from the 1990s and 2000s, I primarily relied 

on the fan archives of these materials available on YouTube and the Internet Archive, as well as 

promotional material available from freelance studios on Youtube and Vimeo. On YouTube 

particularly, these bumpers, whether listed individually or in compilation videos, attract millions 

of views. In my research, I found that Cartoon Network itself rarely saved its promotional 

bumper content.  Instead, materials were only available either from fans nostalgic for the 291

content, or professionals who have it saved as a part of their production portfolios available via 

Vimeo or LinkedIn. In the case of one archiver, Geoff Valent, the fan and professional combine; 

having worked on the CN City bumpers, Valent archived these ephemeral media by uploading 

them to Vimeo, Facebook, and his own archive fansite. The fan phenomenon of archives of these 

televisual ephemera is itself also important to discuss, as it illustrates the allure of these bumpers 

and promotional content. As Gray describes, “the text is at its most interesting, engaging, and/or 

meaningful at the outskirts. For some, in other words, the outskirts are the center.”  Fan 292

preservation of Cartoon Network bumpers demonstrates this well; instead of efforts focused on 

television programs, tape trading and other preservation efforts focus on the ephemeral broadcast 

media that aired in between.

With the advent of recording technologies such as the VCR, what was once the ephemeral 

can be captured and recorded for posterity. Grainge observes that “with the rise of media 

archives like YouTube and Google, images can live on and be shared indefinitely by viewing 

communities…the ephemeral has assumed a particular cultural and textual significance.”  Fan 293
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archives of Cartoon Network bumper content exist from multiple nations (U.S., Mexico, Japan, 

Australia, etc.) and in varying quality (from grainy VHS copies to 4K fan remasters). Fans are 

also very specific about the broadcast programming as well; multiple fan accounts preserve the 

televisual flow of the time, sharing the exact date of when the bumpers aired, what program and 

episodes they aired around, and sometimes even include the commercials that aired as well in 

their videos. Such reconstructions reproduce what Nick Browne terms the “supertext” that is 

television, a text that is not just of programs, but everything in between as well.294

Kit Hughes persuasively argues that ephemerality is not intrinsic to media, but rather is 

connected to our attention; ephemeral media may not ephemeral because of its contingent or 

missing archive, but instead said ephemerality is constituted by viewers’ relationship to the 

material. Hughes suggests that much of what we consider ephemeral still exist even as our backs 

are turned to it, explaining that “If ephemerality turns on attention—that is, if objects are labeled 

ephemeral in large part due to the limited amount of attention considered their due—then 

[television’s] flow itself constitutes ephemerality.”  Flow is thus considered disposable, 295

broadcasting littered with disposable texts. As Hughes summarizes, “In brief, what is short-lived 

may not be the object itself, but the attention we afford it.”  In the case of Cartoon Network 296

bumpers, fan archival practices indicate how such fans are in rapt attention to these materials, 

saving these materials from the corporate dustbin to instead live second lives on YouTube and 

Vimeo. Fan practices demonstrates that ephemerality is not an essential aspect of media, but a 

conditional one, one contingent on distribution practices. 
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As Keidl explains, fans “collect, preserve, archive, and share stories” of their favourite 

media.  Fans preserve materials that company archives often do not, putting in the legwork to 297

preserve materials. Television bumpers are often objects of nostalgia; nostalgia-based channel 

MeTV, for example, posted an article inviting its audience to fondly remember network bumpers 

of the 1980s.  Unlike Space Ghost: Coast to Coast, which generated plenty of newspaper 298

coverage in part due to the show’s novelty, bumpers are primarily paratextual by design, and 

produced and circulated to be ephemeral. Thankfully, there is a fanbase dedicated to making such 

ephemeral materials last; and such fan archiving is not limited to Cartoon Network alone. On 

YouTube, there are channels dedicated to sharing commercials from the 1980s and 1990s, as well 

as full broadcasts of Saturday morning cartoon blocks from the 1980s. These digital rips 

typically consist only of commercials, television idents, and other promotional content, giving 

the impression of what it would be like to watch television in the 1980s and 1990s. Unlike 

television programs, where YouTube’s Content ID scans uploaded videos against a database of 

files provided by copyright holders, companies rarely, if ever, seek copyright protection on older 

commercials and television bumpers. Copyright thus reinforces that bumpers are not considered 

valuable IP in of themselves, and reaffirms their ephemerality. These fan VHS rips retain 

televisual flow, and give us an archive that, while selective and sometimes unstable, give us 

valuable insight into past televisual programming practices. The lack of Content ID on Cartoon 

Network bumpers is not only useful in helping sustain these organic fan communities on 

YouTube; it also demonstrates another layer of industry determination (content identification 
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algorithms) that marks these materials as ephemeral. Such ephemerality, and more importantly, 

their perceived value, however, enables these materials to circulate unofficially on YouTube. 

Paradoxically the very ephemerality from the perspective of the company ensures their staying 

power and circulation among the fans, albeit via that unstable archive known as YouTube.

Grainge argues that “as a category of media analysis, the ephemeral has different conceptual 

registers; it signifies the relation of media forms to regimes of time (duration, shortness, speed) 

and regimes of transmission (circulation, storage, value.)”  In the case of Cartoon Network 299

bumpers, the ephemerality of these media is both of time and transmission: lasting anywhere 

from 5 seconds to 3 minutes, these media are rather short, and their circulation either random or 

contingent on specific programming blocks. Yet the regimes of both time and transmission 

radically shift through fan archival practices, practices that stretch the short duration into hour-

long compilation videos, re-watchable on demand, and store ephemeral media and charge them 

with value. In changing the temporality of these bumpers, they become fixed in time. Instead of 

the continuous flow of broadcast television, where bumpers are presumably lost in the ether, 

YouTube archives enable deeper material and textual readings of the materials. Such regimes 

shifts enable a new mode of viewing, one attuned to the remarkable productivity of these 

bumpers texts. They do a lot, and say a lot, textually. Looking closely at these materials reveals 

how they manage televisual flow, what they mean as texts, and understand what draws fans to 

fixate on these materials to begin with. 

Finally, examining bumpers can help give a window into the transnational production and 

circulation of such ephemeral media. As discussed in chapter 1, Cartoon Network’s success 

extended beyond the Unites States to encompass Latin America, Europe, and Asia by the end of 
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the 1990s. As of 2021, the channel is available in over 185 countries. Such a transnational reach 

for a channel puts Cartoon Network as one of a select number of channels with such scope in 

distribution. As Jean Chalaby notes, Cartoon Network one of only a “certain number of channels 

[that] have achieved global reach.”  Cartoon Network Latin America occasionally produced 300

unique bumpers for its region; examining this material gives us a sense of regional specificity in 

the production and distribution of paratextual television.

Part 2. Bumper Analysis
This section examines four different sets of bumpers produced for Cartoon Network 

during the late 1990s to mid 2000s. I use the term “sets” here, as Cartoon Network bumpers are 

categorized into different, discrete collection associated with particularly branding or 

programming initiatives, such as channel rebranding or contents branding. Two of the bumper 

sets examined are two distinct branding eras in Cartoon Network’s history, the Powerhouse era 

(1997-2004), and the CN City era (2004-2006). These distinct brand eras are distinguishable 

from their bumpers, and their unique names are used internally by Cartoon Network and its 

production affiliates. The other two bumper sets are Cartoon Cartoon Fridays (1999-2003) and 

Cartoon Network Groovies (1999-2005). These two sets are distinguishable by their connection 

to programming blocks and/or opening title sequences. Each bumper set has different aesthetic 

features, branding objectives, and programming purposes, making an examination of each set 

beneficial to understanding the different ways in which bumpers work.

This chapter analyzes four different distinct bumper sets because of how each approach 

the branding of channel contents and the channel itself, as well as how corporate conglomeration 

prefigures particular forms of bumper production. Powerhouse and CN City were part of the 
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channel’s rebranding efforts in 1997 and 2004, respectively, to refresh the brand look of the 

network in a competitive cable market. Corporate conglomeration figures into each rebranding; 

while Powerhouse draws upon the legacy of Warner animation in the wake of the Turner-Time 

Warner merger of 1996, CN City draws upon the corporate archive of IP to create cross-over 

character interactions. While Cartoon Cartoon Friday bumpers are linked to a specific time slot 

and programming block (Friday nights), Groovies were free-floating across the Cartoon Network 

schedule making watching them on the channel seemingly spontaneous. Both were heavily 

reliant on creative transformation of recognizable IP. As Megan Mullen observes, cable networks 

use bumpers “so extensively and creatively that these interstitial scheduling components have 

taken on an entertainment function that sometimes rivals the network’s actual programming.”  301

Cartoon Network bumpers are no exception, particularly as these bumpers typically feature the 

characters of the channel’s own programming. Much as programming—the act of scheduling 

televisual flow—is a creative act,  so too is the creation and scheduling of bumpers, of which 302

Cartoon Network programmers were deeply involved in.

Powerhouse Era (1997-2004)
Shifting to analysis, this chapter first examines bumpers produced directly after the Time 

Warner merger of 1996: the Powerhouse brand era, referred to by Cartoon Network and its 

production partners because of the “Powerhouse” musical score that accompanies them. 

Examining the bumpers of this era illustrates how corporate conglomeration enables particular 

forms of branding for Time Warner sub-brands such as Cartoon Network to pursue. The Turner-

Time Warner merger enabled Cartoon Network—already planning to refresh its brand— to tap 
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into sound and imagery associated with Hollywoods Golden Age of animation to brand itself. 

Such a shift encourages viewers plays on viewer’s knowledge of animation production and 

history, while corporate conglomeration enables some cross-IP character interaction.

As a brand era of Cartoon Network, the Powerhouse era is primarily identifiable through 

what I’ll term intro/outro bumpers: bumpers specifically designed to inform the viewer what they 

are watching, and what is coming up next. These 2D animated bumpers aired from 1997-2004, 

and relied on the zany, slapstick humour of theatrical cartoon shorts in the 1940s and 1950s such 

as Tom & Jerry and Looney Tunes. In presenting the Cartoon Network logo, the bumpers usually 

had a mono-coloured background. These bumpers consisted of the typical catchphrases that 

segue between commercials and programs: “Coming Up Next,” “We'll Be Right Back,” and 

“Back to the Show” with black and white checkerboard transitions between each scene in 

imitation of the network logo (Figure 8). Transition animations typically feature objects or 

people exploding, collapsing, colliding, falling, and other mildly violent, slapstick action. 

Atlanta-based design studio Primal Screen created these bumpers for nearly ever show aired on 

the channel. Bumpers either featured recognizable IP characters when announcing specific 

programs (i.e. “Don’t go away, Scooby Doo will be right back!”), or generic, non-IP animated 

figures (Figure 9).

As president of Primal Screen Doug Grimmett recalls, before the Powerhouse rebrand (or 

“re-face,” as Grimmett terms it), Cartoon Network was still using its original launch package to 

brand itself, which was always understood to be temporary.  Primal Screen won the pitch to 303

work on the redesign, drawing from the iconography and idioms of theatrical cartoons.  While 304

 Grimmett, Interview, Zoom, May 10, 2022.303

 Grimmett, Interview, Zoom, May 10, 2022304
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Figure 9. A generic figure advertises upcoming programming in a short 10-
second bumper. Source: TWO96, The Cartoon Network Powerhouse Era 

Bumpers Collection, 2015, https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ynWfhouOSsQ, 30:49

Figure 8. A 10-second bumper introduces the upcoming programming. Voice over announces the 
upcoming programming as generic ship endures a barrage of waves, which transform into Cartoon 
Network’s checkerboard pattern. Source: TWO96, The Cartoon Network Powerhouse Era Bumpers 

Collection, 2015, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ynWfhouOSsQ, 33:41.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ynWfhouOSsQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ynWfhouOSsQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ynWfhouOSsQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ynWfhouOSsQ
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all the animation of these powerhouse bumpers was original, the crew at Primal Screen relied on 

“old model sheets” to keep character designs consistent.  Crucial to the production was the 305

development of Photoshop 3.0 in the mid 1990s, which enabled the use of layers to digital 

production.  This method of non-destructive compositing, where adding a new layer does not 306

result in the need to open a new file, was crucial to change the monochrome backgrounds that 

corresponded with Cartoon Network’s broadcast schedule, discussed later in this chapter.

Powerhouse era bumpers emphasis the zany nature of the animation, discursively framing the 

channel as the home for wacky animation. Bumpers frequently feature mildly violent, slapstick 

humour, such as the phrase “Next” being demolished by a wrecking ball as a means of 

announced the upcoming programming. Such slapstick partly owes its existence to the 1996 

Time Warner merger of 1996, which gave Cartoon Network a vast amount of Looney Tunes 

animated content to program. Such a discursive framing leans heavily towards the classic 

theatrical shorts of the past; while contemporary Cartoon Network productions were no stranger 

to humour, their sensibilities were not the same as the slapstick of Bugs Bunny or Tom and Jerry. 

While these bumpers feel spontaneous in their slapstick, they are anything but; rather, they were 

planned and produced by Cartoon Network programmers and Primal Screen. 

The raucous “Powerhouse” theme typically served as the soundtrack for these bumpers. The 

Powerhouse era is named for the Raymond Scott composition, "Powerhouse,” a mainstay in 

Looney Tunes and Merry Melodies cartoons. Warner Bros. gained ownership of the song when 

Scott sold his music publishing to Warner Bros in 1943, enabling  Carl Stalling, music director 

 Grimmett, Interview, Zoom, May 10, 2022. In producing the bumpers for Cartoon Network’s 305

spinoff channel, Boomerang, Primal Screen similarly relied heavily on Warner Bros. and Hanna-Barbera 
archives, in this case, their toy and merchandise archives.

 Grimmett, Interview, Zoom, May 10, 2022306
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for Looney Tunes and Merrie Melodies, to use it. The piece has several movements, with its most 

recognizable movement—an industrious and jaunty theme—used in dozens of Warner Bros. 

cartoons, and has become indelibly linked to classic Hollywood animated shorts of the 

1940s-1950s. Cartoon Network creative director and programmer Michael Ouweleen chose the 

Powerhouse theme for these bumpers.  Its persistent use throughout Powerhouse bumpers 307

indicates the influence of Time Warner’s corporate conglomeration, as the animation legacies of 

Looney Tunes supplant existing corporate branding to frame Cartoon Network’s programming as 

zany, wacky, and energetic. While the imagery may be animated slapstick with generic, non-IP 

character designs, aurally, the Powerhouse bumpers are discursively framed by Warner Bros.’s 

legacy.

Cartoon Network’s checkerboard logo consistently appears in humorous situations as the 

final visual gag to end the bumper, extending the channel’s brand. The checkerboard motif is 

prominent in these bumpers, as objects such as smoke or fabrics transform into the iconic black 

and white checkerboard of the Cartoon Network logo. The mono coloured backgrounds are also 

reminiscent of early animated television of the 1950s and 1960s, when many of these classical 

animated shorts were repackaged for television. As Hannah Frank observes of early television 

animation, backgrounds “were simplified, often radically so, if not discarded altogether in favor 

of monochromatic fields of color.”  Powerhouse bumpers similarly feature monochromatic 308

fields of colour combined with checkerboard transitions, fusing the channel’s branding with the 

animated sensibility of Hollywood’s “Golden Age” of cartoons. These monochrome backgrounds 

were colour-coded in reference to when their aired (yellow for weekday mornings, blue for 

 Grimmett, Interview, Zoom, May 10, 2022307

 Frank, Frame by Frame, 128.308
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weekends and evenings, etc.), a request from the channel programmers.  This linked bumpers 309

to specific programming schedules and slots, “repeating the same content”   with enough 310

difference through composition with monochrome backgrounds.311

While bumpers between programs and commercials were legally mandated for Cartoon 

Network as a children’s oriented cable channel, they were also essential to rebranding the 

channel and keeping its brand identity fresh. As Grimmett observed, Cartoon Network used 

bumpers extensively, and “happily did it because that's kind of what makes the network the 

network. That's how you brand your network, how you define the space through the 

continuities.”  While the Powerhouse era gets its name from its monochromatic intro/outro 312

bumpers, these were not the only bumpers in circulation during this era. Cartoon Network (with 

its producing partner Primal Screen) created a number of different sets of bumpers to advertise 

the channels contents and boost the channel’s brand image. I’ll term these content or brand 

awareness bumpers, as they are not advertising a specific broadcast, but instead remind the 

viewers of the content and brand image of the channel. These bumpers are also worth examining 

for how they facilitate Cartoon Network’s brand image, and how corporate conglomeration 

enables cross-over IP interactions, tracing the aesthetics of corporate conglomeration itself.

Some content awareness bumpers play on the audience’s prior knowledge of the 

programming, and its animation. For example, some bumpers slyly reference planned 

animation’s recycled production methods. In one bumper, Shaggy and Scooby Doo are revealed 

 Grimmett, Interview, Zoom, May 10, 2022309

 Grimmett, Interview, Zoom, May 10, 2022310

 Grimmett’s comments here illustrate Deleuze’s analysis that repetition always entails difference. 311

See Gilles Deleuze, Difference and Repetition, trans. Paul Patton (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1994).

 Grimmett, Interview, Zoom, May 10, 2022312
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to be running in place on a treadmill on a film set, acknowledging to the audience planned 

animation’s penchant for recycling animated movement (Figure 10). In drawing our attention to 

the walk cycle and recycling of backgrounds, key staples of planned animation production, this 

bumper invites us to pay attention to planned animation. It assumes a touch of sophistication 

among the audience, and influences them to view the channel contents through this lens. This is 

also redolent of paratextuality’s intertextuality, the knowingness and incorporation of other texts 

into itself.

Other content awareness bumpers draw on the breadth animation knowledge history. In a 

bumper aired March 15th, 1998, Elmer Fudd calls Bugs Bunny on the phone, who he has 

mistaken for “Brunhild,” a reference to the iconic Looney Tunes short “What’s Opera, Doc?” 

Figure 10. In a bumper for Scooby Doo Movies, Shaggy and Scooby Doo are revealed to be on a movie set 
running on a treadmill with a recirculating moving background, in an imitation of limited animation’s reuse of 
movement cycles. Source: TWO96, The Cartoon Network Powerhouse Era Bumpers Collection, 2015, YouTube 
Video, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ynWfhouOSsQ.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ynWfhouOSsQ
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(Chuck Jones, 1957), where Bugs crossdresses as Brunhild to avoid being hunted.  Jason Mittel 313

argues these bumpers “directly reach out to adult cartoon fan’s knowledge of characters and their 

imagination of the ‘behind-the-scenes’ world of cartoons.”  Another bumper broadcast the 314

same day, “Bloopers from the Cartoon Stars,” shows the audience “behind-the-scene” footage of 

when cartoon stars messed up their iconic catchphrases or poses (such as Shaggy failing to catch 

Scooby Doo in his arms as he jumps in fear.) In sharing these “unplanned” bloopers, the bumper 

urges us to remember “the hard work our dedicated professionals put in behind the scenes.”  315

These bumpers, like many of the Powerhouse era, increase and flatter audience’s “‘television 

literacy,’”  calling upon the audience's knowledge of animation (iconic catchphrases, animated 316

movements, and plots) to understand the references, while still working as humorous sequences 

for the uninitiated. 

Another set of content/brand awareness bumpers envision Cartoon Network as a workplace 

where these animated characters work. These bumpers show characters competing for parking lot 

spaces, fraternizing in workplace cafeterias, and talking in the hallways (Figure 11.) Grimmett 

noted that these bumper mixed together characters to produce unique interactions; producing 

them was “like doing a 1 minute story.”  Grimmett points to “Parking Lot,” which debuted in 317

1999, as a good example, where Fred Flintstone from The Flinstones, the titular Thundarr the 

Barbarian, and Chicken from Cow and Chicken are carpool buddies vying to a parking space as 

 CBZ VHS, Cartoon Network Commercials from March 15th, 1998, 2017, https://313

www.youtube.com/watch?v=UVpiRab2VvM.

 Mittel, Genre and Television, 85. Linda Simensky, a former VP at Cartoon Network, noted that 314

children appreciate these self-aware bumpers as well. See Mittel, Genre and Television, 214, n94.

 CBZ VHS, Cartoon Network Commercials from March 15th, 1998, 41:04.315

 Mullen, The Rise of Cable Programming, 168.316

 Doug Grimmett, Interview, Zoom, May 10, 2022.317

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UVpiRab2VvM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UVpiRab2VvM
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they go to work at Cartoon Network. Debuting in 1999, Grimmett noted that this 1-minute 

bumper aired frequently on the channel. Notably, each character comes from a different studio 

(Hanna-Barbera, Ruby-Spears, and Cartoon Network Studios, respectively), and are able to come 

together and interact through corporate conglomeration. The bumpers also maintained continuity. 

“Parking Lot” debuted in 1999, introducing its three characters as Cartoon Network workers and 

carpool buddies; in a later bumper from the 2003, the same three characters walk together 

towards the Cartoon Network headquarters for a day’s work (Figure 12). This is not only brand 

continuity, where Cartoon Network’s IP holdings are on display, but narrative continuity as well, 

indicating the character relationships have been maintained through these bumpers.

Figure 11. In one Powerhouse era bumper, Cartoon Network is envisioned as a workplace with the 
catchphrase “Screwy Ain’t It”; to the right we see The Mean Machine from Wacky Races (1968-1969) parked, as 
the titular Ed, Edd n Eddy walk into work in the background. Source: Evan Adler LLC Yeah Sure, 
CN_Image_Parking Lot, 2016, https://vimeo.com/170501290.

https://vimeo.com/170501290
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Another set of brand awareness bumpers during the Powerhouse era demonstrate the 

discursive branding of Cartoon Network as the home for zany and wacky slapstick are the 

“Screwy, Ain’t It” bumpers. The Cartoon Network slogan profiled in the parking lot bumper, 

“Screwy, Ain't It?” was a promotional slogan for Cartoon Network from 1998 to 2001, and 

featured its own set of 15-second bumpers.  These bumpers loops movement cycles and sound 318

effects, humorously drawing attention to planned animation’s inhibited movement to an 

outlandish degree. Movements such as repeated running, laughing, punching, etc. are repeated ad 

naseum for comedic effect, with the Cartoon Network logo and the phrase “Screwy, Ain't It?” 

appearing at the end of the bumper. Cartoon Network’s Powerhouse bumpers contextualize how 

we are to receive the channel’s animated programs. Writing about the Powerhouse bumper era 

and interstitial specials, Kevin Sandler argues these bumpers add an ironic and self-reflexive 

sheen to these iconic characters, furnishing “vintage characters with an attitude they were never 

 CBZ VHS, Cartoon Network: Screwy, Ain’t It? Collection (1998), 2016, https://www.youtube.com/318

watch?v=88_35igOfks.

Figure 12. Bumpers retained continuity. Fred, Chicken, and Thundarr are carpool buddies in 1999 (left); 
they remain carpool buddies in 2003 (right). Source: C. Martin Croker, “CN Spot - Parking Lot” (1999) 
Primal Screen / CN, 2012, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zYY82nr_fkY; Nightowl Studio, Cartoon 

Network Fridays Final Era Opening Intro [fan 4k remaster], 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=LTm1ypQG_34.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=88_35igOfks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=88_35igOfks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zYY82nr_fkY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTm1ypQG_34
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTm1ypQG_34
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meant to have in order to build brand preference and strengthen Cartoon Network’s brand 

identity.”  The “screwy” nature of animation and associated assumptions (animation is 319

primarily comedic, animation is primarily slapstick, etc.) not only brand the channel, but 

discursively frame the broadcasted contents as well.

Through intro/outro and content/brand awareness bumpers, the Powerhouse era illustrates the 

aesthetics of corporate conglomeration. From the use of Raymond Scott’s iconic Powerhouse 

theme, to slapstick humour, this brand era relied on the legacy of Warner Bros. Animation and 

Looney Tunes, harkening back to the era of theatrical animated shorts of the 1940s and 50s. 

Much as the original Looney Tunes shorts were repackaged for television in the 1960s onward, 

the tropes of theatrical animation have been repackaged for the cable in the late 1990s. Cartoon 

Networks’ branding from 1997-2004 is thus not only indebted to the legacy of animation, but of 

its conglomerate owner as well. Some bumpers also discursively frame its characters as workers, 

an element that continues throughout Cartoon Network bumpers and also reflect corporate 

conglomeration, a relationship analyzed in more detail below.

Cartoon Cartoon Fridays (1999-2003)
While the Powerhouse brand era largely mediated televisual flow, the bumpers for the 

Cartoon Cartoon Fridays programmer block offer a useful contrast. These bumpers brought 

together characters from Cartoon Network’s original productions, and put them to work hosting a 

weekly programming block. These bumpers work to discursively frame Cartoon Network’s 

original productions as new, exciting, and part of the channel’s brand identity. They also illustrate 

the labour of television production and distribution itself, reflecting the insights of Cartoon 

Network programmers around the conditions of their own labour.

Cartoon Cartoon Fridays (CCF) was a programming block on Cartoon Network that aired 

 Sandler, “Synergy Nirvana,” 100.319
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Friday evenings from 1999 to 2003.  As these bumpers aired only during a specific 320

programming block, working to brand said programming block, we can term these bumpers as 

block-specific for the purposes of our analysis. The programming block served as an extension of 

the network’s “Cartoon Cartoons,” the channel’s slate of original programming produced for the 

network. As Mullen observes, the production of original series is a significant way that cable 

channels brand their network.  Cartoon Cartoons, and the CCF programming block that curated 321

them, helped shift Cartoon Network’s brand from “reworking classic characters” to a new, fresh 

brand identity.  As Sandler notes, “The Cartoon Cartoons are the principal conveyers of the 322

network’s demographic, attitude, and televisuality.”  CCF served as an extension of this brand, 323

a night to showcase Cartoon Network’s original programming, including its marquee characters, 

and further illustrates the channel repositioning itself beyond a mere rerun channel reliant on 

Turner archives.  The bumper themselves make this branding point clear; for example, the 324

2000 Halloween CCF special ends with one Cartoon Cartoon character chiding Aquaman for 

crashing the party when they both know full well he is not a Cartoon Cartoon.  CCF became a 325

selling point for Cartoon Network, packaging episodes of its programs alongside programming 

 Afterwards, the programming block shifted to featuring live action teenage hosts, and was retitled 320

to simple “Fridays.” This version of the block lasted until 2007.

 Mullen, The Rise of Cable Programming, 150.321

 Christopher Cornell, “In Toon With The Times: Move Over, Bugs And Mickey. A New Generation 322

Of Cartoon Characters Is Captivating Young Viewers, And This Week The Cartoon Network Is 
Introducing A Few More,” Philadelphia Inquirer, July 16, 1997.

 Sandler, “Synergy Nirvana,” 98.323

 Peter Marks, . . . “. . . While Another, at 5, Gets Wackier Than Ever,” The New York Times, July 27, 324

1997; Janice Rhoshalle Littlejohn, “Niche Networks Break the Mold; Sci Fi and Cartoon Network Were 
Once Defined by Their Reruns. But They’ve Grown in 10 Years.,” Los Angeles Times, December 2, 2002.

 90sCartoonNetwork, Cαятσση Cαятσση Fяidαys Halloween Party (Full 2000 Version), 2012, 325

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FTPwByA9MFo, 13:16.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FTPwByA9MFo
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block bumpers in 2000 for VHS distribution to potential cable providers.326

From 1999-2003, the programming block was hosted by animated characters from the 

channel’s Cartoon Cartoons, such as the titular Johnny Bravo (Van Partible, 1997-2004; Figure 

13). These characters would speak to the audience, letting them know what would air that 

evening, if there were new episodes premiering, the night’s theme, introduce new series, and/or 

interact with other Cartoon Network characters. Like other kinds of hosted programs such as 

Mystery Science Theatre 3000, the bumpers are aired sequentially, as they typically involve a 

 Cartoon Network, Cartoon Cartoon Fridays Promotional VHS (2000), 2000, http://archive.org/326

details/CCFPromoTape.

Figure 13. Johnny Bravo hosts CCF in 2001; he stands in front of a number of monitors as characters from 
Courage the Cowardly Dog (John R. Dilworth, 1999-2002) hang out in the background. Source: The Toon 
Archivist, Cartoon Cartoon Fridays Full Block from February 12, 2001, 2021, https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=9Xnu_DXywZg.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Xnu_DXywZg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Xnu_DXywZg
http://archive.org/details/CCFPromoTape
http://archive.org/details/CCFPromoTape
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loose plot over the course of the evening.  The bumpers are closely tied to particular programs 327

and episodes, as hosts occasionally pick episodes of their own show to air that evening, and  

occasionally introduce episodes chosen from online voting as well.  Interactivity characterizes 328

much of the hosting, both between animated characters and the audience picks for the night. 

Hosting also accommodates holidays such as Christmas or Halloween, where the animated space 

is redecorated for the occasion, and character dress up in appropriate holiday attire.  329

The block always began with a 1 to 1.5 minute-long title sequence that introduces the 

Cartoon Cartoon characters and the programming blocks theme song. That the bumpers have a 

paratext introducing them indicates the instability between text and paratext inherent to these 

materials. As Mullen observes, television hosts who curate programming such as movie 

programs produce a distinctly televisual form of mediation, while also serving as commentators 

and entertainment in their own right.  Such comedic mediation and commentary is 330

characteristic of CCF hosts as well, who typically engage in witty banter with other characters, 

comment on the evening’s lineup, and critique each other’s hosting performance. Hosts will also 

occasionally corral their fellow cartoon characters to get ready for their upcoming episode. 

Sometimes present as well is the voice of “Mr. Announcer,” a generic male narrator who 

occasionally announces the evening’s lineup, and urges viewers to not go away as the credits 

play for a show, reminding them of what aires next. This omniscient narrator addresses the 

viewers as “CCFers,” and, alongside the animated host, help produce the flow of the 

 Mullen, The Rise of Cable Programming, 169.327

 CBZ VHS, Cartoon Cartoon Fridays Commercials from November 3rd, 2000, 2019, https://328

www.youtube.com/watch?v=YU5YLZVECmM.

 BrandonDillard1995, Cartoon Cartoon Fridays Segment Montage, 2017, https://329

www.youtube.com/watch?v=mC3pShBm5jM.

 Mullen, The Rise of Cable Programming, 169.330

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mC3pShBm5jM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mC3pShBm5jM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YU5YLZVECmM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YU5YLZVECmM
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programming block. The enabling logic of branding in CCF bumpers encourage viewers to stay 

tuned throughout commercial breaks, lest them miss out on CCF bumpers, their narrative, and/or 

their favourite host character.331

Hosts work in a large white set adorned with large blue, red, and yellow ribbons than are 

strewn about the space, imitating the animated cursive logo of the Cartoons Cartoons brand. In 

other Cartoon Network bumpers airing at the time, this space is confirmed to be a set at Cartoon 

Network headquarters. In the “Scrappy Loses It” bumper from 2002, we see various Cartoon 

Network characters enter and exit the stage doors branded with the CCF logo, with views of the 

CCF set and its production equipment, usually hidden from view (Figure 14.) This wasn’t the 

first time the channel experimented with animated characters hosting nightly programming; 

JBVO:Your All Request Cartoon Show (2000-2001) was a short lived programming block where 

Johnny Bravo hosted a Sunday night request show were audience member could call or write in 

via the web to request cartoons. 

While exact production details for each week’s animated sequences are difficult to find, 

IMDB does reveal multiple Cartoon Cartoons series creators wrote, directed, and produced these 

animated bumper sequences. Produced at Cartoon Network, with titles produced by Primal 

Screen, the animation of these segments often relies on the reuse of limited movement cycles, 

with occasional new animation interspersed throughout. Character movement is typically 

minimal, and remain accurate to their character design and colour from their original series. 

While characters speak in their regular cartoon voices (using the same voice actors as the 

original series), planned animation conceits are sometimes used to avoid the work of aligning 

 That an evening’s worth of CCF bumpers sometimes offer a complete narrative parallels Ōtsuka 331

Eiji’s theory of narrative consumption. See Ōtsuka Eiji, “World and Variation: The Reproduction and 
Consumption of Narrative,” trans. Marc Steinberg, Mechademia 5 (2010): 99–116; Steinberg, Anime’s 
Media Mix, 176-183.
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voices to lip flaps, such as characters turning behind themselves to speak to another character, or 

having the character speak offscreen. Bumper sequences themselves were sometimes reused; for 

example, the CCF Christmas party bumpers from 2000 were reused for holiday programming in 

2001.

Particularly striking about these CCF bumpers is how they frame animated characters as 

workers. In a bumper from 2001, Eddy from Ed, Edd n Eddy (Danny Antonucci, 1999-2009) 

describing the “hosting work” he has to do, which includes he and his friend Ed introduce the 

new show Time Squad (Dave Wasson, 2001-2003) debuting later that night, as well as the 

evening’s programming organized around the theme of time travel.  In another bumper from 332

the same year, the Mayor and his secretary Ms. Bellum from The Powerpuff Girls host CCF, 

 CBZ VHS, Cartoon Cartoon Fridays - 6/8/2001 Host Segments, Commercials & Promos, 2017, 332

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEalhy3u0rY.

Figure 14. Scrappy from the Scooby Doo franchise complains he feels left out as various Cartoon Network 
characters go to work at CCF stage. Source: The BoomerRewind Channel [All Things Cartoon Network!], CN: 
Scrappy Loses It [2002], 2016, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-h8JluYWNHQ, 00:24.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEalhy3u0rY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-h8JluYWNHQ
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announcing a giveaway of 500 walkie-talkies, discussing the promotion, and holding and 

showing off the walkie talkie set at various points throughout the program. The Mayor expresses 

his disappointment when Ms. Bellum informs him that “employees are ineligible” for the 

promotion.  In one broadcast from spring 2002, multiple characters arrive to host the evening, 333

only to find the hosting schedule has been double booked by Johnny Bravo.  The work of 334

Cartoon Network’s animated employees is thus reveal to not only be performative, but logistical 

as well. 

The CCF set is also permeated with the trappings of labour. Lenny, a one-off character from 

The Powerpuff Girls known as an avid nerd and collector, works from a cubicle in the CCF space 

and appears to help manage the CCF video feed. He greets viewers as “fellow CCFers,” and 

occasionally dispenses trivia on Cartoon Cartoons. In one bumper from 2002, for example, he 

acknowledges that Dexter’s character design has changed (the final two season of the series were 

produced without series creator Genndy Tartakovsky), and reassures the audience that cartoon 

characters evolve, pointing to Bugs Bunny as an example.  Lenny’s presence alludes to the 335

industrial work behind television broadcasting, while also serving as a knowledge worker for 

 CBZ VHS, Cartoon Cartoon Fridays - May 25th, 2001 Host Segments, Commercials, & Promos, 333

2017, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2JZE9UY8MHw, 27:13.

 VHSLoud1216, Cartoon Cartoon Fridays: Mojo Jojo Hosts (Spring 2002-Full Edition), 2019, 334

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g31c6bgdpuc.

 VHSLoud1216, Cartoon Cartoon Fridays: Mojo Jojo Hosts (Spring 2002-Full Edition), 2019, 335

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g31c6bgdpuc, 6:26.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g31c6bgdpuc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2JZE9UY8MHw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g31c6bgdpuc
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audiences.  336

These are but a few of many examples where we see animated characters labouring in a 

variety of roles, usually as performers hosting the program, but also other roles as well that 

allude to the various labour that enable television broadcasting. As a programming block with 

uniquely animated and voice acted bumpers each week, typically featuring a cast of rotating 

hosts and sometimes featuring specific themes, CCF bumpers align with what Johnson identifies 

as managing viewer flow. As Johnson describes, “Branding strategies for segments of the 

schedules [such as programming blocks], such as NBC’s Thursday night ‘Must See TV’ 

campaign, support this function of the interstitials by encouraging viewers to tune in for an 

evening of coordinated and linked programming.”  CCF bumpers coordinate viewing through 337

the enabling logic of branding, linking bumpers together to curate and package Cartoon Cartoons 

as valuable original programming.338

Comparing NBC’s “Must See TV” programming block (1993-2006; revived 2017—present) 

is a useful contrast to CCF. Most known for its Thursday night branded live-action programming 

(though “Must See TV” was occasionally used for Tuesdays as well), the promos for NBC’s 

“Must See TV” feature series actors or generic voice over narration give short decontextualized 

 There is a long history of figuring animated characters as workers. Some notable entries include 336

Walter Benjamin’s observations on Mickey Mouse’s plasticity as emblematic of the resiliency of the 
working class, Donald Crafton’s and Nicholas Sammond’s arguments on early animation reflection 
contemporary ideals and anxieties around labour. See Walter Benjamin, “Mickey Mouse,” in Selected 
Writings Vol. 2, Part 2, 1931-1934 / Transl. by Rodney Livingstone. Ed. by Michael W. Jennings, Howard 
Eiland and Gary Smith, 1. Harvard Univ. Pr. paperback ed (Cambridge, Mass: Belknap Press of Harvard 
Univ. Press, 2005), 545–46.; Donald Crafton, Shadow of a Mouse: Performance, Belief, and World-
Making in Animation (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2013), 293-302; Nicholas Sammond, 
Birth of an Industry: Blackface Minstrelsy and the Rise of American Animation (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2015), 87-134.

 Johnson, Branding Television, 133-134.337

 Arvidsson, Brands, 8.338
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sound bytes, letting us know what’s new and exciting, what shows have season finales, etc. 

Promos for the block typically feature a rapid succession of clips from the various NBC series 

airing in the block.  By the late 1990s, actors appear in a white background as they invite 339

audiences to NBC’s “Must See TV.” These interstitials heavily rely on using clips of upcoming 

episodes,  rapidly cutting between clips to tease upcoming plotlines of new episodes and season 

premieres/finales.

By contrast, CCF is curation amplified. Instead of an assortment of actors reminding viewers 

what they are watching (e.g. actor David Schwimmer reminding audiences “You’re watching 

Friends on NBC.” ), or clips of upcoming episodes, CCF featured one or more animated hosts 340

per week who guided the audiences through the entire night’s programming. These hosts came 

from existing bank of characters from Cartoon Network’s original programming. While the 

principles of animated recycling and remix are at play here—what Japanese animators call the 

cel bank —we also see the emergence of an IP bank, where IP is reused in new, creative ways. 341

From a new host curating each Friday night’s programming, to theme nights and promotional 

events, CCF’s strongly curated, programmed flow enabled the cable channel to compete and 

stand out amidst a crowded plethora of channels. 

Animation has an inherent plasticity and malleability to their creation. Whereas late 1990s 

“Must See TV” promos used green screen or a simple white background for its television actors 

to perform in front of, animated characters can be easily inserted into the space of CCF. 

Movement cycles are frequently used to show characters engaged in a variety of activities in the 

 ApotheounSAK, NBC 1996 (It’s Must See on NBC), 2014, https://www.youtube.com/watch?339

v=Ei0jAnC4o1E.

 Stuck On Tape, NBC “Must See TV” Thursday Promo — Friends, Will & Grace, Just Shoot Me 340

(2000), 2022, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LjkTYlzEgNQ.

 For more on the cel bank see Steinberg, Anime’s Media Mix, 16.341

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LjkTYlzEgNQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ei0jAnC4o1E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ei0jAnC4o1E
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space, including dancing, cleaning, and other activities to indicate their liveliness. This also 

includes interacting with the space itself, such as having from the large colourful ribbons that 

adorn the space, or throwing the Cartoon Cartoon Fridays disc logo like a frisbee.

Animated Workers
As discussed earlier with the Powerhouse bumpers, CCF frames its characters as cultural 

workers, not just as stars, but also involved in other televisual labour such as logistics. Why does 

Cartoon Network frame its animated characters as workers? John Caldwell’s analysis of 

corporate conglomeration, paratexts, and aesthetics offers an incisive analysis to this question. As 

Caldwell argues, corporate conglomeration and (para)textual reflexivity are intimately linked. 

Quoting Caldwell in full here is necessary given its precise applicability here: 

Critical,  mediated,  industrial  “self-disclosures”  like  these secondary  textual 
forms and  genres  function  institutionally in  several  ways.  First, as  ‘critical  proofs,’ 
reflexive  industrial  artifacts  verify  that  some other  referenced  or  depicted  primary 
text  (film  or  series)  is  complicated,  significant,  valuable, or  profitable. Second, as 
staged  disclosures and ‘company  confessions,’  reflexive  industrial  artifacts frequently 
demonstrate  that  participants  in  the  production  of films  or  series  are  ostensibly 
aware of  the contexts,  social  issues, and  (infrequently)  political  forces that 
impact their  work worlds. Third, and finally,  as ‘legitimating mechanisms,’  reflexive 
industrial artifacts  explain and  so normalize  and sanction  the very  industrial  changes 
outlined  in  this essay:  conglomeration,  deregulation,  market segregation, 
branding, and  tiering.342

Caldwell’s incisive critique outlines the myriad ways how the media logic of corporate 

conglomerate shape the aesthetic of cultural production, which in turn reflect work to reflect and 

reify conglomeration as a beneficial force in society. They work to give value, reflect workers’ 

own thoughts about their industry, and legitimize conglomeration and its attending forces 

(branding, deregulation, etc.) For examples, Caldwell points to promos, previews, behind-the-

scenes footage, and other paratexual objects that self-reflexively reveal modes of production also 

demonstrate the contexts of said work, including media conglomeration.

 Caldwell, “Screen Practice and Conglomeration,” 357.342
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Caldwell’s three points of analysis clearly map onto Cartoon Network bumpers. Bumpers 

work to frame the content as valuable or significant (such as CCF framing Cartoon Cartoons as 

valuable), they work as “company confessions” of Cartoon Network (such as Lenny as a 

television knowledge worker), and they sanction conglomeration by showing off the presumed 

benefits expansive crossover IP (such as CCF’s numerous crossover IP character interactions). 

This second point is worth expanding on, as it directly relates to the channel’s chosen medium of 

animation.

Why are animated characters workers? I argue it’s a means for Cartoon Network 

programmers to express their own working conditions through televisual production, while also 

branding the channel, its content, and programming labour as significant and valuable. As 

Caldwell argues, media workers theorize about the conditions, processes, and products of their 

own labour.  Caldwell’s objects of analysis, however, are all live action, making direct self-343

reflexivity (such as behind-the-scenes video footage) all but impossible for Cartoon Network 

programmers, unless they choose to break from the channel’s dedicated medium of animation. 

By writing its the vast amount of animated characters from the media conglomeration as 

workers, Cartoon Network programmers are able to reflect and theorize their own work through 

the medium of animation, emphasizing the immense labour that goes behind the scenes. Through 

self-reflexive bumpers that animate televisual labour, channel programmers invite the viewer to 

reflect upon the means of television production, and perhaps consider the labour behind the 

screen of these animated images.

For a striking example of paratextual reflexivity around programming labour, we can turn to 

the final opening sequence for Cartoon Cartoon Fridays. After 2003, the “Cartoon Cartoons” 

 John Thornton Caldwell, Production Culture: Industrial Reflexivity and Critical Practice in Film 343

and Television (Durham: Duke University Press, 2008); Caldwell, “Critical Industrial Practice,” 99–134.
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brand began to be phased out, and Cartoon Cartoon Fridays as a programming block became 

“Fridays,” and live action teenagers hosts with a live studio audience replacing the animated 

hosts. The newly reformatted Fridays lasted until 2007, and while the the animated hosts no 

longer worked to curate the evening’s programming, the programming block always opened with 

a 60-second hybrid live-action/animated opening theme song that, following bumpers like 

“Parking Lot,” discursively framed Cartoon Network’s numerous animated characters at work on 

the programming block’s broadcast. Created by Primal Screen, the opening sequence to the 

programming block tours the what the studio describes as the “wacky Cartoon Network 

campus.”  From working on satellite broadcasting, to commuting in the city (presumably CN 344

City, discussed later), to the series production on set, to monitoring the video feed itself, Cartoon 

Network viewers are invited to see their favourite characters at work behind the scenes on all 

aspects of television, from production to distribution (Figure 15).

This opening sequence, like prior CCF bumpers, not only feature to the labour of animated 

starts, but alludes to dispersed labour of television broadcasting itself. CCF pulls in viewers by 

not only offering more screen time of its animated stars, but knowledge of television itself 

through a behind-the-scenes tour of the Cartoon Network headquarters. That the sequence is a 

hybrid between animation and live action, a move perhaps enabled by the network’s temporary 

foray in to live action programming in the mid to late 2000s, perhaps enabled greater self-

reflexivity in depicting all kinds of televisual labour, from satellite repair, to writing, to hair and 

makeup, to the management of television broadcasts itself. Much as Caldwell observes that film 

and media workers produce self-reflexive works that help situate themselves within their own 

 Primal Screen, “Fridays,” Primal Screen, accessed April 16, 2022, https://www.primalscreen.com/344

gallery/fridays.

https://www.primalscreen.com/gallery/fridays
https://www.primalscreen.com/gallery/fridays
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industries,  through this opening sequence to the Fridays programming block, we can see 345

Cartoon Network programmers themselves reflect on their own television industry, refracted 

through the medium of animation, a medium inundated with IP characters enabled by corporate 

conglomeration. Self-reflexivity is transmuted so the reflexive commentary on film and media 

labour is channeled through the animated characters themselves, on behalf of the Cartoon 

Network programmers.

 Caldwell, “Screen Practice and Conglomeration,” 353.345

Figure 15. Various animated characters prepare for the Friday night broadcast, from Marvin the Martian fixing 
Cartoon network’s satellite (top left) to Dexter preparing to monitor the video feed (bottom right). Source: 
Nightowl Studio, Cartoon Network Fridays Final Era Opening Intro, 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=LTm1ypQG_34.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTm1ypQG_34
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTm1ypQG_34
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Groovies (1999-2005) 

While this chapter so far has examined bumpers as an extension of channel branding 

(Powerhouse) and a programming block (CCF), this chapter now turns to a set of bumpers not 

tied to any specific programming aspect: Cartoon Network Groovies (1999-2005). Groovies were 

essentially a series of music videos featuring characters from Warner Bros. Animation (Looney 

Tunes), Hanna-Barbera, and Cartoon Network original productions. Groovies were not tethered 

to any particular time slot, and were designed in part to help fill the schedule, as the network did 

not have many advertisers at that point.  For the purposes of our analysis, we can term this kind 346

of bumper free-floating, as they are used to fill in gaps in the programming schedule, and are not 

tethered to any particular programming slot. Groovies are valuable to analyze for their remixed 

production practices, which extend and transform planned animation. These bumpers also 

frequently comment on the production of planed animation itself, tapping into viewer’s 

television literacy. This section later examines how these media travel transnationally, and how 

transnational media circulation also engages in different ways of valuing paratextual materials.

Groovies were produced by then senior VP and Creative Director at Cartoon Network 

Michael Ouweleen, who tasked Steve Patrick and his creative service department to fill time in 

between the network’s programming, as the channel had yet to secure big advertisers. That in the 

view’s eyes these bumpers aired spontaneously (while their spontaneity is in fact planned as a 

means to fill air time) creates an enabling logic that prompts audiences to stay tuned to the 

channel throughout despite commercials, lest they miss out on a creative music video that 

remixes their favourite characters. Groovies were one of many sets of bumpers produced by 

 Ben Blanchet, “The Creators of Cartoon Network Groovies Break down the Iconic Music Videos 346

and Explain Why These Songs Have Resonated for over 2 Decades,” Insider, April 2, 2021, https://
www.insider.com/cartoon-network-groovies-how-they-were-made-2021-3.

https://www.insider.com/cartoon-network-groovies-how-they-were-made-2021-3
https://www.insider.com/cartoon-network-groovies-how-they-were-made-2021-3
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Cartoon Network’s creative services department, who also produced programming block such as 

Cartoon Cartoon Fridays.  While they started airing in 1999, from 2001-2003 they also had a 347

short opening and ending sequence that featured the Cartoon Network checkerboard logo 

bursting into bubbles spelling “Groovies” to indicate the name of the bumpers. Like the CCF 

opening sequences that began the programming block, Groovies themselves had paratexts 

bookending them, blurring the line between text and paratext altogether.

Steve Patrick noted that by the late 1990s, the “objective was to make old cartoon characters 

have a contemporary feel.”  Groovies, short music video essentially remixing these characters, 348

was a means of doing so while also contributing to the overall programming flow of the channel. 

These bumpers were produced by a number of different creators, each with a unique visual take 

not he material. Swedish animator Jonas Odell animated a handful of these bumpers, and many 

were produced by design studios, particularly Primal Screen, as well as American design studios 

Brand New School and Soapbox Studio each producing a music video. The wide variety of 

animators and design studios working on Groovies produced a wide-ranging experimentation of 

visual styles for these bumpers. Some Groovies originated from an earlier set of Cartoon 

Network bumpers, Cartoon Shorties, a handful of original animated shorts featuring Hanna-

Barbera characters originally airing in 1999.  Atlanta-based composer and sound engineer 349

Michael Kohler, who produced much of the music for these bumpers, described them as 

franchise shorts, as they were essentially musical short films that featured Hanna-Barbera or 

 Blanchet, “The Creators of Cartoon Network Groovies.”347

 Blanchet, “The Creators of Cartoon Network Groovies.”348

 Chris Robinson, “The Spectacular Hi-Fi/Low-Fi Sounds and Images of Studio FilmTecknarna,” 349

Animation World Network, October 29, 2001, https://www.awn.com/animationworld/spectacular-hi-filow-
fi-sounds-and-images-studio-filmtecknarna.

https://www.awn.com/animationworld/spectacular-hi-filow-fi-sounds-and-images-studio-filmtecknarna
https://www.awn.com/animationworld/spectacular-hi-filow-fi-sounds-and-images-studio-filmtecknarna
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Cartoon Cartoon-branded characters.  Notably, most Groovies are formatted like music videos, 350

with text detailing the artist, song, and occasionally the album name and/or director/studio 

overseeing the short appearing in the bottom left corner of the screen at the beginning and end of 

every song. This was the case even for songs produced ad hoc; one Groovie, “Yogi Bear,” was 

attributed to the fictional band High School Jim, when in fact the song was produced by Kohler, 

Cartoon Network writer/producer Steve Patrick, and a handful of session musicians.351

Similar to the Groovies’ visual remixing of classic animated characters, the music was also 

an eclectic mix. Production on music included work from Kohler, who made music, sound 

design, and mixed audio for a number of bumpers and promos for Cartoon Network. Aside from 

music remixes by Kohler and other remix artists, new music was commissioned from a variety of 

musical artists, including rappers Coolio and will.i.am, and alternative acts such as Devo and 

They Might Be Giants.

While Groovies generally aired sporadically throughout Cartoon Network’s programming, 

some had specific debuts tied to marathons or programming block. “Signal in the Sky (Let’s 

Go)” by The Apples in Stereo, debuted on November 11, 2000, during a Powerpuff Girls 

marathon dedicated to music-themed episodes, with additionally bumper content in between. 

Two other Groovies, “Hey Johnny Bravo” by The Reverend Horton Heat, and “Dexter (What’s 

His Name)” by Coolio, are connected to the CCF programming block, as they are hybrid live-

action/animation sequences set at a concert stage in the CCF set (Figure 16). In each bumper, an 

animated CCF host introduces the artist, who then performs a song about a Cartoon Cartoon 

 Michael Kohler, “CN: Groovies | Boomerang,” Bluetube, accessed April 15, 2022, https://350

www.bluetube.com/work/groovies.

 “CN: Live at Jellystone,” Bluetube, accessed April 16, 2022, https://www.bluetube.com/work/yogi-351

bear-live-at-jellystone.

https://www.bluetube.com/work/yogi-bear-live-at-jellystone
https://www.bluetube.com/work/yogi-bear-live-at-jellystone
https://www.bluetube.com/work/groovies
https://www.bluetube.com/work/groovies
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character, with said character sometimes joining the artist on stage.

While most of these Groovies are remixes, in that they take existing characters and combine 

them new new music or ideas, a number of these music video are literally remixes of cartoon 

theme music, sound effects, and/or quotes. For example, “Wascally Wemix” remixes the laugh of 

Elmer Fudd and old footage of Looney Tunes cartoons, while “Meet the Flintstones” remixes The 

Flintstones’ music, sound effects, and classic quotes, while on-screen text dispenses Flintstones 

trivia, from character profiles, to behind the scenes facts, to the series’ impact on pop culture. 

“Atom Ant” remixes the original Atom Ant (Joseph Barbera and William Hanna, 1965-1966) 

theme song with audio clips of the now infamous American civil defense short “Duck and 

Cover” (1951). One crucial difference with these Groovies is that because they are primarily 

created by outside artists, there is less focus on animated characters as cultural workers. 

Powerhouse, CCF, and CN City bumpers were written by Cartoon Network programmers; as a 

Figure 16. In “Hey Johnny Bravo,” The Reverend Horton Heat sing about Johnny Bravo at the Cartoon 
Cartoon Fridays concert stage as Cartoon Network characters enjoy the concert; meanwhile Johnny Bravo points 
knowingly at the audience. Source: Nightowl Studio, Cartoon Network Anniversary Tribute - 10 Years In 60 
Seconds, 2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dCPAl_pAtu4.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dCPAl_pAtu4
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result, they often focus on the labour of these animated characters as a means of critical self-

reflexivity in the television and animation industries.  Groovies give an alternate view on what 352

televisual cultural production looks like outside of corporate conglomeration’s textual practices, 

which tend to celebrate the benefits of media conglomeration and IP ownership.353

Animation styles were also incredibly varied. “Signal in the Sky (Let’s Go)” was produced 

by Will Vinton Studios, and combines miniatures, creature suits, and 2D animation. “My Best 

Friend Plank,” directed by Jonas Odell, uses digital compositing to simulate motion into depth 

within 1970s photographs. “Courage the Cowardly Dog” by American design studio Brand New 

School combines 2D images with 3D CGI, with a short segment imitating 1930s “rubber hose” 

animation. Unlike CCF bumpers and CCF-affiliated Groovies, which retain the specific character 

designs and aesthetics from Cartoon Network’s various animated series, most Groovies 

aesthetically experiment with the IP, rendering the characters in new animation mediums or art 

styles. The variety in animation styles corresponds to the creative interpretations of these 

properties. “Time is Running Out,” for example, uses stop motion animation and audio from 

Jonny Quest (Doug Wildey, 1964-1965) to reinterpret the series as an action/adventure board 

game. In all cases, these music video are enabled through conglomerate ownership, including 

animation, music, and other audio. 

Like the Powerhouse bumpers airing alongside these music videos until 2004, a number of 

these bumpers comment on the planned animation that animate these characters. The lyrics to 

“Yogi Bear” describe the character dynamics of the show, and with quick cross cutting editing, 

demonstrates the similar run cycles of the show, alluding to the planned animation involved in 

 Caldwell, “Critical Industrial Practice.”352

 Caldwell, “Screen Practice and Conglomeration,” 340.353
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the production of the show. Two Groovies, “Circles” and “Rolling,” are worth examining in 

detail here for how they function as paratexts, providing meta commentary to the animated 

characters, and the animation process itself.

In Chapter 1, I discussed how corporate and production archives enabled the creation of 

Space Ghost: Coast to Coast. Similar to how corporate ownership of IP enabled the unique 

creation of Cartoon Network’s first fully “original” series, bumpers such as Groovies were 

enabled through corporate ownership of character IP, as possibly other conglomerate ownership 

benefits such as Warner Bros. Records. Groovies that rely on songs by the band Soul Coughing, 

for example, did not have to worry about getting licenses for the music, as they were already part 

of the conglomerate through Warner Bros. Records. Licensing effort instead was focused on the 

animation side. Former Warner Bros. Records president Steven Baker reportedly helped craft 

“Circles”and “Rolling” by meticulously searching for animated footage, undertaking a “massive” 

effort to find the perfect animation.354

“Rolling” uses footage from the Fleischer animated short film Betty Boop's Ker-Choo (1933), 

starring Betty Boop and featuring other Fleischer creations Koko the Clown and Bimbo 

competing in a car race. The rhythmic, circular singing of Soul Coughing’s lyrics (“I'm rolling, 

I'm rolling, I'm rolling, I'm rolling-a”) matches the rhythmic circular movements throughout the 

short film: the rolling of the car wheels, the circular race rack, the various circular movements of 

characters following the race, etc. The footage used in “Rolling” is significantly re-edited to align 

with the rolling beats of the song, stretching out repetitive cycles of movement to correspond 

with song phrases and the overall rhythmic flow of the song.

While “Rolling” implicitly comments on planned animation in aligning looping cycles of 

 Blanchet, “The Creators of Cartoon Network Groovies.”354
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animated motion to looping cycles of song lyrics, “Circles” explicitly comments on the 

production processes of planned animation through content and form. “Circles” begins as Barney 

from The Flintstones walks around the Flintstone residence, and finds that the background is 

repeating, a key trait of planned animation, particularly Hanna-Barbera’s. Gradually more and 

more Hanna-Barbera characters arrive and demonstrate their awareness of being trapped in the 

loops of planned animation. Barney observes they are “stuck inside some kind of loop” while 

Benny from Top Cat (1961-1962) remarks that he’s “been walking and going nowhere.” 

Interspersed throughout the music video are abstract clips profiling the walk cycles of various 

Hanna-Barbera characters (Figure 17). As characters continue to walk while getting nowhere, the 

lyrics provide an ironic commentary to the scene, with Soul Coughing singer Mike Doughty 

singing “I don't need to walk around in circles/Walk around in circles/walk around in circles/

Walk around in.” “Circles” aligns the repetition of the lyrics with the repetition of images, 

Figure 17. “Circles” illustrates the walk cycle of Hanna-Barbera 
character Quick Draw McGraw as the animated circular background attunes 
the viewer to the cyclical motion, while the song lyrics ironically comment 
on the scene. Source: codeseven, Cartoon Network Grooves - “Circles,” 
2006, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S0-coASIjkQ.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S0-coASIjkQ
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making literal the “walking in circles” that makes up the song lyrics, and planned animation 

itself. The recombinancy that Paul Wells identified (discussed in chapter 1) is again brought to 

bear through the process of remix with he material reuse of walk cycles and backgrounds are 

remixed with music, repackaging audio and animation to produce new content to fill air time. 

As a paratext, this bumper works to curate to the channel’s audience Cartoon Network’s 

content. Much like the Powerhouse bumpers, it assumes a touch of sophistication of the 

audience, and influences them to view the channel contents through this lens. The bumper is 

tongue-in-cheek, expecting a knowingness to its consumption. While not every Groovie is as 

metatextually explicit as “Circles,” they all discursively frame Cartoon Network and its 

programming in a variety of ways. While many of these music video function to advertise 

currently airing series, many are focused on older Hanna-Barbera characters no longer in regular 

circulation. Instead, these bumpers promote not just the shows, but the characters that make of 

Cartoon Network’s IP portfolio. This extends not just to Cartoon Cartoons, but Looney Tunes and 

older Hanna-Barbera IP. With a preponderance of animated characters profiled, corporate 

ownership plays a huge part in the making of these bumpers. “Circles” and “Rolling,” however, 

also demonstrate the other areas where corporate conglomeration yields benefits. Both songs are 

from Soul Coughing, signed with Warner Bros. Records, then still a part of the Time Warner 

conglomerate, before the record label was divested in 2004. In addition to boosting the profile of 

Time Warner’s IP holdings, it also serves to boost music artists as well, whether they are signed 

with Warners or not.

“Circles” in particular also reflects the logics of corporate conglomeration in demonstrating 

how television animation is reused and repackaged across networks and programs. These 

bumpers demonstrate animation’s pliability and portability, and that such flexibility in form 
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emerges directly from their animation aesthetics. Much as other bumper such as CCF and CN 

City benefit from animation’s ability to bring together vast amounts of character IP together 

through compositing, Groovies like “Circles” and “Rolling” brought together IP not only from 

the corporate animated archive, but the corporate audio archive as well.

Groovies’ transnational production and distribution
Examining the transnational dimension of Cartoon Network Groovies is useful here, as it 

illustrates the transnational production and circulation already inherent to the material of 

animation, as well as how such ephemeral media can live on in other non-American markets. In 

discussing the transnational circulation of television, Jean Chalaby notes the concept of 

deterritorialization is useful in thinking about the complex relationship between transnational 

television and its connection to space. Developed by Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, 

deterritorialization is the concept whereby social relations are undone: altered, mutated, or 

destroyed. In terms of cultural production, deterritorialization refers to the weakening or 

dissolution of a cultural work’s ties to a specific place, whether that place be local, regional, or 

national. Chalaby argue that media are a deterritorializing force, and extends this analysis to 

television channels themselves, arguing that “International TV channels are not simply 

deterritorialization but deterritorialized cultural artifacts themselves.”  Chalaby notes that many 355

international television channels (such as CNN) have multiple production locations throughout 

the world.  However, deterritorialization was always followed by reterritorialization for 356

Deleuze and Guatarri. While Chalaby briefly acknowledges “the practices of localization 

reterritorialize international feeds by adapting them to local audiences,” he ultimately 

underestimates this process by arguing that “these channels are no longer defined by a specific 

 Chalaby, “Towards an Understanding of Media Transnationalism,” 8.355

 Chalaby, “Towards an Understanding of Media Transnationalism,” 9.356
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place as national television used to be.”  Cartoon Network’s international channels provides a 357

useful counterpoint, as channels in Japan and Brazil produce original programs and bumpers, 

enabling a mix of programming between American exports, and  regional and/or local 

productions.  The reality of this situation helps challenge the simplistic cultural imperialism 358

thesis, which posits the global dispersion—and thus cultural domination— of media from the 

global north.359

To begin, we might note that multiple Groovies were already transnational co-productions. 

“Mars Forever,” for example, had remixed music and sounds from remixes sounds from old 

Marvin the Martian shorts by Japanese musician and DJ Tanaka Tomoyuki, also known as 

Fantastic Plastic Machine, while Primal Screen remixed the animated footage. One Groovie, 

“Buttercup (I’m a super girl)” performed by J-pop band Shonen Knife, featured The Powerpuff 

Girls (itself aesthetically influenced by anime) alongside Japanese text describing the titular trio 

in the animation of the video.

While Groovies aired on Cartoon Network Latin America, at least one original Groovies 

song, “My Best Friend Plank,” was translated and rerecorded in Portuguese as "Plank, Meu 

Melhor Amigo.”  While Groovies ended airing on Cartoon Network in America in 2005, 360

Groovies lived on in Cartoon Network Brazil, where more were produced in 2010 to celebrate 

 Chalaby, “Towards an Understanding of Media Transnationalism,” 9.357

 Animation itself is an object of transnational deterritorialization and reterritorialization, as 358

animation is easily circulated globally and localized through dubbing practices.

 Joe Straubhaar, “Global, Regional, Transnational, Translocal,” Media Industries Journal 1.3 359

(2015): 48-54, https://doi.org/10.3998/mij.15031809.0001.309; Joseph D. Straubhaar and Luiz G. Duarte, 
“Adapting US Transnational Television Channels to a Complex World: From Cultural Imperialism to 
Localization to Hybridization,” in Transnational Television Worldwide: Towards a New Media Order, ed. 
Jean K. Chalaby (London: I.B. Tauris, 2005), 216–53.

 Cartoon Network Brasil, Cartoon Network | Groovies: Plank, Meu Melhor Amigo | 2010, 2010, 360

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j39hEhdjelA.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j39hEhdjelA
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the animated series  Foster’s Home for Imaginary Friends. These productions relied on local 

musical talent, particular DJs who could remix sound effects and music from Cartoon Network 

programs to produce new, but familiar, work for the channel bumpers. There were a handful of 

Groovies specifically produced for Cartoon Network Japan as well.

Additional Groovies were also produced for Cartoon Network’s sister network in Latin 

America: Tooncast. Tooncast is a Latin American pay television channel owned by 

WarnerMedia. Launched in December 2008, the channel features both Hanna-Barbera reruns and 

Cartoon Network originals from the past 25 years. The channel has aired Cartoon Network 

bumper collections, such as Cartoon Network Groovies, and produced 3 new Groovies shorts, 

each featuring music remixes of Cartoon Network or Hanna-Barbera music by Brazilian DJ 

Rodrigo Sacoman. Written, produced, and edited by Aaron Weiler, now the current Global Studio 

Senior Director at Adult Swim and Cartoon Network, these 3 Groovies extended the Groovies 

bumper brand beyond Cartoon Network itself to a sister channel within the same conglomerate. 

As Weiler explains, Tooncast was “a start-up network, the production budget and timeline for a 

new set of musical interstitials were big concerns.”  Weiler, based in Atlanta, worked with 361

Primal Screen, who used a diverse array of animation techniques including “roto[scoping], 

motion graphic, and 2D/3D animation techniques” to create the Latin American Groovies.362

In examining Groovies from broadcast in America, Brazil and Japan, unique production and 

distribution patterns emerge. First, some of these materials were already transnational in their 

production, with musicians from Japan and Brazil providing music for Groovies produced in and 

made initially for American broadcast. Second, a transnational analysis demonstrate the different 

 Aaron Weiler, Groovies - Scooby Doo DJ Remix Interstitial, 2011, https://vimeo.com/19570371.361

 Weiler, Groovies - Scooby Doo DJ Remix Interstitial.362

https://vimeo.com/19570371
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valuation and therefore distribution of these ephemeral materials. While there is no official 

archive of Cartoon Network Groovies from Cartoon Network in the U.S., more than a dozen of 

these Groovies are officially available for viewing on Cartoon Network Brazil’s YouTube page, 

uploaded in May 2010. As Grainge reminds us, “the ephemeral has become a site for examining 

the cultural life of media artifacts as they operate within cycles of time and circuits of value.”  363

Why is it that these materials, loved and archived by fans, are only officially disseminated by the 

Brazilian branch of Cartoon Network? This station demonstrates how different circuits of 

distribution also involves different circuits of value, as what is ephemeral depends on who and 

where the decision of ephemerality is made.

Cartoon Network Groovies did much more than fill air time. They provide another creative 

view onto Cartoon Network’s characters, old and new, using a wide variety of animation 

techniques. “Yogi Bear” and “Meet the Flintstones” respectively describe the characters and 

scenarios of older Hanna-Barbera production and facts around the series, while “Circles” and 

“Rolling” function as meta commentaries of planned animation itself, examining its generative 

loops of motion. They invite us to appreciate these characters, and most importantly, keep us 

tuned into the channel. A transnational view of these small, ephemeral bits of media also reveal 

their usefulness across different regional markets, and how their perceived value fluctuates 

depending on one’s relationship to the material. By examining the disparate transnational 

production and circulation of Groovies, we can see the different broadcast temporalities of this 

media, and how the value for these material rapidly fluctuate by region and relationship to the 

material. They were designed to fill time, and thus were seen as ephemeral, yet persist because of 

fan archiving.

 Paul Grainge, “Introduction,” in Ephemeral Media: Transitory Screen Culture from Television to 363

YouTube (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011), 2-3.
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CN City (2004-2006)
This chapter’s final example is CN City, a set of bumper aired from 2004-2006 to correspond 

with Cartoon Network’s rebranding efforts. Like Powerhouse bumpers, CN City bumpers were a 

central component to Cartoon Network’s rebranding, and were written by Cartoon Network 

programmers.  This rebranding campaign was not tied to changes in corporate conglomeration; 364

rather, “re-faces” are common in cable channel branding to refresh the brand’s image and ensure 

in a crowded cable market.  As Grainge observes, “Graphically innovative brand campaigns 365

became a routine feature of a network landscape defined by the pressures and economics of 

channel differentiation.”  Instead of the checkerboard logo that the channel had since its debut 366

in 1992, Cartoon Network’s new logo featured two black and white cubes with the network’s 

initials (CN), with the full channel name underneath. These bumpers frequently ended with the 

camera resting on the new Cartoon Network logo.

These bumpers demonstrate a significant shift into cross-IP brand interaction through the 

expansion of space. Whereas crossover IP interaction was limited to a specific programming 

block and select set of bumpers during the Powerhouse era, CN City is entirely predicated on 

numerous brand IP interacting within a single shared universe, enabled specific through 

corporate conglomeration. Such a spatial expansion also corresponds with an expansion of 

interiority with the featured characters, who demonstrate rich inner lives through interaction with 

 Raugust, “Animal Logic Helps Cartoon Network With 3D Rebranding”; Geoff Valent (CN City 364

project lead at Animal Logic), Personal correspondence, February 20, 2022.

 Andrea Lucarelli and Anette Hallin, “Brand Transformation: A Performative Approach to Brand 365

Regeneration,” Journal of Marketing Management 31, no. 1–2 (January 2, 2015): 84–106, https://doi.org/
10.1080/0267257X.2014.982688; Bernard Cova and Bernard Paranque, “Value Slippage in Brand 
Transformation: A Conceptualization,” Journal of Product & Brand Management 25, no. 1 (January 1, 
2016): 3–10, https://doi.org/10.1108/JPBM-12-2015-1058.

 Paul Grainge, Brand Hollywood: Selling Entertainment in a Global Media Age (New York: 366

Routledge, 2008), 69.

https://doi.org/10.1080/0267257X.2014.982688
https://doi.org/10.1080/0267257X.2014.982688
https://doi.org/10.1108/JPBM-12-2015-1058
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each other and the shared world. As a form of brand management, they shift Cartoon Network’s 

image from one reliant on the legacy of Warner Bros., and instead to multiplicity of animated IP 

owned by the massive media conglomerate. Finally, these bumpers also challenge the division 

between text and paratext, as their reception by fans challenge the presumed status as ephemeral 

paratexts.

As part of Cartoon Network’s rebranding, CN City takes on a different aesthetic than its 

predecessors, placing Cartoon Network’s 2D animated characters in a 3D cityscape. This shifted 

from the Powerhouse era’s flat, mono coloured backgrounds to backgrounds more reminiscent of 

the dynamic found in CCF programming blocks, which emphasizes the shared space and 

interaction between numerous Cartoon Network characters. Examining CN City provides insight 

to how these bumper paratexts brand the channel as world in which characters interact. While 

these bumpers function as paratextual promotional content for both the channel and its various 

series, they also function as texts themselves, blurring the boundary between what we typically 

define as televisions’s texts and paratexts. In this case, paratexts aren’t just worth examining for 

how they “position, define, and create meaning for film and television,”  they trouble out very 367

distinction between text and paratext as they present to us a world with seemingly limitless 

narrative potential. 

The bumpers featured numerous animated characters from Time Warner’s corporate 

portfolio, as well as some non-Time Warner characters from Cartoon Network licensed series, 

such as Pikachu from Pokémon. These characters were only featured on posters or on magazine 

covers, rather than live in the city itself (Figure 18). While CN City occasionally featured 

characters outside the conglomerate’s ownership (but within licensing rights), it only featured 

 Gray, Show Sold Separately, 3.367
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branded characters, unlike the Powerhouse era, which occasionally used generic, non-branded 

figures in its bumpers. The slogan that aired at the end of some CN City bumpers, “This is 

Cartoon Network,” appears to point to Cartoon Network as a place where all cartoons live, work, 

and play. 

While 30 to 60 second CN City bumpers featured short narratives, other bumpers were often 

more often evocative of a unified world in which these various characters lived. Some bumpers 

are as short as 5-seconds long, and illustrate a particular space or character. For example, in a 5 

second bumper, a lemon falls from an abandoned lemonade stand set up in the cul-de-sac 

Figure 18. A short bumper pans over a magazine rack, revealing in clockwise order Pikachu from  the 
Pokémon franchise, The Flash from Justice League (Bruce Timm, 2001-2004), Yugi from Yu-Gi-Oh!, and Grim 
from The Grim Adventures of Billy & Mandy (Maxwell Atoms, 2001-2007). All series aired on Cartoon Network, 
though Pokémon and Yu-Gi-Oh! were licensed anime.
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neighbourhood. Another shows a sprinkler watering a house lawn as a newspaper featuring 

multiple Cartoon Network characters lands on the lawn. In a 10 second bumper, Dexter from 

Dexter’s Laboratory sleeps as he waits for a computer file to download. These short bumpers do 

not offer a complete narrative, but instead point to an interconnected space where we catch 

characters in the middle of their daily lives, or merely view the spaces they inhabit, evoking the 

sense of a connected world. This little glimpses into a single shared universe prompt viewers to 

keep watching, so they might see a fuller picture of this crossover-IP world.

While bumpers from the Powerhouse era presented Cartoon Network characters as workers 

at the Cartoon Network headquarters (with its cafeteria, hallways, and CCF set), CN City 

expands the setting to be an interconnected city, a space that unites the various settings of each 

animated series into one unified world. For example, at the same electronics store Dexter buys a 

gadget in one bumper, (Fudd’s Electronics Superstore, itself a reference to Looney Tunes 

character Elmer Fudd), Cyborg from Teen Titans advertises his missing cyborg arm at the store in 

another. Characters also frequently interact in these spaces, from the city street to the park to the 

subway car. Instead of paratexts introducing audiences to a story world, as Gray observes they 

frequently do, these paratexts propose a new world altogether, one that supersedes and envelopes 

all others.

The soundscapes of these bumpers is also radically different from the Powerhouse brand era 

that came before. Instead of the iconic, thumping rhythm of Raymond Scott’s “Powerhouse” 

theme, CN City bumpers typically rely on realistic city sounds of car traffic, subway grinding, 

birds tweeting, and other realistic city sounds. In comparing the two bumper brand eras, CN City 

stands out in contrast for its use of silence, or quiet sounds of the cityscape, in comparison to the 

loud, looney “Powerhouse” composition used before. This soundscape emphasizes the lean 
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towards realism, in that these characters live and work in a single shared universe that, while not 

attempting to replicate reality, attempts to illustrate the “real” life of these animated characters. 

In shifting towards this realism, Cartoon’s Network’s self-reflexivity towards the planned 

animation production process is reduced; instead, any ironic commentary on labour is facilitated 

through cartoon stardom rather than planned animation’s formal conceits. CN City, instead of 

playing up the artificiality of animation, itself leans more towards realism in its aesthetic to 

create the illusion of a lived-in world.

In expanding the setting from Cartoon Network headquarters to a city itself, CN City 

bumpers also expanded Cartoon Network’s characters as well. As Gray writes, paratexts have the 

ability to “expand the text, in the process offering different possibilities for its valuation.”  No 368

longer were these characters just workers or stars, but instead individuals with rich inner lives. 

Crucially, an expansion of both space and media conglomeration enables this expansion of 

interiority and character interactivity. These animated characters no longer just labour for the 

network, but go to restaurants, movie theatres, parks, and ATMs within the shared CN City 

universe (Figure 19). They are business owners, they run errands, or ride the subway. They live 

and work in the city, and in terms of the latter, not always for Cartoon Network. In one bumper, 

Ed from Ed, Edd n Eddy works at the ticket booth for a movie theatre; in another, Ed continues 

to wear his work uniform as he walks around the city. The rock stars Puffy and AmiYumi from 

Hi Hi Puffy AmiYumi (Sam Register, 2004-2006) play concerts in the city and the subway, and 

are profiled in city magazines, which other Cartoon Network characters read. All the storefronts 

in the city are references to Cartoon Network characters or locations in Cartoon Network series, 

such as Scooby’s House of Snacks and Malph’s, the grocery store from The Powerpuff Girls.

 Gray, Show Sold Separately, 97.368
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This persistent interactivity between characters and creation of a unified world was enabled 

by the deep attention to detail at play in the production process of these bumpers. CN City 

bumpers were produced by Animal Logic, headquartered in Sydney, Australia. Interviews with 

Animal Logic staff reveal that the concept of a single, connected universe in which these 

characters exist in was a major factor going into the production process, in part enabled through 

corporate conglomeration.

In an interview with Geoff Valent, who lead the CN City bumper project at Animal Logic, 

Valent noted that Cartoon Network reached out to several studios regarding their planned 

rebrand, and since Animal Logic already had a working relationship with Warner Bros., the 

Figure 19. Multiple Cartoon Network characters wait in line at the ATM in CN City while Courage from 
Courage the Cowardly Dog circles a fire hydrant. Source: Soreuma, Cartoon Network City - Bumpers Compilation 
(HQ), 2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pbbYs-Ki1x8.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pbbYs-Ki1x8
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studio was invited to pitch.  In other words, conglomeration shaped the conditions of 369

production, as Animal Logic was able to leverage existingg relationships AOL Time Warner to 

secure additional work. As Valent describes, “Originally the plan was to create backgrounds from 

photographic elements and add 2D animated characters into the world but we quickly realized a 

full 3D world would give us much more freedom creatively.”370

 For the June 2004 launch of the rebrand, Animal Logic created idents, promos, and other 

bumpers for the launch; by 2005, Cartoon Network reached out to the studio again to produce 

minute-long bumpers to compliment the ongoing rebrand.  As Grant Freckelton, Animal 371

Logic’s VFX supervisor and lead art director, explained, “The [60-second] interstitials were 

pitched to us as being comedic, one-minute-long shorts involving characters from different 

shows, interacting within the Cartoon Network Universe … So in that respect, we approached 

the project as if we were making a series of animated shorts.”  Freckelton’s comparison here 372

that these longer bumpers are like animated shorts indicate how bumpers often exceed the role of 

paratextual brand management, and instead frequently function as branded entertainment in of 

themselves.

Both Frecklton and Valent concur that the overall production process for the CN City project 

was incredibly collaborative with Cartoon Network.  Valent explained the collaborative process 373

in detail, highlighting that while corporate conglomeration enables unique cross-over 

 Geoff Valent, Personal correspondence, February 20, 2022.369

 Geoff Valent, Personal correspondence, February 20, 2022.370

 Raugust, “Animal Logic Helps Cartoon Network With 3D Rebranding.”371

 Raugust, “Animal Logic Helps Cartoon Network.”372

 Geoff Valent, Personal correspondence, February 20, 2022; Raugust, “Animal Logic Helps Cartoon 373

Network.”
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interactions, it also involves working with a lot of stakeholders as well: 

“CN Wrote all the scripts at first, but over time they gave us a lot more freedom and 
input. One of the challenges of dealing with this many differing IP is all of the 
stakeholders involved. While WB [Warner Bros.] owns everything the show creators, 
writers, and even the voice actors have a say in what happens with these characters. As 
we proved our understanding of the IP to CN Studios they allowed us to work a lot more 
autonomously. We even wrote and created several bumpers ourselves. In terms of 
animation we obviously had to stick to the established style guides for the characters and 
shows, but because the world of CN City was a universe unto itself the characters 
themselves had some wiggle room in terms of behavior.”  374

As Valent describes, much like earlier Cartoon Network bumpers like CCF, CN City bumpers 

were accurate to the design of each individual series, such as the constantly wavering line work 

of Ed Edd n Eddy known as ‘boiling’ lines.  While including a vast amount of characters 375

further created the impression of a united world, using 3D backgrounds also enabled world 

building consistency by producing a new world distinct from all the other spaces of Cartoon 

Network’s 2D series, making CN City distinct from Cartoon Network’s programs and much of 

its prior branding with the Powerhouse era. The primary defining feature of CN City is its 

creation and maintenance of one connected shared universe throughout all its bumpers. While 

some Powerhouse bumpers, particularly its workplace bumpers, shared the same continuity and 

world, the Powerhouse era also had many bumpers that were more standalone, and did not 

necessary correspond to a single shared universe. CN City, by contrast, retains the logic of a 

single shared world through which all brands flow, both the various Cartoon Network series, and 

the channel’s new look overall. 

Locations outside the city are also suggested to be in the same connected world throughout 

 Geoff Valent, Personal correspondence, February 20, 2022.374

 For a discussion of the philosophical implications of the ‘boiling’ lines technique, see Dan Torre, 375

“Boiling Lines and Lightning Sketches: Process and the Animated Drawing,” Animation 10, no. 2 (July 1, 
2015): 141–53, https://doi.org/10.1177/1746847715589060.

https://doi.org/10.1177/1746847715589060
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the televisual consumption of these materials. In one bumper, the flying car of Megas XLR (Jody 

Schaeffer and George Krstic, 2004-2005) flies across the cul-de-sac of Ed, Edd n Eddy, the 

suburban headquarters of Codename: Kids News Door (Mr. Warburton, 2002-2008), and the 

isolated country farmhouse of Courage the Cowardly Dog, among other disparate locations from 

Cartoon Network series.  Through montage, this 10-second bumper juxtaposes these spaces 376

together though continuity editing, giving the semblance all these locations and characters exists 

in one shared world. In another 10-second bumper, the camera zooms out to reveal The Mystery 

Machine from Scooby Doo at Pop’s diner from Johnny Bravo in another spatial IP cross-over.  377

Other programming blocks are revealed to take place in the same shared world as well. The 

bumpers of Miguzi (2004-2007), a lighter action/adventure programming block for weekday 

afternoons, place the programming block’s setting under the sea, as a human girl interacts with 

aliens and watches cartoons with them. While the Miguzi bumpers take place underneath the sea, 

one 10-second CN City bumper connects the setting of Miguzi to CN City, as a camera moves 

from the underwater sea of Miguzi and travels up a sewer pipe and a street grate to reveal the 

Main Street of CN City.  CN City is built by the logic of corporate conglomeration, one that 378

seeks to bring all IP together under one roof, or in this case, a single shared universe. Such world 

building to enable cross-IP interactivity is a recurring phenomenon in conglomerate IP image-

making, is an example of Caldwell’s argument that corporate conglomeration’s aesthetics work 

to build legitimacy and allure to conglomeration itself.  We see a further extension this media 379

conglomerated image making—what we can term cross-IP showcasing—in chapter 4 with Space 

 Open_futurecar_v02, accessed April 17, 2022, https://vimeo.com/233801760.376

 Id_scoo_04_comped_v01, accessed April 17, 2022, https://vimeo.com/232753851.377

 Open_muguzi, accessed April 17, 2022, https://vimeo.com/233800708.378

 Caldwell, “Screen Practice and Conglomeration,” 340.379

https://vimeo.com/232753851
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https://vimeo.com/233800708
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Jam: A New Legacy. 

Such a united single universe is produced across the programming flow of the bumpers as 

they aired on the channel. While these bumpers have been preserved for posterity on sites like 

YouTube, part of why these bumpers stood out to fans is how they functioned in Cartoon 

Network’s overall programming flow. As the channel vacillated between program, bumper, and 

commercial, the fleeting, ephemeral nature of the bumpers, and the channel’s flow overall, was 

part of the draw: don’t touch that dial, lest you miss out on another glimpse of this world. The 

regime of time, to use Grainge’s words, is also important here. Speed and short duration of many 

bumpers is crucial in maintaining viewer interest. Grainge elaborates, noting that “The 

fleetingness of the broadcast moment…urging audiences to ‘stay tuned’ for as long as possible, a 

sense of the ephemeral is built into television’s structures of scheduling, forms of address and 

attempt never to be the same twice.”  Ephemerality is in part what keeps fans invested, though 380

to the surprise of Cartoon Network programmers such as Jason DeMarco, such ephemerality 

motivated fans in part to archive the material.  In other words, much as Hughes observes that 381

the concept of ephemerality entails an economy of attention,  fans have converted bumpers 382

from the ephemeral (undervalued) to the preserved (valued) within their own fan communities.

Like CCF, which often has character interacting in humorous ways, CN City features unique 

character interactions to delight fans. In this way, the appeal of the bumpers emerges because of 

the knowledge viewers bring to the bumpers. Rather than only serving to advertise Cartoon 

 Grainge, “Introduction,” 6.380

 SPIRAL CURSE DEMARCO, “@J_Ristola Nobody Back Then Ever Thought There Would One 381

Day Be a Website Where Everything Is Archived Forever, so Archiving Was Not a Priority. A Lot of the 
Stuff We Made in That Period Is Just Lost to Time.,” Tweet, @Clarknova1 (blog), February 8, 2022, 
https://twitter.com/Clarknova1/status/1490917697856491520.

 Hughes, “Disposable: Useful Cinema on Early Television,” 104-105.382
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Network series, CN City bumpers assume audiences already watch these series and are attuned 

to the general dynamics of each series. Character interactions are generally accurate to the 

personalities established in Cartoon Network programs; as talent points out, such consistency 

was ensured by Cartoon Network writers and producers. If, as Arvidsson suggests, brands work 

to contextualize the products we consume, that CN City bumpers, as Cartoon Network branding, 

present a fictional space that situates all the channel’s programming within it, a lens through 

which viewers watch the channel’s programming.  Bumpers present us a view of these 383

characters “off the clock,” glimpses of their normal lives when they aren’t engaged in the plots of 

their television series, as well as a glimpse of the corporate conditions of this production, namely 

intellectual property ownership enabling cross-over interactions.

As discussed throughout this chapter, fan archives of bumper content has been essential for 

researching this material. Fan activity, however, is also notable for how it responds to this 

material as well. One popular, 1-minute bumper from the CN City era involved the titular 

characters Johnny Bravo and Samurai Jack (Genndy Tartakovsky, 2001-2004; 2017) eyeing each 

other at a CN City laundromat. The bumper plays off the characteristics of each character. While 

both men are muscular, one is wise, while another is foolish; one wears white, while another 

wears black. Jack eventually comments on Johnny’s preference for black clothing, while Johnny 

responds, noting Jack’s curious pink clothing. Jack finds his white clothing has been dyed pink. 

Blossom from The Powerpuff Girls flies in, pulls out her pink nightgown from his washing 

machine, and apologizes for the mixup. While this interaction is only a minute long, the 

humorous meeting launched a strong fan “ship” culture on blogging site Tumblr. “Shipping” is 

the fan activity wherein two fictional characters are imagined to be in a relationship, usually 

 Ellis, “Interstitials,” 60.383
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romantic, through fan work such as fan art or fan fiction. Such ships are often referred to through 

a condensed name or phrase; in this case, the ship emerging from this bumper is called “Samurai 

Bravo.” Searching the ship name “Samurai Bravo” on microblogging platform Tumblr leads to 

thousands of posts celebrating the ship, as well as sharing fan fiction or fan art of the couple. The 

voice of Samurai Jack, Phil LaMarr, ever chimed in, noting on Twitter that he and Johnny Bravo 

voice actor Jeff Bennett think Johnny and Jack go together.  This kind of fan activity illustrates 384

the generative capability of these bumpers. While they already function as extensions of channel 

branding and programming flow, CN City bumpers in particular, because of their emphasis of 

shared space of interaction between characters, produce fan investment and textuality in unique 

and interesting ways.

Conclusion
What do we learn about television from examining animated channel bumpers, as this 

chapter has done? Television logics of reuse and the importance of the archive are paramount. 

Limited animation, in spite of its dismissive title, is incredibly generative, and Cartoon Network 

programmers and producers tapped into this to make a channel and its indelible flow a fan 

favourite. In analyzing these bumpers, I’ve read them textually, approaching them in a different 

way that they were initially conceived for consumption, while also attempting to convey their 

initial indelible flow.

Each different set of bumpers revealed different facets of cultural production of Cartoon 

Network programming, shaping audience’s approaches to the programs. Powerhouse bumpers 

reveal how Cartoon Network’s branding after the Time Warner merger pushed Cartoon Network 

to sound and imagery associated with Hollywood’s Golden Age of animation. CCF discursively 

 Phil LaMarr [@phillamarr], “@RiseFallNick We Think so, Too! Https://T.Co/2MnTOqyqXJ,” 384

Tweet, Twitter, October 31, 2018, https://twitter.com/phillamarr/status/1057457976011673600.

https://twitter.com/phillamarr/status/1057457976011673600
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frames Cartoon Network’s characters as workers, while Groovies, like Powerhouse bumpers, 

illustrate the remix sensibilities and animation’s self-reflexivity regarding its own production 

processes. CN City illustrates Cartoon Network’s change of branding, shifting its characters 

beyond solely cultural workers to living beings who lives we get to glimpse, so long as we stay 

tuned to the channel. While the production of Groovies was highly individualistic, with each 

Groovie featuring the work of a specific artist and design studio, Powerhouse and CN City 

bumpers, functioning as extensions of the Cartoon Network brand, instead each feature long-

term relationships with one particular design studio and rigorous attention to consistency in 

aesthetic detail. Such branding efforts work to manage viewer flow and retain audiences from 

programs to program as cable channels increasingly face competition for audiences.  While 385

Powerhouse, CCF, and Groovies relied on the movement cycles of planned animation, CN City 

marks a notable shift in Cartoon Network’s branding towards stronger reliance on IP characters 

and cross-IP world building. While CN City bumpers are products of corporate recombinancy, 

bringing together disparate IP into a shared universe, the programming of bumpers themselves is 

recombinant, as bumpers are used and reused throughout Cartoon Network’s televisual flow. 

Examining the different bumper sets also illustrates the different ways they were used on the 

channel, as well as different strategies of the channel at different moments in time, sometimes in 

relation to corporate conglomerate; sometimes in relation to the network; sometimes in relation 

to the labours of running a show.  Each have their own unique temporality, whether it be marked 

the brand era of Cartoon Network (Powerhouse and CN City), to marking Friday night 

programming (Cartoon Cartoon Fridays), to the temporal lack of fixity of free-floating bumpers 

(Groovies). While some were fixed to specific times (CCF to Friday nights), others circulated 

 Johnson, Branding Television, 133.385
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without fixity; such apparent spontaneity prompts viewers to stay tuned for a chance to catch 

their favourite Groovie or CN City bumper. 

All of these productions were enabled by media conglomeration. While much of production 

studies is focused on the creatives involved in films and television programs, the production of 

ephemeral media such as bumpers attracts less attention. This is part because the bumpers people 

like Cartoon Network’s Michael Ouweleen and Primal Screen’s Doug Grimmett create, while 

intended to be memorable, is not meant to last. Key to the success of the bumpers is the plasticity 

of animation itself, a medium that serves as the perfect deterritorializing object, one easily 

adapted for new markets. Such flexibility in form and distribution not only enables easy 

transnational distribution across television regions, but transnational production as well. They 

may be ephemeral, but bumpers have much to say about television’s flows, televisual and 

transnational.

Throughout this chapter, I have used the phrase text and paratext to help distinguish 

television series from their surrounding bumper materials. But as this chapter has demonstrated, 

the boundary between the two is frequently blurred, especially when it comes to the medium of 

television. Cartoon Network bumpers in particular do this because of their own materiality. 

Animation enables composition of images and juxtaposition of characters from different series, 

while the immaterially of voice actor labour that enables voices of characters to be stitched to 

characters. When you consistently see and hear the same characters from television programs in 

bumpers, who’s to say bumpers are merely paratexts?

As I have demonstrated throughout this chapter, these bumpers are remarkable textual. They 

are generative, sophisticated media products. They are the object of fan adoration and archiving. 

And given the sizeable amount of work that goes into the production of bumpers, as well as the 
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programming of and with them, it’s no wonder why these texts continue to resonate with fans 

and professionals alike. Particularly interesting is the level of interactivity present throughout 

these bumpers, giving the illusion that numerous characters exist in the same world. CCF and 

CN City bumpers in particular presented a work and city space, respectively, with an internal 

consistency that gives the viewer the illusion that perhaps you too could visit this world.

In my interview with Geoff Valent discussing CN City, Valent brought up an important 

question inherent to these bumpers: “Were they the characters from their shows or were they 

performers from their respective shows living in a new conjoined universe?”  Valent said 386

Animal Logic “had a pitch for a CN City series that was going to explore that question in much 

greater detail.”  While Animal Logic’s pitch was never green-lit, CN City did make an 387

appearance the later Cartoon Network series OK K.O.! Let's Be Heroes (Ian Jones-Quartey, 

2017-2019), once again bringing the paratextual to the level of text.

Even when bumpers function as “mere” paratexts, curating content to channel audiences and 

treated as ephemeral by the network, there are deep fan investment in these paratexts, which 

throws into question what is central or peripheral. Paratexts by their very meaning are meant to 

be peripheral to the main text they accompany, but for many fans, these bumpers can become the 

main text. That these materials continue to live online perhaps reflects Grainge and Johnson’s 

observation that shifts in digital media have blurred the “boundaries between ‘promotion’ and 

‘content’.”  Bumper compilation videos, and even individual bumper such as “Circles” have 388

over a million views on YouTube alone. Fans don’t consume these through television’s flow 

 Geoff Valent, Personal correspondence, February 20, 2022.386

 Geoff Valent, Personal correspondence, February 20, 2022.387

 Paul Grainge and Catherine Johnson, Promotional Screen Industries (New York: Routledge, 2015), 388
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anymore; instead, they meticulously documenting and archiving these ephemeral paratexts 

online. Dedicated fans are experts of channel flow. As Gray argues, examining paratexts help us 

better understand audiences as more than just inactive consumers.  The fan archives of these 389

particular channel flows give us the necessary materials to understand cable channel branding, 

and the cultural production of programming.

 Gray, Show Sold Separately, 26.389
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Chapter 3. Synergy Dreams: Making HBO Max

$ 


Introduction
This chapter examines television animation as it transforms into a new era of television and 

media conglomeration: AT&T’s ownership of WarnerMedia, formerly know as Time Warner, 

from 2018 to 2022. Whereas the previous chapter examined Cartoon Network during the AOL 

Time Warner merger and the cable distribution of the 2000s, this chapter examines animation 

production under WarnerMedia’s merger with AT&T and contemporary digital distribution on 

streaming platform HBO Max. It analyzes corporate logic on two levels, the first through 

corporate documentation, including annual reports and press releases, and the second through 

symptomatic readings of recent animation production released on HBO Max. The chapter 

outlines some of the key discussions and debates on the shifting from cable television to 

streaming platforms before shifting into close analysis of press reports and platform analysis to 

demonstrate how corporate strategy in the streaming era of the 2010s impacts television 

animation programs.

As Sam Ford observes, corporate communications are shaped and constrained by industry 

logics;  examining corporate documentation is thus a means of tracking conglomerate media 390

logics. These documents reveal corporate strategy around two lynchpins of AT&T/

WarnerMedia’s corporate strategy: HBO Max as the future of digital content distribution, and 

 Sam Ford, “Listening and Empathizing: Advocating for New Management Logics In Marketing 390

and Corporate Communications,” in Making Media Work: Cultures of Management in the Entertainment 
Industries, ed. Derek Johnson, Derek Kompare, and Avi Santo (New York: New York University Press, 
2014), 275-277; 286-287.
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Cartoon Network as the central brand for the company’s Kids & Family offerings. Both HBO 

Max and Cartoon Network’s parent business unit, Turner Broadcasting System, underwent 

significant planning and restructuring, respectively, with the latter largely erased as a brand 

within WarnerMedia. This chapter then discusses HBO Max as a central node to AT&T/

WarnerMedia’s corporate strategy, its specifics in how it operates, how it curates content, and 

how animation is mobilized as a significant component of WarnerMedia’s strategies for global 

reach both within and outside of HBO Max.

In examining corporate documentation and cultural production, this chapter argues that 

animation transforms in a new era of television and media conglomeration. Animation is again 

reconfigured and revalued in the streaming era, with animated IP revitalized for new platforms 

and audiences. Animation serves as an index of corporate strategy because it is materially ideal 

for capital, as material that allows for seemingly infinite reuse. Animation becomes both a 

curatorial strategy and a means to reduce subscriber churn, with Cartoon Network functioning as 

a hub of content curation on HBO Max. In short, this chapter examines how animation shifted 

from being content to a means of curating content as well through the creation of animated 

spaces.

Examining this four year time period of AT&T ownership provides a unique window into 

directly examining the logics of media conglomeration as read through both corporate 

documentation and cultural production. It also illustrates the complexities of television 

distribution today. While AT&T bought WarnerMedia anticipating the benefits of synergy 

between platform and content, the reality of platform distribution proved far more complex. 

While nearly every major media conglomerate has built their own streaming platform to compete 

with the likes of Netflix, an examination of the design and development of HBO Max clues us 
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into media companies’ ambitions and anxieties. Examining HBO Max’s planning and 

development thus not only gives us insight into not only corporate strategy of AT&T and 

WarnerMedia, but also to the larger impulses in the media industry writ large. The frictions 

around HBO Max, including a delayed launch on streaming media devices and its glitchy app, 

also demonstrate the complex field of streaming video platforms, including device ecologies and 

streaming media infrastructures. Even if AT&T's envisioned synergies never fully coalesced, 

these visions of vertical integration significantly shaped cultural production and distribution. 

Examining the failed dreams of vertical integration prove beneficial to understanding what 

actually corporate logics motivated WarnerMedia’s transformation.

From Cable to Streaming: the Post-Network Era

This section focuses on the legacy of cable television in streaming platforms, and how 

platforms themselves reshape television distribution and consumption. Examining the legacies of 

cable attune our analysis of platform streaming to the historical legacies that shape it.  To 391

begin, cable itself two business: the cable channels themselves that schedule television content 

such as Cartoon Network, and the infrastructure that transmits them into homes through cable 

providers such as Comcast. In terms of the former, a number of developments occurred in the 

1990s that influence platform streaming strategies going forward. First, with the elimination of 

the Fin Syn rules in the 1990s, the television industry shifted towards vertical integration. 

Channels, previously required to purchase nearly all their content form other studios, could now 

 Perren, “Reassessing the ‘Space in Between,’” 69; Daniel Herbert, Amanda D. Lotz, and Aswin 391

Punathambekar, Media Industry Studies, ePub vers., (Cambridge, UK  ; Medford, MA: Polity Press, 2020), 
277.
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pursue production and distribution of their own series.  Cable channel investment into original 392

productions not only served to boost channel brands (as discussed in chapter 2), but also shifted 

cable channels “from ancillary, second-tier status to television’s innovative core and profit 

center.”  Tendencies in television that expanded during the cable era, including maintenance of 393

content libraries and production of original programming as a means of branding, continues into 

the era of internet-distributed television as streaming platforms offer vast libraries of content and 

produce platform exclusive content. Television’s vertical integration, which surged after the Fin 

Sin rules were eliminated, continues to grow in the era of streaming platforms.394

Cable infrastructure ushered in steaming platform developments as well. As increased 

competition from satellite providers pushed cable to innovate from analog to digital signals in the 

1990s, this infrastructural shift also paved the way for other modes of digital consumption, 

including video-on-demand and internet-distributed television.  As Lotz observes, the term 395

over-the-top (OTT) emerged because internet-distributed television such as Netflix were seen as 

coming “over the top” over cable lines already in use for cable television. In other words, 

streaming platforms “send their video ‘over the top’ of an infrastructure built and maintained by 

someone else.”  By the mid-2000s, internet-distributed television offerings begin to expand, 396

 Amanda D. Lotz, “Media Circulation: Reconceptualizing Television Distribution and Exhibition,” 392

in Digital Media Distribution  : Portals, Platforms, Pipelines, ed. Paul McDonald, Courtney Brannon 
Donoghue, and Timothy Havens, Critical Cultural Communication Ser (New York: NYU Press, 2021), 
57.

 Amanda D. Lotz, We Now Disrupt This Broadcast: How Cable Transformed Television and the 393

Internet Revolutionized It All (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2018), 4.

 Amanda D. Lotz, Portals: A Treatise on Internet-Distributed Television, eBook (Michigan 394

Publishing, University of Michigan Library, 2017), https://quod.lib.umich.edu/m/maize/
mpub9699689/1:3/--portals-a-treatise-on-internet-distributed-television?rgn=div1;view=fulltext, Chapter 
3, para. 3.

 Lotz, We Now Disrupt This Broadcast, 13-14; 118.395

 Lotz, We Now Disrupt This Broadcast, 126.396
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beginning what Amanda Lotz terms as the “post-network” era of television, where television 

consumption radically shifts from the limited options of linear viewing to an abundance of on-

demand viewer options.397

Much as with cable there is a distinction between intermediary of content (channels) and 

infrastructures of distribution (cable companies), there needs to be a recognition of difference 

between streaming platforms and the internet infrastructure that distribute them when we discuss 

internet-distributed television. Catherine Johnson uses the phrase “Online TV” to discuss the 

influx of streaming platforms, contextualizing them as services supported within larger 

infrastructures of internet distribution, and how said services use interfaces to paratextual curate 

our experiences of them.  Lotz proposes the term “portals” to describe streaming platforms as 398

the “crucial intermediary services that collect, curate, and distribute television programming via 

internet distribution… the internet equivalent of channels.”  This chapter uses the phrase 399

“streaming platforms” for its colloquial reliability. 

While the infrastructural legacy of cable television precisely enabled the revolution of 

streaming platforms, cable’s legacy extends into streaming in another way, that of content library 

acquisition. As discussed in chapter 1, cable entrepreneur Ted Turner relied on archives of 

content of launch a number of cable channels, including Cartoon Network; such acquisitions are 

an important precursor to the highly competitive content market for contemporary streaming 

platforms.  Portals produces a non-linear distribution model, and bringing together a library of 400

 Lotz, The Television Will Be Revolutionized, 28.397

 Catherine Johnson, Online TV (New York and London: Routledge, 2019).398

 Lotz, Portals, Introduction, https://doi.org/10.3998/mpub.9699689, n.p.399

 Cynthia Littleton, “Ted Turner: The Maverick Mogul Reflects on His Legacy, Big Deals and Old 400

Feuds.” Variety, April 9, 2019. https://variety.com/2019/tv/features/ted-turner-interview-cnn-
mgm-1203183345/.

https://doi.org/10.3998/mpub.9699689
https://variety.com/2019/tv/features/ted-turner-interview-cnn-mgm-1203183345/
https://variety.com/2019/tv/features/ted-turner-interview-cnn-mgm-1203183345/
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content for a monthly subscription fee. As Lotz argues, the key distinguishing feature of portals 

from linear television is that they rely on “internet protocol technologies to deliver personally-

selected content from an industrially curated library.”  Two curation strategies occur with 401

portals, either an audience strategy, which curates content toward specific audiences and taste, 

and content acquisition strategy, which leverages immense acquisition of content to draw in the 

widest audiences possible, typically supporting an advertisement-based strategy.402

Shifts in television distribution also shift the consumption of content. Television is no longer 

scheduled by programmers in a linear stream, but instead consumers are presented with vast 

libraries of content, typically curated by platform algorithms. As José van Dijck and Thomas 

Poell argue, television’s flow has “taken an ‘algorithmic turn,’ content is not just programmed by 

a central agency, even if this agency still has considerable control; users also participate in 

steering content, distinguishing it from William's programmed flow.”  Derek Kompare frames 403

the shift from linear television to nonlinear streaming platforms as “a growing embrace of the 

database, rather than the schedule, as the key principle organizing” content for the television 

medium.404

While the expansion of streaming platforms and its relationship to cable television before it 

has both continuities (tried-and-true methods of content library acquisition and branding of 

original productions) and ruptures (non-linear consumption to television and the algorithmic turn 

 Lotz, Portals, Chapter 1, https://doi.org/10.3998/mpub.9699689, n.p.401

 Lotz, Portals, Chapter 1, https://doi.org/10.3998/mpub.9699689, n.p.402

 José van Dijck and Thomas Poell, “Understanding Social Media Logic,” Media and 403

Communication 1, no. 1 (August 12, 2013): 6. See also Gillian Doyle, “Television and the Development 
of the Data Economy: Data Analysis, Power and the Public Interest,” International Journal of Digital 
Television 9, no. 1 (March 1, 2018): 55-56.

 Derek Kompare, “Reruns 2.0: Revising Repetition for Multiplatform Television Distribution,” 404

Journal of Popular Film and Television 38, no. 2 (June 14, 2010): 82.

https://doi.org/10.3998/mpub.9699689
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of televisual flow), these streaming platforms also emerge at a time of a turn towards platform 

within capitalism itself. The expansion of data collection and processing has created a new form 

of capitalism: platform capitalism.  Streaming platforms are not only a transformation within 405

the television industry; there are also a new means of data extraction and digital enclosure of 

cultural goods.  Such platform data extraction was a motivating factor for AT&T’s acquisition, 406

to which we turn to now.

The Dream of Corporate Synergy

On October 20, 2016, news leaked that telecommunications giant AT&T was in merger talks 

with media giant Time Warner; by October 22, 2016, both parties agreed that AT&T would 

acquire Time Warner for $85.4 billion.  Reactions in the press were largely negative, either 407

skeptical of AT&T’s strategy and the deal’s overall value,  or critical of the potential reduction 408

of competition in the marketplace.  The merger was delayed by the U.S. Department of Justice 409

over antitrust concerns , with reports that then President Donald Trump ordered White House 410

 Nick Srnicek and Laurent De Sutter, Platform Capitalism, Theory Redux (Cambridge, UK  ; 405

Malden, MA: Polity, 2017); Nick Couldry and Ulises A. Mejias, “Data Colonialism: Rethinking Big 
Data’s Relation to the Contemporary Subject,” Television & New Media 20, no. 4 (May 2019): 336–49, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/1527476418796632; Jathan Sadowski, “The Internet of Landlords: Digital 
Platforms and New Mechanisms of Rentier Capitalism,” Antipode 52, no. 2 (2020): 562–80, https://
doi.org/10.1111/anti.12595.

 Couldry and Mejias, “Data Colonialism”; Sadowski, “The Internet of Landlords.”406

 Amol Sharma et al., “AT&T Reaches Deal to Buy Time Warner for $85.4 Billion,” Wall Street 407

Journal, October 23, 2016, sec. Business, http://www.wsj.com/articles/at-t-reaches-deal-to-buy-time-
warner-for-more-than-80-billion-1477157084.

 Jennifer Saba, “AT&T Goes Looney Tunes for Time Warner,” Breaking Views (Reuters), October 408

22, 2016, https://www.breakingviews.com/considered-view/att-goes-looney-tunes-for-time-warner/.

 Adam Chandler, “Why the AT&T-Time Warner Deal Is So Unpopular,” The Atlantic, October 25, 409

2016, https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2016/10/att-time-warner-boo-hiss/505367/.

 David Folkenflik, “DOJ Set To Block AT&T Takeover Of Time Warner,” NPR, November 8, 2017, 410

https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2017/11/08/562898390/doj-set-to-block-at-t-takeover-of-time-
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executives to block the merger.  Trump frequently expressed animosity towards Turner news 411

channel CNN; he also stated in his 2016 presidential campaign that his administration would not 

approve of the merger.  Many within Time Warner organization, including those at Turner and 412

CNN specifically, suspected Trump was behind the DOJ antitrust case due to his disdain for 

CNN, with one CNN employee stating that “the only explanation is political pressure from the 

White House.”  In its antitrust defence, AT&T cited Trump’s animosity towards CNN as 413

indication of his meddling in the antitrust case.  In negotiations, the DOJ asked AT&T to 414

consider setting Turner aside as a condition of the merger, something that would disrupt AT&T’s 

intended advertising synergy with the television package, while also leaving s significantly 

profitable portion of Time Warner on the table; such a spinoff did not happen.  In his ruling 415

dismissing the DOJ’s antitrust concerns, U.S. District Judge Richard Leon stated the merger 

wouldn’t likely result in Time Warner withholding its content, and would instead incentivize the 

new company "to seek maximum carriage of content across an array of platforms.”  On June 416

14, 2018, two days after the ruling, AT&T finalized its acquisition of Time Warner, now retitled 

WarnerMedia. (For the sake of clarity, the rest of this dissertation will refer to this business unit 

 Jane Mayer, “The Making of the Fox News White House,” The New Yorker, March 4, 2019, https://411

www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/03/11/the-making-of-the-fox-news-white-house.

 Jon Brodkin, “AT&T Tries to Prove Trump Meddled in Merger Review Because He Hates CNN,” 412

Ars Technica, February 19, 2018, https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2018/02/att-tries-to-prove-trump-
meddled-in-merger-review-because-he-hates-cnn/.

 Joe Pompeo, ‘“This Is Political’: CNN Sees Trump’s Hand in Justice Department’s Merger 413

Crackdown,” Vanity Fair, November 8, 2017, https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2017/11/political-cnn-
trump-hand-in-justice-department-merger-crackdown.

 Brodkin, “AT&T Tries to Prove Trump Meddled in Merger Review.”414

 Brian Steinberg, “AT&T Can’t Easily Cut Connection With CNN or Turner (Analysis),” Variety, 415

November 8, 2017, https://variety.com/2017/biz/news/att-time-warner-merger-cnn-trump-1202610228/.

 Ted Johnson, “AT&T-Time Warner Merger Approved,” Variety, June 12, 2018, https://variety.com/416

2018/biz/news/att-time-warner-merger-approved-1202840369/.
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with this title.) Four years later, AT&T sold WarnerMedia to Discovery, Inc.

The merger between AT&T and WarnerMedia was one of vertical integration; that the DOJ 

sought to block is someone unusual. As one legal expert writes, “traditionally and historically, 

the DOJ has not sought to block vertical mergers where a competitor is not being eliminated 

from the market as it would a horizontal merger, there’s just not the same competitive harm 

concern.”  A year after AT&T’s and WarnerMedia vertically integrating, the DOJ announced 417

the rollback of the Paramount Decree, with a sunset period of the laws ending in 2022.  The 418

Paramount Decree broke up vertical integration of Hollywood in restricting studios from 

excessive control over the exhibition process, which also ended production of theatrical animated 

shorts, as discussed in chapter 1. It’s curious that while the DOJ fought the vertical integration of 

AT&T and WarnerMedia, the same administration began dissolving the laws that prevented the 

vertical integration of film distribution, and leads credence to the idea that the Trump 

administration pressured the DOJ to file an antitrust suit against the merger.

AT&T envisaged three key principles to the merger and how it would fit into AT&T’s 

corporate strategy; these were both stated in AT&T’s own investor relations and examined in the 

popular press:

1. An incentive to retain customers and increase growth. AT&T had been in a pricing war 

with other mobile phone carriers on and off for the past decade. By acquiring a media 

company, AT&T hoped the lure of exclusive content would give them an edge in their 

 Emily Stewart, “8 Antitrust Experts on What Trump’s War on CNN Means for the AT&T–Time 417

Warner Merger,” Vox, December 6, 2017, https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/12/6/16730874/
att-time-warner-cnn-trump-antitrust.

 Ted Johnson, “Federal Judge Gives Greenlight To Termination Of Paramount Consent Decrees.” 418

Deadline, August 7, 2020. https://deadline.com/2020/08/paramount-consent-decrees-justice-
department-2-1203007221/.
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phone and internet business. From 2018-2022, AT&T bundled HBO Max for free into 

their elite phone plans in an attempt to merge platform and content.

2. Synergy with their advertising arm. 10 days after acquiring WarnerMedia, AT&T bought 

AppNexus, a digital ad platform, and rebranded its advertising business to Xandr, in a 

subtle nod to AT&T founder Alexander Graham Bell.  As Edmund Lee explains, the 419

concept at the time was to “marry AT&T’s data with Time-Warner’s content and sell ads 

at a higher rate.”  This would enable Xandr to produce and sell “addressable video,” 420

video advertising with substantial data to target based on household demographics.  421

Such synergy was slated to debut at Turner’s “upfront” market, where advertising 

executives view upcoming network offerings.  In a post-mortem of AT&T’s ownership, 422

Variety argues Xandr was in many respects the “fulcrum” to the whole merger.423

3. Overall synergy of content and distribution. With AT&T owing both the pipes (mobile 

data, broadband services) and content (WarnerMedia), the larger anticipated synergy 

motivating the merger was the presumed benefits of vertical integration. Crucially, then 

AT&T CEO Randall Stephenson hoped this synergy between content and distribution 

 AT&T Inc., “AT&T to Acquire AppNexus,” June 25, 2018, https://about.att.com/story/419
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would salvage AT&T’s recent purchase of DirecTV in 2015, discussed further below.424

HBO Max served as the lynchpin for AT&T’s corporate strategy, with WarnerMedia CEO 

Jason Kilar identifying HBO Max as the focal point of the merger.  HBO Max was thus the 425

“unified vision” that drives vertical integration.  During their ownership of WarnerMedia, 426

AT&T gave HBO Max for free to certain internet or phone plan subscribers in an attempt to 

reduce subscriber churn; this was discontinued in June 2022. Turner’s ad-supported cable 

business was attractive to AT&T, which planned for Xandr to use AT&T’s data to make superior 

ads for Turner channels and, presumably, HBO Max.  And the streaming platform itself 427

embodies the synergistic vision of content and distribution.

As Stuart Cunningham and Jon Silver observe, Hollywood has a legacy of attempting synergy 

through online media distribution, notably the formation of two short lived VOD sites in 2001.  428

As a telecom acquiring a media company, AT&T followed in the footsteps of the 2015 Verizon-

AOL merger, the 2010 Comcast-NBCUniversal merger, and the 2000 AOL-Time Warner merger, 
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Jancovich and J. Lyons (eds) Quality Popular Television (London: British Film Institute, 2003), 11.

 James A Miller, Tinderbox: HBO’s Ruthless Pursuit of New Frontiers, eBook (New York: Henry 427

Holt and Company, 2021), 795.

 Stuart Cunningham and Jon Silver, Screen Distribution and the New King Kongs of the Online 428
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mergers all predicated on vertical integration of content and distribution.  Like the AOL-Time 429

Warner merger, AT&T’s deal was predicated on building walled gardens of content through 

corporate conglomeration.  Similarly, telecommunications giant Verizon merged with Yahoo in 430

2017, a company whose holding include its flagship search engine, media, communications, and 

advertising businesses.  That one of AT&T’s main rivals in the mobile phone plan market 431

purchased multiple media holdings likely inspired AT&T to do the same to remain competitive. 

In 2021, two weeks before AT&T announced it was spinning off WarnerMedia, Verizon 

announced the sale of AOL and Yahoo to a private equity firm.  432

The Reality of Corporate Conglomeration

While the previous section discussed HBO Max as the dream of corporate synergy, this 

section examines the reality of the streaming platform, how it functions, and how the synergistic 

dream of pipes and content doesn’t live up to the hype. This section examines corporate 

documents to understand how conglomerates plan for corporate strategy, and how such plans 

bumps up against the complex realities of television distribution.

 Todd Spangler, “Verizon-AOL: The Rationale Behind $4.4 Billion Deal,” Variety, May 12, 2015, 429
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Dwayne Winseck and Dal Yong Jin (Huntingdon, UK: Bloomsbury Publishing, 2011), 29.
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HBO Max curates itself as “premium content” and “best in class quality entertainment.”  433

This prestige branding builds off of HBO’s prestige status in the media industry. While the HBO 

brand was about prestige, the creme de la creme, as one anonymous studio exec described, HBO 

Max’s strategy became about volume, i.e. MAX-imizing the sheer amount of content available 

on the service.  The leadership at AT&T/WarnerMedia want to expand the prestige brand 434

through volume of content, without sacrificing the prestige of the brand itself. For many, this 

sounded like a paradox, producing concerns that this tactic might damage the HBO brand. In 

response, HBO/HBO Max exec Casey Bloys reassured fans and fellow industry members that 

“there are no plans to dilute the HBO brand in favor of increasing volume of programming … no 

one is asking us to sacrifice quality for volume.”  A year into the service, the HBO brand is still 435

quite valuable to creators in the industry.  It appears at least for now, HBO Max is pulling off 436

the balancing act between prestige branding and volume of content.

The value of HBO Max isn’t solely located in its premium content; the user experience of the 

product is important as well.  On a technical level in terms of its software, HBO Max is 437

functionally an expanded and rebranded version of the HBO Now app, the company’s previous 

 WarnerMedia Pressroom. “HBO Max | Pressroom.” Accessed July 17, 2021. https://433

pressroom.warnermedia.com/na/brands/hbo-max. In 2020, the HBO Max pressroom used the term 
“premium” to discuss the product. It appears this term was dropped alongside the release of the ad-tier of 
HBO (costing $9.99) as a means to reduce scaring away customers from the cost of the service, which, at 
its launch in 2020, was the highest costing streaming platform on the market.
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Vulture, June 24, 202, https://www.vulture.com/2021/06/12-hollywood-insiders-on-whos-winning-the-
streaming-wars.html.
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steaming-only product. Goncalves, CEO of Otter Media and head of HBO Max at launch, 

described how HBO Max was built on the same infrastructure of HBO Now, expanding the 

platform to include content hubs, better curation of content, and download capability.  On most 438

platforms such as Apple TV, the HBO Go app updated into the HBO Max app directly.  This 439

platform infrastructure enabled HBO Max to avoid some of the common hiccups to new 

streaming platforms, such as crashing on launch day as Disney+ did in 2019.

While building from the HBO Go app, it also alludes to the difficulties distinguishing HBO 

Max from previous HBO products: HBO (the cable channel), HBO Go (a free streaming 

extension bundled with an HBO cable subscription), and HBO Now (a stand-alone OTT 

streaming service). The multiple streaming HBO platforms existing before HBO Max was 

frequently a point of confusion for consumers, and a point of criticism in the press. Similarly 

criticized was HBO Max’s price point of $15 a month. This price was chosen (and defended) for 

a few reasons. In defence of the price (one of the highest of any streaming media platform), HBO 

Max head Tony Goncalves argued that 1) many AT&T subscribers or future subscribers will get 

the plan for free with their mobile, internet, and/or television package;  2) $15 is the same price 440

point as HBO, and people already pay for such a product, and 3) HBO Max is double the content 

of previous HBO streaming offerings; as such, $15 for HBO Max should be considered an 

excellent deal.  That HBO Max maintained the same price as the linear HBO channel indicates 441

 Nilay Patel, “The Head of HBO Max on Launching without Roku, Adding 4K HDR, and the 438

Snyder Cut.” The Verge, June 2, 2020. https://www.theverge.com/2020/6/2/21276932/att-hbo-max-
warnermedia-otter-media-ceo-tony-goncalves-interview.

 Jay Peters, “WarnerMedia Is Getting Rid of the HBO Go App,” The Verge, June 12, 2020, https://439

www.theverge.com/2020/6/12/21289536/hbo-go-app-now-max-warnermedia-att.

 AT&T’s television package offer was discontinued with the sale of DirecTV in 2021, discussed 440

further below.
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a continuity between cable television and streaming platforms, rather than the break usually 

posited between the two.

As mobile consumption of entertainment becomes more and more prominent, HBO Max was 

envisioned in part for AT&T phone subscribers. As one reporter speculated, one possible synergy 

is that AT&T would be able to charge users of WarnerMedia content (such as HBO Max) twice, 

once for their data plan, and again for the streaming platform.  Such double billing was not 442

AT&T’s envisioned synergy, however, as HBO Max comes free for plans with unlimited data. 

Rather, AT&T’s envisioned synergy was data collection on content consumption, which could 

help “AT&T sell targeted ads that are more lucrative than standard advertisements.”  This 443

tracks, as AT&T rebranded their advertising arm AT&T Advertising & Analytics to Xandr in 

2018, a cutting edge name for a new era of their company. After the the planned spinoff of 

WarnerMedia was announced, AT&T sold Xandr to Microsoft in December 2021 for around $1 

billion.  Xandr is expected to service Netflix in its rollout of its ad-supported tier in 2023.  444 445

The key piece of HBO Max’s planned synergy—Xandr servicing data-driven advertising to a 

streaming platform—has instead been coopted by Netflix in the wake of AT&T’s sale of Xandr 

and WarnerMedia.

As AT&T wrote to shareholders in 2019, the merger of AT&T and WarnerMedia would enable 
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a “virtuous cycle: Great content drives deeper customer engagement. Deeper engagement 

provides greater customer insights into the content our customers enjoy. Those insights inform 

the creation of new content and facilitate relevant targeted advertising that drives deeper 

engagement. And the cycle repeats [Figure 20].”  In short, AT&T made HBO Max their core 446

strategy, and justification, of the merger, predicating the merger’s success on a data- and content-

driven feedback loop. As Goncalves put it, “HBO Max is our platform, and it’s going to be our 

workhorse.”447

The merger and its key product HBO Max is in the eyes of the conglomerate a merger of 

“connectivity and content. ” As Goncalves put it, “The network is the plumbing and the content 448

 AT&T Inc., “2018 Annual Report,” 2019, https://investors.att.com/financial-reports/annual-reports/446

2018, 4, emphasis in original.

 Patel, “The Head of HBO Max.”447

 Patel, “The Head of HBO Max.”448

Figure 20. Source: AT&T Inc., “2018 Annual Report,” 2019, https://investors.att.com/financial-
reports/annual-reports/2018, 4.
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is the water, and you’re seeing water and the plumbing kind of coming together [with HBO 

Max].”  This reference to the network as a form of plumbing corresponds with AT&T’s 449

emphasis on volume of content, since the metaphor here is of water and utilities. AT&T sees 

themselves as owners of the pipelines for content through the phone and internet plans. 

WarnerMedia is what flows through those pipelines. The logic of the merger was that AT&T 

would have a monopoly on specific content, a form of vertical integration. Patrick Vonderau 

critiques this model of content distribution, pointing out that with streaming platforms, content is 

not being moved from point a to point b, but rather, data is copied and circulated within a 

platform ecosystem.  For Vonderau, applying traditional models of distribution (such as the 450

water+ pipes metaphor) to platform ecosystems obscures other processes at play within platform 

streaming, including data analytics and advertising.  451

In the wake of AT&T’s sale of WarnerMedia to Discovery in 2022, two key reasons have 

emerged as to why the merger and its predicted synergy failed. The first is that AT&T overvalued 

its own data in its synergy equation. As Variety describes, AT&T saw themselves as a “genuine 

rival to Facebook, Apple and Google” in terms of data collection.  But while AT&T does 452

collect a substantial amount of data, said data is limited to phone use, and only covers about a 

third of the United States.  Compared to the likes of Google or Facebook, AT&T’s data 453

collection appears paltry, and did not have the capacity to generate the value AT&T envisioned. 

 Patel, “The Head of HBO Max.”449

 Patrick Vonderau, “Questioning the Content Supply Model: A Provocation,” in Digital Media 450

Distribution  : Portals, Platforms, Pipelines, ed. Paul McDonald, Courtney Brannon Donoghue, and 
Timothy Havens, (New York: NYU Press, 2021), 127.

 Vonderau, “Questioning the Content Supply Model,” 127.451

 Maddaus and Lang, “AT&T’s WarnerMedia Era Ends.”452
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In short, much as AOL was overvalued for its abilities for revenue generation and growth for the 

AOL Time Warner merger, AT&T’s data was overvalued for its abilities to produce addressable 

video and growth for the AT&T WarnerMedia merger. The second reason is that the DOJ 

antitrust lawsuit delayed the merger by over year, which also delayed the launch of HBO Max. 

Such a delay was incredibly costly in terms of building momentum for the platform’s 

acquisitions (and thus revenue generation). This second reason is what current AT&T CEO John 

Stankey blames as the key reason the merger failed.454

But while these reasons —lack of scale and thus overvalue of data collection and delay in the 

platform’s launch—certainly disrupted AT&T’s planned synergy, AT&T’s formulation of the 

synergy itself (platform + content= profit), obscured two crucial distinctions in the television 

business. First, AT&T ignored technical details required to produce distribution, including 

physical hardware crucial to the streaming video markets, and the difficulties of making a 

streamer at large scale quickly. Second, AT&T overlooked television’s syndication and dispersed 

circulation.

Distribution on Devices

While streaming platforms such as Netflix or HBO Max typically live within the digital 

imaginary of apps and websites, set-top boxes and stream media players are a vital, if under 

explored, part of contemporary media infrastructure and digital distribution. David 

Hesmondhalgh and Ramon Lobato observe that as media industry studies undergoes an 

infrastructural turn, there is an ongoing need for the field to examine television hardware and 

 Maddaus and Lang, “AT&T’s WarnerMedia Era Ends,”454
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software for how they shape television as part of the larger television device ecology.  455

Streaming media devices are an increasingly competitive market and are essential for any 

streamer to maximize their potential subscriber base.  HBO Max’s shaky rollout across these 456

device ecosystems gives us crucial insight into the key features of these ecologies, including 

points of contention around data collection and advertising sales, illustrating how these complex 

device ecologies complicate AT&T’s synergy formula of pipes + content = profit.

When HBO Max launched in May 2020, its app was missing from two popular media 

streaming hardware: Roku’s Streaming Stick and Amazon’s Fire TV. These devices connect to 

televisions and enable users to stream content such as YouTube videos and streaming platform 

programs. As one Scientific American article described in 2009, these devices helped create the 

“everything TV,” where television isn’t limited to broadcast and cable, but also expanded into 

online video.  While most televisions manufactured today are “smart TVs,” with digital video 457

streaming capabilities and other apps built in, Roku and Amazon’s standalone streaming media 

devices make TVs “smart” by enabling online video streaming. By 2021, 82% of American 

households own at least internet-connected TV device, including smart TVs and streaming 

devices.458
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(October 2019): 958–74, https://doi.org/10.1177/0163443719857615. See also Ramon Lobato & Pradip 
Sarkar, “The OTT TV Box as a Diasporic Media Platform,” Media Industries Journal 6, no. 2 (2019), 
https://doi.org/10.3998/mij.15031809.0006.208.
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 Michael Moyer, “The Everything TV,” Scientific American 301, no. 5 (2009): 74-79, Accessed July 457

17, 2021, http://www.jstor.org/stable/26001594.
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While smart TVs and streaming devices generate some revenue from the sale of devices, data 

tracking is a significant part of their business, capturing viewing habits and selling data and 

advertising space for advertisers.  In the case of smart TVs, due to the cutthroat market, many 459

manufacturers typically sell their televisions at an initial loss, while data collection over the TV’s 

lifetime to make up for the initial loss and generate overall revenue. As Bill Baxter, CTO of 

smart TV manufacturer Vizio notes, smart TV data collection enables “post-purchase 

monetization of the TV.”  Smart TV makers haven’t always been upfront with this data 460

collection, either; in 2017, the FTC fined Vizio $2.2 million for collected data on 11 million 

smart TVs without their users’ consent.461

Like smart TVs, Roku and Amazon make very little money on hardware sales of their 

streaming devices; rather, most of their income comes from taking a cut of in-app purchases and 

running advertising on their platforms.  For example, Roku’s standard deal with streaming apps 462

and services is to take a 20% cut of subscription fees and a 30% cut on ad revenue.  As of 463

 Sidney Fussell, “Roku and YouTube Are Battling for Your Precious TV Data,” Wired, May 20, 459

2021, https://www.wired.com/story/roku-youtube-battling-precious-tv-data/.
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January 7, 2019, https://www.theverge.com/2019/1/7/18172397/airplay-2-homekit-vizio-tv-bill-baxter-
interview-vergecast-ces-2019.
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how television is reconceptualized in the age of smart TVs and streaming platforms.
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2021, Roku and Amazon both have more than 50 million active monthly users;  together, Roku 464

and Amazon devices alone account for “almost three in four connected streaming devices in the 

U.S.”  This is a large market that HBO Max was locked out of in its initial six month absence 465

from these platforms. These devices will likely slowly phase out within the next decade or two as 

Smart TVs (with the pre-packaged ability to stream online content and streaming platform apps) 

become the norm; as such, each device company is expanding their content offerings to avoid 

obsolescence. By shifting their distribution strategies to include their own original content, these 

companies are enacting what Amanda Lotz terms a portal strategy, which collects and offers a 

library of content in “response to heterogeneous taste, the risk averseness of audiences to paying 

to try new programs, and the marketing costs of transacting single goods.”  Roku, for example, 466

is adding their own original content by acquiring the content catalogue of Quibi, a failed phone-

only streaming app that both launched and shut down in 2020. But for now, these devices, 

alongside their subscription and payment ecosystems, remain a vital ecosystem and market for 

streaming content.

HBO Max did not debut on these devices due to disagreements with these platforms around 

HBO channel subscriptions. A sticking point with AT&T was that HBO could no longer be sold 

as a channel subscription; rather, HBO Max was the sole product to be available on this 

devices.  As one Variety reporter analyzed, “WarnerMedia’s strategic goal is to keep customers 467

within the HBO Max app experience, giving it the ability to gather data for recommendations 

 Dade Hayes, “Amazon Fire TV Updates Look And Feel, Reports 50M Global Monthly Active 464

Users,” Deadline, December 14, 2020, https://deadline.com/2020/12/amazon-fire-tv-updates-interface-50-
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and … advertising targeting for an ad-supported HBO Max tier.”  Removing the legacy HBO 468

channel subscription not only helped reduce confusion around the various HBO streaming 

products; it also ensures an intensification of data collection on content and consumption habits 

by gatekeeping HBO Max content within its own app.  While Apple agreed to AT&T’s plan, 469

discontinuing the HBO channel on Apple TV in lieu of HBO Max at its launch, Roku and 

Amazon disagreed, refusing to host the HBO Max app until a satisfactory deal could be reached, 

mostly likely around Roku and Amazon’s cuts of subscription and ad revenue. AT&T eventually 

made deals with Roku and Amazon in December 2020 that ensured HBO Max’s presence on 

their platforms. 

What these negotiations reveal is that AT&T thought they owned the pipelines of 

distribution (broadband internet and mobile data), but with the launch of HBO Max, it's clear that 

media distribution is more complex that what AT&T envisioned. What AT&T didn't own were 

streaming media devices such as Roku and Fire TV, key hardware players in streaming media 

distribution. These streaming devices illustrate the need for streaming platforms to be on 

hardware in addition to the web. They also indicate that to streaming platforms are more than just 

a website, but encompasses a wide variety of distribution methods across various media 

platforms, from smart TV apps, streaming media sticks such as Amazon Fire TV, and game 

consoles such as the Playstation 4. The complexity of the distribution landscape has led to calls, 

including by Alisa Perren and others, to make distribution the central focus of media industry 
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research today.  As we see with the above, securing space on these platforms after the 470

streaming service launched also meant AT&T needed to re-advertise itself to users of these 

platforms in what amounts to a messy rollout of a new product.471

Another wrinkle in distribution is that streaming media devices runs the risk of AT&T 

losing exclusive access to their streaming data, as data collection and selling remains a core 

business component for smart TV and streaming device manufacturers. While AT&T’s 

envisioned a “virtuous cycle” of corporate synergy, where premium content increases consumer 

engagement, producing valuable data to improve targeted adverting and content production, a 

feedback loop supported by AT&T’s infrastructure, AT&T’s direct to consumer relationship 

becomes fragmented as other streaming media devices (unanticipated aspects of distribution 

infrastructure) angle to take a cut of the data. Roku, for example, is expected to get a share of the 

advertising inventory to sell on HBO Max’s $10 ad-supported plan.  The more HBO Max 472

expands to different streaming media devices and platforms, the larger the threat towards 

AT&T’s data exclusivity, potentially reducing any envisioned edge AT&T and its advertising arm 

might envision over its competitors. Vonderau’s critique of simplistic distribution models bears 

relevance here again, as AT&T’s presumed synergy relied on a simpler model of platform 

distribution, a model disrupted by the complex realities of digital television distribution today.

In addition to distribution on digital devices, AT&T planned for a quick launch and 

massive growth in scale for HBO Max, without fully anticipating the difficulties of launching a 

new streaming platform. Since its launch in May 2020, many users reported issues with the HBO 

 Perren, “Reassessing the ‘Space in Between,’” 67–86.470
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Max app, particularly on Roku and Apple TV streaming devices. Common difficulties include 

rewinding and fast-forwarding programs, retaining user preferences such as closed captions, and 

app crashes. Roku users received the majority of the latter issue, perhaps unsurprising as it was 

one of the last streaming hardware devices to make a deal with HBO Max.  On the short term, 473

these issues were a result of difficulty expanding to international scale as HBO Max launched in 

parts of Latin America and the Caribbean, which required thousands of hours of programming to 

encode subtitles to the large volume of content on the service, as well as the addition of the $10 

ad-supported tier to the service that began in June 2021, which added a whole new layer of code 

to the app, with the potential for new glitches in the process.474

The more long-term issue with the app, however, is that it was built on existing HBO Go 

and HBO Now infrastructures, with the HBO Go app literally transforming into the HBO Max 

app in many digital storefronts overnight. HBO Max was built on these infrastructures, but both 

were originally designed for different types of products; thus HBO Max it was not built from 

scratch as an international streaming service with tens of millions of users, resulting in technical 

difficulties.475

While WarnerMedia avoided drastic day one issues that can happen with a brand new 

product, such as Disney+ being largely unavailable at launch day due to a coding error, this 

hasn’t made adding features to the service less difficult in the long run. In the face of these 

technical issues (and public backlash on Twitter), WarnerMedia is building a new HBO Max app 

from the ground up. While not publicly announced as of this writing in August 2021, one 

 Josef Adalian, “Inside HBO Max’s Scramble to Fix Its Glitchy App,” Vulture, August 12, 2021, 473
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WarnerMedia exec noted that every HBO Max connected TV app will be replaced in early 

2022.476

AT&T’s Television Bets
While distribution issues have somewhat hindered HBO Max’s growth and thus AT&T’s 

envisioned platform and content synergy, another key disruption to AT&T’s merger synergy is 

the facts of television distribution itself. AT&T’s plan of vertical integration between content 

(WarnerMedia) and distribution (AT&T) failed to account for the diverse layers of television 

distribution.

Arguing against the merger in 2016, media reporter Edmund Lee notes that “A company 

that owns pipes, whether over the air or through the ground, doesn’t actually benefit from 

owning the content flowing through those pipes.”  Lee argues that WarnerMedia “loses its 477

value if it can’t sell its content to every possible distributor, including AT&T’s main rivals, such 

as Comcast and Verizon.”  This point was actually argued by AT&T to avoid claims of content 478

monopolization in the DOJ’s antitrust lawsuit, but ran contrary to the synergistic vision of HBO 

Max, which functions on exclusivity of premium streaming content. In any case, the presumed 

synergy in retaining AT&T customers has yet to be seen. With the AT&T sale of WarnerMedia in 

April 2022, it’s unclear whether we’ll ever see tangible evidence that this did benefit AT&T’s 

bottom line. In any case, if there ever were benefits to reducing subscriber churn, they did not 

outweigh AT&T’s mounting debts, including debts accused from other failed synergy plays such 

as the acquisition of DirecTV.
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AT&T’s 2015 purchase of DirecTV, an American direct broadcast satellite television, was a 

curious one, in part because the company was previously not invested in television as a business 

unit. As one Scientific American article described in 2008, while AT&T delivers “cable television 

through their telephone lines, they are not as closely wedded to the TV first model as the cable 

companies are. Their core business is delivering telephone service.”  The year AT&T bought 479

DirectTV was the last year the company saw growth in subscribers. In February 2021, AT&T 

spun off DirecTV, selling a minority stake to a private equity firm.  While DirecTV still 480

generates revenue, with 17.2 million subscribers by the end of 2020, AT&T, saddled with debt 

from the recent WarnerMedia merger and the phone plan price wars, had also recently acquired a 

significant amount of debt from FCC spectrum actions to support their communications 

segment.  AT&T found they had no choice but to sell DirecTV to ensure AT&T’s 481

creditworthiness. The deal was done one day after AT&T spent 23.41 billion dollars of spectrum 

allocation. It’s clear from AT&T’s Annual report that the DirecTV deal was hastily announced in 

response to winning the spectrum bid with the FCC to retain creditworthiness.  AT&T’s credit 482

worthiness is between upper and lower medium grade, including a negative outlook from credit 

rating agency S&P.483

 Moyer, "The Everything TV.”479
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Why did AT&T get into the media business (and in part, the television business with the 

Turner unit), if they were already struggling with their DirecTV business unit? As some have 

speculated, including former Time Warner CEO Jeff Bewkes and former DOJ Antitrust Chief 

Makan Delrahim, AT&T merged with WarnerMedia to salvage a bad deal with DirecTV.  484

Acquiring a media company was a means of bolstering the content distribution division, with 

HBO Max was the lynchpin towards building that synergy.

Jason Kilar and Digital First Strategies

Key to AT&T’s vision of synergy was hiring a streaming platform savvy CEO to run 

WarnerMedia, and they found their man in Jason Kilar. Examining Kilar’s impact on HBO Max 

illustrates how platform ecosystems shape and shift the value of cultural production. The former 

CEO of American streaming service Hulu, Kilar was brought on as the new CEO of 

WarnerMedia May 1, 2020. As one Variety analyst described, “What makes Kilar so appealing 

for WarnerMedia is he fits the narrative they’ve been peddling since AT&T acquired Time 

Warner: that this combined colossus would bring tech-driven innovation to the content 

business.”  Of course, no one could predict that he would seek an exit deal in a year with the 485

spinoff of WarnerMedia with Discovery. 

Kilar's announcement that the entire Warner Bros. 2021 film slate would launch on HBO Max 

the same day as their debut in theatres has both industry and cultural implications. On the 

 Alex Sherman, “Ex-Time Warner CEO Jeff Bewkes Says He Has Doubts about Vertical 484
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industry side, COVID-19’s closure of theatres and acceleration of direct-to-consumer streaming 

options put pressure on media companies to reconsider how and where to invest in cultural 

production across different distribution methods. On the cultural side, it demonstrates a shift in 

how content is revalued and reformatted for platform streaming. In an August 2020 memo and 

press release, Kilar notes that in response to such industry pressures, WarnerMedia’s top priority 

is to elevate HBO Max in the organization and expand its scope globally.  In the wake of 486

platform growth at all costs, films become flattened as another form of content for streaming 

platforms, regardless of previous agreements around theatrical windows. This shift in the value 

of film illustrates David Nieborg and Thomas Poell’s argument that platforms encourage the 

production and distribution of cultural goods that are “malleable, modular in design, and 

informed by datafied user feedback, open to constant revision and recirculation.”  487

Platformization puts pressure on films, previously tethered theatrical-specific windows agreed 

upon with theatre owners, to become more flexible in their distribution. These cultural shifts 

around films also includes what kinds of films are made for theatres and platform streaming. In 

an interview, Kilar positioned the changing value of film distribution on catering to the 

consumer’s desires, including preferences for how to consume media, positioning blockbuster 

spectacle for theatres, and quieter fare for home viewing.  Platformization of cultural 488

production not only entails modularity in distribution, but curtails particular aesthetics as well.

Kilar’s vigorous support of digital release strategies is nothing new. In his infamous blog post 
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released on February 2nd, 2011, Kilar, then CEO of streaming platform Hulu, pontificated on the 

future of television, arguing that consumers don’t like watching ads, and that with digital media 

release strategies such as streaming services, consumers avoid the ads while advertisers get the 

specific demographics they want. As Kilar wrote, “advertisers will demand the ability to target 

their messages to people rather than targeting their messages to TV shows as proxies for people.” 

 This post reportedly enraged his bosses and potentially imperilled his job, and quickly 489

became labeled in the industry press as Kilar’s “Jerry Maguire moment,” in reference to the film 

Jerry Maguire (Cameron Crowe, 1996), where Maguire (Tom Cruise) circulates an idealistic 

memo at his sports agency, and is promptly fired by his bosses. Yet reread with today’s 

perspective, Kilar’s forecasting—that streaming as the future for film, television, and advertising

—feels common knowledge today. But such an acknowledgement, particularly its forecasting 

decline of linear television, was a difficult truth that Hollywood did not want to hear: that the 

ingrained methods of distribution (and thus revenue) are facing disruption, if not obsolescence.490

Kilar’s blog post fundamentally questioned the way Hollywood works, critiquing current 

distributions systems as outmoded. Such a criticism did not only means of distribution, but 

means of value creation as well, as Hollywood has long built symbolic capital through trade and 

industry discourses.  And for that, he was severely chastised by the industry and the press. 491

Hollywood’s and the press’s reaction around Kilar’s blog post illustrates how the industry relies 
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on its own myth making to make sense of its own industry.  Kilar’s post wasn’t an internal 492

memo leaked to the press; it was always intended for a public audience. In fact, the post was 

connected to a short announcement that Comedy Central series such as The Daily Show were 

returning to Hulu after a year-long absence. As one former Amazon employee who worked with 

Kilar stated, “Nothing he’s done is an accident,”  pointing out that this blog post was intended 493

to make such a pronounced effect. 

Kilar’s digital and streaming-focused strategy is understandable considering his Silicon 

Valley-style approach to the industry,  a management style that values disruption as the 494

generator for innovation, an ideology similarly found at Netflix.  He has no sentimentality 495

towards Hollywood, the industry that resisted streaming for so long because it upset its 

traditional flows of capital. As one Variety reporter described, Kilar “is a guy who will not 

tolerate what he sees as the path to innovation getting blocked.”  With his brash strategy, Kilar 496

did what he wasn’t able to do at Hulu due to its split corporate ownership by traditional media 

companies: go all in on a digital first strategy, regardless of its disruptions to other segments of 

the industry. The sudden announcement angered directors, actors, producers, agents, and theatre 

chains, as the decision was poised to disrupt the entire theatrical film ecosystem, including 

backend compensation agreements. Kilar acknowledged that they should have taken more time 
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to discuss this shift with more than 170 individuals involved with WarnerMedia’s 2021 film 

slate.  This issue around backend compensation isn’t exclusive to WarnerMedia: Disney settled 497

a lawsuit from actor Scarlett Johansson, who argued that the dual release of her recent film Black 

Widow (Cate Shortland, 2021) to both theatres and Disney+ siphoned her backend compensation 

from theatrical earnings.  WarnerMedia reportedly made handsome compensation deals to 498

various parties to avoid such an issue, and has changed performance-based bonuses to be more 

amenable to streaming distribution.499

Kilar’s gambit appears to be a success, at least in terms of AT&T’s goal to boost HBO Max 

subscriber growth, no matter the cost. CEO John Stankey credited the same day digital 

distribution as effective in driving early 2021 subscriber growth.  Same-day streaming debuts 500

drew in new customers and helps reduce subscriber churn with the offer of revolving premium 

content. Kilar noted in a 2021 quarterly earnings call that the success of the day and date release 

of theatrical films on HBO Max encouraged shortening the delay between theatrical releases and 

home exhibition.  Other platforms have quietly followed WarnerMedia’s strategy, including 501
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NBCUniversal/Comcast streamer Peacock, which premiered a select number of film titles same 

day on streaming in 2021.502

Content wars
HBO Max’s same-day streaming of new theatrical releases in 2021 was part of the platform’s 

larger strategy in retaining a catalogue of premium content necessary to survive the streaming 

wars. This section analyzes HBO Max’s various content strategies HBO Max to illustrate how 

contemporary conglomerates create their libraries of content, as well as illustrate how these 

libraries are reliant on older forms of television and its archives.

In general, there are three ways media giants are securing exclusive catalogues of content:  

heavily investing in new productions (including animation), licensing media (particularly well 

known franchises or series), or merging media companies outright to guarantee content 

ownership. This section examines how WarnerMedia employs all three strategies, with particular 

attention to the larger competitive market for producing exclusive animated.

In terms of producing content, most streaming platforms are spending billions to compete. For 

example, September 2021, Kilar announced that WarnerMedia will spend at least $18 billion on 

content through the rest of 2021 and 2022, an amount to match Netflix’s similar $18 billion 

commitment on new content.  These weighty commitments extend internationally as well. As 503

Ramon Lobato observes, streaming media platforms recognize that global reach requires 

adapting to the diverse array of markets, including localization and the production of local 

 That NBCUniversal named their platform Peacock, a play on NBC’s iconic Peacock logo, indicates 502

the continued relevance of cable channel branding in the era of streaming media platforms. See Johnson, 
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content.  On June 29, 2021, HBO Max rolled out in to Latin America and the Caribbean, with a 504

debut in some parts of Europe expected by the end of 2021.  As such, HBO Max has 505

committed to produce “100 local originals in Latin America” across 2022-2023.  In terms of 506

content production and distribution, Lobato’s analysis and HBO Max’s investments perhaps 

indicates the limitation of the platform imperialism thesis, which argues American imperialism 

continues through the global rollout of American-headquartered platforms.507

Animation in particular has become a key piece in streaming content strategies to reduce 

subscriber churn and promote growth. As Variety observed in 2021, “Kids Television Became the 

Most Heated Front in the Streaming Wars,” much of which is animated.  As Sara Fischer 508

observes, “Kids content used to be perceived as a tool to stop users from cancelling streaming 

accounts. Now it's a key driver for new user growth.”  Audience appetites for adult-oriented 509

 Ramon Lobato, Netflix Nations: The Geography of Digital Distribution, ePub (New York: New 504

York University Press, 2019), 134-166.

 WarnerMedia Pressroom. “HBO Max Rolls Out In 39 Territories In Latin America And The 505

Caribbean Starting Today,” June 29, 2021. https://pressroom.warnermedia.com/media-release/hbo-max-
rolls-out-39-territories-latin-america-and-caribbean-starting-today?language_content_entity=en&fb.

 WarnerMedia Pressroom. “HBO Max Rolls Out In 39 Territories In Latin America And The 506

Caribbean Starting Today,” June 29, 2021. https://pressroom.warnermedia.com/media-release/hbo-max-
rolls-out-39-territories-latin-america-and-caribbean-starting-today?language_content_entity=en&fb.

 Dal Yong Jin, “The Construction of Platform Imperialism in the Globalization Era,” TripleC: 507

Communication, Capitalism & Critique 11, no. 1 (January 11, 2013): 145–72, https://doi.org/10.31269/
triplec.v11i1.458.

 Brian Steinberg and Elaine Low, “How Kids Television Became the Most Heated Front in the 508

Streaming Wars,” Variety, January 27, 2021, https://variety.com/2021/tv/news/kids-television-streaming-
netflix-apple-disney-nickelodeon-1234891622/.

 Sara Fischer, “Kids Content Is Crushing It on TV and Streaming,” Axios, November 9, 2021, 509

https://www.axios.com/kids-content-netflix-youtube-
ratings-53db5480-6036-415b-9a0a-46f9249d49e9.html.
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animation has also increased,  particularly as platforms increasingly produce animated “Quality 510

TV,” content aimed at middle-class taste cultures that often produce the sought-after water cooler 

effect in generating public discourse.  As a result, streaming video platforms have made big 511

investments in animation recently to target both children and adult demographics, both in terms 

of licensing and, in some cases, launching their own in house animation studios and reducing 

outsourcing. A quick overview of each platform’s animation offerings helps illustrate this trend, 

and situate HBO Max amid the increasingly competitive marketplace.

Netflix has already built up a considerable amount of children’s animated programming, 

signing a deal with Dreamworks Animation Studio (hereafter DWA) to produce 300 hours of 

content in 2013.  Adults are served as well with hit Netflix series such as Bojack Horseman 512

(2014-2020, Netflix’s first adult animated series) and Castlevania (2017-2021). Bojack 

Horseman’s critical success illustrates how Netflix repositions adult animation as quality tv,  513

 Lesley Goldberg, “TV’s Animation Boom Sparks New Studios at Netflix and CBS,” The 510

Hollywood Reporter, October 31, 2018, https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/tvs-animation-
boom-sparks-new-studios-at-netflix-cbs-1156274; Josef Adalian, “How Netflix Plans to Win the Cartoon 
Wars,” Vulture, March 17, 2022, https://www.vulture.com/2022/03/how-netflix-plans-to-win-the-cartoon-
wars.html; Alex Dudok de Wit, “ViacomCBS Is Dusting Off Vintage Shows As Part Of Its New Adult 
Animation Strategy,” Cartoon Brew, August 6, 2020, https://www.cartoonbrew.com/business/viacomcbs-
is-dusting-off-vintage-shows-as-part-of-its-new-adult-animation-strategy-195147.html.

 Mareike Jenner, “Binge-Watching: Video-on-Demand, Quality TV and Mainstreaming Fandom,” 511

International Journal of Cultural Studies 20, no. 3 (May 1, 2017): https://doi.org/
10.1177/1367877915606485, 312

 Matt Brian, “Netflix Signs Exclusive Deal for over 300 Hours of Original DreamWorks Animation 512

Content,” The Verge, June 17, 2013, https://www.theverge.com/2013/6/17/4437404/netflix-dreamworks-
exclusive-deal.

 Eddie Falvey, “Situating Netflix’s Original Adult Animation: Observing Taste Cultures and the 513

Legacies of ‘Quality’ Television through BoJack Horseman and Big Mouth,” Animation 15, no. 2 (July 1, 
2020): 116–29, https://doi.org/10.1177/1746847720933791.
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targeting taste cultures and attracting academic attention as well.  Netflix was expected to 514

spend almost $5 billion on animated content alone in 2022.  In the wake of Netflix’s loss of 515

around 200,000 subscribers in Q1 2022, however, its stock value has lost nearly 70% of its value, 

pushing Netflix into cost-cutting mode.  While a number of animated projects are still 516

underway, Netflix laid off 70 people in their animation unit, and canceling a handful of animated 

productions.517

Hulu strengthened its animation offerings by also inking a deal with DWA to host their films, 

and new series starting in 2020.  It recently launched the highly anticipated animated series 518

Solar Opposites (2020-present) and Animaniacs (2020-present), a reboot of popular 1990s series 

executive produced by Steven Spielberg. Disney+ builds from its large back catalogue of 

animated content to include platform exclusive series Monsters at Work (2021), a spinoff of 

Disney-Pixar’s popular film Monsters, Inc. (Pete Docter, 2001). Amazon Prime Streaming has 

also entered the adult animation space with Undone (2019–) and Invincible (2021–), in addition 

 See Post45’s collection of essays on Bojack Horseman. Jack Belloli and Pamela Thurschwell, 514

“Leaving Hollywoo: Essays After BoJack Horseman,” Post45, November 2020, https://post45.org/
sections/contemporaries-essays/bojack-horseman/.

 Wendy Lee, “Netflix and Amazon Spark Animation Revival, Spending Heavily in Quest for Binge-515

Worthy Shows,” Los Angeles Times, November 18, 2018, https://www.latimes.com/business/hollywood/
la-fi-ct-animation-streaming-20181118-story.html.

 Jennifer Maas and Brent Lang, “Netflix Begins Second Round of Layoffs, 300 Positions Cut 516

(EXCLUSIVE),” Variety, June 23, 2022, https://variety.com/2022/tv/news/netflix-layoffs-fired-jobs-
lost-1235301553/.

 Jamie Lang, “Netflix Animation Eliminates 70 Jobs, Drops Three Projects,” Cartoon Brew, May 517

18, 2022, https://www.cartoonbrew.com/business/netflix-animation-70-layoffs-project-
cancelations-216512.html; Rebecca Rubin, “Netflix Scraps Several Animated Projects, Including Ava 
DuVernay’s ‘Wings of Fire’ and ‘Antiracist Baby’ (EXCLUSIVE),” Variety, May 17, 2022, https://
variety.com/2022/film/news/netflix-animated-series-wings-of-fire-antiracist-baby-1235269747/.

 Todd Spangler, “Hulu Climbs Above 20 Million Subscribers, Inks Major DreamWorks Animation 518

Deal,” Variety, May 2, 2018, https://variety.com/2018/digital/news/hulu-upfront-20-million-subscribers-
dreamworks-animation-1202794753/.
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to its children’s animated programming such as DWA’s The Adventures of Rocky and Bullwinkle 

(2018-2019). NBCUniversal’s streaming service Peacock announced five new children’s 

animated series from DWA (a subsidiary of NBCUniversal) to begin sometime in 2020.  CBS 519

All Access, now known as Paramount+, has also entered into the animated television space with 

Star Trek: Lower Decks (2020-present). In 2018, Netflix and CBS launched their own in-house 

animation studios.  In 2022, Netflix bought animation studio Animal Logic, known for their 520

work on Warner Bros. Animated films and Cartoon Network bumpers (discussed in chapter 2).521

All major streaming platforms are investing in animation, recognizing the appetite for both 

children and adult animated content. One animation industry veteran described how streaming 

platforms discovered “that kids programming was the sticky part of the programming that kept 

subscribers subscribing.”  Such “sticky” content helps keep subscriber churn low, one of 522

streaming platform’s most important metrics. As a result, many platforms have turned to DWA as 

their children’s content workhouse. The studio has entrenched itself into the children’s television 

animation space for streamers, becoming the go to animation studio for children’s content for 

multiple streaming platforms. In short, streaming platforms are heavily investing in animation 

production to retain subscriptions, particularly among families.

When media companies aren’t investing in new productions, then they are buying licensing 

 Erik Pedersen, “Peacock Programming: List Of NBCUniversal Streaming Service’s Series, Films, 519

Sports, News & More,” Deadline, January 16, 2020, https://deadline.com/feature/peacock-tv-nbc-
universal-streaming-service-1202832718/.

 Lesley Goldberg, “TV’s Animation Boom Sparks New Studios at Netflix and CBS.” The 520

Hollywood Reporter, October 31, 2018, https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/tv/tv-news/tvs-animation-
boom-sparks-new-studios-at-netflix-cbs-1156274/.

 Jay Peters, “Netflix Is Acquiring the Animation Studio behind The Lego Movie,” The Verge, July 521

19, 2022, https://www.theverge.com/2022/7/19/23270507/netflix-acquiring-animation-studio-animal-
logic.

 Lee, “Netflix and Amazon Spark Animation Revival.”522
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rights for classic content. Some eye-popping numbers spent on licensing individual programs 

include WarnerMedia spending $450 million and $500 million dollars for the exclusive 

streaming rights of Friends (NBC, 1994-2004) and South Park (Comedy Central, 1997-present), 

respectively.  In some cases, studios are spending a fortune to take back the rights to their 523

content for their own streaming platforms; NBCUniversal, for example, spent $500 million to 

land the exclusive rights to The Office (NBC, 2006-2013) for their streaming service Peacock.  524

Friends and other media with strong name-brand recognition function are what former HBO 

Max Chief Content Officer Kevin Reilly called “destination assets.”  These media content are 525

presumed to be the initial draw for consumers to come to streaming services; as such, as Reilly 

notes, “They should be exclusive to the service.”  These destination assets, typically serving 526

broad audiences, are representative of what Lotz calls an content acquisition strategy towards 

content curation, one that prioritizes drawing in the broadest audiences possible, typically to 

support an advertising-supported platform.527

While media companies spend heavily on new productions or the licenses for old content, 

another tactic deployed more recently is media companies not jut spending their money on 

 Lesley Goldberg, ‘“Friends’ Officially Leaving Netflix for WarnerMedia’s Streaming Service,” The 523

Hollywood Reporter, July 9, 2019, https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/tv/tv-news/friends-officially-
leaving-netflix-warnermedias-streaming-service-1223151/; Elaine Low, “HBO Max Wins ‘South Park’ 
Streaming Rights for Over $500 Million,” Variety, October 29, 2019, https://variety.com/2019/tv/news/
south-park-stream-exclusively-hbo-max-1203387212/.

 Lesley Goldberg, ‘“The Office’: Why NBCUniversal Is Paying $500M to Pull the Hit From 524

Netflix,” The Hollywood Reporter, June 26, 2019, https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/tv/tv-news/office-
why-nbcuniversal-is-paying-500m-pull-hit-netflix-1221020/.

 Natalie Jarvey, “Kevin Reilly: ‘It’s Not a Good Model to Share’ WarnerMedia Shows Like 525

‘Friends,’” The Hollywood Reporter, February 11, 2019, https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/tv/tv-news/
kevin-reilly-not-a-good-model-share-warnermedia-shows-like-friends-1185553/.

 Jarvey, “Kevin Reilly: ‘It’s Not a Good Model to Share’ WarnerMedia Shows Like ‘Friends.”526

 Lotz, Portals, Chapter 1, n.p.527
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content, but the companies that own them. Media company mergers help retain exclusive, 

valuable content for their streaming platforms, while also building sheer volume and scale to 

compete with established streaming giants such as Netflix. Since 2018, there have been nine 

large media mergers, including the merging of Viacom and CBS in 2019 for $12 billion, and 

Disney’s purchase of FOX for $71 billion in 2019.528

More recently, and of interest as it relates to WarnerMedia, is Amazon’s purchase of MGM 

Studios for $8.5 billion dollars in May 2021, with the sale under pending an antitrust review 

from the FTC.  As Variety notes, the sale of MGM, which has a library catalogue of over 4,000 529

films and 17,000 television shows, will “supercharge” its Prime Video streaming service and 

enable Amazon to work with well-established properties to create new original content.  As 530

studios retain the rights to their content for their own streaming platforms, the influx of MGM 

content for Amazon is necessary. The MGM purchase will add “tentpole names” to attract 

audiences to the service.  But the purchase will also support Amazon’s free, ad-supported 531

streaming service ImdbTv, recently renamed Freevee. Industry analysts Jessica Toonkel argues 

that “the advertising business has taken on a whole new priority” at Amazon, and acquiring 

name-brand content to attract ad-watching audiences will support that prioritization.  532

 Todd Spangler, Joe Otterson, and Cynthia Littleton, “Amazon Said to Make $9 Billion Offer for 528

MGM,” Variety, May 17, 2021, https://variety.com/2021/digital/news/amazon-mgm-acquisition-talks-9-
billion-1234975168/.

 Todd Spangler, “Amazon Bid for MGM to Get FTC Antitrust Review (Report),” Variety, June 22, 529

2021, https://variety.com/2021/digital/news/amazon-mgm-ftc-antitrust-review-1235002550/.

 Brent Lang and Todd Spangler, “Amazon Buys MGM, Studio Behind James Bond, for $8.45 530

Billion,” Variety, May 26, 2021, https://variety.com/2021/digital/news/amazon-buys-mgm-studio-behind-
james-bond-for-8-45-billion-1234980526/.

 Peter Kafka, “Why Is Amazon Buying MGM?,” Recode Media, May 27, 2021, https://531

podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/recode-media/id1080467174?i=1000523242615.

 Kafka, “Why Is Amazon Buying MGM?”532
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While MGM will add a number of popular titles such as the James Bond franchise to 

Amazon’s catalogue, many of MGM’s most famous films, such as Singing in the Rain (Gene 

Kelly & Stanley Donen, 1952), were bought up by Ted Turner in his acquisition of MGM in 

1985. While Turner quickly sold back MGM’s production and distribution assets due to immense 

debt, he retained MGM’s catalogue of films pre-1986, which helped him launch cable channels 

such as TCM. Turner was clear throughout the endeavour that his primary objective was to 

secure MGM’s film library, and all said and done, he ended up spending $1.2 billion for the 

catalogue of over 2,000 films.  Tim Wu asserts Turner was an innovator in recognizing the 533

long-tail of value in owning content quite early, basing his theories of programming on finding 

audiences for classic and/or nostalgic content.  Industry press have reframed Turner’s content 534

acquisition as an important precursor to the highly competitive content market for contemporary 

streaming platforms.535

If content is key to winning (or at least surviving) the streaming wars, then HBO Max is well 

secured thanks in part to Turner’s legacy. In other words, WarnerMedia’s legacy television 

division is a significant reason why the conglomerate’s streaming content library is so robust. 

Much as television practices continue to inform streaming platforms today, Turner’s television 

legacy through its archive of content promotes HBO Max’s success today. Examining how the 

platform curates is content, both on its streaming platform and discursively, demonstrates how 

curation is an extension of corporate strategy and branding, as well as the company’s own 

 Al Delugach, “Turner Sells Fabled MGM but Keeps a Lion’s Share,” Los Angeles Times, June 7, 533

1986, https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1986-06-07-mn-9950-story.html.

 Tim Wu, The Master Switch: The Rise and Fall of Information Empires, eBook (New York: Alfred 534

A. Knopf, 2010), 326.

 Cynthia Littleton, “Ted Turner: The Maverick Mogul Reflects on His Legacy, Big Deals and Old 535

Feuds.” Variety, April 9, 2019. https://variety.com/2019/tv/features/ted-turner-interview-cnn-
mgm-1203183345/.
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understanding of its catalogue. It is said content that we now turn to.

HBO Max: Where Human Curation Reigns

This section looks at HBO Max’s curation of its content, how this curation is integrated within 

corporate strategy and branding, and how its curation interface works paratexutally to shape 

content consumption. While HBO Max does have a content recommendation algorithm, the 

platform prides itself on its human curated content.  Since its announcement, human curation 536

remains a key element and distinguishing feature for HBO Max. Whereas one central logic of 

social media platforms today is programmability through algorithms,  WarnerMedia’s media 537

logic leans on human curation, an extension of HBO’s brand legacy. In announcing details of 

HBO Max in late 2019, WarnerMedia executive Andy Forssell posited that human curation is the 

solution to content discovery problems, namely, the indecisive scrolling across streaming 

platforms. Forssell argued that “data itself is not the answer;” rather, HBO Max blends data with 

strong human curation to innovate streaming media.  This emphasis on human curation over 538

data algorithms is an industry dig at Netflix, one that was done before with HBO’s 

“Recommended by Humans” campaign in 2019, which features video recommendations and 

Twitter testimonials by HBO fans recommending HBO content.  539

Curation is also presented in corporate materials as part of AT&T’s strengths as a platform. 

AT&T’s 2020 annual report states AT&T’s lists three things that make up their purpose and 

 Julia Alexander, “HBO Max Is Taking on Netflix with Human Curation Instead of Solely Relying 536

on Algorithms,” The Verge, May 27, 2020, https://www.theverge.com/21268972/hbo-max-design-
recommendation-human-curation-friends-kids-profiles.

 van Dijck and Poell, “Understanding Social Media Logic,” 5-6.537

 Roettgers, “HBO Max Will Offer Human Curation.”538

 Todd Spangler, “HBO Launches ‘Recommended by Humans’ Streaming Site in Dig at Netflix,” 539

Variety, August 6, 2019, https://variety.com/2019/digital/news/hbo-recommended-by-humans-streaming-
site-netflix-1203293780/.
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market focus, one of which is “creating and curating industry-leading premium entertainment 

content. ” WarnerMedia is implied to offer the content in this statement; after all, their ability 540

to create premium content was a key lure and justification for the merger. This corporate vision 

statement doesn’t just allude to AT&T’s function as a simple pipeline for content; rather, AT&T 

(or more specifically, HBO Max) offers complex curatorial infrastructure as well. Curation, then, 

functions as another aspect that was designed to demonstrate the powerful synergies of the 

AT&T-WarnerMedia merger. HBO Max relies on a wide variety of content curation forms for its 

platform, including hub interfaces, category types, and events, as well as promotional material 

outside the platform. These diverse and overlapping curatorial strategies connect and curate a 

diverse array of catalogues, while also discursively demonstrating their value to both consumers 

and stockholders. These human curation efforts are what Lotz calls audience oriented approach 

to curation, where targeting specific audiences and tastes shapes streaming curation strategies.  541

Platform interfaces not only curate platform content; they are also sites of distribution 

power.  As José Van Dijck points out, interfaces and their default settings steer users in 542

particularly ways in how they should use and experience platforms. As such, “Defaults are not 

just technical but also ideological maneuverings.”  Streaming platform interfaces are 543

 AT&T Inc., “2020 Annual Report,” 2021, https://investors.att.com/financial-reports/annual-reports/540

2020, 2.

 Lotz, Portals, Chapter 1, https://quod.lib.umich.edu/m/maize/mpub9699689/1:4/--portals-a-541

treatise-on-internet-distributed-television?rgn=div1;view=fulltext, n.p.

 David Hesmondhalgh and Amanda D. Lotz, “Video Screen Interfaces as New Sites of Media 542

Circulation Power.,” International Journal of Communication (Online), January 1, 2020, 386–410, https://
go-gale-com.lib-ezproxy.concordia.ca/ps/i.do?
p=LitRC&sw=w&issn=19328036&v=2.1&it=r&id=GALE%7CA632409911&sid=googleScholar&linkac
cess=abs.

 José van Dijck, The Culture of Connectivity: A Critical History of Social Media (Oxford University 543

Press, 2013), https://doi.org/10.1093/acprof:oso/9780199970773.001.0001, 32.
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ephemeral paratexts that shape our consumption of media.  Whereas linear television uses 544

bumpers to shape and sustain viewer engagement with flow in switching from discrete texts, 

streaming platforms use interfaces to guide user engagement in switching from program to 

program.  Such interfaces, as paratexts, produce meaning in their own right, shaping our 545

understanding of platform content, including their perceived value. As Catherine Johnson 

observes, streaming platform interfaces are often designed to “create an illusion of abundance 

and plenty.”  The abundance of not only content, but its curation through hubs, collections and 546

other paratextual ephemera demonstrate that the bounty of corporate acquisitions and brands is 

spectacle itself. While this certainly extends to HBO Max as well, the media logic guiding its 

interfaces also prioritizes human curation (as an extension of HBO’s brand as television taste-

maker), and extends AT&T’s corporate strategy, such as the dilution of the Turner brand.

The interface of HBO Max is in part designed around hubs, oval icons grouping together key 

IP together into one accessible button. HBO Max’s hubs are HBO (the channel), Max Originals 

(content produced exclusively for the platform), DC, Sesame Workshop, TCM, Studio Ghibli, 

Cartoon Network, Adult Swim, Looney Tunes, and Cartoonito (replacing the now sold anime 

streaming platform Crunchyroll.) Notably, this lineup of hubs is reduced from its originally 

announced lineup in 2019, where Turner channels CNN, TNT, TruTV, and TBS were represented 

through hubs (Figure 21).  That these hubs were removed from the platform’s launch is another 547

indication of the erasure of the Turner brand post-merger (Figure 22). While Kilar described the 

 Kelly, “‘This Title Is No Longer Available.’”544

 Kelly, “‘This Title Is No Longer Available,’” 5.545

 Catherine Johnson, Online TV (New York and London: Routledge, 2019), 113.546

 Janko Roettgers, “HBO Max Will Offer Human Curation, Podcasts and Co-Viewing in Its Apps,” 547

Variety, October 29, 2019, https://variety.com/2019/digital/news/hbo-max-podcasts-coviewing-human-
curation-1203387597/.
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Figure 21. HBO Max’s original design would include hubs from Turner channels such as TruTV and 
TBS. Source: Janko Roettgers, “HBO Max Will Offer Human Curation, Podcasts and Co-Viewing in Its 
Apps,” Variety, October 29, 2019, https://variety.com/2019/digital/news/hbo-max-podcasts-coviewing-

human-curation-1203387597/.

Figure 22. A list of all the HBO Max hubs that curate WarnerMedia content. HBO is framed as the 
dominant brand presiding over all others. Screenshot taken May 29, 2020.
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integration of the “legacy Turner Networks” into HBO Max in 2020, in response to the 

pandemic’s acceleration of direct-to-consumer streaming, Kilar also reiterates WarnerMedia’s 

top priority: to elevate HBO Max in the organization and expand its scope globally.  548

Within and alongside the hubs, more curation happens through the categories of genre, 

collections, and categories. Genre categories such as horror, fantasy & sci-fi, action, and other 

typical film and television genres group content; within genres (and hubs), more specific 

collections and categories will curate specific franchises, trends, or other means of curation. 

Collections are based around a theme, ranging from medium-specific (such as “adult 

animation”), to cause-based (such as “Celebrating AAPI Heritage,”), to celebrity curated content 

(such as “Shaq’s picks”). Within hubs, genres, and/or collections, categories curate content as 

well, ranging from broad (such as “Family Movie Night”) to specific (such as best appearances 

of a character in a specific series). Celebrity curated content sometimes takes the form of short 

filmed interviews available on HBO Max; these paratextual videos curating platform content 

have recently been rebranded with the title “Recommended By” in June 2022, taking up the 

legacy of HBO’s older “Recommended by Humans” PR campaign that subtly critiqued 

algorithmically-driven curation. Content produced by or airing on the linear HBO channel is 

tagged as such by small white text at the bottom of content images; this practice distinguishes the 

HBO brand from the rest of the platform content (Figure 23). Max Originals serve as the 

platform’s signature original content, and thus an extension of its brand to compete in a highly 

competitive streaming market, similar to cable’s earlier reliance on original programming to 

distinguish itself in a crowed marketplace, similar to Cartoon Network’s Cartoon Cartoons 

 Jason Kilar, “WarnerMedia Organization Update.” WarnerMedia Pressroom, August 7, 2020. 548

https://pressroom.warnermedia.com/us/media-release/warnermedia-organization-update?
language_content_entity=en&fb.
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discussed in chapter 2.549

More unusual curation also highlights the human-curated element to the platform. For 

Halloween 2020, the platform curated a collection of TV shows aimed at inspiring costumes, 

with disparate recommendations including Game of Thrones, The Fresh Prince of Bel Air, and 

Doctor Who. In March 2021, the platform started curating content by astrological sign though 

its ”Max Horoscope Collection;” this collection updates every month in accordance with 

changing astrological signs. Such a unique form of curation is particularly aimed at the 

millennial demographic, as millennials have significantly embraced astrology within the past few 

years.550

Curation also frequently occurs by character. Within the DC hub, for example, content is 

 Mullen, The Rise of Cable Programming, 150.549

 Julie Beck, “Why Are Millennials So Into Astrology?,” The Atlantic, January 16, 2018, https://550

www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2018/01/the-new-age-of-astrology/550034/.

Figure 23. In a curated category title “Trips Gone Wrong,” content produced for or airing on the linear 
HBO channel is labeled “HBO” with small white text at the bottom of the content card. Non-HBO 

content featured included the Max original series The Flight Attendant and the Cartoon network series 
The Marvelous Misadventures of Flapjack. Screenshot of HBO Max taken June 25, 2022.
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categorized by characters such as Batman or The Joker. Within the “Kids & Family” genre, 

content is curated by character through clickable icons (Figure 24). This method of curation 

highlights the recognizability of IP as a key means of curation, particularly character-based 

curation. Characters are an organizing principle of transmedia storytelling, helping bridge 

consumers across different media, whether it serialized entries within a medium (such as films in 

a film franchise), or entries across multiple media forms (following a character across comics, 

television, film, etc.)  Characters are also crucial for brand management and merchandising. As 551

Marc Steinberg explains, 

 Henry Jenkins, “Transmedia Storytelling,” MIT Technology Review, January 15, 2003, https://551

www.technologyreview.com/2003/01/15/234540/transmedia-storytelling/; Henry Jenkins, Convergence 
Culture: Where Old and New Media Collide (New York: NYU Press, 2006), http://www.jstor.org/stable/
j.ctt9qffwr, chapter 3; Steinberg, Anime’s Media Mix; Jan-Noël Thon, “Transmedia Characters: Theory 
and Analysis,” Frontiers of Narrative Studies 5, no. 2 (November 28, 2019): 176–99, https://doi.org/
10.1515/fns-2019-0012.

Figure 24. HBO Max email advertisement curating children’s animated content by characters of 
popular franchises. Source: HBO Max promotional email, March 30, 2021.
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The character is both a thing—a toy, a sticker, a pair of shoes—and a virtual point of 
contact between product and product, product and consumer, consumer and consumer. 
The double nature of the character allows it to function as the glue between divergent 
series: it is both a series of material embodiments and the immaterial entity that traverses 
these and binds them.552

Characters are products, advertisements for products, and affective commodities shaping 

consumption. Because of this overlap, “The distinction between the production of the 

commodity, the promotion of consumption, and consumption of the object collapses into one 

character-fueled process.”  HBO Max’s character-reliant curation functions similarly, drawing 553

upon the affective brand relations characters and their iconicity draw in viewers.

 These multiple layers of curation lead to immense curatorial overlap. Clicking on the 

“animation” genre, for example, displays a number of collections and categories from which to 

pick; from there, clicking on the “Adult Animation Collection” will take you to another page 

where you can then click to the [adult swim] hub. Not all curation leads to this chain of hyper-

specific curation; rather, this demonstrates the overlapping curation elements at play that cater to 

a wide variety of selection methods available to users of the platform.

Alongside these numerous levels of curation, HBO Max also hosts events such as the 

TCM Classic Film Festival in May 2021, with content listed on both HBO Max and the cable 

channel TCM. Content included classic films as well as short interviewed with filmmakers 

describing the films and their excellence. One WarnerMedia executive noted that the HBO Max 

hubs were always envisioned as a place where WarnerMedia “would ‘event-ize’ this premium 

programming.”  HBO Max is envisioned not as a standalone product, but a central node for all 554

 Steinberg, Anime’s Media Mix, 195.552

 Steinberg, Anime’s Media Mix, 197.553

 Todd Spangler, “How TCM Tapped HBO Max to Expand Its 2021 Classic Film Festival,” Variety, 554

May 5, 2021, https://variety.com/2021/digital/news/tcm-classic-film-festival-hbo-max-1234967287/.
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of WarnerMedia’s content. If any media is produced at WarnerMedia, it will likely pass through 

HBO Max at some point in time.

Curation also extends outside the platform itself through its promotional emails, which 

including streaming guides, animated trailers, and the occasional promotion of AT&T mobile 

plans. HBO Max sends weekly streaming guides via email to curate the platforms content. It also 

sends “Weekend Watch Guides,” detailed schedules of what HBO content to watch and when 

new episodes premiere on HBO Max. In this way, email curation replaces the TV Guide in its 

supplication to day-and-date scheduled TV viewing.  Additionally, while all streamers do some 555

form of email promotion to its subscribers, notably for HBO Max, the platform frequently uses 

animated GIFs at the top of their emails to promote and curate its content. GIFs of trailers 

promoting new releases, or as slideshows of new content on the platform, distills a vast catalogue 

of content to manageable choices for the consumer. That the platform uses animation to promote 

content illustrates animation functions more than just content for HBO Max; rather, it also helps 

curate content as well, a point echoed in Space Jam: A New Legacy, discussed in chapter 4. 

Finally, these emails occasional promote AT&T mobile plans near the bottom of their pages, a 

reflection of AT&T’s planned synergy of pipes and content through HBO Max.

In sum, HBO Max’s curation strategies are diverse and expansive, ranging from the typical 

categories to the “sublimely silly.”  Different curation methods uniquely curate and overlap to 556

cater to diverse demographics and interests. Through unique human curation, unlike anything 

 For more on the legacy of TV Guide in organizing consumer habits of television, see Lynne Joyrich, 555

“Guided by TV,” Journal of Visual Culture 6, no. 2 (August 1, 2007): 209–17, https://doi.org/
10.1177/1470412907078565.

 Caroline Framke and Daniel D’Addario, “HBO Max Launch Reveals Impressive Library, Potential 556

Netflix Challenge (Analysis),” Variety, May 27, 2020, https://variety.com/2020/tv/columns/hbo-max-
review-analysis-1234617358/.
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algorithmic curation has produced in the past, HBO Max intentionally distinguishes itself from 

its main competitor, Netflix.  Such diverse methods of curation also work discursively to 557

emphasize the quality and prestige of the HBO (and by extension, WarnerMedia) brand. As Marc 

Steinberg writes, “contents as a term is a schema that gives economic form and value to cultural 

goods.”  By extension, the hyper-specific curation of content further emphasizes and packages 558

the value of such content, and tries to justify HBO Max’s weighty subscription fee of $15 a 

month. As Ramon Lobato observes, the price of media goods is in part shaped by culture, in that 

they “they embody, extend, or contest assumptions about the value of media.”  Content 559

discourse is a form of value-producing wrapping, while further value created at the interface 

level which also aims to make the content visually valuable.

So far, this chapter has examined AT&T envisioned synergies of vertical integration, the 

complexities of digital media distribution, and HBO Max strategies such as same-day platform 

film releases and curation strategies. This chapter ends by examining the impact on Turner 

Broadcasting, the home to much of WarnerMedia’s animation production and distribution, and 

how animation itself is mobilized within the media conglomerate.

Restructure: Turner erasure

The AT&T-WarnerMedia merger, alongside other WarnerMedia mergers of the past (Turner 

Broadcasting in 1996, AOL in 2000), provide insight into the how corporate conglomeration 

reshape cultural production. If HBO Max was the lynchpin of AT&T’s planned merger synergy, 

 Roettgers, “HBO Max Will Offer Human Curation.”557

 Marc Steinberg, The Platform Economy: How Japan Transformed The Consumer Internet 558

(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2019), 65.

 Ramon Lobato, “Free, Bundled, or Personalized? Rethinking Price and Value in Digital 559

Distribution,” in Digital Media Distribution: Portals, Platforms, Pipelines, ed. Paul McDonald, Courtney 
Brannon Donoghue, and Timothy Havens (New York University Press, 2021), 330.
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it’s important to examine the changes to corporate structure AT&T mandated to best support the 

platform and the company more broadly. The company reorganized multiple times, resulting in 

many top Turner executives leaving the company, and laid off thousands of below the line 

workers in WarnerMedia, including television programmers and marketers. Two main effects of 

AT&T’s restructuring are worth noting here for their impact on animation and in particularly 

Cartoon Network: the erasure of the Turner brand, and repositioning of animation for global 

demographic reach. This section examines the first effect, how AT&T’s reorganization 

deliberately erased the Turner Broadcasting System as both a business unit and brand, making 

space for AT&T’s own advertising business. Turner’s brand erasure enables us to see another 

angle of AT&T’s corporate strategy and its priorities around its rebranded advertising arm.

Examining how Turner as a key brand was eliminated through corporate restructuring  

illustrates typical conglomeration branding strategies, and demonstrates a shift in valuation and 

branding from cable to streaming platforms.  AT&T’s views of the business unit and the brand as 

a whole are most clearly reflect in the company’s corporate documents, including memos and 

reports. Corporate reports are an unusual genre, combining factual reporting of financial data 

with press release hype, presenting narratives, histories, and futures for investors.  They excise 560

or occlude that which is not overall beneficial to a brand’s rhetoric and corporate image. Annual 

reports, where companies give a detailed overview of their past year’s activities and envision the 

company’s future plans, are particularly helpful in determining broader corporate strategy and 

branding. They also hold insight into the financial health of a company. As Heather Lord writes, 

“In addition to being a valuable public relations tool, annual reports are regulated by the SEC 

and are considered one of the most accurate sources for information about the financial health 

 David, “Mythmaking in Annual Reports,” 195–222; Rutherford, “Genre Analysis of Corporate 560

Annual Report Narratives,” 349–78.
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and future prospects of a company.”  Analyzing AT&T’s annual reports reveals strategic 561

framing, or absence, of the Turner brand as AT&T reorganized WarnerMedia to remove 

“redundancies” from Turner executives to the business unit as a whole.

In 2018, AT&T Chairman and CEO Randall Stephenson and John Stankey (then AT&T’s 

top entertainment executive, now AT&T’s CEO) met Ted Turner in person “to personally assure 

him that his legacy would be maintained in the wake of any reorganization of the company.”  562

Before then, Time Warner’s annual reports in the 2010s framed Turner as a central pillar of the 

organization, alongside HBO and Warner Bros. (Figure 25).  When examining corporate 563

documents, press releases, and the design of HBO Max, however, it’s clear this promise to 

maintain Turner’s legacy was broken. In AT&T’s 2018 annual report, the year of the merger, 

Turner is described as the “historic Turner division,” a phrasing that implies the brand’s 

diminishing relevance.  A number of high profile Turner executives were pushed out when John 564

Stanley took over as CEO and eliminated positions in the new organization.  Turner 565

Broadcasting Unit’s “Turner 2020” plan, an initiative begun in 2014 to revitalize and strengthen 

the brand’s portfolio across its different channels, including doubling its investment in producing 

 Lord, “Annual Reports: A Literature Overview,” 368.561

 Mary Pflum, “Ted Turner Name Likely Stripped from New WarnerMedia Company after $85B 562

Merger,” NBC News, March 13, 2019, https://www.nbcnews.com/business/business-news/ted-turner-
name-likely-stripped-new-warnermedia-company-after-85b-n982696.

 Time Warner, Inc., “Time Warner 2014 Annual Report” (New York: Time Warner, Inc., n.d.), The 563

Internet Archive, https://web.archive.org/web/20160414235859/http://ir.timewarner.com/phoenix.zhtml?
c=70972&p=irol-reportsannual.

 AT&T Inc., “2018 Annual Report,” 2019, https://investors.att.com/financial-reports/annual-reports/564

2018, 73, emphasis added.

 Flint, “AT&T to HBO, Turner: No More Fiefdoms,”; Gregg Kilday, “Kevin Tsujihara Says 565

WarnerMedia Shake-Up Isn’t ‘a Cost-Cutting Exercise,”; Dawn C. Chmielewski, “Turner CEO John 
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Figure 25. The cover page of Time Warner’s 2014 Annual Report positions Turner as a central pillar of 
the media conglomerate. Source: Time Warner, Inc., “Time Warner 2014 Annual Report” (New York: 
Time Warner, Inc., n.d.), The Internet Archive, https://web.archive.org/web/20160414235859/http://

ir.timewarner.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=70972&p=irol-reportsannual.
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original programming,  was abandoned with the departure of Turner Broadcasting CEO John 566

Martin.  Turner’s 50th anniversary of the company in 2020 came and went with nary a word 567

from AT&T or WarnerMedia. 

In 2019, the Turner pressroom site was deactivate in early 2019, with Turner.com now 

redirecting to WarnerMedia. While AT&T still uses the Turner name in corporate documents to 

refer to their television unit,  a WarnerMedia spokesman explained in 2019 that “With the new 568

[post-merger corporate] structure, we no longer need that brand … The Turner name isn’t as 

meaningful.”  As AT&T’s synergy strategy was the combination of content and data to 569

supercharge ad rates, including advertising on Turner channels, it seems that the Turner brand 

itself, especially its entwined history with cable, is not desirable as AT&T invests in the 

streaming platform future. In other words, while the cable channels themselves were still 

valuable to various extents, the larger Turner corporate brand, one nearly synonymous with cable 

television itself, may have seemed outmoded to AT&T, and thus disposable, much to the chagrin 

of WarnerMedia’s staff.  570

While the main Turner brand may be gone, the business unit still remains in corporate 

accounting, covering “multichannel basic television networks and digital properties … [and 

 “Time Warner 2014 Annual Report,” 2; Michael Schneider, “What the End of the Turner Brand 566

Could Mean for Its Channels,” Variety, March 12, 2019, https://variety.com/2019/tv/news/turner-brand-
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selling] advertising on its networks and digital properties.”  In short, while the Turner name 571

exists in some capacity in the television channels TCM, TBS, and TNT, Turner Broadcasting 

System as a business unit was effectively dissolved in 2019 as the various Turner corporate 

assets were reshuffled under WarnerMedia and a number of high-profile executives exited the 

company, including Turner president David Levy  and Cartoon Network president Christina 572

Miller,  resulting in a tremendous loss of institutional knowledge.  But as Variety notes, 573 574

Turner is “the biggest part of the business” under WarnerMedia,  bringing in $11.6 billion in 575

advertising and affiliate fees in 2020.  Why, then, is its name erased, whereas the other major 576

television brand HBO remains relatively unscathed? The elimination of the Turner brand was 

primarily motived by AT&T’s desire to 1) remove less valued brands and reorganize its 

workforce to maximize cost reductions, and 2) prioritize their own newly rebranded advertising 

arm, Xandr. 

First, with a large merger such as this, there is impetus to cull brands, prioritizing brands with 

the most cache to streamline the look of the company. In removing the Turner brand, its business 

unit was opened up for reorganization and divvied up into different silos as WarnerMedia 

 AT&T Inc., “2020 Annual Report,” 2021, https://investors.att.com/financial-reports/annual-reports/571

2020, 65.

 Joe Flint, “AT&T to HBO, Turner: No More Fiefdoms,” Wall Street Journal, March 2, 2019, sec. 572

Business, http://www.wsj.com/articles/at-t-readying-overhaul-of-warnermedia-11551483138.

 Nellie Andreeva, and Denise Petski, “Christina Miller Stepping Down As President Of Warner 573

Media’s Cartoon Network,” Deadline, November 27, 2019, https://deadline.com/2019/11/christina-miller-
exit-president-of-warner-medias-cartoon-network-adult-swim-boomerang-tcm-1202796279/.

 Maddaus and Lang, “AT&T’s WarnerMedia Era Ends.”574

 Heidi Chung, “AT&T Q3 Review: Better Than Expected, Which Means a Lot,” Variety, October 575

22, 2020, https://variety.com/vip/att-q3-review-better-than-expected-which-means-a-lot-1234813348/.

 Gavin Bridge, Heidi Chung, and Kevin Tran, “Q1 Preview: 2021 Financial Outlook for Key Media 576

& Tech Companies” (Variety Intelligence Platform, April 2021), 11.
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restructured twice.  By contrast, HBO, WarnerMedia’s other television business unit, holds a 577

lot of prestige in the industry, and was instead mobilized as a brand for HBO Max itself. 

Alongside streamlining branding, the reorganization also entail streamlining its workforce as 

well, going through multiple rounds of layoffs since the merger completed in 2018.  In AT&T’s 578

view, budgets needed to be cut somewhere.  “Turner 2020” was abandoned, with some 579

channels such as TruTV having programming and marketing department slashed to tighten the 

company’s belt.580

Eliminating Turner was also a means for AT&T to prioritize their own newly branded 

advertising business, rebranding its advertising business away from the dying cable industry 

towards digital native distribution. As a television business unit, a key part of Turner’s revenue 

was selling advertisements on their various channels. As James Miller observes, while other 

media conglomerates were dissuaded from merging with Time Warner because of Turner’s ad-

supported cable portfolio, AT&T, by contrast, loved advertising and viewed Turner as a key part 

of their corporate strategy in bridging their data with quality content to charge a premium price 

 Michael Schneider, “What the End of the Turner Brand Could Mean for Its Channels,” Variety, 577

March 12, 2019, https://variety.com/2019/tv/news/turner-brand-time-warner-tnt-tbs-trutv-1203160652/.

 Lauren Feiner, “Layoffs Expected as WarnerMedia Reorganizes Its Leadership Team after AT&T 578

Acquisition,” CNBC, March 4, 2019, https://www.cnbc.com/2019/03/04/warnermedia-reorganizes-its-
leadership-team-after-att-acquisition.html; Dade Hayes, “WarnerMedia Begins Layoffs In Latest 
Streamlining Effort,” Deadline, August 10, 2020, https://deadline.com/2020/08/warnermedia-begins-
layoffs-in-latest-streamlining-effort-1203008860/; Dade Hayes and Jill Goldsmith, “WarnerMedia, Its 
Ranks Already Thinner, Looks To Shed Thousands More Jobs Amid COVID-19,” Deadline, October 8, 
2020, https://deadline.com/2020/10/warnermedia-its-ranks-already-thinner-looks-to-shed-thousands-
more-jobs-amid-covid-19-1234593955/; Daniel Holloway, “WarnerMedia Begins New Round of Layoffs 
Amid Restructuring - Variety,” Variety, November 10, 2020, https://variety.com/2020/tv/news/
warnermedia-begins-new-round-of-layoffs-amid-restructuring-1234826973/.

 James A Miller, Tinderbox: HBO’s Ruthless Pursuit of New Frontiers, eBook (New York: Henry 579

Holt and Company, 2021), 843-846.

 Cynthia Littleton, “TruTV Lays Off More Programming, Marketing Staff Amid Restructuring,” 580

Variety, May 28, 2019, https://variety.com/2019/tv/news/trutv-turner-warnermedia-layoffs-
restructuring-1203226467/.
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for ads.  But AT&T’s corporate strategy of required new brand optics; as such, removing the 581

Turner name made space for the new Xandr brand, itself positioned as the main advertising 

business unit of the new conglomerate, viewed as the essential mediator between AT&T’s data 

and WarnerMedia’s content, and the new pillar to the conglomerate’s portfolio. 

This prioritization of Xandr over Turner is most visible in AT&T’s 2019 annual report. With 

the merger finalized, the back page of the report lists every notable brand within with new 

conglomerate, emphasizing the immense size of the corporation and its catalogue (Figure 26). At 

the top of the page is AT&T, WarnerMedia, and Xandr functioning as meta brands of the 

company. Turner, of course, used to WarnerMedia’s television meta brand, encompassing a 

number of properties including cable channels Cartoon Network, CNN, and TCM. Turner, 

however, has been replaced by Xandr, AT&T’s own advertising company as the new meta brand 

for investors and industry members to watch. This brand shift emphasizes Xandr’s digital 

advertising and analytics advertising over Turner’s association with older forms of advertising on 

cable.

The removal of the Turner brand is a specific break up of the “corporate branding” model, 

where products are related to a main corporation; in this case, TCM, TNT, and other Turner 

channel are extensions from the main corporate brand of Turner Broadcasting System.  As 582

Victor Fleischer argues, corporate deals and their structure enable us to see the values and 

priorities of company managers, with deal structures shaping the branding and consumer 

 Miller, Tinderbox, 795.581

 Vithala R. Rao, Manoj K. Agarwal, and Denise Dahlhoff, “How Is Manifest Branding Strategy 582

Related to the Intangible Value of a Corporation?,” Journal of Marketing 68, no. 4 (2004): 126–41, http://
www.jstor.org.lib-ezproxy.concordia.ca/stable/30162021.
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Figure 26. The back page of AT&T’s 2019 Annual Report, which elevates AT&T, WarnerMedia, and 
Xandr as the three main brands of the conglomerate. Source: AT&T Inc., “2019 Annual Report,” 2020, 
https://investors.att.com/financial-reports/annual-reports/2019, 107.

https://investors.att.com/financial-reports/annual-reports/2019
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perspective of said company.  Through the breakup of WarnerMedia’s “fiefdoms,”  AT&T 583 584

broke up the legacy of Turner to make room for AT&T’s own advertising-based business unit, 

which AT&T planned to be the “silver bullet” uniting platform and content.  In short, by 585

dissolving Turner as a business unit and erasing Turner as a brand, AT&T attempted to prioritize 

their own advertising arm, cull brands (and their connected workforce) deemed redundant to the 

company’s new structure.

While the Turner name has largely been erased, the Hanna-Barbera brand is enjoying a 

resurgence. In April 2021, WarnerMedia announced the rebrand of Cartoon Network Studios 

Europe into Hanna-Barbera Studios Europe.  The first project announced for the studio are a 586

movie and new series based on Cartoon Network’s The Amazing World of Gumball (Ben 

Bocquelet, 2011-2019), produced for both HBO Max and Cartoon Network.  This is another 587

example of the revitalization of the Hanna-Barbera brand as WarnerMedia as a media 

conglomerate transitions into the streaming era. Perhaps it’s only a matter of time until we see 

the Turner brand name also revitalized for a new era of media distribution and conglomeration.

Restructure: Animation and Demographics

While publicly erasing Turner as a brand, AT&T’s restructuring of the Turner unit, alongside 

 Victor Fleischer, “Brand New Deal: The Branding Effect of Corporate Deal Structures,” Michigan 583

Law Review 104, no. 7 (2006): 1581–1637, http://www.jstor.org.lib-ezproxy.concordia.ca/stable/
40041483.

 Flint, “AT&T to HBO, Turner: No More Fiefdoms,”584

 Maddaus and Lang, “AT&T’s WarnerMedia Era Ends.”585

 Naman Ramachandran, “WarnerMedia Reinstates Iconic Hanna-Barbera Brand With London-586

Based European Studio,” Variety, April 7, 2021, https://variety.com/2021/tv/global/warnermedia-hanna-
barbera-studio-europe-1234945602/.

 Patrick Hipes, ‘“The Amazing World Of Gumball’ Returning With A Movie And A New Series,” 587

Deadline, September 21, 2021, https://deadline.com/2021/09/the-amazing-world-of-gumball-new-movie-
tv-series-1234841318/.
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Warner Bros. Animation, also focused on animation as a means to capture the kids, family, and 

young adult demographics, the latter of which is incredibly valuable for media industry 

advertisers. While the Turner brand and business unit is effectively dissolved, Cartoon Network, 

and animation in general, proved central to expanding WarnerMedia’s reach, both 

demographically and globally. The conglomerate’s organization, brand expansion, animation 

distribution on HBO Max, and new animation production from popular Turner/Warner Bros. IPs 

illustrate how television animation is revitalized and mobilized under both new conglomerate 

ownership and a new era of television distribution on streaming platforms. This section focuses 

on how television animation is reconfigured under new conglomerate ownership to capture 

global demographics, including Kids & Family, and young adults.

Since the merger, Cartoon Network experienced a number of tumultuous reorganizations. In 

early 2019, the channel was repositioned under the newly created Global Kids & Young Adults 

business unit.  Then-CEO and chairman of Warner Bros. Entertainment Kevin Tsujihara was to 588

oversee the new business unit . Mere days after the business unit was announced, The 589

Hollywood Reporter reported Tsujihara’s apparent inappropriate sexual conduct after hundreds 

of text messages leaked indicating attempts to advance an actress’s career through his executive 

 Carlos Aguilar, “Warnermedia Reorganization Brings Cartoon Network And Adult Swim Under Its 588

Management,” Cartoon Brew, March 5, 2019, https://www.cartoonbrew.com/business/warnermedia-
reorganization-brings-cartoon-network-and-adult-swim-under-its-management-170985.html.

 Gregg Kilday, “Warner Bros.’ Kevin Tsujihara to Exit as Studio Chief,” The Hollywood Reporter, 589

March 18, 2019, https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/business/business-news/warner-bros-kevin-
tsujihara-exit-as-studio-chief-1054951/.
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power.  Tsujihara resigned less than two weeks later.  In April 2020, the business unit was 590 591

renamed to Global Kids, Young Adults And Classics, with former Freeform CEO David Ascheim 

announced as the unit’s president (later ousted in the 2022 spinoff and merger).  This current 592

amalgamation is essentially Turner brands—Cartoon Network, Cartoon Network Studios, Adult 

Swim, Boomerang, Turner Classic Movies (TCM)—but with Warner Bros. Animation added.  593

In other words, Turner as a business unit somewhat still exists in all but name—albeit 

significantly restructured—but with an emphasis on animated content.

Like other Turner networks, which experienced a tumultuous time during AT&T’s reign, with 

multiple executives ousted as channel leadership positions were collapsed into each other, 

Cartoon Network has felt the effects of WarnerMedia’s multiple reorganizations. The network’s 

president Christina Miller left soon after the AT&T merger, and executives continuously shuffled 

as the parent company reorganized. But while other Turner networks such as TruTV have seen 

their original programming budgets sashed and over 100 programming and marketing workers 

laid off, Cartoon Network, despite being a Turner network, has not experienced similar 

casualties. Instead, WarnerMedia views the network as their angle into the coveted Kids & 

 Tatiana Siegel and Kim Masters. ‘“I Need to Be Careful’: Texts Reveal Warner Bros. CEO 590

Promoted Actress Amid Apparent Sexual Relationship,” The Hollywood Reporter, March 6, 2019, https://
www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-features/i-need-be-careful-texts-reveal-warner-bros-ceo-
promoted-actress-apparent-sexual-relationship-1192660/.

 Cynthia Littleton, “Kevin Tsujihara Out as Warner Bros. Chief Amid Sexual Impropriety Scandal,” 591

Variety, March 18, 2019, https://variety.com/2019/biz/news/kevin-tsujihara-warner-bros-sexual-
impropriety-1203165653/.

 Nellie Andreeva, “Tom Ascheim Joins Warner Bros As President of Global Kids, Young Adults And 592

Classics,” Deadline, April 7, 2020, https://deadline.com/2020/04/tom-ascheim-warner-bros-president-of-
global-kids-young-adults-and-classics-1202902994/.

 Notable here is that many these Turner brands are spinoffs or extensions of Cartoon Network itself. 593

Boomerang is the Hanna-Barbera rerun channel that came into being around 2001 when Cartoon Network 
pivoted to producing original programming (see chapter 2).
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Family demographic, repositioning the brand as the central Kids & Family brand for 

WarnerMedia, with animation privileged for its cross-demographic and transnational reach.  594

This builds off of Cartoon Network’s established international reach to kids demographics.  As 595

Derek Johnson observes, channel brands persist into digital streaming as a means of product 

differentiation, supplying “contexts and conjunctures for television to be produced and 

consumed.”  In the case of Cartoon Network, its brand in part transforms into direct 596

demographic reach.

“WarnerMedia Kids & Family” is a subunit of WarnerMedia’s Global Kids, Young Adults 

And Classics, and uses animation specifically to craft its family-friendly image. The unit has four 

brands (Cartoon Network, Boomerang, Warner Bros., and DC Kids), and advertises itself as an 

entertainment brand with

 A 100-year-long trusted history of creative excellence and legendary franchises going 
back to the creation of some of the most beloved cartoon characters in children’s 
animation (Looney Tunes crew, DC Comics, Hanna-Barbera, etc.)…And now we're the 
ONLY Kids and Family entertainment brand that can offer scale by reaching audiences 
across traditional ecosystem [sic], HBO Max and beyond.  597

WarnerMedia leverages both its legacy animated media and global reach to attract advertisers. 

Specifically, animation is crucial here for both its assumed family-oriented demographic reach 

and portability across different distribution forms, from linear cable to streaming platforms. As 

referenced earlier, Cartoon Network is one of the main content hubs in HBO Max’s interface, 

 WarnerMedia Pressroom. “WarnerMedia Expands Kids & Family Offerings on Cartoon Network 594

and HBO Max Under New Tagline Redraw Your World,” February 17, 2021. https://
pressroom.warnermedia.com/us/media-release/warnermedia-expands-kids-family-offerings-cartoon-
network-and-hbo-max-under-new?language_content_entity=en&fb.

 Time Warner, Inc., “Time Warner 2014 Annual Report,” 2, 19.595

 Johnson, “Pop: Televsion Guides and Recommendations in a Changing Channel Landscape,” 30.596

 “WarnerMedia Kids & Family,” WarnerMedia For Brands, accessed October 8, 2021, https://597

warnermediaforbrands.com/divisions/kids-family.
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curating Cartoon Network originals, as well as the Hanna-Barbera IP Scooby-Doo (the rest of 

Hanna-Barbera’s IP is on the platform, collected under the “Saturday Morning Collection.”)

Animation underpins WarnerMedia’s Kids & Family strategy, in part due to Cartoon 

Network’s established brand identity and its sustained success in the kids demographic. After the 

AT&T merger, Cartoon Network diversified its brand to include a range of products and 

experiences. In summer 2021, Cartoon Network launched Cartoonito, a programming block for 

preschoolers. Already a standalone channel in the UK and Italy, Cartoonito is Cartoon Network’s 

second attempt at a programming block for pre-school children, launching with the same 

programming on Cartoon Network and HBO Max. Another programming block, ACME Night, 

launched in September 2021 as a family-focused programming block airing Sunday evenings 

featuring Looney Tunes content. This block is expected to crossover into HBO Max sometime in 

2022.  Here television programming blocks move across two forms of television, linear and 598

streaming, to curate to family audiences. In another move to bring in family audiences, Cartoon 

Network also launched the Cartoon Network Hotel in 2020 in Lancaster, Pennsylvania.599

Cartoon Network is the lynchpin not only for WarnerMedia’s Kids & Family strategy, but 

its global reach as well. Reflecting AT&T’s growth and volume mindset, global reach is a key 

component for this media strategy. Operating in 195 countries, Cartoon Network has established 

a global media presence across its 28 years of operation, making it well suited to propel 

WarnerMedia’s media reach. Additionally, animation’s portability across countries is frequently 

 Alexandra Whyte, “WarnerMedia Launches New Family Block,” September 1, 2021, https://598

kidscreen.com/2021/09/01/warnermedia-launches-new-family-block/.

 WarnerMedia Pressroom. “Cartoon Network and Palace Entertainment Unveil First-Look of 599

Cartoon Network Hotel | Pressroom,” November 20, 2019. https://pressroom.warnermedia.com/ca/media-
release/cartoon-network-9/cartoon-network-and-palace-entertainment-unveil-first-look-cartoon-network-
hotel.
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pointed to by the industry, particularly with dubbing.  As one industry insider commented on 600

Cartoon Network’s business success in 1995, with animation, you don’t “have to deal with actors 

and agents.”601

While animation is mobilized broadly for cross-demographic and international reach, 

with WarnerMedia even viewing “Kids/Young Adults/Animation” as interchangeable,  602

animation is also marshalled to discursively structure the value of HBO Max. This occurs both in 

moving animated series from other WarnerMedia holdings to HBO Max exclusively, and 

rebooting various animation IP for a new era of media ownership and streaming distribution. 

Post-merger, multiple series have been funnelled away from cable television to HBO 

Max exclusives. For example, J.G. Quintel’s animated series Close Enough (2020-present) was 

originally slated to air on cable channel TBS in 2019. Quintel expressed in a Reddit AMA that he 

had no control over where the series aired, and didn’t know the series would be an HBO Max 

exclusive until after the decision had been made.  Similarly, Cartoon Network series Infinity 603

Train (Owen Dennis, 2019-2021), Scooby-Doo and Guess Who? (2019-2021), and Summer 

Camp Island (Julie Pott, 2018-present) had their later seasons airing exclusively on HBO Max 

starting in 2020. Four hour-long specials from Cartoon Network’s popular series Adventure Time 

(Pendleton Ward, 2010-2018; 2020-2021) were also commissioned for exclusive release on HBO 

 Geraldine Fabrikant, “The Looney Tunes Factor: Why Time Warner and Turner Are Crazy About 600

Cartoons Why Time Warner and Turner Love Cartoons.” New York Times. 1995, sec. Business Day. http://
search.proquest.com/hnpnewyorktimes/docview/109452676/abstract/E5BDD9981E274D1CPQ/3.

 Fabrikant, “The Looney Tunes Factor.”601

 Cynthia Littleton, “Warner Bros. Wants to Rev Up Kid’s Content With Looney Tunes, Hanna-602

Barbera,” Variety, March 4, 2019, https://variety.com/2019/biz/news/warner-bros-cartoon-network-hanna-
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Max. This strategic shuffling of content is done to maximize the value of HBO Max and draw 

potential audiences to the platform. Each series had solid fan bases that would likely tune into 

the content. Quintel’s earlier Cartoon Network series Regular Show (2009-2017), for example, 

was a fan favourite, lasting eight season and a movie and is largely credited as one of the series 

that’s created a renaissance of new programming in the 2010s at the channel. Children’s 

animation has the benefit of being “sticky” content and help retain family subscribers.  Similar 604

to earlier Cartoon Network series such as Regular Show, Adventure Time (Pendleton Ward, 

2010-2018; 2020-2021), and Steven Universe (Rebecca Sugar, 2013-2020), these series also have 

strong crossover appeal with young adult audiences.

While multiple animated series were reshuffled to premiere directly on HBO Max, 

WarnerMedia has also produced a number of new reboots, sequels, and/or spinoffs of popular 

WarnerMedia animation IPs, including Tom and Jerry, Looney Tunes, and various Hanna-

Barbera IPs. Each of these IPs generated a spinoff or sequel that launched on HBO Max in 2021. 

The film Tom and Jerry (Tim Story, 2021), for example, debuted both in theatres and on HBO 

Max in February 2021. The film was designed not only as a theatrical experience, but also as new 

content to create spin-off shorts exclusively for HBO Max, debuting on the platform a few 

months after the film’s debut. Animation IPs are reinvigorated and made relevant under new 

media conglomeration management, helping lure more HBO Max subscriptions. The next 

chapter will examine two animation reboots during this era in more detail below, as these two 

reboots further reflect corporate strategy, including WarnerMedia’s focus on cross-over films and 

animation’s perceived role in the streaming era.

Spinoff to Discovery, Inc.
On May 17th,  2021, AT&T announced the spinoff of WarnerMedia in a deal with Discovery, 

 Lee, “Netflix and Amazon Spark Animation Revival.”604
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Inc., known for its reality programming such as 90-Day Fiancé. The recent announcement of 

AT&T essentially undoing the merger with WarnerMedia and instead spinning WarnerMedia off 

into a standalone company with Discovery is a huge move that affects the future of AT&T as a 

company, particularly its massive debt. Such a move was of course neither disclosed nor even 

hinted at in the most recent AT&T annual report. AT&T’s annual report was released in March 

2021; talks for the WarnerMedia/Discovery merger reportedly began in February 2021.  With 605

literally only a handful of executives privy to the deal, it’s no wonder that shareholders and the 

public are not informed of such a momentous direction to the company until the deal was already 

done. Jason Kilar, CEO of WarnerMedia, was not consulted on the deal, and exited the company 

in 2022.606

Discovery’s interest in the deal is twofold. One, the merger brought together the companies’ 

streaming catalogues, with Discovery+’s unscripted content complimenting HBO Max’s variety 

of scripted programming. Two, it follows the rush towards consolidation to ensure survival in an 

increasingly competitive (streaming) media environment. Following the announcement of this 

merger, many industry analysts speculated that ViacomCBS will be the next to merge with 

Comcast/NBCUniversal in order to compete in the increasingly conglomerated film and media 

industry.  For its part, AT&T is interested in the deal as a means to tackle their debt, which, 607

right before the announcement of this deal, was hovering at around $169 billion. This deal would 

 Peter Kafka, “Why Did AT&T Just Bail on WarnerMedia? And What Happens Next?,” Recode 605

Media, accessed May 17, 2021, https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/recode-media/id1080467174?
i=1000522075323.

 Brooks Barnes, “Jason Kilar, the WarnerMedia Chief, Is Said to Be Negotiating His Exit.,” The 606

New York Times, May 17, 2021, sec. Business, https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/17/business/jason-kilar-
warnermedia.html.

 Alex Sherman, “Now That WarnerMedia and Discovery Have Tied the Knot, the Pressure’s on 607

ViacomCBS and NBCUniversal,” CNBC, May 17, 2021, https://www.cnbc.com/2021/05/17/
warnermedia-discovery-deal-pressures-viacomcbs-and-nbcuniversal.html.
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negate $43 billion, and help ensure the company’s positive credit rating. It is also a means of 

AT&T backing out of what many critiqued as a foolish merger to begin with. While the sale 

prevented AT&T’s slip into a negative credit rating, the company’s number of acquisitions and 

subsequent sales (often at a loss) within the past decade have burned investors. One market 

analyst put it bluntly: “AT&T lays claim to the most hated stock and the most maligned 

management team in our universe.”608

Why did talks begin in February 2021? I suspect this occurred so suddenly due to the sudden 

sale of DirecTV. February 2021 is also when AT&T made the sale of DirecTV in order to pay off 

debt from their recent spectrum allocation purchase of $23.41 billion.  In order to remain 609

competitive in it core business, especially with the rollout of 5G wireless, AT&T had to refocus 

on being a cellphone plan company. With the sudden sale of DirecTV to ensure AT&T remained 

creditworthy, AT&T sold off one of its main motivators for the merger —to save a failing content 

distribution segment that originally cost the company $48 billion (or $67 billion including 

debt).  Both former Time Warner CEO Jeff Bewkes and former DOJ antitrust chief Makan 610

Delrahim speculated AT&T bought WarnerMedia to salvage a bad deal with DirecTV;  with the 611

 Nicholas Jasinski, “AT&T Delivers a Strong Quarter. Investors Won’t Give Its Stock Much 608

Credit.,” Barron’s, October 21, 2021, https://www.barrons.com/articles/att-earnings-subscriber-growth-
beat-estimates-51634813994.

 Jill Goldsmith, “WarnerMedia Parent AT&T Sells DirecTV Stake To Private Equity Firm TPG,” 609

Deadline, February 26, 2021, https://deadline.com/2021/02/att-deal-directv-with-private-equity-firm-
tpg-1234701305/.

 Goldsmith, “WarnerMedia Parent AT&T Sells DirecTV Stake.”610

 Alex Sherman, “Ex-Time Warner CEO Jeff Bewkes Says He Has Doubts about Vertical 611

Integration,” CNBC, August 15, 2019, https://www.cnbc.com/2019/08/15/jeff-bewkes-vertical-
integration-strategy-fairly-suspect.html; Ted Johnson, “Makan Delrahim, DOJ Antitrust Chief Who 
Challenged AT&T-Time Warner Merger, Takes Different View Of WarnerMedia Spinoff; Deal Faces D.C. 
Scrutiny,” Deadline, May 17, 2021, https://deadline.com/2021/05/makan-delrahim-doj-antitrust-chief-
who-challenged-att-time-warner-merger-takes-different-view-of-warnermedia-spinoff-1234758329/.
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sale of DirecTV, retaining ownership of WarnerMedia in the face of over 100 billion dollars of 

debt seemed undesirable.

In selling WarnerMedia to Discovery and forming a new media company, John Stankey 

insisted on a simple ownership structure for the new company with one class of shares, making 

the new company easy to run, and easy to takeover should mega corporations like Apple or 

Amazon want to purchase it in the future.  Designing the new company for simple acquisition 612

reflects the continued market shift towards greater media consolidation, a trend that AT&T hopes 

to capitalize on through its stock ownership of the newly formed company. Regardless of 

whether AT&T decides to get back into content production, the legacy of AT&T’s ownership, 

including management decisions and synergy changing, has left an lasting impact on 

WarnerMedia, from its increased animation production to its curated platform distribution.

Conclusion: Persistent Visions of Vertical Integration 

Corporate discourse through documents, press releases, interviews, and other forms of reporting, 

when examined rigorously, reveal corporate strategy in ways companies may not like to admit. 

While denying vertical integration in their DOJ antirust case, AT&T’s corporate strategy was the 

dream of synergistic vertical integration, a simplistic of pipes + content = profit. This strategy 

resulted in HBO Max, viewed as the workhorse of the company, with AT&T designing and 

restructuring WarnerMedia’s operations to fit this mandate. While HBO Max has exceeded 

subscriber expectations, the merger that propelled its development in the first place will soon be 

short-lived. This short period of less than four years (from July 2018 to April 2022) is 

remarkable for rendering transparent corporate strategy, particularly around media management.

 John Koblin et al., “Inside the Discovery-AT&T Deal: Cute Emails, a Big Loan and Now, a Media 612

Giant,” The New York Times, May 21, 2021, sec. Business, https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/21/
business/media/att-discovery-warnermedia-deal.html.
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While HBO Max as the “workhorse” of the merger hasn’t been put out to pasture, AT&T’s 

vertical integration dream has, a dream that overlooked the complex material reality of digital 

media distribution and the financial limits their own corporate bluster. While AT&T’s visions of 

vertical integration are dashed by the material realities of distribution and their own debt, 

platform streaming companies such as Netflix continue to pursue, building on intensive 

connection technologies and data collection to production and distribution of content. 

In 2022, WarnerMedia gained a new name, Warner Bros. Discovery, and a new CEO, 

Discovery chief David Zazlav. While some in the industry are relieved that Warner Bros. is 

owned by a fellow media company once again, many worry that its workforce will once again go 

through another round of difficult layoffs. And indeed, these concerns were well placed. A 

number of high profile executives have been ousted,  while news leaked that Warner Bros. 613

Discovery’s global sales force will be cut by 30%, amounting to at least 1,000 jobs.  While 614

Warner Bros. Discovery undergoes cost-cutting, Zazlav is turning to a tried-and-true strategy of 

cable, opting to rely on the newly formed conglomerate’s massive content library rather than 

directly compete with the likes of Netflix in expensive new productions.  615

With Warner Bros. Discovery, we see the same tenants of corporate strategy witnessed 

during the AT&T era once again: corporate acquisition, elimination of jobs, and production from 

 Selome Hailu, “Larry Laque, Kristin Brown, Jessica Driscoll, Doug Seybert Among Slew of TV 613

Execs Ousted at Warner Bros. Discovery (EXCLUSIVE),” Variety, June 17, 2022, https://variety.com/
2022/tv/news/warner-bros-discovery-firings-larry-laque-kristin-brown-jennifer-driscoll-doug-
seybert-1235296957/.

 Jessica Toonkel, “Warner Bros Discovery to Cut as Much as 30% of Advertising Sales Force,” The 614

Information, June 14, 2022, https://www.theinformation.com/articles/warner-bros-discovery-to-cut-as-
much-as-30-of-advertising-sales-force.

 Heidi Chung, “Warner Bros. Discovery Q1 Reaction: Zaslav Attempts to Seize the Moment,” 615

Variety, April 26, 2022, https://variety.com/vip/warner-bros-discovery-q1-reaction-zaslav-attempts-to-
seize-the-moment-1235241139/.
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existing archives of content. Media conglomeration itself appears to be locked into repetitive, 

temporal cycles of mergers and spinoffs, something Tim Wu argues is endemic to 

communications industries. In The Master Switch: The Rise and Fall of Information Empires 

(2010), Wu examines recent communications history through the tension between public good 

and private interests. He examines communications titans through the model of a cycle: 

communication industries emerge from novel inventions, become established monopolies and 

consolidate themselves as information empires, then get broken up, either by tech innovations or 

by the state. Then the cycle repeats as these empires reform. Open information systems become 

consolidated and closed over time, reopening only after disruptive innovation. One of Wu’s key 

figures in his book is none other than Ted Turner. Wu argues that Turner is rather “undercredited 

as an industrial innovator,”  pointing out that Turner was innovating in creating the first cable 616

network in 1976 by relying on satellite for television distribution, a move that Wu points out was 

done to avoid steep fees from AT&T’s long distance network.  How ironic then for Turner’s 617

business assets to be swallowed up by AT&T some 40-odd years later as part of the larger 

WarnerMedia deal. As Wu would argue, this is the part of the cycle where the empire reforms, 

subsuming any upstart (Turner) into the whole (WarnerMedia and AT&T). Tim Wu’s 

examination of Turner, and his argument as a whole, despite the linear title of “rise and fall,” 

points to the cyclical nature of media conglomeration. Media conglomeration itself experiences 

loops, locked into repetitive cycles of mergers and spinoffs.

While AT&T’s 4 year ownership of WarnerMedia ultimately failed to produce the 

synergy of vertical integration, with the rollback of the Paramount Decree in 2020, the 

 Wu, The Master Switch, 284.616

 Wu, The Master Switch, 286. Wu notes that HBO also pursued satellite distribution at the same 617

time, but puts more emphasis on Turner as a figure of innovation.
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resurgence of vertical integration of Hollywood through corporate conglomeration seems only a 

matter of time. In the wake of the Warner Bros. Discovery merger, industry speculation points to 

ViacomCBS and/or NBCUniversal merging with other companies to keep up with increasing 

scale of competing media conglomerates.  As such, if we are to ever end these expanding 618

cycles of conglomeration, antitrust measures will become an even more pressing tool for our 

conglomerated times.  619

 Sherman, “Pressure’s on ViacomCBS and NBCUniversal.”618

 Peter Labuza, “Under the Electric Cloud: Cinema at Paramount’s Twilight,” Framework: The 619

Journal of Cinema and Media 62, no. 2 (Fall 2021): 242–60; Tim Wu, The Curse of Bigness: Antitrust in 
the New Gilded Age, eBook (New York, NY: Columbia Global Reports, 2018).
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Chapter 4. The Many Worlds of WarnerMedia

% 


Introduction
This chapter examines Space Jam: A New Legacy (Malcolm D. Lee, 2021), Jellystone! (C. 

H. Greenblatt, 2021), and their antecedents to argue that they reflect corporate strategy and 

structure, arguing that we see corporate logics of mergers and acquisitions within animated 

media released after the merger. Animation here serves as an index of corporate strategy, 

demonstrating how contents are revalued in a new era of media conglomeration and distribution, 

as well as Hollywood’s ambivalence around streaming media and other technological disruptions 

to media curation and distribution. In particular, I do an in-depth symptomatic reading of Space 

Jam: A New Legacy in particular as it is quite revealing in terms of corporate visions and 

anxieties around the future of content consumption, including HBO Max. Space Jam: A New 

Legacy symptomatically illustrates how animation enables an intensification of intertextuality 

within cinema and branded worlds. Both Space Jam: A New Legacy and Jellystone! use similar 

strategies around animated space, using animation’s ability to create worlds to enable IP 

character cross-overs. Here I demonstrate that media aesthetics mirror corporate mandates 

towards greater IP consolidation and cross-over.

In reading Space Jam: A New Legacy and Jellystone! symptomatically, as well as some 

media analyst reporting, I draw from John Caldwell’s argument that Hollywood’s textual 

production works as corporate strategy, forms of cultural and economic capital, and as a means 

of making sense of their own industry and its operations.  The aesthetics of animation work to 620

 Caldwell, “Critical Industrial Practice,” 102.620
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legitimate corporate mergers and acquisitions as a world building concept, turning the the bounty 

of corporate acquisitions into spectacle itself. Continuing this analysis of animated worlds, this 

chapter ends with a brief examination of Space Jam: A New Legacy’s metaverse-like elements, a 

thread taken up again in this thesis’s conclusion.

Warner Bros. Worldbuilding During The Franchise Era of Hollywood
Warner Bros. numerous recent attempts at crossbrand synergy in their feature films and 

animated television reflects what industry analyst Ben Fritz terms the franchise film era of 

Hollywood.  Fritz argues that today Hollywood knows one thing for sure, “that branded 621

franchises work.” In fact, Fritz argues “the franchise film era is, in many ways, a return to the 

studio system. Only now the major entertainment companies don’t own the most important talent

—they own the most important cinematic brands.”  Media analyst Matt Belloni doggedly 622

supports Fritz’s argument, arguing that in contemporary Hollywood, actors are no longer the star

—rather, “the brand is the star.”  Popular contemporary Hollywood brands like Disney’s 623

Marvel Cinematic Universe rely on a shared universe that connects different stories to a singular 

narrative world, and is itself a convergence of brands (Disney, Marvel, and Marvel superheroes). 

Warner Bros. Studios in particular has tried to build franchise worlds in their animated and visual 

effects-driven films, worlds in which various WarnerMedia IPs can interact and generate content 

synergy. Animated character like the Looney Tunes are particularly appealing to media 

conglomerates as more reliable forms of image ownership than live action stars.624

 Ben Fritz, The Big Picture: The Fight for the Future of Movies, eBook (New York: Houghton 621

Mifflin Harcourt, 2018), 14.

 Fritz, The Big Picture, 13-14.622

 Peter Kafka, “Reese’s $900 Million Deal; ScarJo vs Disney Wth Matt Beloni, +Derek Thompson 623

on How the Media Covers Delta,” Recode Media, August 5, 2021, https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/
recode-media/id1080467174?i=1000531046249.

 Grainge, Brand Hollywood, 11.624
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This section examines Space Jam: A New Legacy to demonstrate how it reflects the corporate 

logics of both Hollywood’s franchise era and streaming era. It compares them to other recent 

WarnerMedia cross-franchise properties to demonstrate WarnerMedia’s contemporary corporate 

content strategy of IP cross-over through digital animation. This section then examines Space 

Jam: A New Legacy and Jellystone! to see how they create worlds that enable lucrative brand 

synergies for the competitive streaming market. Space Jam: A New Legacy (hereafter referred as 

A New Legacy to distinguish it from the earlier 1996 film) reveals Hollywood’s ambivalence 

around digital disruptions to distribution, while both properties demonstrate animation being 

remixed and upgraded to suit a new era of television distribution in streaming and a new era of 

conglomeration.

Many of the texts examined in the chapter do not fit the typical mode of franchising, that of 

the expansion of a single IP across different media.  Nor are they true forms of transmedia 625

storytelling, where a single narrative is told across different media.  Instead, these texts each 626

create a world where numerous IP come together in one media object. Ready Player One (Steven 

Spielberg, 2018) and A New Legacy in particular rely on video game logic to enable their easter-

egg style IP cross-over. With their exclamatory titles, WarnerMedia animated series Jellystone! 

and film Scoob! (Tony Cervone, 2020) both lean on cross-IP character interactions as a key draw, 

both re-introducing lesser known Hanna-Barbera IP to a new generation. Throughout all these 

WarnerMedia texts, animation is crucial to its worldbuidling and IP management. Animation 

constitutes all these attempts at a larger character/world based universe where all these different 

 James Fleury, Bryan Hikari Hartzheim, and Stephen Mamber, eds., The Franchise Era: Managing 625

Media in the Digital Economy (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2019), 1.

 Henry Jenkins, Convergence Culture: Where Old and New Media Collide (New York: NYU Press, 626

2006), http://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt9qffwr.
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characters live. This reflects Italian theorist Maurizio Lazzarato’s argument that capitalism no 

longer produces commodities, but produces worlds through which to consume commodities.627

Corporate Animated Precursors: The Lego Movie, Ready Player One, and the DC Animated 
Universe 

Many critics have pointed out that Warner Bros. Studios seem obsessed with cross-over films, 

films that feature a wide array of character IP either from single or multiple franchises. Outside 

their DC Cinematic Universe, which is perhaps the most obvious and successful example, there 

are a handful of films that embody the IP cross-over approach, serving as templates for later 

Warner Bros. cross-over films. The first two films that function as precursors to this kind of IP 

crossover are The Lego Movie (Phil Lord and Christopher Miller, 2014) and Ready Player One. 

The Lego Movie is arguably the first precursor here, one of soon to be many Warner Bros. 

films that use animation bring together a wide array of character IP into one film. Characters 

including Batman, Gandalf from Lord of the Rings, Dumbledore from Harry Potter, and many 

more characters from various popular franchises encounter each other in the animated Lego 

space. The film was a smash hit, making $468 million worldwide on a budget for around $60 

million.  As Andrew DeWaard argues, Warner Bros.’s joint franchises like The Lego Movie or 628

Lord of the Rings not only reflect the logics of corporate media, but the logics of venture capital 

and common ownership across media companies as well.629

Ready Player One is the second precursor, arguably the most influential in A New Legacy’s 

cross over design through its focus on video game worlds. The film takes place in 2045, where 

humanity spend most of their time in a virtual, all-encompassing digital game world called 

 Maurizio Lazzarato, “From Capital-Labour to Capital-Life,” Ephemera: Theory and Politics in 627

Organization 4, no. 3 (2004): 187–208.

 “The Lego Movie,” Box Office Mojo, accessed October 27, 2021, https://www.boxofficemojo.com/628

title/tt1490017/.

 deWaard, “Financialized Hollywood,” 60.629
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OASIS to avoid the dismal real world. When the creator of OASIS announces a competition for 

ownership of the virtual reality simulation, protagonist Wade Watts enters the contest. To win, 

players literally play for the ownership of OASIS through the collection of an “Easter egg” in the 

game. “Easter eggs” is a term for hidden references to other media in pop culture; Ready Player 

One is full of such references, both within and outside WarnerMedia’s IP holdings. This mode of 

filmmaking is on the rise in Hollywood, and is a form of intertextuality, “a system that calls for 

the viewer to use previously seen texts to make sense of the one at hand.”  The film literally 630

encourages audience to participate in Easter egg chasing by encouraging to take pleasure in 

recognizing branded entertainment from both Warner Bros. and other media conglomerates. The 

film thus validates and take literal the kinds of knowledge currency that flows through pop 

culture fandoms. The message of the film (and the original book) is clear: be attentive, nay, 

obsessive with popular culture, and you will surely be rewarded. 

This intensity of intertextuality arguably reflects a shift in our mode of knowledge towards 

what Max Tohline argues is the “database episteme.”  Tohline draws from the work of Michel 631

Foucault, who argued that our systems of knowledge are always preconditioned by rules and 

material conditions that make such knowledge possible. Foucault argues that “in any given 

culture and at any given moment, there is always only one episteme that defines the conditions of 

possibility of all knowledge, whether expressed in a theory or silently invested in a practice.”  632

Tohline argues our contemporary episteme is one of the database, where the concept of the 

archive is replaced by the “database – a mass of raw material to be sorted as datapoints and 

 Gray, Show Sold Separately, 117.630

 Max Tohline, “A Supercut of Supercuts: Aesthetics, Histories, Databases,” Open Screens 4, no. 1 631
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queried like a search engine.”  Our material conditions, including digital technologies and 633

forms such as algorithms and search engines, make such a mode of knowledge possible, and is 

reflected by the form of the supercut. 

Supercuts and cinema of intertextuality reflect this database episteme through their form of 

pattern recognition. Tohline defines a supercut as “a briskly-cut video list of appropriated moving 

images sharing some specific matching characteristic and offered as a representative cross-

section of that characteristic.” A key element of the supercut is presenting a pattern of data 634

drawn from across a series of films and television; Tohline identities several forms of data 

supercuts examine, including tropes, clichés, stereotypes, archetypes, references, and techniques. 

Examples of supercuts include a compilation of characters getting hit by a bus to demonstrate its 

prominence as a trope across film and television.  The supercut is a prime example of what 635

Tohline identifies as database aesthetics, as “the supercut echoes in video the paradigmatic act of 

our time: querying a database.” As Tohline argues, humans are attracted to pattern recognition, a 

trait the supercut activates through its identification of media patterns through editing, pointing to 

recent research into the mind which suggests that “even the anticipation of a pattern – triggers a 

dopamine pleasure-response in the brain associated with learning.”  Much as Tohline argues 636

the emergence of the supercut as a reflection of the database episteme, I argue intertextual 

cinema does as well, embodying the pleasures of recognition created through Easter eggs and 

 Tohline, “A Supercut of Supercuts.” Tohline’s proposition recalls  Azuma Hiroki’s argument in 633

Otaku: Japan’s Database Animals (2009[2001]), which argues that our postmodern condition has shifted 
pleasure from prioritizing narrative consumption to database management. See Azuma Hiroki, Otaku: 
Japan’s Database Animals, English ed. (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2009).

 Tohline, “A Supercut of Supercuts.”634

 hh1edits [Harry Hanrahan], Hit By A Bus* - The Supercut, 2013, https://www.youtube.com/watch?635

v=tmYrWXhFf4c.

 Tohline, “A Supercut of Supercuts.”636

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tmYrWXhFf4c
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other forms of IP references. Intertextual cinema is another example of database aesthetics, a 

kind of cinema of paratexts whose aesthetic form reflects our contemporary database episteme. 

These database aesthetics are apparent in The Lego Movie and Ready Player One, precursor films 

that set the stage for A New Legacy’s aesthetics of database recognition, discussed further below.

Both The Lego Movie and Ready Player One are split between an animated and live action 

world, with the animated world (the OASIS video game in Ready Player One, the animated Lego 

world in The Lego Movie) hosting numerous IP crossovers. This creation of an animated space 

where IP can cross-over and interaction and its separation from the real world, is a design that A 

New Legacy takes up as well. A New Legacy models itself Ready Player One’s video game logic, 

where game spaces offer a malleable digital space were numerous IP can interact and co-exist, to 

be discussed below.

 While The Lego Movie and Ready Player One are film precursors to A New Legacy’s form of 

intertextual cinema, another precursor from the 1990s onwards is to be found on television—

namely, the DC Animated Universe. This television universe (as opposed to the ‘cinematic’ 

universes now common in blockbuster filmmaking) is an interconnected world consisting of 

multiple television animated series, including Batman: The Animated Series (FOX, 1992-1995), 

Justice League (Cartoon Network, 2001-2004), and Justice League Unlimited (Cartoon Network, 

2004-2006), as well as shorts and feature length films primarily released direct to DVD or 

television. Many of these television series had cross-over episodes with each other, with some 

series like Justice League predicated on the cross-over between various DC superhero characters. 

One of the universe’s television series, Batman: The Animated Series, created the popular 

Batman character Harley Quinn, now a main character in the current DC Extended Universe 

(DCEU) and prominently featured in live action films such as Birds of Prey (and the 
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Fantabulous Emancipation of One Harley Quinn) (Cathy Yan, 2020) and The Suicide Squad 

(James Gunn, 2021). I detail the DC Animated Universe here not only to illustrate how it’s an 

earlier precursor and influence on the kinds of cross-overs now standard in the Marvel and DC 

cinematic universes, but also because this world is literally visited in the plot of A New Legacy. It 

is to this film that we turn now.

A New Legacy of Corporate Synergy
If HBO Max is a reflection of idealized corporate synergy as platform, then A New Legacy is 

content that reflects that same synergy. The film is fascinating for its transparent aims towards 

maximizing WarnerMedia’s IP ownership. The film was generally dismissed by critics, called 

“mindless corporate synergy”  and “soulless” advertorial content for Warner Bros. and HBO 637

Max.  This is a cinematic universe in itself, with cameos from over 100 WarnerMedia 638

characters in one film. A New Legacy frames its crossover synergy as a tremendous feat, both of 

content and conglomeration. As John Semley argues, “Promoted as a crossover event between 

Warner Bros. and the HBO Max streaming service, even A New Legacy’s marketing attempts to 

frame media consolidation, the vertical and horizontal integration of platforms, as a virtue.”  639

Semley posits that Hollywood’s obsession with cinematic universes conflates the canonical with 

the proprietary, an impulse on full display in A New Legacy.640

The Space Jam franchise is a confluence of both film and television, reflective of the Looney 

 Sam Adams, “Space Jam: A New Legacy Is Peak, Mindless Corporate Synergy,” Slate Magazine, 637

July 16, 2021, https://slate.com/culture/2021/07/space-jam-new-legacy-review-cameos-brands-list.html.

 Sam Thielman, “New ‘Space Jam’ Sequel Is a Soulless, Brainless, Overlong HBO Gimmick. 638

(LeBron’s OK in It, Though.),” NBC News, July 16, 2021, https://www.nbcnews.com/think/opinion/
space-jam-2-soulless-overlong-hbo-gimmick-LeBron-s-ok-ncna1274226.

 John Semley, “Against the Universe,” The Baffler, July 16, 2021, https://thebaffler.com/latest/639

against-the-universe-semley.

 Semley, “Against the Universe.”640
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Tunes multimedia legacy. While Looney Tunes began as theatrical shorts in the 1940s-1950s, 

they gained new life in continuous syndication on television from the 1960s to Cartoon Network 

in the late 1990s, with new spin-off television series airing from the 1990s to the late 2010s, and 

new shorts made for HBO Max in 2020. The original Space Jam (Joe Pytka, 1996) was based on 

a series of popular Nike television commercials featuring NBA superstar Michael Jordan and 

Bugs Bunny. By 1996, the Looney Tunes’ legacy was televisual as much as it was cinematic. 

This trait extends to today, where the most recent Looney Tunes production were either television 

series for Cartoon Network (such as The Looney Tunes Show [2011-2014] and New Looney 

Tunes [2015-2020]) or HBO Max (Looney Tunes Cartoons, 2020-present).

Whereas the previous Space Jam envisioned a collide between the real world and the Tune 

World, existing in the Earth’s core, this sequel uses the concept of the “Warner 3000 

Serververse” to connect all Warner Brothers properties together in one giant platform world. The 

idea of the Serververse illustrates this is not just about WarnerMedia content, but its mediation 

via digital platforms. Writers quickly noted the similarities between A New Legacy’s Serververse 

and Ready Player One’s focus on IP synergy.  641

A detailed examination of the film, including its narrative and formal elements, demonstrates 

how WarnerMedia’s corporate strategies and anxieties shape cultural production. Much as how 

David Nieborg and Thomas Poell encourage us to consider how platforms shape culture 

 Jordan Hoffman, “Trailer for Space Jam: A New Legacy Reveals a Cartoon LeBron James and IP 641

Synergy,” Vanity Fair, April 3, 2021, https://www.vanityfair.com/hollywood/2021/04/trailer-for-space-
jam-a-new-legacy-reveals-a-cartoon-LeBron-james-and-ip-synergy; Ryan Parker, ‘“Space Jam 2’ Trailer 
Delights Fans with Robust World of Warner Bros. Characters,” The Hollywood Reporter, April 3, 2021, 
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-news/space-jam-2-trailer-delights-fans-with-robust-
world-of-warner-bros-characters-4160549/.
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production,  this chapter considers how media conglomeration and its logics shapes cultural 642

production.  As the film is about Warner Bros. Studios—much of the film takes place on the 643

studio backlot, or in the imagined Warner Bros.’ servers—this film literally embodies AT&T/

WarnerMedia’s reigning corporate logics, both in terms of streaming media and IP acquisition 

and curation. Reading the film symptomatically demonstrates a particular vision of corporate 

strategy around a number of elements, including animation as a medium for intertextual cinema, 

the revaluing of contents in a new era of distribution, the role of video games in the future of 

content production and consumption, networked consumption of media contents, and anxieties 

around digital distribution. Before diving into these topics, a brief plot synopsis is necessary to 

orient ourselves to A New Legacy’s digital streaming futures.

Animated Legacies
The film begins with a young LeBron James (Stephen Kankole) at basketball practice. Playing 

with his friend’s GameBoy, LeBron plays The Bugs Bunny Crazy Castle (Kemco, 1990), a 

puzzle game starring Bugs Bunny and other Looney Tunes. Told by his coach to quit playing 

video games and work on his basketball game, LeBron throws the GameBoy into the trash, 

leaving childish things behind. Fast-forward to 2021, and LeBron is a successful basketball star, 

and hopes his sons become the same. His younger son Dom, however, is more invested in 

designing his own video games, a passion LeBron can’t understand.

LeBron takes Dom to his meeting at Warner Bros., where unnamed Warner Bros. executives 

pitch the idea of digitizing LeBron’s image through new software, Warner 3000, to create cross-

 David B Nieborg and Thomas Poell, “The Platformization of Cultural Production: Theorizing the 642

Contingent Cultural Commodity,” New Media & Society 20, no. 11 (November 2018): 4275–92, https://
doi.org/10.1177/1461444818769694.

 Caldwell, “Screen Practice and Conglomeration”; Caldwell, “Critical Industrial Practice”; 643

deWaard, “Financialized Hollywood,” 56; 60.

https://doi.org/10.1177/1461444818769694
https://doi.org/10.1177/1461444818769694
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over IP synergy with brands such as DC, Game of Thrones, and Harry Potter. While human 

executives pitch the idea, the mastermind behind the vision is Al-G, Warner Bros.’ self-aware AI 

in charge of maintaining the Serververse, the servers that hold the entirety of WarnerMedia’s 

content, as well as generate ideas for Warner executives. As AL-G tells LeBron, Warner Bros., 

“the studio behind all the classics… will revolutionize the entire entertainment industry” through 

Warner 3000.

LeBron rejects the idea, saying it’s foolish, but of course, digitalizing LeBron’s image for 

cross-over IP synergy is precisely what happens in A New Legacy. Al-G is angered and insulted 

by LeBron’s rejection of his plan. In retaliation, Al-G lures LeBron and his son to the server 

room, where they are sucked into what looks like the AT&T logo and transported to the digital 

world of the Serververse (Figure 27).

LeBron encounters Al-G in Serververse, who separates him from Dom and challenges him to 

a game of basketball for their freedom. Al-G drops LeBron to join the rest of the “rejects,” 

sending him falling throughout the Serververse space before landing on Tune World, home of the 

Figure 27. LeBron enters the Serververse through what appears to be the AT&T corporate logo. 
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Looney Tunes. Along the way, LeBron passes different planets of IP such as The Matrix (The 

Wachowskis, 1999) and Casablanca (Michael Curtiz, 1942). Landing on Tune World, LeBron 

transforms into a 2D cartoon himself, and encounters a lonely Bugs Bunny, who immediately 

imperils LeBron through cartoon antics. When LeBron is astonished that Bugs can survive so 

much mayhem, replies “I’m a Tune, doc. I can survive anything.”

Hearing LeBron’s need to recruit players for his basketball team, Bugs takes the trip as an 

opportunity to gather the Looney Tunes together again, as the rest of the Tunes are off on other IP 

worlds. Together LeBron and Bugs travel the Serververse and its various IPs to recruit Looney 

Tune characters for LeBron’s team, the Tune Squad. Crossovers include Foghorn Leghorn 

dressed Daenerys Targaryen riding a dragon from Game of Thrones and Yosemite Sam playing 

Sam the pianist in Casablanca. Of the many worlds LeBron and Bugs visit, they also stop at the 

television animated world of Metropolis, part of the aforementioned DC Animated Universe. 

While LeBron is recruiting his basketball team, Al-G influences Dom to play against his dad in 

the basketball game, taking his video game code in the process. 

The day of the basketball game arrives, and Al-G raises the stakes of the game. Using 

smartphones and other connected devices, Al-G digitizes and transports LeBron’s millions of  

social media followers into the Serververse as spectators, while hundreds of WarnerMedia 

characters watch the game as well. WarnerMedia characters included in the film range from the 

curious, such as Baby Jane Hudson from What Ever Happened to Baby Jane? (Robert Aldrich, 

1962), to the obtuse, such as the nun Sister Jeanne des Anges from The Devils (Ken Russell, 

1971). Al-G returns LeBron to his non-cartoon self, and upgrades the Looney Tunes to 3D CGI to 

add to spectacle of the game. Should they lose the game, Al-G will delete the Looney Tunes from 

the Serververse altogether. Additionally, LeBron’s social media followers, alongside his family, 
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will be trapped inside the digital Serververse as well. 

 LeBron soon learns that this game of basketball is DomBall, Dom’s basketball video game. 

At first, LeBron insists on playing traditional basketball with no goofs or hijinks, to the chagrin 

of the Looney Tunes. Their team is quickly outmatched however, and by the second half, LeBron 

relents and allows the Looney Tunes to play as their cartoony selves. The Tunes quickly make up 

the points. LeBron reconciles with Dom, who refuses to play against him anymore. Dom tosses 

LeBron a video game power up, which LeBron uses to propel himself and score the game-

winning dunk. The digitized denizens are freed, the Looney Tunes are saved from deletion, and 

Al-G dissolves as a result of the game loss. A glitch in Dom’s game, however, deletes Bugs 

Bunny from the Serververse. LeBron and his family reunite in the server room.

A week later, LeBron drops off Dom at a video game camp, where he encounters 2D Bugs 

Bunny alive in the real world. LeBron asks how he survived deletion, to which Bugs reminds 

him that he is a Tune, and can survive anything. 

Animation: The Medium of Intertextual Cinema
It should be clear from the above that A New Legacy is a further extension of intertextual 

cinema and database model, with the film’s advertised appeal resting in large part to the film’s 

preponderance of character cameos from WarnerMedia’s vast catalogue of IP. In introducing 

LeBron and Dom to the vast Serververse, Al-G quips that it “Just make you feel all insignificant, 

don’t it?” The Serververse, a digital space envisioning the amassed wealth of content of 

WarnerMedia, is meant to provoke awe (and perhaps intimidation). It is a version of the digital 

sublime matched with something we might call the IP sublime: an overwhelming number of IP 

characters in a single place. In this way, the film reflects HBO Max’s advertised appeal: a digital 

platform holding a vast catalogue of fan-favourite contents. The Serververse is easy to read as a 

representation of HBO Max itself. Both HBO Max and the Serververse are envisioned as digital 
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platforms that discretely curate their IP through different focal points (HBO Max with hubs, the 

Serververse with worlds). The “space” of the Space Jam franchise shifts from outer space (where 

the villains of the first film came from), to the digital space of servers and platforms, the latter 

envisioned as a universe with literal worlds of content (Figure 28).

If the point of the film is for the spectator to recognize the large number of WarnerMedia IPs 

in the film, then it’s worth investigating to what extent these IP are actually visible and 

comprehensible in the film. In examining A New Legacy’s strategy of references, the film 

demonstrates how animation IP endures replication across a variety of media. 

In A New Legacy, WarnerMedia IP characters both animated and live-action watch the 

basketball game. If the point of intertextual cinema is to see and identify other pieces of media, 

then animation appears to have the upper hand over live action digital cinema. Animated 

characters are the easiest to see in the crowds. They are more colourful than the live action 

actors, and are sometime separated from the rest of the crowd, such as King Kong and The Iron 

Figure 28. LeBron falls through the Serververse, passing by the world of The Matrix franchise. The 
digital space of the Serververse is animated as a universe of planets of WarnerMedia IP. 
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Giant looming large over the rest of the crowd or Space Ghost flying over the game (Figure 29). 

In general, animated characters are easier to identify, whereas live action actors are frequently 

more difficult to discern in the film’s cinematography, typically only recognizable in medium 

shots of the actors (Figure 30).

Animation also enables more accurate renderings of the original character design than live 

action actors imitating famous Warner Bros IP. As Nickelodeon animation Vice President Jerry 

Beck once explained, “Classic [animated] characters have strong name value and image value… 

Unlike Humphrey Bogart and Bette David, old [animated] characters can stay exactly as they 

were 30 years ago, or they can be updated.”  We see this precise predicament play out in A New 644

Legacy. In the film’s basketball crowd, we see an imitation of “Baby Jane” Hudson, but as the 

audience we recognize this actor is a fake: this person is not Bette Davis. There is both 

recognition of the character, and an awareness of its imitation at the same time. Such tensions do 

not occur in the animated image, however. As Marc Steinberg observes, the “visual consistency 

of the character image across media forms” allows the the character to remain relatively ageless, 

making “the body of the character is as immortal as its popularity.”  Animated characters such 645

as Fred Flintstone, Space Ghost, and others are not false imitations; rather, they are true to their 

original character designs and animated form.

This concept, that the animated image retains name and image retain value over time as Beck 

describes, is directly acknowledged in the film itself. When proposing Warner 3000, Al-G 

 Susannah Patton, “Classic Cartoons Get New Lease on Life By Popular Demand: Entertainment 644

Firms Dust Off Favorites in Their Libraries For TV, Movies, Licensing,” Wall Street Journal  (1923 - 
Current File), June 5, 1995, 1023854002, ProQuest Historical Newspapers: The Wall Street Journal, 
https://lib-ezproxy.concordia.ca/login?qurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.proquest.com%2Fhistorical-
newspapers%2Fclassic-cartoons-get-new-lease-on-life-
popular%2Fdocview%2F1023854002%2Fse-2%3Faccountid%3D10246.

 Steinberg, Anime’s Media Mix, 69.645
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Figure 30. In a medium shot, Al-G (Don Cheadle) watches the basketball game, as famous 
WarnerMedia villains stand behind him. Villains include Mr. Freeze from Batman and Robin (Joel 
Schumacher, 1997, right) and nun Sister Jeanne des Anges from The Devils (Ken Russel, 1971, far 
right).

Figure 29. LeBron James (far right) celebrates while hundreds of WarnerMedia character watch from 
outside the court. While live action actors are indistinguishable, animated characters such as The Iron 
Giant, Frankenstein Jr., Space Ghost, and King Kong are clearly visible.
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promotes his vision of digital replicating LeBron for easy inserting into IP by rendering a 3D 

animated body of LeBron. The animated replica of LeBron is not a visual effect driven attempt to 

replicate the real LeBron; rather, the figure is simplified and more cartoonish in its aesthetics 

(Figure 31). The means of producing new cross-overs relies on the logic of animation in its 

capacity for easy replication across media. Animation is more than a medium; it becomes a 

technique for enabling IP expansion. Simpler aesthetics, like those of television animation as 

discussed in chapter 1, enable easier rendering and replication; A New Legacy posits that such 

animation can enable greater IP cross-over. Indeed, this is what we see play out during the film as 

an animated LeBron interacts with other animated IPs, such as DC superheroes Superman and 

Wonder Woman.

This emphasis in IP worlds in which characters exist in cuts across all aspects of Warner 

Bros.: HBO Max and their hub worlds, Warner Bros.’s advertising of their key brands, and Space 

Jam: A New Legacy’s Serververse where different IP worlds co-exist in the universe of a server. 

While A New Legacy (and by extension, Warner Bros.) envisions animation as crucial to create 

Figure 31. In Space Jam: A New Legacy (2021), Al-G digitally renders an image of LeBron in 
Gryffindor robes, pitching a LeBron James cross-over with the Harry Potter IP.
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cross-over IP, it also proves crucial in animating worlds in which characters cross-over. 

Animation’s ability to create living worlds is essential as a platform enabling narrative 

interaction;  I also discuss further in relation to the metaverse in the conclusion.646

Brand World Strategies
Much as animation creates cross-over spaces such as the OASIS game in Ready Player One 

and the Serververse in A New Legacy, the latter’s focus on planets in particular reflects 

WarnerMedia’s approach to branding as worlds. As Paul Grainge observes, “If the function of 

branding is to pattern activities across time and space, the process of selling entertainment has 

come to rely, increasingly, on the principle of deepening audience involvement in immersive 

brand worlds.”  As Heather Lea Birdsall observes, such branded franchise spaces entail 647

animated worlds as well.  In this way, CN City, discussed in chapter 2, functions as a kind of 648

proto-brand world, inviting viewers into a single shared universe created through 3D animation. 

For A New Legacy, the Serververse is the single shared brand universe contain through a meta 

brand (Warner Bros.), through which numerous branded planets function as discrete IP worlds 

(such as the The Wizard of Oz world or the world of Westeros from Game of Thrones).

WarnerMedia’s conception of brands as worlds is laid out clearly in Warner executive’s pitch 

to LeBron in A New Legacy. As Al-G and Warner executives offers to create a complete digital 

copy of LeBron’s image to create crossovers with popular Warner Brothers properties, the 

selection of brands presented to LeBron, and the form of crossover envisioned, illustrates that 

 James Ash, “Emerging Spatialities of the Screen: Video Games and the Reconfiguration of Spatial 646

Awareness,” Environment and Planning A: Economy and Space 41, no. 9 (September 2009): 2105–24, 
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these brands are not just connected to iconic characters, but are envisioned as discrete worlds in 

of themselves. Al-G presents LeBron with potential cross-overs with DC, Game of Thrones, and 

Harry Potter, three of the primary brands Warner Brothers frames as overarching brands to the 

studio itself.  What the film is presenting here is the corporate logic of the studio as narrativized 649

entertainment, as these are the key brands the studio prioritizes and advertises as its premium 

content. Properties such as DC and the Wizarding World aren’t limited to characters; rather, each 

brand is predicated on the world itself, in which these stories occur. The latter brand’s title, 

“Wizarding World” as opposed to “Harry Potter,” makes this emphasis on worlds all the more 

clear. In pitching LeBron cross-overs into brand worlds, with LeBron literally crossing over into 

different planets of IP inside the Serververse A New Legacy reflects WarnerMedia’s strategy of 

treating brands as worlds of content in which different media objects (films, television series, 

games, etc.) take place. This film also illustrates the intensification of this “brand as world” 

strategy in the media industry today.

A New Legacy, alongside other recent metaverse developments in the tech and media 

industries (discussion in the conclusion), may indicate the intensification of this branded world 

strategy. Such a strategy indicates a shift from branding interpenetrating out social lives, to 

subsumption into total brand worlds in of themselves. Prior research on brands have suggested 

brands not only penetrate our own social worlds, but create their own worlds as well.  As 650

Steinberg suggests, “The brand indeed has a world of sorts—a field of associations, a place of 

experience, and a feeling associated with it.”  As Adam Arvidsson observes in his critical work 651

 “WarnerBros.Com | Brands,” accessed July 26, 2021, https://www.warnerbros.com/brands.649
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on brands, brands have worked to enter into the “life-worlds” of consumers, with the ideal being 

brands becoming permanent fixtures in the lives of consumers.  But Arvidsson also warns of 652

brand management’s larger goal, supplanting the life-world of consumers with the brand world, 

fundamentally “altering the quality of the common produced through communicative 

interaction.”  We can certainly see the penetration of brands into out methods of 653

communication today. We don’t do an internet search anymore, we “Google it.” Likewise, apps 

like Disney Emoji Blitz (2016) reward players with emojis of branded Disney characters, 

encouraging users to communicate through exclusive, Disney-branded imagery. Such extensions 

of “branded worlds” are an immense concern Arvidsson for how they threaten to impede “the 

very real productive potential of contemporary social relations” on which said brands are built.  654

While the brand world may threaten to obtrude into our social lives, animation as a medium 

becomes vital as a means of producing such brand worlds. Arvidsson hints that animation may be 

a key means of producing and living within such brand worlds, given the brand world’s 

artificiality.  Following Arvidsson, I argue A New Legacy precisely demonstrates this kind of 655

animated brand world. The Serververse, a digital animated space created by dozens of VFX 

artists, literally gives form to the conglomeration’s corporate strategy of brands as worlds. In 

short, Warner Bros.’ vision of cross-IP synergy is through the form of animation, creating 

animated worlds where animated characters can exist and interact. Like The Lego Movie and 

Ready Player One, the digitally animated world of the Serververse is a vast space enabling 

 Adam Arvidsson, “Brands: A Critical Perspective,” Journal of Consumer Culture 5, no. 2 (July 652
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highly desirably cross-over interactions between WarnerMedia IP. Furthermore, worlds are 

central to WarnerMedia’s view of brands, branded worlds where character stories exist and can 

cross-over. Brand worlds and their spatial quality materially distinguish themselves from the 

literal loops of animation examined in chapters 1 & 2, loops connected to temporal experience 

and corporate media legacies. Instead, reuse of IP is enabled through the spatial quality of brand 

worlds, forms more reliant on world building and copyright protections.

Valuing Contents
While A New Legacy reflects corporate brand management, it also reflects a corporate 

reevaluation of contents in a new era of media distribution, that of platform streaming. The film’s 

narrative itself is concerned with the value of the Looney Tunes as IP. Al-G refers to the Looney 

Tunes as rejects, threatening to delete them from the server itself. By winning DomBall, the 

Looney Tunes assert their value as intellectual property, and by extension, can be read as a 

demonstration of their worth on HBO Max as well. That the Looney Tunes would be threatened 

with deletion is a striking narrative choice considering Warner Bros.’ reverence for the IP. In the 

first Space Jam, the Looney Tunes are threatened with enslavement on a theme park planet, 

forced to entertain in hopes they’ll boost attendance. During the making of the film, then co-

chairman and co-CEO of Warner Bros. Bob Daly called the Looney Tunes the “Crown Jewels of 

Warner Bros.”  656

There’s a longer history of this corporate appreciation. Paul Grainge examines the 

original Space Jam in his book Brand Hollywood (2008), pointing out a scene where Bugs and 

Daffy discuss all the merchandise they sell, and the lack of residuals they get (“we need new 

 Ted Johnson, “Inside Moves: WB Toons up: ‘Space Jam’ Costs Enter Stratosphere,” Variety (Los 656

Angeles: Penske Business Corporation, June 24, 1996), 1286159391, EIMA2: Cinema, Film and 
Television (Part 1), https://lib-ezproxy.concordia.ca/login?
qurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.proquest.com%2Fmagazines%2Finside-moves-wb-toons-up-space-jam-
costs-enter%2Fdocview%2F1286159391%2Fse-2%3Faccountid%3D10246.
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agents” laments Daffy.)  In a similar vein, Warner Bros.’ Looney Tunes: Back in Action (Joe 657

Dante, 2003) also reveres the Looney Tunes. Director Joe Dante its famously a fan of Looney 

Tunes animator Chuck Jones, slipping references and cameos of him in his films. Just like the 

Cartoon Network bumpers that imagine the channel as a workplace for cartoons as discussed in 

chapter 2, Back in Action shows Warner Bros. studios as a space where cartoons work and even 

eat lunch with their live action colleagues. As a plot point of the film, Bugs leverages his star 

power to convince Kate Houghton (Jenny Elfman), Warner Bros.’s fictional Vice-President of 

Comedy, to rehire Daffy Duck, literally dropping his Hollywood Walk of Fame plaque in front of 

her to materially demonstrate his star power. Daffy is a valued entertainer, and much of the film 

is dedicated to Bugs and Kate’s cross-country search for him. While Houghton initially fires 

Daffy, questioning his relevance for Warner Bros., such questions of Daffy and the Looney 

Tunes’ relevance are quickly rebuked by studio executives. Grainge argues that both film’s 

exemplify Caldwell’s argument that Hollywood’s texts theorize about their own industries, and 

reflect the turns towards branded entertainment.658

In both Space Jam and Back in Action, the narrative threat is the loss of the Looney Tunes 

as cultural workers, either the threat of working for an unjust boss, or the threat of no longer 

working for Warner Bros. By contrast, the narrative threat of A New Legacy pushes the Looney 

Tunes to demonstrate their worth as IP in a new era of content distribution. No longer workers, 

they become digital assets that must prove their value as contents for the streaming era. IP value 

translates within the film narrative into a spatial issue: the Looney Tunes not only take up space 

on the server as digital assets, but their brand world also takes up space in the Serververse. If 

 Grainge, Brand Hollywood, 121.657

 Grainge, Brand Hollywood, 129.658
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extensive human curation on HBO Max is a means of asserting the value of contents, then this 

film is the contents reasserting the value of all Warner Bros. IP. The idea that an Al-G(o)Rhythm 

can’t curate content or recognize the true value of contents unlike human curation can is implied 

in both HBO Max’s curation strategies and A New Legacy’s narrative. While the film is a literal 

evaluation of whether the Looney Tunes’ are worth the server space, the narrative also reasserts 

the worth of this IP for audiences as well.

This reevaluation occurs through animation aesthetics as well. That the Looney Tunes get 

an upgrade into 3D CGI for the game illustrates how these properties are being updated once 

again in the face of corporate change and televisual shifts in views (from cable to streaming). 

The Tunes’ visual upgrade is a means of updating their look for a modern audience and follow 

market trends in aesthetics, where Hollywood animated releases are dominated by CGI 

animation.659

While A New Legacy’s narrative inspirited intense cynicism from critics for the film’s 

concentration on maximum corporate synergy, the film arguably sneaks in a bit of corporate 

resistance as well. As Bugs Bunny notes multiple times in the film, as a cartoon, he can survive 

anything. He even survives deletion from the Serververse, a representation of corporate owned 

streaming platform dominance visualized earlier as the AT&T logo. The implication is the 

Looney Tunes, animated characters who have existed across decades of film and television, can 

also endure many regime changes of corporate conglomeration, including this current regime by 

AT&T, a corporate ownership that has, arguably, negatively impacted WarnerMedia as a whole. 

In other worlds, animation is plastic enough to be transformed into CGI but also endure 

 Christopher Holliday, The Computer-Animated Film: Industry, Style and Genre (Edinburgh: 659

Edinburgh University Press, 2018); Eric Herhuth, Pixar and the Aesthetic Imagination: Animation, 
Storytelling, and Digital Culture (Oakland, California: University of California Press, 2017).
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corporate shifts. Fundamentally anarchic in both personality and form, the animated-ness of the 

Looney Tunes ensures they will continue to survive into a new era of corporate conglomeration 

set within the newly formed Warner Bros. Discovery conglomerate.

Level Up: A New Legacy’s Video Game Logic
Video game logic structures the space of the Serververse, with video game logics propelling 

the narrative of the film (the quest to win a video game of basketball), and the spatial structuring 

of the Serververse. The game the Tune Squad play in A New Legacy is not traditional basketball 

like the original film. Instead, they must play DomBall, the basketball video game LeBron’s son 

created. The traditional work that LeBron impresses upon his son (and was impressed upon 

himself at a young age in the film) won’t cut it for this game; instead, the bulk of scoring comes 

from “style points” that are earned by players who score with style and verve. The video game 

logic extends to other aspects of the game as well, such as jump power-ups that appear on the 

court. 

This video game logic extends to the film’s climax. In the first Space Jam, Michael Jordan 

makes the game-winning dunk by extending his arm to a literal cartoonish degree, winning the 

game by embracing animation’s plasticity. In A New Legacy, LeBron is faces with the exact same 

situation as Jordan was in the previous film: he is too far from the rim to be able to dunk the 

winning point. Seeing this, Dom throws him a jump power-up to close the distance to the rim 

and make the winning dunk. Whereas Jordan took on the plasticity of cartoons, LeBron must 

embrace video game logic to win.

The film itself was envisioned not as a film, but more like a video game. Discussing A New 

Legacy, director Malcolm D. Lee notes that he wanted to create a “technical and fun video game 

experience … I wanted to make it a very immersive experience, you know, as if we were all at 
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the game as audience members.”  Lee desired to replicate the experience of video games; as 660

such, viewers of the film are meant to watch a video game of basketball, rather than the sport 

itself. This video game experience is supported through animated stats that continuously pop up 

throughout the basketball game, tallying points and score bonuses for characters like User 

Interface (UI) in video games (Figure 32). Whereas point counters in video games are typically 

non-diegetic to the game world (pop up stats such as money collected or damage given seen by 

the player, but are not considered a diegetic part of the game world itself), in A New Legacy, 

video game UI like animated stats are diegetic to the film world, as the basketball court is a video 

game space itself. 

A few words on the film’s video game logic are necessary to distinguish precisely what A 

New Legacy thinks about video games. Game Studies scholarship can help us untangle the film’s 

 Deyscha Smith, “LeBron James and Bugs Bunny Cover SLAM 233,” SLAM, July 9, 2021, https://660

www.slamonline.com/the-magazine/LeBron-james-bugs-bunny-cover-slam-233/, emphasis in original.

Figure 32. Animated stats pop up indicating how many points Granny has gained in DomBall. These 
animated stats imitate video game UI elements, where stats around experience points, health, and other 
game elements and tracked for the player.

https://www.slamonline.com/the-magazine/lebron-james-bugs-bunny-cover-slam-233/
https://www.slamonline.com/the-magazine/lebron-james-bugs-bunny-cover-slam-233/
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fuzzy approach to video game logics. A key thing to differentiate are rules from game mechanics. 

As Miguel Sicart defines, a game mechanic “is the action invoked by an agent to interact with the 

game world, as constrained by the game rules.”  In the case of A New Legacy, the game 661

mechanics are dunking and shooting to score points. Notably, these actions must be done with 

style to ensure maximum point accrual. A typical dunk will score two points; a dramatic dunk in 

the face of your enemy, as occurs in the film’s climax, will score much more. What constrains 

these mechanics, then, are the game rules, those being the typical rules of basketball (such as no 

traveling, etc.) While these rules are somewhat laid out for the viewer (Dom explains to LeBron 

and the audience that the game is all about style, for example), it’s not clear to the audience 

which input creates what effect, or how to replicate these mechanics. The only clear mechanic is 

that more style equals more points, with the rules of basketball constraining this mechanic. Such 

a loose game design, however, is where the Looney Tunes shine. Through their animated 

malleability and silly humour, they quickly score points once LeBron allows them to play 

according to their looney style.

I bring up a Game Studies approach here to demonstrate that while it is useful in 

determining the different components of DomBall, it ultimately illustrates that the film 

understands video games in an abstract sense. The film functions through a generalized game 

logic. What the game offers is a reflection of Hollywood’s amalgamated digital futures, 

envisioning gaming and streaming platforms as digital spaces for further IP management. In fact, 

the film understands video games through its streaming entertainment potentials. It also 

understands the viewer not as a game player but a game viewer, recognizing the immense 

 Miguel Sicart, “Defining Game Mechanics,” Game Studies 8, no. 2 (December 2008), http://661

gamestudies.org/0802/articles/sicart, n.p.
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impacts of a game streaming site like Twitch.  Thousands of Warner Bros. characters show up 662

to watch the video game, and Al-G teleports LeBron’s millions of social media followers into the 

game to watch as well. Through this narrative frame, A New Legacy views video games not as an 

isolated individual entertainment experience, but rather reflects the kind of video game streaming 

entertainment available from media convergence sites such as Twitch or YouTube.663

Video games play another vital component to the film, that of visual and narrative structure to 

the Serververse world. A New Legacy models its IP management like a video game, where a 

game creates discrete worlds wherein different IP can be consumed. These spaces are 

comparable to what Jesper Juul describes as video game’s “possibility space,” where multiple 

outcomes are possible within the game world.  A New Legacy’s vision of the Serververse is 664

most akin to video games, where space is both a narrative and formal element of game design. 

Games series such as Nintendo’s Super Mario Galaxy (2007-2010) and Square-Enix’s Kingdom 

Hearts (2002-2020) series create discrete levels and hub worlds through this same navigation 

mechanic (Figure 33.) Characters travel from world to world to play different levels or game 

worlds, each with distinct mechanics and/or aesthetics; in the case of the Kingdom Hearts 

franchise, each world is the world of a specific Disney/Pixar property (Figure 34.) LeBron and 

Bugs do the exact same thing in A New Legacy, commandeering Marvin the Martian’s spaceship 

to travel between the discrete IP worlds of the Serververse. Making this point, if in the negative, 

 T. L. Taylor, Watch Me Play: Twitch and the Rise of Game Live Streaming, eBook (Princeton: 662

Princeton University Press, 2018).

 Matthew Thomas Payne, “Twitch.Tv: Tele-Visualizing the Arcade,” in From Networks to Netflix: A 663

Guide to Changing Channels, ed. Derek Johnson, eBook (New York: Routledge, 2018), 515-516.

 Jesper Juul, Half-Real: Video Games between Real Rules and Fictional Worlds, ePub version 664

(Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 2005), 132.
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one critic described A New Legacy, “It’s Kingdom Hearts, but without any genuine feeling.”665

Like the spatial universe of Kingdom Hearts (Tetsuya Nomura, 2002), where the player 

character travels through space to different planets to encounter different discrete Disney IPs, 

LeBron travels throughout Warner’s Serververse (the digital “space” of the film’s title) to 

encounter WarnerMedia IP separated into discrete worlds for content consumption (Figure 35.) 

As Birdsall argues, video game spaces can be aligned with branded franchises;  this is precisely 666

at play in the film. This emphasis on space and infinite possibilities of interactions and narratives 

reflects Henry Jenkins’ approach to video game analysis. In his 2007 piece “Game Design as 

Narrative Architecture,” Jenkins offers an approach to video game analysis skirting between the 

 Joshua Rivera, “Space Jam: A New Legacy Is the Awful Future of Entertainment,” Polygon, July 665

14, 2021, https://www.polygon.com/movies/22577229/space-jam-a-new-legacy-review.

 Birdsall, “The Happiest Plays on Earth.”666

Figure 33. In Super Mario Galaxy 2 (Koichi Hayashida, 2010), players pilot Mario’s ship (shaped as 
his head, centre left) as they travel through space encountering different, discrete game worlds. Image 
Source: “World 3 (Super Mario Galaxy 2),” Super Mario Wiki, September 3, 2021, https://
www.mariowiki.com/World_3_(Super_Mario_Galaxy_2).

https://www.mariowiki.com/World_3_(Super_Mario_Galaxy_2)
https://www.mariowiki.com/World_3_(Super_Mario_Galaxy_2)
https://www.polygon.com/movies/22577229/space-jam-a-new-legacy-review
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Figure 34. A New Legacy is most similar to the Kingdom Hearts series and its management of 
various IP through discrete worlds in space. In this screenshot from Kingdom Hearts 3 (Tetsuya Nomura 
& Tai Yasue, 2019), the player navigates through space to discrete game worlds, each based on one 
Disney IP. Selected to the far left is “Toy Box,” the Toy Story (John Lasseter, 1995) world. Image 
source: Ryan Gilliam, “Kingdom Hearts 3 Guide,” Polygon, January 29, 2019, https://
www.polygon.com/guides/2019/1/29/18196267/kingdom-hearts-3-guide-world-list-order-galaxies.

Figure 35. In Space Jam: A New Legacy, Al-G shows Dom the “best view of the Seververse” from 
the Warner Bros. Studio icon.  Planets of Warner IP visible include the world of Westeros from Game of 
Thrones (David Benioff & D. B. Weiss, 2011-2019, top left) and the world of The Wizard of Oz (Victor 
Fleming, 1939, bottom right).

https://www.polygon.com/guides/2019/1/29/18196267/kingdom-hearts-3-guide-world-list-order-galaxies
https://www.polygon.com/guides/2019/1/29/18196267/kingdom-hearts-3-guide-world-list-order-galaxies
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then-fighting factions of narratologists, whose focus on video games narratives and their 

similarities to other forms of storytelling media, and ludologists, who focus on the mechanics of 

gameplay. Jenkins instead describes video games as an emerging medium which function “less 

as stories than as spaces ripe with narrative possibility.”  As he points out, “game designers 667

don't simply tell stories; they design worlds and sculpt spaces.”668

A New Legacy best reflects what Jenkins describes as “evocative spaces”: video game spaces 

that take place within a larger narrative economy that reward consumers of transmedia 

storytelling. Rather than contain isolated narratives, an evocative space conveys “new narrative 

experiences through its creative manipulation of environmental details.”  Much as Jenkins 669

describes how various Star Wars games don’t merely regurgitate the film plots, but often add 

new dialogue and interactions, A New Legacy renders new dialogue and interactions between 

iconic WarnerMedia IP through animation. For example, Ilsa from Casablanca speaks the film’s 

most famous (and misquoted) line, “Play it, Sam,” only for A New Legacy to reveal she is in fact 

speaking to Looney Tunes character Yosemite Sam on the piano. This small interaction could be 

read as a small token within the transmedia narrative economy of the WarnerMedia 

conglomerate. In sum, A New Legacy designs worlds to create a kind of game spectacle. The 

film’s video game-like design of animated worlds gestures towards a greater convergence of film, 

animation, and video games, a convergence both envisioned by the concept of the metaverse, an 

all-in-one digital space marked by constant connectivity and interactivity, and a convergence 

culture, as Jenkins writes, where participatory culture among audiences disproves previous 

 Henry Jenkins, “Game Design as Narrative Architecture,” in Space Time Play  : Computer Games, 667

Architecture and Urbanism  : The Next Level, ed. Friedrich von Borries, Steffen P. Walz, and Matthias 
Böttger (Boston: Birkhäuser, 2007), 119.

 Jenkins, “Game Design as Narrative Architecture,” 121.668

 Jenkins, “Game Design as Narrative Architecture,” 124.669
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assumptions of passive spectatorship.  670

Animating Networks
In animating the Serververse (read: HBO Max), A New Legacy also renders the networks of 

people connected to the digital platform. In the film’s narrative, Al-G sucks in all of LeBron’s 

social media followers into the Serververse through their phones to watch the game unfold and 

add to the stakes of the film’s game. This image of a networked digital imaginary is illustrative 

of what Patrick Jagoda calls “network aesthetics.” In his book Network Aesthetics (2016), Jagoda 

examines different media texts and forms to demonstrate how each “different literary or artistic 

form attempts to make sense of network form and to configure the contradictions that it 

presents.”  Media help make sense, and are even necessary, to comprehend our current moment 671

of global connection.  Media help make networks sensible through their network aesthetics, 672

their forms and affects that map a network imaginary for us to comprehend.  A New Legacy’s 673

network aesthetics also work to make sense of global connectedness. The film visualizes the 

Serververse, a virtual space anyone can instantly connect to via a digital device, no matter your 

location. In the film we see LeBron followers get sucked into the Serververse through phones 

from a barbershop, a firefighter station, and even mid-air during an airplane flight (Figure 36). A 

New Legacy envisions frictionless connectivity with a virtual space where one can interact with 

premium Warner Bros. IP, relying on the dematerialization of form in its digital imaginary.

A New Legacy grapples with networked connectivity and the diffusion of platforms and its 

threat to market dominance. The film attempts to address these potentially fragmented media 

 Henry Jenkins, Convergence Culture: Where Old and New Media Collide (New York: NYU Press, 670

2006), http://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt9qffwr, 3.

 Patrick Jagoda, Network Aesthetics (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2016), 33.671
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consumption patterns across different platforms by literally sucking in users into the Serververse,  

Warner Bros.’s all-encompassing digital space for media consumption. Given this digital 

connectivity happens through smartphones, these animated aesthetics of connectivity also help 

visualize the massive scale of the networks leveraged by AT&T.

That two family members playing a video game (LeBron and Dom playing DomBall) 

attract millions of spectators, including LeBron’s social media followers, is, I argue, a direct 

imitation of contemporary video game streaming. As the film’s director states, the film was 

designed to be a video game experience. Essential to understanding contemporary video game 

experiences is not just the gameplay, but the online streaming of gameplay to other connected 

viewers through a streaming platform such as Twitch.tv or YouTube Gaming. On Twitch alone, 

the site had 6.3 billion hours watched on just the leading livestreamers alone in the first quarter 

Figure 36. Space Jam: A New Legacy envisions a world of constant connectivity, as two flight 
attendants are sucked into the Serververse during a flight via a smartphone.

http://Twitch.tv
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of 2021.  As Variety notes, popular game streamers are just as popular as the games 674

themselves: parasocial relationships between game streamers and their viewers form a key core 

to the gaming market, with livestreaming continue to grow “as a valid growth engine for 

influencers.”675

As T. L. Taylor argues, live streaming sites like Twitch are examples of emerging forms 

of “networked broadcasting—one tied up with aspirations to transform otherwise-private play 

into public entertainment.”  Networked broadcasting bring together broadcasters and other 676

content producers to audiences in new ways. Taylor notes that this transformation in media 

distribution and consumption is not limited to game streaming, but rather game livestreaming 

serves as an index of larger transformations across media industries.

The film links game live-streaming to the actual basketball game of the film, illustrating 

the parallel between livestreaming’s “networked broadcasting” and television, the latter of which 

frames the final game of the film. A New Legacy’s final game has many of the traits of a 

television broadcast: a live sports event broadcasted to millions, with a recognizable broadcaster 

(TNT’s Ernie Johnson) giving commentary to the game. Televisual liveness is compared to video 

game streaming liveness, as both forms of liveness “bond people together, and create a shared set 

of experiences and identities around which they cohere.”  Both television and game streaming 677

are “live media product[s].”  As Taylor argues, game live-streaming reflect larger media 678

 Paul Sweeting and Kaare Ericksen, “Level Up: A Guide to the Incredible Growth and Evolution of 674

the Global Video Gaming Market” (Variety Intelligence Platform, June 2021), https://variety.com/vip-
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transformations towards networked consumption of live broadcasting, the rise of the influencer 

economy, and other transformations that reshape content distribution and consumption across 

media industries. In this way, the Serververse, and by extension, HBO Max, is envisioned 

beyond to a interconnected network, reflecting changes to media industries that Taylor argues. 

The Serververse is envisioned as a kind of metaverse, discussed further below.

Streaming Anxieties and Ambivalence
While A New Legacy is revealing in its reflection of its corporate branding and contents 

curation, it is also revealing in terms of Hollywood’s anxieties around digital media distribution. 

Film critic Richard Brody observes that much as Hollywood faced the economic and existential 

threat of television in the 1950s, so too does Hollywood face the economic and existential threat 

of streaming in our current moment. As Brody notes, while A New Legacy fails “as an aesthetic 

object and as a viewing experience, it somehow nonetheless succeeds as a conceptual 

representation of a Hollywood studio’s terror in the face of streaming domination of the movie 

industry at large, which, like Warner Bros., is in the process of being swallowed up in one 

Serververse or another.”  The films’ villain, Al-G Rhythm, is a self-aware AI that signifies 679

everything threatening about the shifts towards digital technologies: loss of human control over 

privacy, image, and curation.

In terms of privacy, Al-G spies on characters through various connected devices, 

including smartphones and printers. If a device has a microphone or a camera, AL-G can hear or 

see through it. That Al-G teleports millions of LeBron’s social media followers into the 

Seververse without their consent serves as a similar rejoinder to the potential lack of privacy 

from our digital devices. Constant connectivity offers the promise of unique content experiences 

 Richard Brody, “Review: ‘Space Jam 2,‘ ’Roadrunner,’ and the Misplaced Hand-Wringing Over 679

Digital Manipulations,” The New Yorker, July 20, 2021, https://www.newyorker.com/culture/the-front-
row/review-space-jam-2-roadrunner-and-the-misplaced-hand-wringing-over-digital-manipulations.
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and interactions, but also the threat of massive data collection and loss of privacy.680

A New Legacy both directly and indirectly grapples with the threat of losing control of 

one’s own image. The film plays it both ways in the face of concerns around digital image 

manipulation. Al-G pitches Warner 3000 as a means of easy cross-over IP through animation: 

create a digital replica of LeBron’s image to insert into any WarnerMedia property the company 

wishes, presumably ceding control his image to the company. Ari Folman’s The Congress 

(2013), another animation/live action feature, tackles a similar concept—the digitization of 

famous actors for unlimited animated reuse— albeit in an even more dystopian manner. Both 

films examine the existential threat of losing ownership over one’s own image. While this threat 

is never fully explicated in A New Legacy (LeBron quickly rejects the Warner 3000 pitch without 

a concrete reason), parts of the film rely on an animated LeBron interacting with various IP 

worlds. In short, A New Legacy has its cake and eats it too, both slyly referencing the crassness 

of numerous IP cross-overs through animation, and embracing this same crassness throughout 

the film.

Finally, A New Legacy demonstrates anxieties over digital distribution, namely curation 

and the prevalence of algorithms. As a film reflecting anxieties around digital media circulation, 

one would expect piracy to crop up in some way. However, piracy is not a demonstrated concern 

in the film. The Serververse (and by extension, HBO Max) is subtly posited as an answer to 

piracy, functioning as an alluring walled garden where vast amounts of highly desirable content 

exist for interaction and consumption. Instead, WarnerMedia’s anxieties lay more around 

algorithmic intrusions into content curation. While the character Al-G is an AI, it also functions 

 Mark Andrejevic, “Surveillance in the Digital Enclosure,” The Communication Review 10, no. 4 680

(December 5, 2007): 295–317, https://doi.org/10.1080/10714420701715365; Shoshana Zuboff, The Age 
of Surveillance Capitalism  : The Fight for a Human Future at the New Frontier of Power (New York, NY: 
PublicAffairs, 2019).
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as synecdoche for algorithms in the film, algorithms that threaten a new regime of content 

curation. In examining LeBron James, including his awards, philanthropy, and social media 

followers, Al-G concludes that “algorithmically speaking, he’s a king.” In contrast to this 

evolution of LeBron, Al-G threatens to delete iconic WarnerMedia IP, the Looney Tunes, a move 

that indicates a failure to recognize content value outside of algorithmic computation. If 

WarnerMedia’s PR around HBO Max touts is human-lead curation of content, we see the 

corollary to this through Al-G, whose algorithmic content curation threatens to destroy 

WarnerMedia legacy IP through its careless disregard for the Looney Tunes.

In short, A New Legacy foregrounds technological anxieties around loss of human control 

of privacy, image ownership, and content curation. Most expressions of these technological 

anxieties center on Al-G, a character who embodies various facets of technological anxiety. 

Partway through the film, Al-G dresses as former Apple CEO Steve Jobs and describes itself as a 

“visionary.” This is how we truly know Al-G is the villain of the film, as the character is 

fundamentally aligned with the iconography of tech giants rather than media giants such as 

WarnerMedia. This ideological flexibility enables the film to villainize other mega corporations, 

while also legitimizing WarnerMedia as a benevolent conglomerate.681

While Al-G serves as a vehicle for expressing a number of technophobic anxieties, the 

film itself embraces the digital Serververse as a consumer dream—a literal space where various 

IP can interact with each other. A New Legacy reflects this renewed vision of streaming, where 

content expands into the metaverse. This section will briefly examine the film Scoob! and its 

successor television series Jellystone! as additional examination of animated cross-over IP to 

illustrate that A New Legacy is part of a larger corporate strategy around IP management, as well 

 Caldwell, “Screen Practice and Conglomeration,” 340.681
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as discuss how such strategies intersect with HBO Max. This chapter will then wrap up with a 

discussion of the metaverse elements of A New Legacy, and HBO Max as a whole.

Exclamatory Animation: Scoob! & Jellystone!
If The Lego Movie and Ready Player One were the clearest counterpart for A New Legacy, the 

animated film Scoob! is the clearest counterpart for Jellystone! Produced by Warner Bros. 

Animation, Scoob! is another reboot of a multiverse world, this time for a Hanna-Barbera 

multiverse. The film was released to SVOD due to the COVID-19 pandemic, and was released in 

theatres in March 2021. The film is in part an origin story for Scooby-Doo and his mystery 

solving friends. As a cross-over IP film, it features not only the main characters of Scooby-Doo 

and the gang, but other Hanna-Barbera heroes and villains such as Blue Falcon and Dynomutt, 

and Dick Dastardly and Muttley respectively. Other Hanna-Barbera character, such as Captain 

Caveman, show up in the film as well. Director Tony Cervone notes that many more characters 

were originally planned to show up in the film, including Adam Ant, Grape Ape, and 

Jabberjaw.  Cervone stated that the film was originally envisioned to be a kind of “Hanna-682

Barbera Avengers,”  indicating WarnerMedia’s franchise logic at play. Perhaps as a reflection 683

of the film’s original bolder vision of IP cross-over synergy, a poster of the film is prominently 

displayed in A New Legacy at LeBron enters the Warner Bros. Studios backlot.

While Scoob! ultimately backed away from a massive, Avengers-style team up, its initial 

vision of combining a wide variety of Hanna-Barbera IP was ultimately realized through 

Jellystone!, an HBO Max animated series featuring upwards of 60 distinct Hanna-Barbera 

characters over its 40 episodes. Whereas Ready Player One and A New Legacy operate as 

 Eric Eisenberg, “Scoob! Cut A Bunch Of Hanna-Barbera Characters From The Movie… For A Very 682

Good Reason, Cinemablend, March 5, 2020, https://www.cinemablend.com/news/2491408/scoob-cut-a-
bunch-of-hanna-barbera-characters-from-the-movie-for-a-very-good-reason.

 Eisenberg, “Scoob! Cut A Bunch Of Hanna-Barbera Characters From The Movie.”683

https://www.cinemablend.com/news/2491408/scoob-cut-a-bunch-of-hanna-barbera-characters-from-the-movie-for-a-very-good-reason
https://www.cinemablend.com/news/2491408/scoob-cut-a-bunch-of-hanna-barbera-characters-from-the-movie-for-a-very-good-reason
https://www.cinemablend.com/news/2491408/scoob-cut-a-bunch-of-hanna-barbera-characters-from-the-movie-for-a-very-good-reason
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intertextual cinema, where catching the references is intended as part of the fun, Jellystone! 

focuses more on the character interactions between the various denizens of the city. Like 

SG:C2C, Jellystone! uses a large number of forgotten, B-list (or lower) Hanna-Barbera 

characters, and is able to flexibly recast these characters with new personalities and occupations. 

The series was original conceived as a series of shorts akin to the newer Looney Tunes shorts 

commissioned for HBO Max.  It is the first series to feature many of Hanna-Barbera’s 684

signature characters since 1991. It is also the first production since the closure of Hanna-Barbera 

studios in 2001 and the death of its respective founders in 2001 and 2006. Jellystone! is useful in 

demonstrating that animated space is essential as an enabling platform for crossover-IP 

interaction, illustrating that A New Legacy is not alone in its strategic use of animated space.

The series takes place in Jellystone, a town where nearly every Hanna-Barbera character live. 

Part of updating the characters was also altering them to add diversity to the series and world, 

and overall bring a more interesting dynamic to the show. Hanna-Barbera characters were altered 

to add new twists to the characters. For example, Yogi Bear, BooBoo, and Cindi Bear are 

medical staff at Jellystone’s hospital, whereas Johnny and Hadji from the original Johnny Quest 

(ABC, 1964-1965) are now adults running a bowling alley. Multiple characters are also 

genderbent from their original incarnations to ensure better gender parity. In this reboot, 

characters such as Jabberjaw and Augie Doggie are female instead of male. The series debuted 

on HBO Max on July 29, 2021, with plans to air on Cartoon Network in fall 2021.

Showrunner and executive producer C..H. Greenblatt commented that “the best part about the 

Hanna-Barbera characters was the whole world of them and how many there were.”  685

 Comic-Con International, “HBO Max and Warner Bros. Animation: Jellystone! | Comic-684

Con@Home 2021,” YouTube video, July 24, 2021, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gj3YebuAO4c.

 Comic-Con International, “HBO Max and Warner Bros. Animation.”685

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gj3YebuAO4c
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Greenblatt was attracted to the idea of all these character sharing the same world, similar to 

earlier 1970s-1980s Hanna-Barbera series such as Laff-A-Lympics (ABC, 1977-1978), which 

also featured multiple Hanna-Barbera characters in the same world. Greenblatt noted that some 

characters were “remixed so that they fit a more modern sensibility.”  Supervising director Ian 686

Wasseluk observed the production team dove into the Warner archives and consumed hours of 

Hanna-Barbera content to better understand the characters and how they interact with one 

another. Jeff Bergman, who voices Yogi Bear among other characters, commented that such a 

crossover of Hanna-Barbera characters rarely happened in the older series unless it was a special 

crossover event.

Notably, the series is named after the animated space (the town of Jellystone) in which this 

expanded Hanna-Barbera cross-over occurs. Similar to A New Legacy, Jellystone!’s cross-over 

synergy is specifically tied to the creation of an animated space. With its focus on the various 

workplaces of the town (the Quest bowling alley, Magilla Gorilla’s haberdashery, etc.), 

Jellystone! is reminiscent of popular Cartoon Network bumpers like CN City (discussed in 

chapter 2), which envisions Cartoon Network as a workspace where various animated IPs 

interact. In both Jellystone! and A New Legacy, animated spaces (from cities to planets, 

respectively) function as spaces for animated cross-overs to occur, and anticipates metaverse 

strategies, discussed in the conclusion.

The announcement trailer for Jellystone! emphasizes the preponderance of Hanna-Barbera 

characters in the series, with the announcer struggling to list them all.  The trailer’s focus on 687

the preponderance of characters parallels HBO Max’s and its launch tagline “Where HBO Meets 

 Comic-Con International, “HBO Max and Warner Bros. Animation.”686

 HBO Max Family, Jellystone! | Official Trailer | HBO Max Family, accessed July 6, 2021, https://687

www.youtube.com/watch?v=-HAVgdujUWQ.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-HAVgdujUWQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-HAVgdujUWQ
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So Much More.”  Like A New Legacy, these advertisements emphasize HBO Max and its 688

contents themselves are abundant.  Both Jellystone! and its streaming home HBO Max have 689

parallel concerns regarding the volume of Hanna-Barbera IP available, both to fill a new 

animated series, as well as fill a streaming catalogue.  In short, Jellystone! also reflects 690

contemporary conglomerate strategizing which seeks to mobilize as much IP together as possible 

in an era of streaming distribution. Jellystone!, like A New Legacy, emphasizes the sheer amount 

of IP contents available, using animated spaces to give a platform for character interaction. 

Jellystone! demonstrates the IP synergy of A New Legacy is not a one-off product, but rather 

another instance of larger corporate strategy of IP combination through both film and television 

production.

A New Legacy of the Metaverse
A New Legacy’s vision of reflects the idea of the metaverse. As Rebekah Valentine describes, 

the “metaverse is the idea of a persistent, synchronous, virtual space where people can interact 

with one another in real time and where both planned and spontaneous events occur that bridge 

the gap between the virtual and real world. … In theory, it's a successor to the internet.”  While 691

the thesis’ conclusion examines the concept of the metaverse more deeply, as animation is fully 

imbricated in its logics of constant virtual space and interactivity, the remaining section of this 

 HBO Max, “We’ve Got The Lolz | HBO Max [Trailer],” May 11, 2020, https://www.youtube.com/688

watch?v=xYHSRyB3GkE.

 Johnson, Online TV, 113.689

 Also worth noting here briefly is Scooby-Doo and Guess Who?, a series where each episode 690

features a guest character, either fictional (such as Sherlock Holmes or Batman) or real (such as Mark 
Hamill or Whoopi Goldberg). While the series second season streamed exclusively on HBO Max, 
prompting those who watch the first season on Cartoon Network to subscribe, the series also featured 
various Hanna-Barbera characters, including Blue Falcon and Dynomutt, who are prominently featured in 
Scoob! Throughout WarnerMedia’s animated productions, there is an intensification of cross over media.

 Rebekah Valentine, “What Is Epic Games’ Metaverse, and Is It Worth Billions?,” IGN, April 15, 691

2021, https://www.ign.com/articles/what-is-epic-games-metaverse-and-is-it-worth-billions.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xYHSRyB3GkE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xYHSRyB3GkE
https://www.ign.com/articles/what-is-epic-games-metaverse-and-is-it-worth-billions
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chapter examines the proto-metaverse elements present in A New Legacy, and HBO Max more 

broadly. 

As mentioned earlier, A New Legacy envisions a digital space structures by video game 

logics that enables numerous IP cross-overs. A New Legacy’s focus on bringing together multiple 

IP through gaming echoes recent moves in the video game world to build expansive worlds 

where multiple content IP can interact, particularly Fortnite (Epic Games, 2017). A New Legacy 

mirrors the logic of the metaverse logic of Fortnite, where digital connectivity in virtual spaces 

enable pioneering content experiences such as virtual concerts and film screenings. Both the film 

and the game create virtual game-based spaces where a cacophony of premium IP can interact, 

while millions of users can consume this content through the gamified virtual space. Such 

interactions used to proliferate across dozens of platforms.  Now major tech companies see 692

these as the domain of the metaverse.

If the planets in the Serververse are distinct brand worlds in of themselves, then the 

Serververse is a metaverse of sorts, a metaworld encompassing all other brand worlds. This 

reading corresponds with the Serververse as a representation of HBO Max. A New Legacy 

envisions The Serververse/HBO Max as an all-in-one platform for all kinds of media forms. 

Media forms the film references include television, film, and comics, the latter represented by 

Wonder Woman’s island home of Themyscira; both Wonder Woman and her home are animated 

in a comic-book aesthetic. The Serververse/HBO Max is a nexus through which all brands flow 

through, including media distribution brands as well. The brands references in A New Legacy are 

not just content brand, but cable channel brands as well. When LeBron is surprised that Bugs 

Bunny recognizes him, Bugs quips that “I may live in a whole in the ground, but we still get 

 Tarleton Gillespie, “The Politics of ‘Platforms,’” New Media & Society 12, no. 3 (May 2010): 347–692

64, https://doi.org/10.1177/1461444809342738.

https://doi.org/10.1177/1461444809342738
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TNT,” holding up TNT-branded TNT (Figure 37). The Turner Broadcasting cable references 

don’t end there; at the start of DomBall, NBA on TNT basketball sportscaster Ernie Johnson is 

digitally transported into the Serververse to add commentary to the game. A New Legacy 

envisions The Serververse/HBO Max as an all-in-one platform for all kinds of media forms, 

including media distribution forms such as branded cable channels. 

 Another element of A New Legacy’s proto-metaverse leanings is WarnerMedia’s release 

of  Space Jam: A New Legacy NFTs. NFT stands for non-fungible tokens, unique identifiers 

connected to  blockchain technology that certify ownership of digital content assets.  NFTs 693

were a bubble market in 2021, and are conceptually related to the metaverse in that they ideally 

function as digital assets that have “unprecedented interoperability” in their circulation, use, and 

 Mitchell Clark, “People Are Spending Millions on NFTs. What? Why?,” The Verge, March 3, 2021, 693

https://www.theverge.com/22310188/nft-explainer-what-is-blockchain-crypto-art-faq.

Figure 37. Bugs wields TNT explosives labeled with the logo of Turner cable channel TNT to an 
animatedly anxious LeBron in Space Jam: A New Legacy. 

https://www.theverge.com/22310188/nft-explainer-what-is-blockchain-crypto-art-faq
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storage.  Warner Bros. gave away 91,000 NFTs featuring Space Jam: A New Legacy characters, 694

including LeBron James.  That LeBron James’ image was released to an exploding NTF 695

market makes A New Legacy’s anxieties around loss of image control amidst digital technologies 

a reality. Finally, it needs be remarked that the film 

references multiple internet memes featuring Bugs 

Bunny. As Laine Nooney and Laura Portwood-Stacer 

write, the term meme “identifies digital objects that 

riff on a given visual, textual or auditory form and 

are then appropriated, re-coded, and slotted back into 

the internet infrastructures they came from.”  A 696

New Legacy riffs on the Bugs Bunny memes “Big 

Chungus,” where Bugs imitates the stature and 

speaking form of fellow Looney Tune Elmer 

Fudd,  and “Lord Forgive Me,” where Bugs 697

appears as a remorseful gangster in a pixelated jpeg 

image (Figure 38).  Both NFTs and meme are 698

 Matthew Ball, “The Metaverse: What It Is, Where to Find It, Who Will Build It, and Fortnite,” 694

MatthewBall.vc, January 13, 2020, https://www.matthewball.vc/all/themetaverse.

 Todd Spangler, ‘“Space Jam: A New Legacy’: Warner Bros. Is Tossing 91,000 NFTs Featuring 695

Characters, LeBron James Up for Grabs (EXCLUSIVE),” Variety, July 12, 2021, https://variety.com/
2021/digital/news/space-jam-new-legacy-nft-LeBron-james-1235016220/.

 Laine Nooney and Laura Portwood-Stacer, “One Does Not Simply: An Introduction to the Special 696

Issue on Internet Memes,” Journal of Visual Culture 13, no. 3 (December 1, 2014):  https://doi.org/
10.1177/1470412914551351, 249.

 “Big Chungus,” Know Your Meme, accessed October 18, 2021, https://knowyourmeme.com/697

memes/big-chungus.

 “Lord Forgive Me,” Know Your Meme, accessed October 18, 2021, https://knowyourmeme.com/698

memes/lord-forgive-me.

Figure 38. An image macro meme 
featuring a pixelated image of Bugs Bunny as 
a remorseful gangster. Not the similarities 
between this and the previous image in terms 
of eye and hand posture. Source: “Lord 
Forgive Me,” Know Your Meme, accessed 
October 18, 2021, https://
knowyourmeme.com/memes/lord-forgive-
me.

https://doi.org/10.1177/1470412914551351
https://doi.org/10.1177/1470412914551351
https://variety.com/2021/digital/news/space-jam-new-legacy-nft-lebron-james-1235016220/
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https://www.matthewball.vc/all/themetaverse
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https://knowyourmeme.com/memes/lord-forgive-me
https://knowyourmeme.com/memes/lord-forgive-me
https://knowyourmeme.com/memes/lord-forgive-me
https://knowyourmeme.com/memes/big-chungus
https://knowyourmeme.com/memes/big-chungus
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digital objects that assume a kind of interactivity and circulation across platforms and audiences. 

From platformativity to digital objects, A New Legacy imitates features of a metaverse, 

envisioning a future of content consumption it cannot fully embody due to its relatively closed 

nature as a film text.

While the film itself lacks the interactivity essential to a true metaverse, that the film 

imitates the metaverse so substantially is strikingly reflective of WarnerMedia’s corporate 

leanings towards digital markets and technologies, and corresponds to HBO Max’s attempts at 

metaverse-like elements as well. From the beginning, HBO Max was envisioned as a multimedia 

platform through its inclusion of podcasts. Multiple HBO series such as Succession (2018-), 

Allen v. Farrow (2021), and season 4 of In Treatment (2020) were accompanied with podcasts 

diving deeper into the creative process, cut material, and other contents of interest for fans of the 

series. These podcasts, while available on podcast apps, are also featured on the HBO Max 

phone app itself. HBO Max has announced podcasts exclusive to the platform as well. In August 

2021, WarnerMedia announced plans to launch exclusive podcasts on HBO Max, including a 

Batman audio series and more companion series to popular HBO Max series like The OC (FOX, 

2003-2007).  The launch of platform exclusive podcasts mirrors current podcast trends towards 699

platform exclusivity, such as Spotify’s recent acquisitions of podcast network Gimlet Media in 

2019 and an exclusive licensing agreement with comedian Joe Rogan for over $100 million in 

2020.700

 Ashley Carman, “HBO Max Is Getting Its Own Exclusive Podcasts, Starting with Batman,” The 699

Verge, August 4, 2021, https://www.theverge.com/2021/8/4/22609212/hbo-max-podcast-exclusive-
batman-audio-jeffrey-wright.

 Anne Steele, “WSJ News Exclusive | Spotify Strikes Podcast Deal With Joe Rogan Worth More 700

Than $100 Million,” Wall Street Journal, May 19, 2020, sec. Business, http://www.wsj.com/articles/
spotify-strikes-exclusive-podcast-deal-with-joe-rogan-11589913814.

http://www.wsj.com/articles/spotify-strikes-exclusive-podcast-deal-with-joe-rogan-11589913814
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Media analyst Kevin Tran examines this platform-specific podcast approach further, 

noting that “HBO Max’s mobile app, which will be pre-loaded on mobile phones sold to AT&T 

customers, will offer podcasts tied to certain shows… This is a feature that makes HBO Max 

unique among streamers, and allows it to gather data on users that would otherwise go to other 

podcast platforms like Apple or Spotify that it can use to inform content recommendations.”  701

The focused addition of exclusive podcasts indicates HBO Max is not just another streaming 

video site; rather, there is a vision to build a platform that encompasses multiple forms of media 

content all in one gated platform. This is similar to the strategy of superapps, which bundle 

multiple services and content together into a single app to compete in a crowded app marketplace 

and phone screen real estate.  Netflix has also moved into other content forms, announcing in 702

2021 that the company will also move into gaming, beginning with the mobile game market. As 

Netflix explained to investors in July 2021, the company views “gaming as another new content 

category for us, similar to our expansion into original films, animation and unscripted TV.”  703

Both HBO Max and Netflix use additional forms of content (podcasts and games, respectively) 

to secure subscribers from on mobile phone devices. By offering exclusive content forms 

primarily oriented towards mobile consumption, these streaming companies aim to establish their 

platforms beyond services for content consumption in the home, but services that envelop 

multiple aspects of daily life. These expansions into other forms of content are not creating the 

metaverse itself, but are one step closer to the metaverse’s key feature that media giants are aim 

 Kevin Tran, “HBO Max: 3 Competitive Edges in the Streaming Wars,” Variety, April 6, 2020, 701

https://variety.com/vip/hbo-max-3-competitive-edges-in-the-streaming-wars-1203545900/.

 Tim Bradshaw, “The Real Reason Most Super Apps Are Not Super Great: TECH WORLD,” 702

Financial Times, August 28, 2021; Scott Galloway, “Super-Apps Are Inevitable,” Intelligencer, 
November 24, 2021, https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2021/11/facebook-metaverse-super-apps.html.

 Jay Peters, “Netflix’s Gaming Expansion Starts with Mobile,” The Verge, July 20, 2021, https://703

www.theverge.com/2021/7/20/22585802/netflix-gaming-mobile-subscription-earnings.

https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2021/11/facebook-metaverse-super-apps.html
https://variety.com/vip/hbo-max-3-competitive-edges-in-the-streaming-wars-1203545900/
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for: an all-in-one media experience unified by corporate ownership and control.

Conclusion: Animating and Consuming Worlds
AT&T’s corporate strategy was the dream of synergistic vertical integration. This strategy 

resulted in HBO Max, viewed as the workhorse of the company, with AT&T designing and 

restructuring WarnerMedia’s operations to fit this mandate. The new conglomerate funnelled 

animation television productions from Cartoon Network or green-lit animation reboots to support 

the new streaming platform. While HBO Max has exceeded subscriber expectations, the merger 

that propelled its development in the first place will soon be short-lived. This short period of 

about four years (from July 2018 to April 2022) is remarkable for rendering transparent corporate 

strategy, particularly around media management and how its strategies manifest within 

conglomerate media offerings. We see its strategies through cultural production as well, through 

texts like Space Jam: A New Legacy and Jellystone! in how they create animated worlds to 

platform crossover IP interactions.

We see this focus on HBO Max and its metaverse-like elements in A New Legacy and 

Jellystone!, which create animated worlds to enable crossover IP consumption. The world 

building that enables crossovers was previously seen in television, but has been intensified for 

the streaming age. The scope of crossovers envisioned in films like Ready Player One and A New 

Legacy extends beyond animation to encompass a wide variety of media, including films and 

video games. While the production of A New Legacy indicates that IP need to renewed for a new 

era of content distribution, we also see corporate anxieties around the shift towards streaming in 

the process. Animation envisions the future of content distribution, a walled garden of a virtual 

streaming space that is HBO Max/the Serververse. Animation and its formal aesthetics serve as a 

marker of shifts in both distribution and conglomeration.

The corporate media logic of collecting and bundling stuff (media companies) is reflected in A 
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New Legacy (among other WarnerMedia properties) in its near obsession in displaying its vast 

collection of established IP. Intertextual cinema is not just the measure of recognition; the bounty 

of corporate acquisitions is spectacle itself. Likewise, the recycling of IP by media 

conglomerates shows no signs of slowing down. As Variety reports in June 2022, the reigning 

corporate strategy of media conglomerations today is recycling established brands (Figure 39). In 

its dramatization of pitch meetings where unnamed executives extoll the virtues of brand synergy 

to LeBron James, A New Legacy unabashedly reflects contemporary corporate strategies in a way 

corporate documents can sometimes only infer. 

Figure 39. A Variety image illustrating the recycling of IP as media conglomeration’s modus operandi. 
Source: Kaare Eriksen, “‘Lightyear’ Illuminates Box Office’s Most Powerful Trend: Nostalgia,” Variety, 

June 17, 2022, https://variety.com/vip/lightyear-illuminates-box-offices-most-powerful-trend-
nostalgia-1235295865/.

https://variety.com/vip/lightyear-illuminates-box-offices-most-powerful-trend-nostalgia-1235295865/
https://variety.com/vip/lightyear-illuminates-box-offices-most-powerful-trend-nostalgia-1235295865/
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Conclusion: Animating the Future of Corporate 
Conglomeration

♻ 


This thesis has examined how the aesthetics of American animated television series index 

shifts in television distribution and media conglomeration. It traced the media logics of 

conglomeration through the corporate legacy of Turner to Warner Bros. Discovery, and how 

these logics rely on archives of animated IP for reuse. Newer iterations of animated IP tend to 

parallel new iterations of media conglomerates. Key to this thesis has been tracking the loops of 

animation as the key aesthetic of this media logic as they manifest across different organization 

strata in media conglomeration, as well as different units of animation production across 

television broadcast flow (from the television program, to channel branding in bumpers, and on 

streaming platforms.) Such loops include the literal reuse of animation materials as examined in 

chapters 1 & 2, as well as reuse of animated IP, either through recirculation on streaming 

platforms or IP recycling as examined in chapter 3 &4. 

Chapter 1 examines how planned animation production processes are remixed in the cable 

era of the 1990s, with cultural production shaped by the conglomerate’s archives of content. 

Chapter 2 examples the paratextual bumpers of Cartoon Network from the late 1990s to the mid 

2000s, analyzing how they work to brand the channel and its content, as well as manage 

televisual flow and serve as an outlet for channel programmers’ own conceptions of their labour. 

Chapter 3 shifts into the streaming platform era, examining corporate documents and platform 

interfaces for how corporate strategy shapes the creation of a new platform, while also 

examining how brands and animation content are revalued for a new era of media distribution. 
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Chapter 4 reads WarnerMedia cultural production for how it symptomatically reveal corporate 

strategy as well, reflecting industry ambitions and anxieties around digital media distribution. 

WarnerMedia’s cultural production illustrates how animation enables massive intertextuality 

within cinema and the expansion of branded worlds. Throughout, this thesis examines the media 

logic of conglomeration, as animation indexes conglomerate media logic through its production 

and distribution.

This conclusion serves as a coda to this analysis, providing some initial thoughts on what 

tech and media giants envision as the next form of digital media distribution and the internet 

itself: the metaverse. This section gives a brief overview of the major tech and media players in 

the metaverse space, many of which are familiar from earlier moments in this dissertation. I then 

examine some phenomenological problems that arise with the metaverse, applying Sara Ahmed’s 

work on queer phenomenology to think through some issues around virtual bodies, spaces, and 

their interactivity. This section then discusses the metaverse as an outgrowth of capitalist 

accumulation, before wrapping up with some final thoughts on media conglomeration and how 

animation aesthetics work to make them visible through the image of the universe.

Animation’s loops remain a relevant tool for analyzing this proposed digital platform 

space. As discussed in the introduction, multiple digital media scholars over the past two decades 

have pointed to animation as endemic to digital media.  Their accounts hold true today. 704

Looping of the digital image is commonplace on globally popular media platforms. Instagram’s 

Boomerang feature, where photo montages are stitched together to produce looping video, was 

 Manovich, The Language of New Media; Redrobe (formerly Beckman), ed., Animating Film 704

Theory; Levitt, The Animatic Apparatus; Teri Silvio, “Animation: The New Performance?,” Journal of 
Linguistic Anthropology 20, no. 2 (2010): 422; Kenny K. N. Chow, Animation, Embodiment, and Digital 
Media  : Human Experience of Technological Liveliness (Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire  ; Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2013), https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-137-28308-5; Stark, “Facial Recognition, Emotion and 
Race in Animated Social Media.’
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originally a standalone app before becoming a main feature within the Instagram app itself.  705

Micro video platform TikTok, like its predecessor Vine, features short, looping videos as a 

distinct feature of the platform. As media conglomeration continues to move into platform 

distribution, animation’s loops, I argue, will continue to be a vital tool in examining the logic of 

media conglomeration, particularly as it guides media production and distribution into the 

metaverse future.

The previous chapter examined Space Jam: A New Legacy, and how it symptomatically 

reveals media ambitions and concerns around digital media distribution to come, including the 

metaverse. While its proponents hype it as a radical shift in how the internet will work, when 

examining the ins and outs of the metaverse, it appears to be the further digital platformization of 

media, the encroachment of platforms to mediate everything in everyday life. 

Examining the Metaverse Hype
I have already offered a brief overview of the metaverse in chapter 4’s analysis of Space 

Jam: A New Legacy. Using the film as a jumping off point, this section outlines the major 

developments regarding the metaverse; it then builds on chapters 3 & 4 in analyzing corporate 

strategy regarding the metaverse, and how an analysis of animation helps us better understand 

the technology.

The concept of the metaverse is a virtual space with animated avatars, with continuous live 

connection and interactivity. Like Web3, it is posited by investors and tech giants like Meta, 

formerly known as Facebook, as the next evolution of the internet. What is remarkable about all 

this hype around metaverse technologies is that animation is fully imbricated in its logics of 

persistent virtual space and interactivity. The virtual spaces and avatars you use to interact in 

 Sarah Perez, “Instagram’s Boomerang and Hyperlapse Apps Disappear from App Stores,” 705

TechCrunch, March 7, 2022, https://social.techcrunch.com/2022/03/07/instagrams-boomerang-and-
hyperlapse-apps-disappear-from-app-stores/.
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these spaces are created with animation. 

Many of the biggest names in both media and technology see the metaverse as the future, 

with 2021 seeing significant financial investments in the concept. Fortnite raised $1 billion in 

2021, and raised another $2 billion in 2022 from Sony and KIRKBI (owner of the Lego 

Corporation), all tied to its metaverse investments.  One of Fortnite’s biggest competitors, 706

Roblox, a game design platform with a business model I would describe as a metaverse of user 

generated content, went public in 2021 with a valuation of over $41 billion.  Match Group Inc., 707

which owns over a dozen dating apps including Tinder and OkCupid, purchased Korean app 

company Hyperconnect for $1.73 billion in 2021 in order to add “metaverse elements” into the 

company’s dating apps.708

Microsoft has also recently embraced the metaverse future. The company announced their 

own augmented reality/virtual reality app and headset called Microsoft Mesh in early 2021.  As 709

with Facebook’s Horizon Workrooms, users create and use their own “cartoon avatar[s]” to 

interact with the digital world.  The company also frames its cloud services as an integrated 710

 “Announcing a New Funding Round of $1 Billion to Support Epic’s Long-Term Vision for the 706

Metaverse,” Epic Games, April 13, 2021, https://www.epicgames.com/site/en-US/news/announcing-a-1-
billion-funding-round-to-support-epics-long-term-vision-for-the-metaverse;

 Shannon Liao, “Roblox, the Game Company Made Wildly Popular by Kids, Goes Public with $41 707

Billion Valuation,” Washington Post, March 11, 2021, https://www.washingtonpost.com/video-games/
2021/03/11/roblox-ipo/.

 Sarah Perez, “Match Group to Add Audio and Video Chat, Including Group Live Video, to Its 708

Dating App Portfolio,” TechCrunch, August 4, 2021, https://social.techcrunch.com/2021/08/04/match-
group-to-add-live-audio-and-video-to-its-dating-app-portfolio-starting-in-2021/.

 “Introducing Microsoft Mesh | Here Can Be Anywhere.,” Microsoft, accessed August 19, 2021, 709

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/mesh.

 Scott Stein, “Microsoft Mesh Will Teleport You in AR and VR to Play with Others across Lots of 710

Devices,” CNET, March 2, 2021, https://www.cnet.com/tech/computing/microsoft-mesh-will-teleport-
you-in-ar-and-vr-to-play-with-others-across-lots-of-devices/.
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stack of technologies to enable creation of other metaverse apps (Figure 40).  Mirroring the 711

metaverse ideals of constant digital connection and interactivity, Microsoft offers a kind of 

technology metaverse, an all-encompassing layered system of platforms, tools, AI, and more to 

create and sustain other metaverses. 

 Sam George, “Converging the Physical and Digital with Digital Twins, Mixed Reality, and 711

Metaverse Apps,” Microsoft, May 26, 2021, https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/converging-the-
physical-and-digital-with-digital-twins-mixed-reality-and-metaverse-apps/.

Figure 40. Microsoft lists is metaverse capabilities as connected layers of technology that will 
only become more and more seamless and connected over time. From Sam George, “Converging 
the Physical and Digital with Digital Twins, Mixed Reality, and Metaverse Apps,” Microsoft, May 
26, 2021, https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/converging-the-physical-and-digital-with-digital-
twins-mixed-reality-and-metaverse-apps/.
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And then there is Meta. In summer 2021, CEO Marc Zuckerberg went on a PR blitz in 

interviews and investor relations announcing that Facebook is transitioning from a social media 

company to a metaverse company.  Facebook announced Horizon Workrooms, a new VR app 712

that enables workers to design their own avatars and interact in virtual office spaces.  713

Zuckerberg calls the metaverse “the next generation of the internet,”  an “embodied internet 714

that you’re inside of rather than just looking at. We believe that this is going to be the successor 

to the mobile Internet.”  Facebook officially rebranded as Meta in October 2021, and expanded 715

Horizons Workrooms into Horizon Worlds, “a social experience” where users can create their 

own worlds and creativity is presumably set free within the limitless possibilities of the 

metaverse.  716

Much of these moves may be written off as hype, bandwagon hopping, or corporate 

positioning in the face of criticisms. That being said, these moves and the metaverse they 

imagine are worth taking seriously not only because of the massive financial investments into 

metaverse technologies across the board, but also because the metaverse is the latest 

manifestation of animation logics explored in this dissertation, where corporate conglomeration 

and animation combine. The metaverse is important in this discussion of animation because it is 

1) fully imbricated with animation, and 2) illustrates the further platformization of everything, 

 Kyle Chayka, “Facebook Wants Us to Live in the Metaverse,” The New Yorker, August 5, 2021, 712

https://www.newyorker.com/culture/infinite-scroll/facebook-wants-us-to-live-in-the-metaverse.

 “Facebook Launches ‘Horizon Workrooms’ for Virtual Offices — Here’s How It Works,” CBS 713

News, August 19, 2021, https://www.cbsnews.com/news/facebook-launches-horizon-workrooms-virtual-
reality-app/.

 “Facebook Launches ‘Horizon Workrooms,’” CBS News.714

 Chayka, “Facebook Wants Us to Live in the Metaverse.”715

 Oculus, “Horizon Worlds | Virtual Reality Worlds and Communities,” accessed April 30, 2022, 716

https://www.oculus.com/horizon-worlds/.
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and thus extends our discussion of media distribution platforms.

Virtual Bodies and Spaces: Towards a Queer Phenomenology
An essential component of the metaverse as Meta, Epic Games, and other tech and media 

conglomerates envision is animation’s integral role in creating all of its visuals experienced in 

the new platform. From the animated avatar figures that users customize and interact with, to the 

virtual spaces design and animated through physics engines, animation undergirds the entire 

metaverse experience within VR headsets. So far, initial public discussions and research have 

called into question how such animated bodies and spaces can reify systemic issues of inequality 

in regards to diversity and user experience. In this section, I identify some of these issues around 

virtual bodies and spaces to begin to take up questions of bodily representation, interaction, and 

spatial experience in the metaverse. As corporate conglomerates turn their gaze towards the 

metaverse as the next frontier of digital distribution and consumption, it is vital to establish what 

issues precisely arise with such technology, while also identifying how animation is imbricated 

in these issues as well. In other words, the metaverse becomes another site where we can look to 

animation in how it indexes conglomerate media logic and corporate strategies. Examining 

metaverse animation also enables me to return to questions of queer theory as well, bringing in 

Sara Ahmed’s work on queer phenomenology to the experience of space in the metaverse.

Essential to the metaverse are avatars, the animated figures that users pilot to do everything 

in the metaverse, with a key feature being their infinite customization (Figure 41). Such 

customization inevitably brings up the discussions of representation and its limits. Tech reporter 

Lauren Goode points to the potential issues around diversity in the metaverse space, including 

the potential for reifying stereotypes around due to limited avatar design options.  Indeed, one 717

 Lauren Goode, “The Architects of the Metaverse Need to Read the Virtual Room,” Wired, August 717

27, 2021, https://www.wired.com/story/plaintext-architects-metaverse-diversity/.
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aspect of these avatar limitations is already visible in Meta’s Horizon and Horizon Workrooms, 

in that avatars have no legs at all. Avatar aesthetics tend towards the smooth and simplified 

(which require less data for less rendering and quicker load times), and avatar animation is 

focused on facial movement and hand gestures. As one aspect of working towards diversity and 

inclusion in the metaverse, Meta’s Chief Diversity Officer Maxine Williams points out that Meta 

user avatars now offer “more than one quintillion different combinations,” including newer 

additions such as virtual assistive devices for people with disabilities.  While Meta attempts to 718

address questions of diversity through near infinite avatar customization, it’s possible that the 

metaverse collapses concerns diversity altogether into merely another question of consumer 

 Maxine Williams, “Building the Metaverse With Diversity and Inclusion from the Start,” Meta 718

(blog), February 24, 2022, https://about.fb.com/news/2022/02/building-the-metaverse-with-diversity-and-
inclusion-from-the-start/.

Figure 41. Mark Zuckerberg customizes his metaverse avatar in Meta’s rebranding press release. 
Source: Meta, The Metaverse and How We’ll Build It Together -- Connect 2021, 2021, https://

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uvufun6xer8.
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choice.

Bodies and their interactions are another key question the metaverse needs to contend with, 

as bodily harassment is not unusual in VR. As Goode asks, when the majority of metaverse 

developers are cis white men, what does this bode for marginalized communities in these new 

virtual spaces?  VR/AR software developer Cy Wise has both witnessed and experienced 719

bodily harassment in VR, where one virtual body comes into nonconsensual, inappropriate 

contact. As Wise observes, such harassment is experienced differently in the metaverse as 

opposed other online spaces, as the metaverse is “not just the interconnectedness of apps. … It’s 

an embodied medium.”  Wise’s comments illustrate that potential pitfalls of VR’s embodiment 720

that Zuckerberg praises. Goode and Wise express concerns that people who have not experienced 

these issues (namely, cis white men) will not design with them in mind. 

Scholar and visual artist Teresa Braun has witnessed similar issues in their ongoing research 

into the fluidity of queer identity in virtual spaces. Braun encountered one pernicious practice in 

VR chat rooms where VR users with more stable internet access and more advanced hardware—

in other words, access to faster processing power—can disrupt the digital VR bodies of those 

with less processing power through colliding movement, such as swiping forcefully at another 

virtual body with VR handheld controllers. VR users with weaker processing power experience 

disruption and glitches as their systems struggle to process the collision, while VR uses with 

more powerful hardware remain unchanged because their systems’ processing power can handle 

the impact. Braun’s initial findings demonstrate how material inequalities are not transcended in 

VR, but rather continue to structure experience with the virtual space and bodies. Equity is not 

 Goode, “The Architects of the Metaverse Need to Read the Virtual Room.”719

 Goode, “The Architects of the Metaverse Need to Read the Virtual Room,” emphasis in original.720
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just a cosmetic concern, but also involves the way bodies occupy space and what kinds of 

interactions are enabled in said spaces. 

This section will now shift from thinking through virtual bodies and their interactivity in the 

metaverse to the virtual spaces themselves. In addition to customizable avatars, the virtual spaces 

of the metaverse are another key selling point in offering near infinite amount software creativity 

in explore and even designing your own virtual worlds. In examining space, this section serves 

as an extension of chapters 2 & 4, which examined how animation structures space for cross-

over IP in CN City bumpers and Space Jam: A New Legacy, respectively. Thinking conceptually 

about the challenges metaverse animated spaces face helps clarify some of the experiential 

differences the metaverse has as a potential media distribution format. To think about this 

theoretically, I will draw upon Sara Ahmed’s work in Queer Phenomenology (2006) to 

conceptualize the potential issues the metaverse will likely have in structuring virtual space.

In Queer Phenomenology, Sara Ahmed takes the “orientation” in sexual orientation and the 

“orient” in orientalism as phenomenological problems, arguing that “bodies are gendered, 

sexualized, and raced by how they extend into space.”  Ahmed examines how orientations 721

(such as heterosexuality and whiteness) push us to “straighten up” and inhabit space in particular 

ways. Orientations pressure us to follow particular lines, paths through life that are marked by 

spatial and temporal experience. Subject following these lines these “reproduce the lines that 

they follow.”  As such, Ahmed examines how spaces shape and extend bodies, what they do, 722

and the places they inhabit. Spaces are made available to particular bodies, and these kinds of 

preferences become codified through repetition. As Ahmed writes, “Bodies hence acquire 

 Sara Ahmed, Queer Phenomenology: Orientations, Objects, Others (Durham: Duke University 721

Press, 2006), 5.

 Ahmed, Queer Phenomenology, 17, emphasis in original.722
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orientation through the repetition of some actions over others.”  They acquire particular 723

orientations to objects and the world. 

For example, heterosexuality is an orientation that does not emerge from innate nature, but 

instead from institutions, an orientation continually re-inscribed through repetition of social 

norms. Ahmed points to the work of Adrienne Rich, whose analysis of compulsory 

heterosexuality is crucial here. Rich observes that there are a “cluster of forces within which 

women have been convinced that marriage, and sexual orientation toward men, are inevitable, 

even if unsatisfying or oppressive components of their lives.”  Heterosexuality becomes 724

compulsory as “the heterosexual couple is ‘instituted’ as the form of sociality through force.”  725

Heterosexuality is thus made compulsory through its continual repetition, a repetition that seeks 

to “straighten out” any of those who may deviate from the path of heterosexuality.

Repetition is a central facet of Ahmed’s analysis, as it is through repetition that such 

particular orientations become privileged over others. For example, the whiteness of spaces (who 

is or is not welcome in a space), is not based just on the number of bodies in a room. Rather, 

whiteness is an effect of repetition, where “what is repeated is the very style or embodiment, a 

way of inhabiting space, which claims space by the accumulation of gestures of ‘sinking’ into 

that space.”  Gender, too, is a product of repetition; Ahmed writes that “Gender becomes 726

naturalized as a property of bodies, objects, and spaces partly through the ‘loop’ of this 

repetition, which leads bodies in some directions more than others as if that direction came from 

 Ahmed, Queer Phenomenology, 58.723

 Adrienne Rich, “Compulsory Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence,” Signs 5, no. 4 (1980): 640, 724

emphasis added.
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within the body and explains which it turns.”  Orientations thus put pressure on subjects to 727

reproduce said orientations, re-inscribing subjects through the loops of societal norms.

Ahmed’s queer phenomenology proves useful in conceptualizing the phenomenological 

problems that the virtual spaces of the metaverse pose. If a metaverse, such as Meta’s Horizon 

Worlds, offers particular virtual spaces, how do these spaces structure our experience? On a 

theoretical level, we should ask what kinds of orientations are made preferable over others in 

these spaces. But we do not need to remain solely on a theoretical level of analysis, however. As 

this thesis has demonstrated, a material analysis of aesthetics attuned to the loops of animation 

lets us begin to answer these questions. Much as Ahmed examines the orientations of our world 

and their reproduction through the loops of societal norms, we should examine the metaphorical 

and literal orientations of the metaverse space and how these are reproduced through loops of 

societal norms and animation, respectively. We might speculate what the literal loops of 

animation the metaverse might employ—loops that save rendering time and data storage, but 

also re-inscribe particularly ways of viewing the world—and how these structure particular 

orientations for virtual space over others. In other worlds, as these metaverse worlds are created 

through animation (a medium that often relies on loops), future research should examine how 

such animated loops might trace loops of normative orientations. 

Additionally, Ahmed’s analysis offers another phenomenological query, that of desire that 

deviates from orientations. Ahmed reminds us of desire lines, a concept in architecture that 

illustrate the ways in which spaces are actually used. One common example of desire lines are 

trodden paths across lawns when paved sidewalks in the area are less direct. When faced with a 

lawn, able-bodied people typically desire the quickest way from A to B; trodden paths are thus 

 Ahmed, Queer Phenomenology, 58, emphasis added. See also Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: 727

Feminism and the Subversion of Identity, Routledge Classics (New York: Routledge, 2006).
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one way in which desire lines created materially through subjects enacting their desire to traverse 

space a particular way. Ahmed uses the idea of desire lines to think about the lines of deviation 

from institutionalized orientations, such as lesbian desire as a desire line, one that deviates from 

heterosexuality. Within the metaverse, what happens if you desire something that virtual spaces 

and virtual bodies are not designed to do? Ahmed writes about how spaces that entail particular 

orientations not only produce pressure for subjects to follow said orientations, but also put a stop 

to certain subjects who are not deemed to fit the space. Thus “stopping is therefore a political 

economy that is distributed unevenly between others, and it is also an affective economy that 

leaves its impressions, affecting the bodies that are subject to its address.”  As the metaverse is 728

a wholly virtual world subject to all sorts of programming, a world created through animation, 

we might ask what kinds of stops that occur in such spaces, and what kinds of orientations they 

entail. For example, Meta has released a user guide on how Horizon Worlds users can control 

animation and physics in the VR space, including the ability to control scale, collision, animated 

moment, whether and/or how such movements loop, etc. Examining the material aesthetics of 

this animation will be necessary in examining the metaverse’s orientations, its loops, and its 

stops.

Platformization is not just another form of distribution; it arguably further whittles down the 

way in which consumers interact with media conglomerate’s content. The metaverse, like video 

games, relies on a particular number of graphical assets. While Meta’s Horizon Worlds advertises 

itself as limitless in creativity, the reality of software and hardware capabilities means the 

program can only render what it is already able to do. Horizon Worlds may be a sandbox, but 

said sandbox is still metaphorically constrained by walls and a limited amount of sand and tools 

 Ahmed, Queer Phenomenology, 140.728
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for use.

Capital’s Virtual Worlds
As mentioned briefly in chapter 4, recent turns in Hollywood filmmaking, such as Ready 

Player One and Space Jam: A New Legacy, as well as the metaverse and its attempts like 

Fortnite, are predicated on the fusion of an animated world with a cornucopia of characters from 

various branded franchises. Such a shift in media production is nicely encapsulated by Italian 

theorist Maurizio Lazzarato and his analysis of contemporary shifts in capitalist accumulation. 

This analysis remains useful, particularly to the present project, in its emphasis in worlds and 

world building. Maurizio Lazzarato argues that capitalist accumulation no longer just occurs at 

the site of labour, but penetrates all aspects of life. Lazzarato explains this shifting relationship 

from capital and labour to capital and life by positing that capitalism no longer produces 

products themselves, but rather the worlds in which the products exist.  This shift in capitalism 729

has been referred to as the social factory by autonomist Marxists to encompass how capital 

transforms everything into value to be captured.  Workers no longer work in a factory; instead, 730

life has become a factory for capitalist accumulation. Lazzarato explains further: “The company 

producing a product or service produces a world. In its logic, the service or the product, just as 

the consumer or the worker, must correspond to this world; and the world is its turn has to be 

ascribed in the souls and bodies of consumers and workers.”  Communication is essential in 731

this shift from capital-labour to capital-life; as Lazzarato argues, “Contemporary capitalism does 

 Lazzarato, “From Capital-Labour to Capital-Life,” 188.729
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not first arrive with factories… It arrives with words, signs, and images.”  Lazzarato’s analysis 732

compliments the intensification of brand worlds, worlds created through, and may supplant, 

social communication, as discussed in chapter 4.

In examining the difficulty of simple individual consumption under contemporary capitalism, 

Lazzarato turns to television as a key example. Television flow is one example of capital’s 

“regime of signs” where singular consumption of goods dissolve into a consumption of a 

televisual world.  Television’s flow is temporally and spatially boundless, as its broadcasts 733

makes it “increasingly difficult to know when one begins and the other ends,”  while its global 734

reach ignores “boundaries between nations, classes, status, income etc.”  Television, for 735

Lazzarato, becomes a key example of the overflow of capital’s production of worlds, the 

productions of endless streams for consumption. 

The metaverse would thus seem the perfect example of Lazzarato’s analysis—an all 

encompassing virtual world that mediates all interactions and experiences of everyday life. 

Within the virtual world of the metaverse, an animated platform of massive corporate 

conglomeration mediates everything within it in an attempt to completely overtake everyday life. 

In turn, it makes every movement not just an action, but a transaction. Animation’s imbrication 

into capitalist logics is nothing new; multiple animation scholars have observed animation, its 

 Lazzarato, “From Capital-Labour to Capital-Life,” 190.732
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imbrication with advertising, and its embodiment of Marx’s concept of commodity fetishism.  736

In its ability to animate commodities, either literally or metaphorically, animation demonstrates 

the phantasmagoric life of commodities that occurs when labour is alienated from the objects 

they produce.  Perhaps the metaverse too points to the ways in which animation undergirds 737

capitalist attempts to commodity everything that makes up life itself. Such an animated 

metaverse world is the dream of capital, the emergence of a new digital frontier for capitalist 

accumulation.

Digital landlords are not new and neither is the metaverse. Both have been present in the 

visual online game Second Life. A 2007 book titled The Entrepreneur’s Guide to Second Life: 

Making Money in the Metaverse offers readers a guide to extracting capital from the virtual 

world as a digital landlord. These digital landlords have not faced obsolescence; in HBO’s series 

How To With John Wilson (2020-), the titular filmmaker interviews a Second Life landlord who 

describes his “work” collecting thousands of dollars for real estate in the game. Second Life is a 

prescient example as a proto-metaverse, and illustrates the possibility of what might come from 

the metaverse, from virtual spaces and their monetization through digital landlords.

This reflects Jathan Sadowski’s argument that platforms are merely another form of rentier 

capitalism. Sadowski argues that platforms are not an aberration of capitalism or a return to 

feudalism, but rather platforms are products of capitalism, and “represent an evolution and 
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expansion of rentierism.”  Sadowski’s scathing analysis outlines how platforms engage in 738

rentier capitalism through three ways: “data extraction, digital enclosure, and capital 

convergence.”  We can see such rentier capitalism in Meta’s fee policy. Meta appears to be 739

taking a cue from Roblox and its user generated content. Meta’s Horizon Worlds allows creators 

to create and sell virtual goods, but the Meta Quest Store and Horizon Platform fees take a 

whopping 47% of revenue on any sales, before taxes. 

As writer Gian Volpicelli points out, the metaverse is ultimately a “crisis technology.”  The 740

metaverses of novels Ready Player One (Ernest Cline, 2011) and Snow Crash (Neal Stephenson, 

1992, which originated the term) are alternatives to the darker reality, one of squalor and vast 

economic inequality. The current turn towards metaverses is fuelled even more by the 

COVID-19 pandemic, which restricted people to their homes for over two years now. As 

Sadowski suggests, “further research could focus more intently on the ways in which platforms 

also produce spaces for extraction and enclosure.”  Lazzarato’s analysis of capital-life offers 741

another lens on the matter to conceptualize the metaverse as a digital continuation of the social 

factory. Such digital worlds are crucially underpinned by animation.

The Many Worlds of Capital-Life
As discussed in chapter 1, loops have temporal value in how they repeat movement through 

time and reanimate existing corporate archives. But increasingly, conglomerated media strategies 

also have a distinctly spatial dimension as well, as brand worlds become a viable means of 

 Sadowski, “The Internet of Landlords,” 570.738

 Sadowski, “The Internet of Landlords,”  570.739

 Gian Volpicelli, “Mark Zuckerberg’s Metaverse Already Sucks,” Wired, August 4, 2021, https://740

www.wired.com/story/mark-zuckerberg-facebook-metaverse-sucks/, emphasis in original.

 Sadowski, “The Internet of Landlords,” 576.741
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https://www.wired.com/story/mark-zuckerberg-facebook-metaverse-sucks/
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cultural production. Media trade publication Variety recently published a report titled “VIP’s 

Guide To The Viewniverse: Assessing Reach And Scale For 24/7 Streaming And TV Brands” 

(Figure 42). This report prompted me to think about the spatial metaphor of the universe, and 

how ubiquitous the image and phrase is as an organizing category. Variety’s report uses the 

image of outer space as a means of comprehending the vast amount of media distribution brands, 

fashioning each brand (whether it be a television channel or a streaming platform), as a planet. 

Brand planets—or worlds— and the space of the universe become the key images that make the 

vast scale and scope of media conglomeration coherent. The universe thus becomes a metaphor 

for comprehension, as this shift is visible in contemporary film and media as well. From the 

Serververse of Space Jam: A New Legacy, to the Cinematic Universes of Marvel or DC, to the 

Figure 42. The infinite space of Variety’s “viewniverse” is reminiscent of Space Jam: A New Legacy’s 
Serververse. Source: Gavin Bridge, “Vip’s Guide To The Viewniverse: A Special Report” (Variety 

Intelligence Platform, October 19, 2021).
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recent spate of multiverse films,  to WarnerMedia’s crossover battle video game MultiVersus 742

(2022), to the metaverse itself: all appear to point to a recent obsession in forever expanding the 

frontiers of entertainment.

Animation aesthetics index these shifts in media distribution and conglomeration. 

Animation is also crucial to how shifts in media conglomeration work. If network aesthetics 

work to make global connection comprehensible, as Patrick Jagoda argues,  then the often-743

animated universe aesthetics exists to make the contemporary spectacle of brands and IP 

comprehensible, for both industry and audiences. Like in Space Jam: A New Legacy, the practice 

of creating and animating a spatial universe containing planets of IP is a means of making sense 

of our contemporary media landscape. And animation is essential in envisioning this, as it is the 

medium to literally render these images visible.

Why universes? Why imagery of outer space, vast, vacuous, full of immaterial substance? 

I’ll end here by positing two reasons: 1) the image of a universe is best equipped to hold an ever 

expanding portfolio of media conglomerates, and 2) it is the only form of image that can meet 

the capitalist demand of infinite expansion, the only aesthetic formulation that meets the demand 

of constant hype. Much as venture capitalist projects such as SpaceX and Blue Origin see space 

travel as a new frontier for capitalist expansion, the metaverse is a capitalist, neo-colonial project 

that is very much a return to empire. The metaverse is another new “frontier,” a terra nullius that 

tech colonialists like Zuckerberg declare to render virtual space for conquest. These ever 

multiplying virtual worlds the likes of A New Legacy’s ServerVerse and Meta’s Horizon Worlds 

 Such films include Doctor Strange In The Multiverse Of Madness (2022), Everything Everywhere 742

All At Once (2022), Spider-Man: No Way Home (2021), and Spider-Man: Into The Spider-Verse (2018). 
Other recent multiverse television series include Rick and Morty (2013-).

 Jagoda, Network Aesthetics.743
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not only render corporate strategy through animation aesthetics; they render clear contemporary 

capitalism as we know it, one powered on data colonization.  Examining the corporate legacy 744

of animation from Turner to A New Legacy demonstrates how animation remains key to tracing 

conglomerate media logics, from the temporal loops of animation and legacy archives, to the 

spatial expansion of brand worlds within contemporary cultural production.

 Couldry and Mejias, “Data Colonialism: Rethinking Big Data’s Relation to the Contemporary 744

Subject.”
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